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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

Welcome to the 1986 International Aerospace and Ground Conference on Lightning and
Static Electricity.
The theme of this year's conference symbolizes the City of Dayton, "The Wright Place to
Be". How fitting a location for this conference; the birthplace of the pioneers of aviation,
Wilbur and Orville Wright. From the beginning of manned flight to our leap for the stars
today, Dayton and the U.S. Air Force at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base have played an
important part in this progress. Many papers that will be presented during this conference
reflect this progress; not only in further understanding the phenomena of lightning and
static electricity, but also in protecting existing and future systems from the effects of
the atmospheric electricity threat.
The technical program consists of fifty-two papers to be presented during parallel
sessions.

This year's papers offer the most recent information obtained on lightning

characteristics, essential for determining protection methods for both ground and airborne
systems. In addition, the means for developing these protection schemes through analysis
and test are addressed. A good percentage of the papers are on work that is going on
outside the United States to truly make this an international forum.
I feel confident that all attendees will leave this conference with an increased knowledge
of lightning and static electricity and, hopefully, with information useful for them to
practically apply it to their professional endeavors. I would like to express my
appreciation to many talented people who have worked so hard to make this a successful
conference. This includes the conference speakers, session chairpersons and organizers,
advisors, and last but certainly not least, the Conference Steering Committee and all
their staff.

Lawrence C. Walko
Conference Chairman
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A REVIEW OF AEROSPACE AND GROUND LIGHTNING THREAT
CHARACTERISTICS AND APPLICATIONS
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ABSTRACT

During the last ten years a vast amount of information has been
obtained about the lightning and static electricity threat to
aerospace vehicles.
Experimental research aircraft flying Inside
thunderstorms have obtained consistent statistics on the currents,
static fields, and electromagnetic fields during lightning
attachment. The analysis of these experimental results has affected
the design of lightning simulators, lightning locators, aircraft
lightning protections, and the development of standards.
Additionally, the analysis of ground measurements of the
characteristics of the lightning discharge has affected the design
*>f ground system protections and lightning locators.
Finally, new
work has been performed to compare lightning measure«ants with
simulated nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEHF).
this paper
summarises briefly some of the work in these areas and provides
suggestions for additional research.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

AEROSPACE LIGHTNING AND STATIC ELECTRICITY
THREAT CHARACTERISTICS.
In the last
ten years at least five aircraft have been
Instrumented and flown inside or near a
thunderstorm
to
measure
various
electromagnetic characteristics Of the
lightning discharge [1-5].
This work has
been necessary to identify the expected
lightning threat to a flying aircraft.

THE COAL OF THIS conference Is to share new
information in the following three areas:
1) the effect of lightning and static
electricity on aerospace vehicles, (2) the
effect of lightning on ground systems, and
(3) the relationship between lightning and
other events that can cause interference in
aerospace and ground systems.
Nearly all
the research articles presented here and in
the last ten conferences belong to one of
these categories.
The goal of this
introductory paper is to subdivide the
research being performed in the above three
areas,
to outline
some
of
the
key
accomplishments and to make suggestions for
future research.

II,

From these programs the NASA F-106 aircraft
collected the largest amount of information,
being struck by lightning about 680 times in
the 1979-1985 time period.
The data
collected in the F-106 included the
currents, fields, induced voltages, radar
characteristics,
and photography during
lightning discharges to the aircraft.
Most
of these data were collected at altitudes
between 20,000 and 40,000 ft where very
little amount of data was available prior to
this program.

AEROSPACE VEHICLES

Fig. 1 shows the key research areas
required to define the aerospace ligthning
and
static
electricity
threat
characteristics and the use of
these
characteristics in the study of lightning
simulators and test techniques, aircraft
effects,
lightning locators, aircraft
protection, and the development of military
and
commercial
standards.
The
characteristics of the lightning threat to
the aircraft have a vital influence on the
other research areas. However, external
factors such as the incorporation of
composite materials and faster digital
electronics in new generation aircraft
influence the aircraft effects, protection,
and testing techniques.
Next, the research
on each of these areas wll). be summarized
and some suggestions for future research
will be considered.

In addition to the NASA F-106 aircraft,
the Air Force Wright-Aeronautical Laboratory
in conjunction with the FAA, the Navy, NASA,
._
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FAA

CV-

sensors mounted throughout the aircraft.
Pictures of the discharge were obtained by

the discharge [7], analogy between the
aircraft discharge and
long air-gap
breakdowns [8], correlation of radar
signatures with lightning electromagnetic
fields during aircraft
strikes
[9],
analysis of the natural aircraft resonant
frequencies excited by lightning discharges
[10],
LRC computer code analysis and
nonlinear parameter study of the CV-580 and
F-106 data [11], and the analysis of the
energy requirements of an aircraft
triggered discharge [12].
Additional work
on these types of analyses based on the
available data is highly encouraged to
increase our understanding not only of the
threat level but also of the physical
aspects of the lightning strike to the
aircraft which can be used for lightning
protec tion.
While some aircraft lightning research
experiments were designed to measure the
currents and the fields associated with a
lightning discharge [1-4], the instrumented
Aerocomrn ander aircraft operated by the
Desert Research
Institute
(DRI)
was
utilized to measure the electric field,
aircraft charge,
ice particle type and
concentration, particle precipitation
charge and meteorological parameters [13].
So far,
the DRI research suggests that
charging is a result of aircraft-ice
impacts rather than a stripping of the
charge
already carried by the ice
particles [13].
Combining
the
results of
the
DRI
aircraft and the field mill data collected
in
the
F-106
and
CV-580
with
the
electrostatic
laboratory experiments
conducted by SRI International [14] should
clearly identify the aircraft charging and
discharging processes.
Betöre deciding to
acquire additional airborne research data
to
determine
the
lightning
and
electrostatic threat characteristics, the
available data must be throughly analyzed
and the goals of any new research program
clearly defined.

transients recorded during the discharge
were
comparable
to
the
respective
measurements in the CV-580 aircraft.
However,
the C- 160 showed a consistent
pulse repetition rate of about 10
pulses/sec
Y
«* »w ai a B M which
HHICU was
wa» near
ueai the peak value
observed in the
ooservea
tne CV-580
uv-SBO aircraft.
Similar
high pulse repetition rates during aircraft
lightning attachments have been measured in
the UC-130 [4], and in the Learjet aircraft
[5].
Now after
fter concluding these five major
experimental research programs, there is a
need to summarize the results and too
interpret
usinp. Mathematical and
cpret the data using*.
physical models of the process.
The
validity of this analysis will depend on
how well we prove that our assumptions are
correct.
Since
many
simultaneous
measurements were performed during these
research
programs,
the
number
of
assumptions can be reduced.
For example,
1) the ground and aircraft lightning
location systems used during these
experimental research programs provide
additional information on the location and
intensity of the discharge;
2) the
simultaneous measurements of the electric
and magnetic fields on the ground at the
time of the aircraft lightning discharge
for a few of thes: events provides a key
relationship to interpret the differences
between lightning measured airborne and on
the ground; 3) ground and aircraft radar
.
,
.
.
,.
echoes
echoes at
at the
the time
time of
of the
the discharge
discharge can
provide significant information on the
precipitation region, surrounding the
aircraft; „) simultaneous measurements of
i ii c static
s i a 11 c electric
electric fields
iieios on
the
on several
several
aircraft locations can be interpreted to
determine the aircraft charge and the
vertical and horizontal static fields; and
5) simultaneous measurements of the induced
voltages for various aircraft wiring
configurations can be analyzed to estimate
coupling mechanisms and aircraft transfer
functions.
The analyses of these results
should drive the research In all the other
areas shown in Fig. 1.
It should be
possible, using all the available data, to
develop some theories about the physics of
the aircraft lightning discharge which are
consistent with the actual data.
Some of
the researchers In these programs have
taken part of the data to provide
n
explanation of certain aspects of the
physical discharge such as the Initiation
., (
»l~_
Al
U
5,1
1
of
the discharge
[6],
length and size of

LIGHTNING
SIMULATORS
AND TESTINC
TECHNIQUES.
Many lightning simulator
ibiiiNiyuba.
nanyiigntning
configurations have been developed in the
,„
, t0 ,,,,,. thp vu■ner.bl 11ty
Ust
of aerospace vehlcles to dlrect 1 ightning
attachment.
Basically,
three test,
attachment.
Basically,
techniques
were available
available ten
ten years
years ago
ago to
to
techniques were
perform lightning tests.
First, the full
scale Indirect effect test was developed by
using a Marx bank through a long arc into
the aircraft.
Second,
the lightning
transient analysis (LTA) technique w ~ a
introduced by using a small Impulse
generator to inject low currents to the
vehicles
and
then
using
linear
extrapolation for higher currents.
Third,
the CU test technique was designed to sweep
a relatively low level source over a wide
frequency range and using a network
analyzer to determine the aircraft transfer
function.
This latter technique has been
primarily used by the Boeing Company.
The first two techniques were later
modified to Include various configurations.
The full scale Induced effect testing was
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To determine the Indirect effects, one
must calculate the relationship between the
lightning entry current and the
external
surface currents and charge densities
throughout the aircraft surface »nd the
induced transients on aircraft avlonic
systems.
To determine
the
level of
electromagnetic interference inside the
aircraft, a lightning interaction model must
be used *o define the surface current and
charge d. sities across the entire aircraft
surface.
The stick model and the three
dimensional finite difference models such as
THREDE and T3DFD are some of the most common
models to determine the skin current
distribution throughout the aircraft.
To
determine the internal- interaction problems,
the effect of apertures, seams and joints;
slots and cracks; diffusion, radomes,

expanded when McDonnell
Aircraft Co.
developed a shock excitation test by
electrically isolating the test vehicle and
producing a Megavolt discharge to the
vehicle which then arcs over a ground plane.
Similarly, the LTA technique was expanded
for higher currents and rates-of-rise using
ground return configurations to produce E
and H field distributions comparable to the
aircraft during flight [IS),[16].
In
1979
testing
confirmed
and
demonstrated the feasibility of using a
gas-dielectric, triggered-spark gap as a 1
MV crowbar switch for lightning simulators
[17]. The use of the crowbarred Marx surge
generator .= was a significant seep to
achieve lightning simulators with current
waveforms comparable to those measured in
the
F-106
and
CV-580
aircraft.
Additionally, the UV laser triggering of
crowbars used in the Sandia Lightning
Simulator can produce four current pulses
In a short interval by using four crowbars
[18].
Peaking capacitors similar to
those used for NEMP simulators were being
used for lightning simulators to obtain a
peak current of about 40 kA and a risetime
near 100 ns [ 19] , [ 20] .
This brief summary illustrates some of
the changes that were incorporated in the
design of lightning simulators to account
for the increased knowledge in the
lightning threat characteristics.
One area
where research might be required is trying
to reproduce the high pulse repetition rate
measured in aircraft lightning strikes.
However, the design of such a simulator Is
extremely complex and impractical.
Ue
recommend that theoretical analysis be
performed to determine the effect of the
pulse repetition rate, both, internal and
external to the aircraft, but no additional
simulators be designed to account for this
effect.

lansiencs.
inese transients may upset or
amage essential aircraft avionic systems.
The Atmospheric Electricity Hazard
'rotection (AEHP) program performed by the
loeing Company under the direction of the
air
irlgni-aeronaucicai Laboratory
Laooracory has
nas
ir rorce
Force Wright-Aeronautical
investigated the lightning produced direct
and indirect effects in a modern aircraft
[23].
The lightning simulated measurements
performed In the AEHP program coupled with
the airborne induced voltage measurements
performed in the NASA F-106 and In the FAA
CV-580 aircraft should provide meaningful
results to prove the validity of some of the
theoretical analysis on direct and indirect
effects.
Future research in this area
should include taking the data collected in
the CV-580 and F-106 aircraft and applying
It to the existent models and analysis
techniques.
In both of these airborne
programs,
the currents and electromagnetic
fields were measured simultaneously on
various locations on the aircraft surface
and some internal wirings.
Additionally,
for some of these strikes the entry and exit
points have been determined,
thereby
reducing the uncertainty of the application
of any electromagnetic models.

AIRCRAFT EFFECTS.
The aircraft effects
during lightning attachments are usually
classified as directs and indirects.
We
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LICHTNINC LOCATORS.
At this time the
Stormscope
appears
to
be
the
only
commercially avail r. ble lightning locator
system than can be installed In an aircraft
to locate a lightning discharge [24].
The
Stormscope uses a single crossed loop to
determine the bearing of the lightning
discharge.
The distance to the discharge is
estimated by the relative magnitude of the
fields.
The Stormscope displays in realtime the relative location of the discharge
in a CRT display.
Other systems could be developed to be
mounted in an aircraft for real-time
location of a lightning discharge.
These
systems cculd use crossed magnetic loops,
tlme -of -atr1va1 techniques, optical sensors,
or
newly
developed
techniques.
Additionally, an interferometer system could
be easily developed to be Incorporated in an
aircraft.

i« il K

during a
lightning strike are also
considered direct effects.
In metallic
structures the typical direct effect damages
are melting and burnthrough, pitting at
structural interfaces, resistive heating,
magnetic force effects, and arcing across
bonds,
hinges and
joints
| 2 1 I .
In
nonmetallic structures the direct effects
can puncture or produce large holes on
fiberglass or kevlar structures and
delaialnatlon or burning of graphite
composite structures.
In the fuel tanks,
lightning can cause fuel-vapor ignition
pruduced by electrical or thermal ignition
sources [21].
The fuel tank ignition
problem Is a major area of concern in
aircraft lightning protection due to the
possibility of a fuel tank explosion.
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STANDARDS.
It appears that the best
available
document for aerospace
lightning protection entitled "Lightning
Test Waveforms and Techriques for Aerospace
Vehicles and Hardware,' was published by tn«
SAE Committee AE4L in June 1978 [26].
This
report includes all the tests ised by the
government and industry duriig the 1970s.
MIL-STD-1757 published in 1980 ontained the
none ontroversia 1 tests in the SAE AE4L
report. This standard was updated in March
1983, MIL-STD-1757A,
to provide guidance
in the application of the standard and to
establish the various test techniques.
Two other general standards used by
government and industry are MIL-STD-461 and
KIL-STD-462 which describe electromagnetic
interference characteristics, measurements,
and equipment requirements.
However, MIL-B5087 has remained to be the principal
document to perform electrical bonding and
protection
to aircraft ant' aerospace
systems.
These military standards and
specification documents must be carefully
reviewed after analyzing the CV-580 and F106 lightning data.
It does not appear that
any changes are required to MIL-STD-1757A.
However, the lightniig threat waveform of
200 kA in MIL-B-5087B might have to be
changed to reflect an upper limit based on
the actual lightning measurements.
This
upper limit might not exceed 50 kA.

The incorporation of a Stormscope or any
other aircraft lightning locators must be
related to the airborne weather radar.
It
appears that an overlay of the weather radar
and the Storascope displays would give the
operator the choice of having either or both
displays.
Present cockpit configurations
are so crowded that any possibility of
adding a lightning locator in a civilian or
military aircraft is not likely
unless
is
superimposed with an existent display.
Research in this area should be directed to
develop new lightning locators for aircraft
applications, to improve the accuracy of the
Stormscope system, and to incorporate the
lightning locators with other available
weather displays in the aircraft.
AIRCRAFT PROTECTION.
Once the direct and
indirect effects produced by lightning in
the aircraft have been determined using an
acceptable threat level, aircraft protection
may be required.
Protection might include
increasing the aircraft thickness around the
fuel tanks, correcting electromagnetic
cracks or joints on the aircraft surface,
changing the shielding of some wiring and
connectors,
placing a grounded aluminum
floor in the cockpit area or many other
techniques.
Two questions should be
considered:
1) What is an acceptable threat
level? and 2) Should the same protection
level be applied to all aircraft?
The lightning threat characteristics
collected In the NASA F-106 and the CV-580
aircraft suggest a peak lightning current
much lower than the 200 kA standard peak
current level.
However, the rate-of-rise of
the current and other standard parameters
appear to be consistent with the lightning
threat data.
Therefore, based on the recent
airborne data, a peak current level of 50 kA
can be recor-mendrö
The
s e c o i. i question may also be
subjected to great debate.
The present
lightning protection requirements for
fighter aircraft are applied without
considerations of missions, probability of
strike occurrence, or penalties associated
with protective designs [25].
The cost
and additional weight associated with the
perfect protection of a fighter aircraft to
the worst possible lightning strike appears
to
be
unreasonable.
Any
lightning
protection technique which has an adverse
impact on the performance of a fighter
aircraft must be studied carefully and
trade-off curves established.
However, a
civilian or military cargo aircraft might be
designed for continuous operation for 99.9%
of all lightning strikes.
Much work has to be done before large
composite aircraft can be considered to have
no fundamental lightning protection
deficiencies.
Some of the research areas
being considered are the electrical bonding
and grounding of composite materials, the
design ot I Ightn1ng-safe composite fuel
tanks, testing of kevlar and composite
fibers tu a lightning threat level pulse,
and software routines required after system
upset tlu ■ : ')/, * lightning strike.

III.
GROUND SYSTEMS
Prior to the birth of aviation and
lightning protection of aerospace vehicles,
critical ground systems had failed after
been struck by lightning.
Lightning
protection had been used primarily to
protect electronic, radio, communication,
and power systems.
As the complexity of
ground systems increased over the years, new
analytical and modelling techniques were
being developed for lightning protection.
However, one cannot protect against
lightning
without
knowing
the
characteristics
of
the
discharge.
Therefore, during the last sixty years
investigators have performed lightning
measurements to identify the most critical
parameters In a lightning discharge.
Figure
2 shows the practical research areas to
define and apply ground lightning protection
related to this conference.
These areas
will be briefly discussed.
GROUND LIGHTNINC THREAT CHARACTERISTICS.
The
most
Important
parameters
to
characterize a c loud - to-ground flash are the
currents and the fields produced by the
discharge.
Uman [27] summarized the
published work it, lightning characterization
In
the
article
"Review
of
Natural
Lightning," published in a special lightning
issue of the IEEE EMC Trans, in May 1982.
Additional research i. definitely needed in
the modelling of return strokes to estimate
the current in the return stroke channel.
Since the current waveform Is probably the
key
parameter
in
ground
lightning
protection, any lightning research work to
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locator systems will be incorporated in
every major airport to assist traffic
controllers in locating the most active part
of thunderstorms.

GROUND
SYSTEMS

H
GROUND

LIGHTNING THREAT
CHARACTERISTICS

I

II

LIGHTNING
LOCATORS

Fig. 2.

Z

3«t
GROUND
SYSTEM
PROTECTION

Ground Lightning Research Areas.

measure the return stroke current or to
estimate
the
current
based
on
electromagnetic field measurements will have
many practical applications.
LIGHTNING LOCATORS.
The best known
lightning locator systems commercially
available use either crossed magnetic fields
or time - of-arriva1 (TOA) techniques.
It
appears that either technique can be used to
develop a fairly accurate system.
The crossed magnetic field system
detects the induced voltages produced by two
orthogonal loops by using the Faraday's
principle.
The Lightning Location and
Protection (LLP) System is a commercially
available lightning detector system which
uses several distant stations with crossed
magnetic field systems [28].
The system is
used to determine cloud-to-jround flashes
and is used extensively throughout parts of
Che U.S.,
Canada,
and other foreign
countries.
A single station Stormscope
system has also been developed for ground
use by using crossed magnetic loops.
By using the difference of the TOA of
the electromagnetic fields produced by a
lightning discharge in different locations,
one can calculate the actual location of the
discharge.
The Lightning Position and
Tracking System (LPATS) is a commercially
available lightning locator system that uses
the TOA principle [29].
Similar to the LLP
system, the LPATS system is also widely
used.
Other experimental systems designed
using the basic TOA principle Include the
Lightning Detection and Ranging System
(LDAK), and the Interferometer system.
In addition to the two previously
described techniques, much work has been
done to determine the source of lightning
discharge using optical and acoustical
detectors.
However,
the crossed loop
direction finders and the TOA
techniques
appear to be the most promising.
Additional
research work should continue in the area of
lightning detectors
to improve
their
accuracy and reduce their cost.
It is
highly likely that some type of lightning

GROUND SYSTEM PROTECTION.
Holt (round
systems
are protected against natural
lightning
by
lightning
rods.
In
transmission lines the lightning rod is the
overhead earth wire.
Transmission lines are
designed so that lightning is not likely to
hit the phase conductor.
Towers are usually
designed to provide an excellent conductive
path
deep
into
the
earth
surface.
Communication systems which are vulnerable
to the electromagnetic interference produced
by the electromagnetic fields in a lightning
discharge should be shielded by the use of
metallic enclosures and lightning protection
devices to divert the lightning current.
Additional
information
pro/ided
by
researchers studying the parameters of a
lightning discharge can be used by ground
protection engineers to uetermine the
expected
threat level to their systems or
equipment.
IV.
LIGHTNING/NEMP/EMI
Th . NASA F-106 and the CV-S80 aircraft
were recently exposed to NEMP simulators and
to small scale model testing to determine
the relationship between actual lightning
strike data and simulated and scale model
NEHP data in the same aircraft. Preliminary
CV-580 comparisons indicate that the magnitude of the NEMP spectrum exceeds that of
lightning at frequencies above A Mhz.
Even
though this specific work was not performed
for frequencies below 1 MHz, the lightning
spectrum is clearly much larger than NEMP
below few Megaherts [30]. The CV-S80 work
is now being published [31], [32],
At the
VHF and UHF frequencies where most of the
EMI interference sources exist, these EMI
radiation sources will be much larger than
the NEMP or lightning spectrum at those
frequencies.
The combined NEMP and lightning work
performed in the NASA F-106 and the CV-580
aircraft suggests the development of a
common 11ghtn1ng/NEMP specification to be
used for bomber aircraft which must be
protected against both phenomena.
At this
time, the Air Force Weapons Laboratory is
analyzing these data with the purpose of
deciding how to approach the development of
a common specification.
V .
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We have briefly
reviewed some of the
most important research in the aerospace and
ground lightning protection areas and the
lightning threat specifications.
We have
limited our discussions to the typical scope
of the conference.
The aerospace
lightning threat has been treated In more
detail because of the recent completion of
two fairly extensive research programs in
the NASA F-106 and In the FAA CV-580
aircraft.
The influence of
the data
collected in these programs on other areas
of research will depend primarily on how
thoroughly that data is analyzed.
Some of
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the research b e 1 n » performed with the data
collected in these programs represent the
beginning of our effort to interpret the
results.
We encourage researchers to
analyze the aircraft lightning data to
assist in the understanding of the physics
of the discharge, the waveforms measured
during the program, and most importantly,
the interpretation of the overall results.
The
state-of-the-art in lightning
simulators and aircraft lightning protection
techniques were briefly summarized.
The use
of crowbarred switching, peaking capacitors
and UV lasers to achieve moderate peak
currents with high rates- of - rise have
permitted the simulation of recent aircraft
lightning data.
Electromagnetic models must
be applied to the lightning simulation data
to increase our understanding of
the
aircraft lightning interaction.
Since only very limited funding is
available in this research area, researchers
must know their objectives clearly and
closely coordinate their results.
We must
be alert of the possible applications of
our results and be ready to inform the
appropriate governments and civilian offices.
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PP.FMCTING TEMPERATURE RISES III CONDUCTORS CARRYING
LIGHTNING IMPULSE CURRENTS

R. E. Baldwin, G. W. Reid, and C. C. R. Jones
Culham lightning Studies Unit, UKAEA, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT
Conductors of small cross-section can bt heated to quite high temperatures by lightning type impulse currents and this can cause significant problems on certain aircraft
components by softening glue bonds or by different thermal expansion coefficients producing high stresses. If temperatures get high enough, some of the mechanical properties of
the material can be affected. In some cases the possibility of a conductor fusing must be
considered. Simple temperature calculations can give guidance on cross-sections that
would be acceptable, but lower weight and drag requirements mean that better prediction is
needed. This is especially so when fusing of a conductor is possible, and here the simple
calculation techniques become even less accurate.
In this paper, a technique is presented for predicting temperature rises allowing for
temperature dependent parameters and also inductive current distribution, diffusion and
redistribution into the conductor material concerned. Results are included demonstrating
the accuracy of the method for both aluminium and carbon fibre composite materials.
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CW TESTING OF COMPOSTTF. AND HYRRTD STRUCTURES PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

C. C. R, Jones, TJKAEA, Culham Laboratory
I. P. Macdlarmid, British Aerospace (Warton)
D. Kershaw, British Aerospace (Warton)
B. Olsson, SAAF-SCANIA

ABSTRACT
CW testing of composite and hybrid structures appears to be done core frequently than
in the past and is being proposed in more development programmes. Aluminium structures
are quite amenable to such tests and, with an Important proviso, can yield useful results.
However, composite and hybrid construct .ons present a new set of problems. There are
practical problems of driving sufficient power into such structures for diagnostic measurements to provide signals well above noise levels. There is also the difficulty of taking
measurement of currerts in resistive materials and understanding what they mean.
However, U li probable that the most significant problem is Interpreting the results in
lernt» of the structure carrying real lightning currents. This problem arises because very
few non-linearities will be evident at the low current levels typical uf the CW tests.
Lightning current, on the other hand, can produce voltages both directly and Indirectly
that will bring such non-linearities into play.
This paper identifies the difficulties and problems associated with CW testing and
proposes minimum requirements for adequately carrying out such tests. The Interpretation
of results and scaling to full threat lightning parameters is also considered. The
usefulness of these tests is discussed and guidance on the limitation given.
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SUMMARY OF NASA STC'W HAZARDS LIGHTNING RESEARCH, 1980-1985

Bruce 0. Fisher and Philip W. Brown
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665
USA
J. Anderson Plumer
Lightning Technologies, Inc.
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
USA

ABSTRACT
Lightning swept-flash attachment patterns and the associated flight conditions were recorded from
1980-1985 during 1378 thunderstorm penetrations and 690 direct strikes with a NASA F-106B research airplane. The individual lightning attachment spots, along with crew comments and onboard photographic data
have been used to identify lightning swept-flash attachment patterns and the orientations of the
lightning channels with respect to the airplane. The altitudes, ambient temperatures, and the relative
turbulence and precipitation levels at which the strikes occurred also are summarized and discussed, with
an emphasis on the differences between high and low altitude strikes.
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INTRODUCTION
THE NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER Storit
Hazards Program (1-9)* was conducted to improve
the state of the art of severe storm hazards
detection and avoidance, as well as protection of
aircraft against those hazards which canno;
reasonably he avoided. The primary emphasis of
the program was placed on lightning hazard
research, although research into such areas as
wind shear and turbulence (10) was also
conducted. From 1980 to 1985, 1378 thunderstorm
penetrations were made with an instrumented and
lightning-hardened NASA F-W6B airplane in
Oklahoma and Virginia in conjunction with tjroundbased weather radar measurements by NOAA National
Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) and the NASA
Wallops Flight Facility, respectively. During
these penetrations, 690 direct lightning strikes
were experienced; in addition, lightning transient
data were recorded from 188 nearby lightning
flashes. Starting in 1932, the UHF-band rtdar at
NASA Wallops was used to guide the airplane
through the upper electrically-active regions of
thunderstorms (11). In 1984 and 1985, the UHFband radar also was used to provide guidance to
electrically-active regions in thunderstorms at
altitudes below 6 km (20 000 ft) (12 and IS).
The three principal purposes of the Storm
Hazards Program were to gather detailed measurements of the electromagnetic characteristics of
airplane lightning strikes (14-17) (not discussed
in this paper), to quantify those conditions which
are conducive to lightning strikes to aircraft,
and to clarify some of the more questionable
aspects of establishing lightning strike zones on
aircraft. Since some new aircraft designs are
incorporating large areas of skin and structure of
composite materials, improved knowledge of the
susceptibility of various parts of the aircraft
surface to lightning strikes is essential. The
present definitions of probable lightning strike
zones (18 and 19) are based on prior experience
and tests in which scale models are subjected to
simulated lightning strikes. Data from this
program verified the need for further
clarification of probable lightning strike
zones. To facilitate the determination of the
lightning swept-flash patterns on the F-106B
airplane, an extensive onboard photographic system
was used (5, 8 and 20). The purposes of this
paper are to update the lightning strike condition
data presented to this forum in 1985 (9) hy
summarizing the data from 1980-1985, to discuss
the lightning attachment zones on this airplane
based on the Storm Hazards data, and to provide an
example of ehe capabilities of the onboard
photographic systems.
TEST EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURES
TFST EOUIPMENT F-1068 research airplane - A thoroughly
Instrumented and lightning-hardened F-106B "Delta
Dart" airplane (Fig. 1) is used to make thunderstorm penetrations (2 and 3). Based on the lightning experiences of this program, the lightning
hardening procedures (2) now include removing
paint from most exterior surfaces of the airplane
to reduce swept-stroke lightning dwell time, hence
minimizing the chance of a lightning melt-through
♦Numbers in parentheses designate References at
end of paper.

anywhere on the airplane. Prior to each thunderstorm season, the lightning hardening integrity is
verified during ground tests in which simulated
lightning currents and voltages of greater than
average Intensity are conducted through the airplane with the airplane manned and all systems
operating (2).
Airborne cameras and optics- The lightning
attachments to the airplane have been filmed by
combinations of eight onboard cameras (5, 7, 8, 9,
and 20). The locations of the airborne camera
systems are shown in Fig. 2(a). In 1985 only six
cameras were used (20); the fields of view of
these cameras are shown in Fig. 2(b), and their
characteristi :s are summarized in Table 1. These
cameras were:
o one 16-mm movie camera mounted under a
fairing on the left side of the fuselage,
looking aft with a field of view including
the left wing tip and vertical tall
o one black and white video camera installed
in the cockpit between the pilot's
ejection seat and the flight test
engineer's forward instrument panel,
facing aft with a field of view
encompassing both wing tips
o one black and white video camera Installed
in the air conditioner access compartment
aft of the cockpit, facing upward with a
60° field of view, coincident with that of
the University of Washington lightning Xray sensor (Fig. 1(b) and (21)).
o three 70-mm still cameras installed on the
same platform as the cockpit video camera,
with two cameras facing forward to provide
a stereo pair, and one camera facing aft
with the same field of view as the
cockpit-mounted video camera.
Tht two black and white video cameras, which
used a Chane Induction Device (CID) sensor (8)
were operated continuously throughout the flight,
recording 30 frames/sec. Each frame was composed
of alternating, interleaved rastor lines from the
last 1/60 sec of the previous frame and the first
1/60 sec of the current frame. The two cameras
were synchronized, and the time from the batteryoperated time-code generator in the Aircraft
Instrumentation System was recorded in each frame
on each video cassette recorder via a character
generator.
The 16-mm movie camera and the three 70-mm
still cameras triggered automatically via inputs
from two 11ght-rens1tive diodes mounted behind the
pilot's rear view mirror (see Fig. 2(a) and (8)).
The movie camera ran at a nominal frame rate of
200 frames/sec for 1 sec for each actuation. At
this nominal frame rate, there were approximately
120 exposed frames per actuation, primarily due to
the lag associated with camera motor start and
motor acceleration/deceleration characteristics.
The 70-mm still cameras could be programmed as to
number of exposures per frame, time duration of
each exposure, time duration between each
exposure, and time interval for automatically
advancing the film after an unexposed frame had
been fogged by light leakage through the closed
shutter. Film capacity was 15 ft, allowing about
70 exposures without reloading, a procedure which
could only he performed on the ground. The
operation and design of the system of the three
70-mm still cameras is discussed i.i detail in
(20).
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Other ai rborne data systems - The directstrike lightning instrumentation system (DLite)
(14-16) recorded electromagnetic waveforms from
direct lightning strikes and nearby lightning
flashes in flight by using electromagnetic sensors
(Fig. 1(a)) and a shielded recording system with 5
nanosecond time resolution located in the weapons
hay. Outputs from several of the OLite sensors
also were recorded on a Boeing Data Logger System
(22) which was mounted in the weapons bay through
the 1983 season. The airplane altitude, Mach
number, attitudes, ambient temperature, and other
flight conditions were measured by the Aircraft
Instrumentation System (AIS) and the Inertial
Navigation System (INS) (6 and 10).
Ground-based systems at NASA Wallops Flight
Facility - For the research flights in Oklahoma in
1980 and 1981, the NSSL Doppler radar at Norman
was used to measure the precipitation reflectivity
data (23) and wind velocity data (10).
Additionally, an incoherent 10-cm-wavelength
surveillance radar (23) was used to provide air
traffic control guidance to the airplane.
Instrumentation from the Atmospheric Sciences
Research Facility at NASA Wallops (7 and 24) was
used to provide guidance to the F-106B flight crew
during storm penetrations in Virginia. The facility included a UHF-band and an S-band (SPANOAR)
radar, each with the capability of airplane tracking via inputs from a third radar which tracked a
C-band transponder mounted on the airplane. In
1981 and 1982, the SPANOAR was modified by personnel from the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
(AFGL) to provide Doppler radar measurements
showing mean radial wind velocity and spectrum
width (a measure of turbulence) as well as
precipitation reflectivity (25). In 1985, SPANOAR
was modified by NASA Wallops personnel to again
enable Doppler radar measurements to be made.
Since 1982, the NASA Wallops lIHF-band radar
has been used to obtain the range, azimuth, and
elevation ant,le of echoes from lightning channels
in real time (11-13). The lightning flash rate
was estimated by use of an echo transient counter
which counted the number of lightning echoes in a
selectable range interval along the radar beam of
the UHF-band radar.
NASA Langley Flight Service Station - The
P'-ima'-y responsibility to launch and recall the
airplane, select the storms and altitudes of
interest, and provide real-time flight support and
guidance to the aircrew was assigned to the Storm
Hoards project personnel located
a dedicated
area of the NASA Langley Flight Service Station.
The NASA Langley personnel worked in concert with
their counterparts at NASA Wallops, with real-time
discussions of radar data and flight strategy
taking p-ace over a dedicated telephone line between the two sites. Personnel at both sites
could communicate with the flight crew via
radio. A map of the Storm Hazards test area used
during the missions based at NASA Langley is shown
in Fig. 3. Generally, the airplane was flown
within 150 n.mi. of NASA Langley to maintain line
of sight communications with NASA Langley and NASA
Wallops.
The equipment installed at NASA Langley to
support the mission (8 and 26) included
communications systems, lightning detection
systems, time displays, and an integrated video
display which tied much of these data together.
The specifics on the integrated video display are
given in (8 and ?6).

8y using the integrated video display system,
it was possible for the NASA Langley personnel to
better utilize the NASA Wallops data in recommending safe headings to targets of interest. In
fact, the display ?'lowed the NASA Langley staff
to independently support flights when NASA Wallops
support was not available.
TEST PROCEDURES Flight Procedures - In the Storm Hazards
program, it has been assumed that storm regions
containing the greatest natural lightning activity
were the most likely regions in which to
experience a direct strike. The lightning echo
location data from the UHF-band radar and the
storm's precipitation reflectivity data from
SPANDAR were used to select the storm of interest
and the desired altitude for each penetration,
with the pilots operating the airplane according
to the flight safety procedures established at the
beginning of the program (6). In 1985, most
penetrations were made at altitudes below 6 km
(20 000 ft).
Data Reduction - Static temperature and
pressure altitude were determined from parameters
measured and recorded by the AIS. The pressure
altitude was determined from static pressure
values which were corrected for position error.
The ambient temperature was determined from the
total temperature measurement. The relative
intensities of turbulence and precipitation at the
times of the lightning events were based on flight
crew observations as extracted from the cockpit
voice transcripts.
The lightning events experienced by the
F-IOSB airplane are categorized as direct strikes
or f,s nearby flashes (8). Following each flight
in '*hich thr.re were direct lightning strikes, the
lightning attachment points were located by
careful inspection of the airplane surface. Using
the proceiure given in (6), an attempt was made to
postulate, hased on the various data types, the
'nitial orientation of the lightning channel with
respect to the airplane, the initial and final
attachment points, swept-flash path(s), and
direction(s) from which the flash exited the
airplane (see (5) for definitions of swept-flash
attachment terms).
The motion picture sequences of lightning
from the 16-mm movie camera and the still
photographs from the three 70-mm still cameras
(Table 1) were time-correlated with the other data
via the AIS using the techniques given in (5, 8
and 20). The time code from the AIS was recorded
with the video data using the technique given in
(20).
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
FLIGHT CONDITIONS CONDUCIVE TO LIGHTNING
STRIKES - The number of missions, thunderstorm
penetrations, direct strikes and nearby flashes
for the Storm Hazards '80-'85 Programs are
summarized by year in Table 2. The data show that
the 175 thunderstorm research missions resulted in
690 direct lightning strikes and 188 nearby
flashes during 1378 penetrations. The
geographical location of the F-106B airplane at
the time of each direct strike and nearby flash is
shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively.
Histograms showing the number of
penetrations, duration of each penetration and the
number of strikes and nearby flashes experienced
from 1980-1985 are shown for altitude intervals of
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2000 ft in Fig. 4, and for ambient temperature
intervals of 5°C in Fig. 5. Penetrations were
made at pressure altitudes ranging from 20 000 ft
to 40 000 ft with a mean penetration altitude of
23 400 ft (Fig. 4). Temperature data (mean value
during the penetration) were availahle for 1250
penetrations, with values ranging from 20°C to
-60*C, with an overall mean value of -20°C (Fig.
5). the distributions of penetration time with
altitude and temperature are very similar to the
corresponding penetration distributions.
A plot of lightning strike incidents as a
function of altitude for commercial aircraft in
routine operations is shown in Fig. 6 (from (27)
with updated information from (28)). Based on
data such as that shown in Fig. 6, most
penetrations in 1980 and 1981 were made at
altitudes corresponding to ambient temperatures
between ±10°C in expectation of receiving a large
number of strikes. However, few strikes were
experienced (see Table 2 and (3 and 4)). Starting
in 1982, the NASA Wallops UHF-band radar was used
to guide the F-106B airplane through the upper
electrically-active regions of thunderstorms (11
and 29), resulting in hundreds of high-altitude
direct lightning strikes (Table 2 and (5, 6, 7 and
11)). In 1984 and 1985, the UHF-band radar was
used to provide guidance to electrically-active
regions in thunderstorms at altitudes below 20 000
ft (12 and 13), the same area studiert previously
in 1980 and 1981. The low altitude research
efforts of 1980-81 and 1984-85 are shown in the
low altitude/warm temperature peaks in the
penetration and duration data in Figs. 4 and 5.
The Storm Hazards Program strike statistics
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 differ significantly from
the published strike data for commercial aircraft
((27 and 28) - see Fig. 6) and for U.S. Air Force
aircraft (30), in which most lightning strikes
were found to occur between ambient temperatures
of ±10°C. In the Storm Hazards Program, direct
strikes were experienced at pressure altitudes
ranging from 14 000 ft to 40 000 ft with a mean
value of 30 000 ft (Fig. 4). The corresponding
ambient temperature ranged from 5°C to -65°C, with
a mean value of -30°C (Fig. 5). The nearby flash
data are very similar to the direct strike data.
Despite spending approximately 1250 mins of penetration time at altitudes be'ow 20 000 ft
(32 percent), only 75 direct strikes were experienced (11 percent) (see Table 2). In fact, the
peak strike rates in Fig. 4 of 7 strikes/
penetration and 1.4 strikes/min occurred at pressure altitudes between 38 0OC ft and 40 000 ft
corresponding to ambient temperatures colder than
-40°C. (During one research flight through a
thunderstorm anvil at 38 000 ft altitude in 1984,
the F-1068 experienced 72 direct strikes in 45
mins of penetration time, with the instantaneous
strike rate twice reaching a value of 9
strikes/min.) On the other hand, the peak strike
rate near the freezing level (0°C) was only 0.1
strike/min (in the altitude interval between
18 000 ft and 20 000 ft, corresponding to ambient
temperatures of -5°C to -10"C).

phenomenon.) Second, commercial and military
aircraft will normally deviate from course to
avoid thunderstorms which reach cruise altitudes,
and only penetrate when required to do so in the
terminal area, where typical assigned altitudes
are near the freezing level. Therefore, the NASA
distributions of lightning strikes with respect to
pressure altitude and ambient temperature differ
from the commercial/military data because of the
higher percentage of time spent by the NASA F-106B
research airplane in the upper flash density
center of thunderstorms, compared with the low
percentage of time spent in thunderstorms at those
altitudes by aircraft in routine operations.
However, lightning strikes have been encountered
at nearly all temperatures and altitudes in the
Storm Hazards Program, indicating that there is no
altitude at which aircraft are immune from the
possibility of a lightning strike in a
thunderstorm.
Although the Storm Hazards data differ from
the commercial/military data, there is strong
agreement with the results of two other thunderstorm flight test programs. The high altitude
strike data are in good agreement with the results
of the U.S. Air Force Rough Rider Program (31), in
which the peak lightning activity was found to
occur at an ambient temperature of -40°C. In
addition, the low altitude strike data are nearly
identical to the data from the USAF/FAA Convair
580 Measurement Program (32), in which the peak
lightning activity in thunderstorms at altitudes
below 20 000 ft was found to occur in the range
between 18 000 ft and 20 000 ft.
The most successful piloting technique used
in searching for lightning was to fly through the
thunderstorm cells which were the best defined
visually and on the airborne weather radar. Frequently, heavy turbulence and precipitation were
encountered during these penetrations. However,
the lightning strikes rarely occurred in the
heaviest turbulence and precipitation, and
occassionally, there was no lightning activity
whats ever. These findings are shown in Fig. 7,
1n which the percentage of direct strikes to the
F-106B airplane are plotted as a function of the
flight crew's opinion of relative turbulence and
precipitation intensity at the time of the
strikes. The data are plotted for those strikes
which occurred above and below 20 000 ft
altitude. In both altitude regimes, most
lightning strikes occurred in thunderstorm regions
in which the crews characterized the turbulence
and precipitation as negligible to light.
However, for those strikes which occurred below
20 000 ft altitude, the crews called a higher
percentage of the strikes in light turbulence and
precipitation and a lower percentage in the negligible category than for those strikes which occurred at altitudes above 20 000 ft. In general,
though, the data in this paper have shown that the
number of direct strikes in thunderstorms do not
show a positive correlation to turbulence and precipitation intensities. This finding is in agreement with commercial/military aircraft data (27,
28 and 30) and with the low altitudp thunderstorm
data collected in the USAF/FAA Convair 580 program
(32).
Precipitation and turbulence also are not
necessarily related. Although the Doppler radar
data recorded in 1981 by the NASA Wallops SPANDAR
(25) showed heavy turhulence within the high
precipitation reflectivity cores of thunderstorms,

The NASA Storm Hazards data differ from the
commercial and U.S Air Force data for two reasons.
First, the NASA data came solely from intentional
thunderstorm penetrations, while the commercial
and military data were derived frnro a variety of
meteorological conditions, mostly in nonstormy
clouds. (The NASA Storm Hazards Program has not
studied the non-thunderstorm lightning strike
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heavy turbulence also was found between cells,
near storm boundaries, and in innocuous-appearing
low reflectivity factor regions. This finding is
in agreement with the results of the Rough Rider
Program turbulence studies (33). In addition, it
has been found (11) that the average probability
for the airplane to be struck was greater in storm
regions with a flash rate of 0 to 10 flashes/min
than in regions with flash rates greater than 10
flashes/min. Therefore, it appears that an
airborne device which detects a single
thunderstorm hazard (precipitation, turbulence, or
lightning) will not necessarily provide
information as to the location or intensity of the
other two hazards.
In order to minimize the chances of
encountering hail, the F-106B airplane was not
flown into thunderstorm regions where the
precipitation reflectivity values exceeded 50 dBZ,
although the UHF-band radar studies found that the
lower altitude lightning flash density center was
closely associated with high reflectivity cores
(29). Therefore, no comments can be made from the
Storm Hazards data concerning the probability of
encountering direct lightning strikes in such
areas of thunderstorms. The data in this paper
show that the greatest probability of experiencing
a direct lightning strike in a thunderstorm
occurred in regions where ambient temperature was
colder than -40CC, where the relative turbulence
and precipitation intensities were characterized
as negligible to light, and where the lightning
flash rate was less than 10 flashes/min. The most
likely region to encounter lightning strikes at
low altitudes in thunderstorms was found in the
altitude band between 18 000 ft and 20 000 ft, in
negligible to light turbulence and precipitation
and where the lightning flash rate was less than
10 flashes/min. (However, the strike rate per
minute was an order of magnitude less at low
altitudes than at high altitudes). Finally, it
has been shown that the presence and location of
lightning do not necessarily coincide with the
presence and location of hazardous precipitation
and turbulence.
LIGHTNING ATTACHMENT PATTERNS - Lightning
strike zones on aircraft have been defined as
follows (18 and 19):
o Zone 1:
o Zone 1A - Initial attachment point with
low possibility of lightning
arc channel hang-on
o Zone IB - Initial attachment point with
high possibility of lightning
arc channel hang-on
o Zone 2:
o Zone 2A - A swept-stroke zone with
low possibility of lightning
arc channel hang-on
o Zone 2B - A swept stroke zone with high
possibility of lightning arc
channel hang-on
o Zone 3: All of the vehicle areas other
than those covered by zone 1 and
2 regions. In zone 3, there is a
low possibility of any attachment
of the lightning channel. Zone 3
areas may carry substantial
amounts of electrical current,
but only by conduction between
some pair of attachment points.
Although the defining documents (18 and 19)
contain guidelines for determining the location of
each zone on airplanes, such was not done for the

F-106 airplane since it was designed prior to the
creation of the specifications. Application of
the zones to an existing aircraft can be
controversial, due to differing Interpretations of
the guidelines. However, in the case of the Storm
Hazards Program's F-106B airplane, it is possible
to locate the zones on the airplane's exterior
from direct observation of the lightning
attachment points left from the 690 direct
lightning strikes which have been experienced.
Specifically four general strike scenarios were
found 1n the swept-flash attachment patterns (5,
6, 8, and 9):
1. Flashes which initially attach to the nose
of the aircraft and subsequently "sweep"
alongside it, ^attaching at a succession
of spots along the fuselage. In these
cases, the initial and final exit point is
usually the trailing edge of an extremity
such as a wing or vertical fin tip. The
final entry point is a trailing edge of
the fuselage, because the flash is usually
still alive by the time the aircraft has
flown completely through 1t.
2. Similar to (1) except that the entry
channel sweeps aft across the top or
bottom wing surface instead of the
fuselage.
3. Strikes in which the Initial entry and
exit points occur at the nose. In this
case, the lightning flash appears to
"touch" the aircraft nose hut continues on
from this point to another destination.
The aircraft then flies through the flash,
resulting in successive entry points along
one side of the fuselage or wing and exit
points along the other. Again, because
the flash usually exists for a longer time
than 1t takes the aircraft to fly its
length, the final entry and exit points
are located along trailing edges.
4. Strikes in which the initial and final
entry and exit points are confined to the
aft extremities.
With most of these general scenarios, swept-flash
channels frequently have been found which rejoin
behind the airplane after the airplane has flown
through the channel (6, 8, and 9).
Applying the zone definitions (18 and 19) to
these four attachment patterns results in the
F-106 lightning attachment zones shown in Fig. 8.
The nose boom, wing and vertical fin tips, speed
brake, afterburner and fuselage trailing edges are
known to have received initial lightning leader
attachments, and thus are located in zone 1. In
some cases, these locations have been struck by
lightning leaders approaching the airplane; during
these strikes the intense electric field
associated with the approaching leaders Induces
junction leaders from one or more of the above
extremities. In other cases, the leaders appear
to have initiated from the airplane 1ts->lf,
propagating outward from opposite extremities such
as the nose and tail, or the wing tips. In these
situations, the airplane is believed to have
"triggered" a lightning flash that would not
otherwise have occurred (12 and 13). Though not
specifically stated in tho definitions (18 and
19), zone 1A locations are intended to include
surfaces which may he reached by the first return
stroke. A finite time period may elapse between
Initial leader attachment and return stroke
arrival, so that the distance the aircraft travels
during this period must also be Included within
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zone 1A. This distance depends on the time
required for the leader to reach the earth or
other region of opposite polarity charge. A
leader propagating at 1.5 x 101n/s from 20 000 ft
will require approximately 40 msec to reach the
earth, during which time an aircraft travelling at
450 ft/sec would move 180 in. and the leader
channel would be positioned over a spot this
distance aft of its initial attachment location.
For the F-1068 airplane, this implies that
surfaces up to 180 in. aft of the forward tip of
the nose boom may fall within zone 1A. The
outboard edges of wing tips are also within zone
1A for the same reason (see Fig. 8). (The arrival
times of return strokes associated with the NASA
F-106B airplane have not been determined, since
most of the flashes encountered to date have been
intra-cloud discharges at high altitudes which
have not had well-defined return strokes such as
occur in flashes between clouds and earth.)
Finally, the upper portion of the canopy also is
considered in zone 1A because it represents a
significant projection above the fuselage.
However, it is not known whether leaders have
initially struck or originated from the canopy of
the NASA F-106B airplane.
Since the airplane is moving forward when
leader attachment occurs, the leaders do not
remain attached to forward extremities but "sweep"
aft and reattach successively to additional spots
along surfaces a*t of the initial strike
locations. When the airplane has travelled
completely through the flash channel, the channels
hang onto the aircraft trailing edges, usually
(but ■'ot always) for the remaining lifetime of the
flash. In accordance with the zone definitions,
initial attachment spots where the flash does
remain attached are within zone IB. For the
F-106B airplane then, zone IB includes the
trailing edges of the wing tips, vertical fin tip,
speed brake and fuselage. The zone IB region also
included the afterburner, including the area up to
14 in. inside the afterburner (Fig. 8).
In accordance with (18), surfaces which lie
directly aft of zone 1A are 1n zone 2A, with
trailing edges aft of zone 2A, falling in zone
2B. These surfaces include the elevon and rudder
trailing edges. The entire top and bottom
surfaces of the wings are in zone 2A, as lightning
channels were observed to sweep across each of
these after attaching initially to the nose
boom. However, no leaders are known to have
initially struck the leading edges of the wings or
vertical fin; therefore, these surfaces are
located in zone 2A instead of zone 1A. Swept
flashes which reach the wing leading edge usually
originate at the nose boom, sweep aft along either
side of the fuselage, and then sweep outboard
along the wing leading edge a random distance
before continuing directly aft across the top or
bottom surface of the wing. The tendency for
swept flashes to sweep aft across the wing
surfaces may be influenced bv the wing leading
edge sweep angle, since lightning flashes are not
known to sweep outboard along straight (unswept)
wingo. Operational data have suggested that the
critical wing sweep angle for this phenomenon may
oe 45 deg. The wing leading edge is swept 60 deg
on the F-106B airplane.
Finally, the NASA data illustrate that much,
if not all, of an aircraft surface may be exposed
to "direct" or "swept" lightning strikes. In
fact, there was no zone 3 on the F-106B airplane
(Fig. 8). Therefore, new delta-wing aircraft

designs will probably require surface protection
from lightning attachment over the complete
exterior, an especially significant design feature
should that design incorporate surfaces of
composite materials.
The digital peak counters used 1n the DLite
system have recorded a peak current amplitude of
54 kA. Wing-tip erosion damage and the depth and
size of several burn marks on the aluminum skin
are physically similar to the damage created by
simulated lightning discharges in the laboratory
with peak current amplitudes of 100 kA. Even with
lightning strikes of this magnitude, the adverse
physical effects of the lightning on the F-106B
airplane have been relatively minor, both
structurally and electrically (8). These benign
results can be attributed to the use of a metal skinned aircraft with an hydraulic control system,
and to the close attention paid to maintaining the
additional lightning hardening provisions
installed in this airplane. Although the
technologies already exist to produce equally
benign results on composite-structure airplanes
using digital control systems, the results will be
more difficult to achieve. Specifically, close
attention will be required in the detailed design
of the lightning hardening features on such
aircraft, as well as to their Installation on the
production line and to their maintenance In the
field.
AIRBORNE PHOTOGRAPHY - Removal of most paint
from the exterior metal surfaces of the airplane
in order to minimize the lightning dwell times
made it very difficult to track the swept-stroke
attachment paths because of the small size of the
points. The onboard camera systems provided an
alternate means of documenting these patterns.
One example of the photographic coverage possible
with the systems used in 1985 (20) is provided by
the photographs from strike 48 of 1985.
Photographs from the three cockpit-mounted still
cameras, the cockpit-mounted aft-facing video
camera and the upward-facing video camera are
shown in Figs. 9-11, respectively. Although the
fuselage-mounted, aft-facing movie camera also was
triggered by the photoelectric diodes, the
lightning channel was not in the field of the
camera; therefore, no photographs are shown from
this camera.
The lightning strike scenario for this strike
is shown in Fig. 12. At the Instant of strike
initiation, the lightning channel orientation was
inferred to be as shown in Fig. 12(a), with the
entry portion of the channel descending downward
from the left of the airplane centerline to the
nose boom, and the exit channel continuing on to
the right and downward from the exit point on the
right wingtip. The initial entry channel to the
nose boom can be seen in the photograph from the
left forward-facing still camera (Fig. 9(a)).
Most of the entry channel is blocked from view by
the overhead canopy rail in the view from the
right-side still camera, Fig. 9(b). The exit
channel at the right wingtip can be seen in the
photograph from the aft-facing still camera (Fig.
9(c)) as well as in the first two video frames
from the cockpit-mounted video camera (cockpit
video frame 1 at 19:30:32.795 GMT is shown in Fig.
10(a)). As the F-106B airplane flew forward
through the lightning channel, the entry portion
of the channel swept back over the radome along a
segmented diverter strip and momentarily attached
to a fastener on the right-side canopy frame.
This attachment appears as the "tongue" of flame
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on the right side of the still photographs in
Figs. 9(a and b). The entry portion of the
channel then continued to sweep back along the
right side of the fuselage below the canopy rail,
while the exit portion of the channel streamered
aft from the right wingtip, as shown schematically
in Fig. 1? (b). The aft-sweeping entry channel
can he seen as the bright blur of light outside
the right-side canopy glass panels in the three
still photographs (Fig. 9) and in frame 3 from the
cockpit-mounted video camera at 19:30:32.863 GMT
(Fig. 10(b)). A portion of the entry channel
above the fuselage can be seen sweeping aft in
frame 1 from the upward-facing video camera (Fig.
11(a)) at 19:30:32.863 GMT. The wingtip exit
channel also can be seen in Figs. 9(c) and 10(b).
There is a 66 msec lag between the appearance
of the first lightning image at the right wingtip
in the cockpit-mounted video camera field of view
(Fig. 10(a)) and the appearance of the swept entry
channel in the fields of view of both video
cameras (Figs. 10(b) and 11(a)). This lag time
compares favorably with the value of 57 msec
computed for the F-106B airplane to travel forward
405 in. (10.28 m), the approximate distance from
the tip of the nose boom to the location of the
upward-facing video camera, at a true airspeed of
349 knots (180 m/sec).
The final entry attachment point was located
on the vertical tail, while the final exit point
was located at the right wingtip (Fig. 12(c)).
Both the entry and exit channels can be seen in
frames 4-17 from the cockpit-mounted video camera
(frame 4 is shown in Fig. 10(c)). The view from
the upward-facing video camera, Fig. 11(b)
(frame 2), for example, shows that the entry
channel is located above the airplane, with the
channel oriented parallel to the airplane centerline, as shown schematically in F1g. 12(c). No
further lightning attachments can be seen on the
F-106B airplane after frame 17 from the cockpitmounted video camera at 19:30:33.337 GMT.
However, the lightning channel is still visible in
the field of view of the upward-facing video
camera until its frame 21 at 19:30:33.542 GMT.
Video frame 16, 19:30:33.372 GMT, from the upwardfacing video camera is shown in Fig. 11(c). These
video images indicate that the F-106B airplane
flew out of the lightning channel, with the
channel persisting for approximately 0.2 sec
afterward (see Fig. 12(d)). In summary, the onboard photographic systems were able to document
that strike 48 of 198"> was a nose-to-tail swept
strike fitting the definition of general strike
scenario 1 described earlier in this paper, with a
rejoined flash channel which persisted after airplane passage through the channel.
In addition to documenting the swept-stroke
attachment patterns on the exterior of the airplane, the forward-facing still cameras are also
being used in an attempt to determine the threedimensional locations of the lightning channel
with respect to the airplane (20). Three sets of
simultaneous views from the two forward-facing
70-mm still cameras (20), (Figs. 9(a and b), for
example) have verified the necessary fundamental
assumption for photogrammetric analysis; i.e., by
inspection, the same point along the lightning
channel can be identified in both views. However,
it has not yet been possible to accomplish photogrammetric analyses of these figures because of
the inability to reconcile the views of a ground
target array from the two cameras (20).

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
During the NASA Langley Research Center Storm
Hazards Program, 690 direct lightning strikes were
experienced between 1980 and 1985 by an F-106B
research airplane during penetrations through regions of thunderstorms where the peak values of
precipitation reflectivity were less than 50
dBZ. This study produced the following results:
1. The peak strike rates of 1.4 strikes/mln
and 7 strikes/penetration occurred at
pressure altitudes between 38 000 ft and
40 000 ft, corresponding to ambient
temperatures colder than -40°C. The peak
strike rate near the freezing level, where
most previously reported strikes have
occurred, was only C.i str1ke/min, 1n the
altitude interval between 18 000 ft and 20
000 ft (-5°C to -10°C).
2. The thunderstorm regions with highes', risk
for an aircraft to experience a direct
lightning strike were those areas whe e
the ambient temperature was colder than
-40°C, where the relative turbulence and
precipitation intensities were
characterized as negligible to light, and
where the lightning flash rate was less
than 10 flashes/min. However, direct
lightning strikes were encountered at
nearly all temperatures and altitudes.
3. The presence and location of lightning do
not necessarily coincide with the presence
or location of hazardous precipitation and
turbulence. In addition, hazardous precipitation and turbulence are not
necessarily related to one another.
4. The entire exterior surface of this airplane may be susceptible to direct
lightning attachment; I.e., there Is no
lightning attachment zone 3 on the F-106B
airplane or on aircraft with geometries
similar to that of the F-106.
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Table 1 - Characteristics of Airborne Photographic Systvms Used in 1985
Camera

j
Film or
Imager Size

Lens
Description
Hike/Type

Location

Type

Orientation

Aft of
Cockpit

Movie

Aft-facing

Mil liken
DBM-54

16mm

Century

F1.8, 5.7mm

Cockpit
Cockpit

Video
Still

Aft-facina
Aft-facing

GE4TN2505
Hasselblad 500
EL/.«

0.67 in.
70mm

Century
Zeiss

F1.8, 5.7mm
Distagon,
F4, 40mm

Cockpit

Still
(Stereo
pair)

/until

Zeiss

Distagon,
F4, 50mm

GE4TN2505

0.67 in.

Century

F1.8, 5.7mm

Type

Forwardfacing

w

Top of
fuselage

Video

Camera
Location

Film/Se nsor
Type
Sensitivity

Mode of
Operation

Aperture

Aft of
Cockpit
(Movie)

Kodak
Ektachrome,
MS or
Video
News

ASA64

Automatic
(b)

Fll

1.5

200

Cockpit
(Video)

CID(a)

Manual
Full output at face
plate. Illumination
of 0.8 f.c.

F16

1.5

30

Cockpit
(Still)

Vericolor
II or III

ASA125 or
160

Automatic
(b)

Fll

None

(f)

Automatic
(b)

Fll

None

(f)

F16

1.5

30

Cockpit
(Still
pair)
Top of
fuselage
(Video)

s
CID(a)

Upwardfacing

Full outManual
put at face
plate. Illumination
of 0.8 f.c.
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Neutral density Frame rate,
filter
frame/sec (c)

TABLE 1 - Concluded

!

!
i
I
i
Notas:

Camera
Location
Aft of Cockpit (Movie)
Cockpit
(Video)
Cockpit
(Still)
Cockpit
(Still pair)
Top of fuseläge (Video) |

Type
Rotary

(d)
Electrooptic (e)
Electrooptic (e)

(d)

Shutter
Rotary
shutter
ang., deg.
160

~~

,

Speed,
msec
2.2

!

(d)

!

Unshuttered.
See note (d)
(e) & (f)

(f)

(e) & (f)

(f)

Unshuttered. !
See note (d) |

(d)

!

(a) General Electric Charge Induction Device (CIO). Silicon
248 x 388 pixel array.
(b) Automatic mode uses 2 photographic diodes for lightningtripped camera actuation. Sensor response is 4.5 usec.
(c) Movie camera frame rates are for steady-state operation.
Acceleration/deceleration characteristics results in 126
frames in 2 sec at 200 frames/sec.
(d) 1:1 field interlace for video frame; frame integration
time of 33 msec.
(e) Electrooptical between-the-lens shutter with 50 usec
response time.
(f) Camera control circuitry provided the following four
functions: control of shutter speed; selection and control of single and multiple-exposures-per-frame modes;
and limiting of the fogging of the film frame which was
in place behind the shutter, resulting from ambient light
leakage through the shutter.
The single-exposure-per-frame mode allowed selecting
shutter
open times from 4 sec to 1/8192 sec in (1/2)
(m=-2,-l,0,..11, 12, 13) steps. In the multiple-exposureper-frame
mode, the number of exposures could be selected
in ?n (n-1,2,3..6,7,8) steps. There was a selectable
shutter-closed time over the same range of times as the
shutter-opened time control. The film was advanced as
soon as a shutter actuation cycle (up to a maximum of 256
shutter openings) was complete.
The time delay imposed by the camera control circuitry
was in the nanosecond range and therefore not significant
compared to other system delays.
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Table 2 - Storni Hazards Mission Summary

CY

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

TOTAL

19

24

35

40

38

19

175

HIGH

23

29

191

298

273

25

839

LOW

46

82

50

26

136

199

539

69

111

241

324

409

224

1378

HIGH

6

7

153

214

223

12

615

LOW

4

3

3

0

24

41

75

10

10

156

214

247

53

690

HIGH

1

9

26

no

11

11

168

LOW

5

13

0

2

0

0

20

6

22

26

112

11

11

188

CATEGORIES

^

MISSIONS
PENETRATIONS

TOTAL
STRIKES:

TOTAL

NEARBYS:

TOTAL
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Aft movie

(a) Location of electromagnetic sensors
on the F-106B airplane

(b) Photographic and video coverage
during Storm Hazards '85
Fig. 2 - Concluded

(b) Location of additional research
sensors jn the F-106B airplane
Fig. 1 - NASA Langley Research Center Storm Hazards
'85 research vehicle

Forward-facing stereo
cockpit still cameras 11985)
Aft-lacing cockpit still

Forward external movie camera
1980-19821

0 lodes 11983-19851
Cockpit movie camera (1983)

camera < 1983. 19851
Cockpit video camera 11984-19851
Upward-facing video
camera 119851
Videorecorders
11984-19851

(a) Strikes. An additional three strikes
occurred during flights in Oklahoma

Aft external movie
camera (1980-19851

(a) Location of airborne cariera systems

Fig. 3 - Geographical locations of the F-106B airplane at times of direct strikes and nearby
flashes. 1980-1985

Fig. 2 - Airborne camera systems used on the F-1Q6E
airplane from 198Ü-1935
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(b) Nearby flashes

Strikes above 6km f^] 614 Strikes

£3 »°8 Strikes

Strikes below 6km gg3 65 Strikes

g^ 65 Strikes

lOOr

Fig. 3 - Concluded
Pressure altitude

no*

Percent
of strikes

6S3 strike»

1378

9.2 km
(30 000 It )
240

Negligible Light Moderate Heavy Negligible Light Moderate Heavy
Relative turbulence Intensity
Relative precipitation intensity

Fig. 7 - Relationship of lightning strikes to

t
2
3
Strikes/minute

relative turbulence and precipitation
Intensities for Storm Hazards '80-'85

186 nearby flash»»
Mean - 8.8 km
( 28 100 ft )
L_l L-i—l
8 18 24 32 40
Nearby»

* - Thunderstorm penetrations and lightning
statistics as a function of pressure
altitude for Storm Hazards '80-'85
Temperature, C

lightning
strike zones

0 4 81218 20
i/l

Fig. 5

0 2 4 6 8 10
SMue/minule

0 10 20 30 40 60

Fig. 8 - Locations of lightning attachment zones
on the F-106B airplane based on Storm
Hazards strike data

Thunderstorm penetrations and lightning
statistics as a function of ambient
temperature for Storm Hazards '80-'85
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Photograph from aft-facing camera
showing entry channel sweeping down
the right side of the fuselage and
the exit channel streaming aft from
the right wing tip

(a) Photograph fron stereo camera on
left side of cockpit showing channel
attaching to nose boom with swept
attachment to fastener on right-side
canopy frame

Pig.

(b) Photograph from stereo camera on
right side of cockpit
Fig. 9 - llasselblad still photographs of strike 48
of 19G5; flight 05-037; Aug. 17, 1905;
altitude of 14 800 ft over Elizabeth
City, I.C; 19:30:38.8 GMT
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Concluded

(b) Frame 3 of 17.

19:30:32.863 GMT

(c) Frame 4 of 17.

19:30:32.897 Gt!T

(b) Frame 2 of 21.

19:30:32.897 GKT

Fig. 10 - Concluded

(c) Frame 16 of 21.

19:30:33.372 GKT

Fig. 11 - Concluded

>) Frame 1 of 21.

19:^0:32.861 Cf'T

Fig. 11 - Photographs from the upward-facing video
camera of strike 48 of 1985, Nose towards
top of screen; left wing towards right
side of screen. The lightning channel is
oriented parallel to the airplane centerline
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initial exit
Initial entry

fc Initial

exit
Initial entry

^

^1.

Final exit

^

Final entry

h
^\ Final exit

^3
A. Initial entry at nose boom; initial exit at right wingtip.
Video frames.- Cockpit 1 (Figure 10(a)) and 2/upward-none
Hasselblad photos (Figure 9)
B. Entry swept back along right side of canopy and fuselage; exit hanging onto wingtip.
Video frames: Cockpit 3 (Figure 10(b)»/upward 1 (Figure 11(a))
Hasselblad photos (Figure 9)
C. Entry attached to vertical tail; exit hanging onto right wingtip.
Video frames: Cockpit 4 (Figure 10(c))- 17/upward 2 (Figure 11 (b)>-15
D. Channel detached from airplane.
Video frames: Cockpit- none /upward 16 (Figure 11 (c))- 21
F1g. 12 - Lightning strike scenario for strike 48 of 1985; flight 85-037; Aug. 17. 1985
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F-106 DATA SUMMARY AND MODEL RESULTS RELATIVE
TO THREAT CRITERIA AND PROTECTION DESIGN ANALYSIS

Felix L. Pitts and George B, Finelll
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665
Rodney A. Perala and Terence H. Rudolph
Electro Magnetic Applications, Lakewood, CO 80228

ABSTRACT
The NASA F-106 has acquired considerable data on the rates-of~change of electromagnetic parameters on the
aircraft surface during 690 direct lightning strikes while penetrating thunderstorms at altitudes ranging from
15,000 to 40,000 feet. These in-situ measurements have provided the basis for the first statistical quantification of the lightning electromagnetic threat to aircraft appropriate for determining lightning indirect
effects on aircraft. The data are presently being used in updating previous lightning criteria and standards
developed over the years from ground-based measurements. The new lightning standards will, therefore, be the
first which reflect actual aircraft responses measured at flight altitudes. The modeling technique developed
to interpret and understand the direct strike electromagnetic data acquired on the F-106 provides a means to
model the Interaction of the lightning channel with the F-106. The reasonable results obtained with the model,
compared to measursd responses, yield confidence that the model may be credibly applied to other aircraft types
and used in the prediction of internal coupling effects in the design of lightning protection for new aircraft.
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INTRODUCTION

developed
for
nuclear
electromagnetic
measurements, are described in Reference [4].

THE PROJECTED APPLICATION of composite structure
in advanced aircraft, along with flight critical
digital electronics, compounds lightning problems
and motivates the need to quantify and model the
lightning
generated
electromagnetic environment
affecting aircraft.
A statistical characterization
of
the
lightning/aircraft
electromagnetic
interaction process is
necessary to provide a
theoretical basis for determining the lightning
susceptibility of electronic systems aboard advanced
aircraft, and to
guide in devising protection
measures for these systems.
The NASA Langley Research Center has conducted
direct strike lightning characterization research
using a specially instrumented F-106 since 1980.
During these tests, the F-106 has acquired direct
strike lightning data on 690 strikes at altitudes
between 15,000 and 40,000 feet. Most of the strikes
occurred above 30,000 feet with 43 strikes occurring
between 15,000 and 20,000 feet.
The goal of this
research is to contribute to characterization of the
lightning electromagnetic threat by establishing a
credible lightning/aircraft interaction data base,
obtained ln-situ during direct strike flight tests,
and to develop modeling techniques for use in
interpreting and generalizing the data to other
aircraft designs. Emphasis in the research, largely
motivated by the technical community's interest in
indirect effects, has been on the rates-of-ehange
associated with the lightning external Interaction
with the aircraft.
The acquired electromagnetic
data includes the rate-of-change of current to the
pi tot boom, the rates-of-change of electric and
magnetic flux density at a number of locations on
the aircraft, and currents to the pi tot boom and
vertical fin.
This paper includes a summary of the direct
strike data and acquisition, results of statistical
analysis of the data, and a description of ehe
lightning/aircraft interaction mathematical modeling
used in data interpretation and analysis.
The
lightning modeling effort was performed to aid in
Interpretation of the data and is motivated by the
need to generalize the data for other aircraft
geometries and structural materials. This modeling
effort has resulted In a numerical approach to
modeling the interaction of lightning with the F-106
which yields results consistent with the acquired
inflight strike data.
Impact of the F-106 data on
lightning test criteria is discussed in the final
section.

The data are recorded in a shielded, selfcontained instrumentation package which is mounted
in the aircraft missile
bay.
Power for the
Instrumentation is obtained using a motor->generator
set which decouples any lightning-induced transients
in the aircraft power system to guard against
spurious Instrumentation system
response.
The
electromagnetic sensors are electrically connected
to the instrumentation package using foam-filled
heliax cable. Control
and diagnostics for the
Instrumentation are accomplished using fiber optic
data links.
The direct strike lightning process may last up
to a second or so and consists of a complex
interaction of extremely fast electromagnetic pulses
with the
aircraft
structure
as discussed in
References [5-7].
Three basic recording techniques
which have evolved during the NASA direct strike
lightning research as appropriate and complementary
for investigating inflight direct strike lightning
are continuous analog recorders, digital transient
recorders, and peak recording instruments.
The
continuous
analog
recorders
yield
temporal
information on the overall lightning process; they
do not, however, have sufficient bandwidth to record
the fast pulses with suitable fidelity. The digital
transient recorders have sufficiently wide bandwidth
but can record only during a small interval of the
lightning event and thus yield Information only on
typical pulses which exceed their trigger threshold.
The peak recorders supplement both the analog and
digital transient recorders by obtaining information
on the maximum parameter value attained during a
strike.
Central to the
data acquisition system in
obtaining time domain information appropriate for
development of lightning interaction models are the
digital transient recorders which have a Nyquist
bandwidth of dc to 100 Mhz operating at the maximum
selectable sample rate of 5 ns per data sample.
These recorders have 12 channels with 65,536 8-bit
words each,
yielding
a
data
window of 327
microseconds at the maximum sample rato and have
replaced the 2 channel, 131.072 6-bit word units
used during the first several years of the research.
The analog instrumentation tape recorders have a
nominal bandwidth of 400 Hz to 100 kHz, and, for
current sensors
with
dc
response, have been
frequency division
multiplexed using subcarrler
oscillators to obtain dc response to record the
continuing current during strikes. The peak reading
instruments store the maximum voltage attained by
the sensor connected to its input during a flight
and are specified for operation over a bandwidth
equivalent to half sine pulses with base line widths
between 5 ns and 10 ps.
Table 1 Is a tabulation of the number of the
individual time domain waveforms obtained from the
various sensors during 671 strikes and the number of
peak recorder readings from somewhat fewer strikes
(as shown in parentheses).
The column heading?
correspond to the various sensors and locations as
described in [11]; 2574 time domain waveforms and
128 peak values have been recorded as noted in the
table. The maximum value recorded to date on the
peak recorder monitoring the noseboom current rateof-change (I_) Is 380 kA/ys; the largest rate-ofchange of electric flux density under the forward
fuselage (D„) exceeded the full-scale range of 97
A/m ; and the largest peak vertical fin current (I_)

DIRECT STRIKE DATA SUMMARY
The measurements
made
on
the
F-106 are
electromagnetic parameters at the aircraft surface
and Induced voltages on a few internal wires. The
electromagnetic parameters include current and rateof-change of current on the pltot boon; current in
the vertical fincap; rate-of-change of electric flux
density under the forward fuselage, at the base of
the vertical fin, and under the outboard section of
each wing; and rate-of-change of magnetic flux
density on opposing sides of the aft fuselage and
under each wing at about mldspan.
The lightning
measurements and design of the F-106 experiment are
described in detail in Reference [1]* and [2], and
the instrumentation is described in Reference [33.
The sensors, which are generally based on designs
»Numbers in brackets designate
paper.

pulse

References at end of
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recorded is 51 kA.
Figs. 1 through 1 show examples of the types of
time domain waveforms recorded.
These waveforms
illustrate the
overall
lightning process, the
triggering time of the transient recorder, and some
of the wide bandwidth transient recorder data. Fig.
1 shows the current for three different strikes
flowing in the tip of the vertical fin which were
recorded from a current sensor with dc response on a
frequency division
multiplexed analog recording
system also with dc response.
Note the unipolar dc
continuing current on the order of 80 amperes
lasting 0.3 seconds, or so, with a number of pulses
superimposed on it.
As mentioned previously, the
recording channel upper frequency response limit of
400 Hz does not
allow sufficient fidelity to
determine the peak values of the individual pulses
and thus the channel provides information useful
only in studying the overall character and temporal
nature of the lightning currents. Of interest in
late time lightning channel model studies, for
example, is the abrupt reversal of polarity during
the last 0.05 seconds of the upper trace. Also in
Fig. 1, the transient recorder trigger times are
shown by the arrows.
Fig. 2 shows a vertical fin
current recorded with a much greater time resolution
of 40 ns per data sample using the transient digital
recorder. This waveform has a high repetition rate
with only about 50 us spacing between the 12 kA
current pulses. Figs. 3 and 4 are typical transient
recorder waveforms of simultaneously recorded rateof-change of electric and magnetic flux density from
sensors located under the forward fuselage and on
the side of the aft fuselage.
A multitude of time
domain waveforms have been published in References
[8-12] which include all of the transients recorded
through the 1984 tests for 627 strikes. Photographs
of lightning attachments taken from on-board motion
picture cameras during 156 strikes in 1982 have been
published in Reference
[13].
Reference [14]
summarizes the strike conditions and attachment
patterns studied through the 1984 tests as gleaned
from the
attachment
photographs and lightning
patterns on the aircraft structure.

Boom current rate-of-change and electric flux
density rate-of-change were measured by the peak
recorders.
Estimates
of
the
cumulative
distributions of these measurements given in Table 2
and Table 3 were derived from a likelihood function
and from the previously stated assumptions. These
estimates are calculated by grouping the maxima In a
series of intervals having equal length, except for
the last interval.
The estimates are nonparametric
maximum likelihood estimates because they can be
calculated without assuming a particular form for
the underlying distribution.
To aid in interpretation of the tables, consider
the first grouping Interval of the I-dot data.
Here, [0,50) refers to a left closed and right open
interval in the usual mathematical sense, I.e. all
values greater than or equal to 0 but less than 50
kiloamperes per microsecond are included. For this
interval there were 27 flights during which 125
strikes were sustained wherein the largest peak boom
current rate-of-change was less than 50 kiloamperes
per microsecord. The maximum likelihood estimate of
the proportion of strikes giving peak rates-ofchange of current less than 50 kiloamperes per
microsecond is 0.8762, meaning that on average,
87.62 percent of the strikes gave peak values less
than 50 kiloamperes per microsecond.
Similarly,
there were 13 flights covering 120 strikes wherein
the largest peak boom current rate-of-change was
between 50 and 100 kiloamperes per microsecond with
the maximum likelihood estimate of the proportion of
strikes with peak rates-of-change in this interval
being 0.0749.
Adding the two proportions yields
95.11 as the estimated percentage of strikes with
peak rates-of-change less than 100 kiloamperes per
microsecond, and so forth for the rest of the table.
The data were obtained with sensors designed to
measure rates-of-change In the differential sense,
and thus represent the peak instantaneous rate-ofchange as opposed to an average change over a long
time interval. As mentioned earlier, the data were
recorded over an altitude range from 15,000 to
40,000 feet.
LINEAR LIGHTNING/AIRCRAFT INTERACTION MODELING

ESTIMATION OF DISTRIBUTION
PEAK RECORDER DATA

OF

PEAK

RATES BASED ON
In order to
understand
and Interpret the
lightning data collected, it is necessary to model
the lightning/aircraft interaction.
The model
developed for this investigation is based on the
finite difference methodology first developed by Yee
in Reference [16],
The methodology of the finite
difference modeling will
be discussed briefly,
followed by specific descriptions of the linear
modeling technique, selected results from the model,
and comparisons with measured flight data.
The main analytical tool used in the analysis of
the lightning/aircraft interaction is the computer
code
T3DFD,
which
stands
for
Time
domain
_3 Dimensional Finite Difference codeT
The code
¥oTves Maxwell's equations in three dimensions, and
is capable of modeling complex geometries, and space
and time varying permittivity, permeability, and
conductivity.
The particular problem space is a
cartesian mesh enclosing a space approximately twice
the size of the aircraft Itself.
The apatial
resolution is one meter In the direction along the
fuselage and one-half meter in the wing-wing and
vertical directions. The temporal resolution of the
model is one nanosecond.
The nominal frequency
resolution of the mesh, assuming a minimum of five
cells per wavelength, is therefore 60 MHz. The F106 Is placed within the problem space by insuring
that all electric fields tangential to the surface

Many flights experienced multiple strikes with
the number of strikes per flight ranging from 1 to
72.
The peak recording instrument "saves" the
largest peak of all strikes received on a given
flight. Since the acquired largest peak readings
are the maxima for variable numbers of strikes per
flight, the logic of the peak recording technique
does not
allow
construction
of frequency-ofoccurrence diagrams directly on a per-strike basis.
Previous analysis, reported in Reference [15], based
estimation of the statistical distribution of the
peak rates-of-change on time domain records provided
by the transient recorders; this data was gathered
on a per-strike basis.
The present statistical
analysis
estimates
the
distribution
of
the
individual, per-strike peak values based on the
largest, per-flight readings.
A nonparametrlc maximum likelihood estimation
technique was developed and used in this analysis.
(Details concerning the development of the technique
are not Included here but will be published at a
later date.) The estimates are based wholly on the
data samples and on the assumption that the peak
values are the result of statistically Independent
processes and that the variables have a common
distribution.
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are zero at all times.
Hence, the aircraft Is
assumed to
be
perfectly
conducting, with no
significant
apertures
to
alter
the external
response. This is a good approximation except for
the Immediate vicinity of the cockpit.
The F-106 as It appears in the finite difference
code is shown in Fig. 5. The coordinate system is
also indicated in Fig. 5, as are the locations of
the external sensors which were modeled. The large
scale structure of the aircraft is well resolved,
but it is clear from the nature of the block model
that details (such as the nose boom) are not well
resolved.
In most cases, however, the model as
shown is adequate to predict the response of the
sensor system to a given lightning event. This is
because the sensors have been placed away from those
portions of the aircraft that are not well resolved
by the finite difference code.
Linear
modeling
of
the lightning/aircraft
interaction can be very useful in many situations.
If one assumes that the current flowing onto the
aircraft is given as a function of position and
time, the calculation
of
the aircraft sensor
responses from that current can be accomplished
linearly. A technique employing the use of transfer
functions has been
developed to determine the
Lightning current which caused a given set of
measured electromagnetic responses on the aircraft.
The transfer function is a functional relationship
in the frequency domain between a source function
and a response function.
The use of a transfer
function
requires
that
the
system
under
consideration be linear.
This requirement Is
satisfied by a linear finite difference code, but
is,
of
course,
not
satisfied
by
a
real
lightning/aircraft system.
The justification for
using the transfer function technique is that the
nonlinearity in the real system is confined mostly
to
the
lightning
channel
Itself.
The
electromagnetic responses on the aircraft are quite
often
approximately
linear
functions
of the
lightning current which flows onto the aircraft at
the lightning attachment, point.
That is, although
the formation
of
the
lightning channel, its
evolution, and the lightning current are complicated
nonlinear
functions
of
geometry
and initial
conditions, the aircraft responses usually depend in
a linear fashion only
on the current at the
attachment point.
There are four assumptions which must be made
using the transfer function technique.
These are
discussed individually below.
(1) Lighting Attachment Locations Must be Known.
These locations are necessary to define the problem
for analysis using the T3DFD computer code. In
addition, the attachment locations cannot change
with time.
Also, if there ar^ multiple channel
attachments, only one of these can act as a source,
while the others
just
drain charge from the
aircraft. Although having more than one source does
not violate linear constraints, the problem no
longer has a unique solution if more than one source
Is Involved.
(2) Relative Formation Times of Multiple Channels
Must be Known.
Because It is likely that exit
channels for lightning current form later than entry
channels, it is necessary to have knowledge of their
formation times. In a sense, these channels which
appear during the course of a problem constitute
boundary conditions which change with time. This
does not violate the linearity requirement as long
as the formation times are fixed and do not vary

with the time evolution of the problem.
(3) Lightning Channel Geometry Should be Known.
Although less
important
than
the
first two
requirements,
it
is
desirable
to
know the
orientation of the lightning channel with respect to
the aircraft.
This also constitutes boundary
conditions which can affect aircraft responses to
some extent.
The responses are affected because
electromagnetic radiation
from
current In the
channel also produces some response on the aircraft,
in addition to the current which flows onto the
aircraft. The contribution of the current is much
larger, however, so the channel radiation can be
considered as a perturbation.
(4) Lightning Channel Impedance Should be Known.
This is of lesser Importance than the first two
requirements, but can affect the linear relationship
between source and response somewhat.
The reason
for this is that the back effect of the aircraft on
the lightning current is different depending on the
channel impedance.
For example, a channel with
infinite impedance is completely unaffected by the
presence of the aircraft.
In this case, whatever
current Is flowing in the channel Is the current
which is injected onto the aircraft, and reflections
and responses on the aircraft behave as if the
channel were nonexistent.
For any other impedance,
the response of the aircraft can affect the current
in the channel.
This then alters the responses on
the aircraft slightly.
Hence, it is desirable to
know the channel impedance as a boundary condition
on the problem.
It is possible to handle a timevarying impedance, as long as the variation is
specified in advance, and does not depend on the
evolution of the problem.
The transfer function technique can be used
either for triggered or natural lightning.
The
distinction between the
two Is that triggered
lightning begins at the aircraft and moves away,
while natural lightning
begins
away from the
alrcrrft and mov°s toward it.
Typical geometries
for each of these cases are shown in Fig. 6. The
case for natural lightning is shown in Fig. 6a. A
current channel having a specified impedance and
velocity of propagation is attached to the nose of
the F-106.
The
impedanca
and velocity of
propagation are determined from the per unit length
inductance and capacitance of the channel, which are
in turn determined from the physical diameter of the
channel. Therefore, in the linear model, the size
of the lightning channel determines all of its
electrical properties.
The attachment to the nose
depicted in Fig. 6 Is simply a concession to the
point at which many lightning strikes attach to the
F-106. The model allows attachment at any point on
the aircraft and, in fact, allows multiple channels
as long as there Is only one current source in the
problem. The sole difference between Figs. 6a and
6b Is in the location of the current source. For
natural lightning, It Is located at the edge of the
problem space, as far from the aircraft as possible.
This Is done in an effort to model the fact that the
initiating and
driving
forces
for a natural
lightning strike occur away from the aircraft, and
the lightning current propagates toward the plane.
The current source in Fig. 6b is located near the
point where the channel attaches to the F-106. This
models the phenomenon of initiation at the surface
of the aircraft with propagation outward.
The mathematics
of
the
model is handled
identically in the two cases.
A transfer function
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resolution Is most inadequate, such as wing tips,
nose, tail tip, and sharp leading and trailing
surfaces.
In most cases, the F-106 sensors are
located away from these regions, but some inaccuracy
Is expected.
The modeling procedure,
In view of these
difficulties, is to calculate all of the current
sources for a given geometry, and then to analyze
the differences found.
If all of the sources are
similar, It may be that the geometry chosen is close
to the physical situation of the actual lightning
strike. If large differences are present, the model
geometry must be changed significantly.
In practice, the derived sources are heavily
dependent on
attachment
point
and much less
dependent on all other factors.
Hence, if the
attachment point is accurately chosen, it Is very
likely that the derived current sources will all be
similar.
This is
evidence that the aircraft
responses are strong functions of the injected
lightning current.
The transfer
function
technique has been
applied to measured responses from Flight 84-017.
An example of the calculated responses overlaid on
the measured responses is shown in Fig. 7. For this
case, the transfer
function to calculate nose
current was based on the B-dot longitudinal sensor,
so the matching for that sensor is exact to within
numerical limitations as shown on Fig. 7(a). The
comparison for some of the other sensor points
(particularly D-dot on the left wing), are quite
good, lending credence to the choice of the nose of
the aircraft as the lightning channel location.
This example shows that the transfer function
technique can be used to model the interaction of a
lightning channel with the F-106 aircraft. All of
the sensor responses can be modeled simultaneously,
and the entering current can be determined assuming
that the channel location is known or can be
inferred from available data.
The transfer function technique has been used
to analyze the response of the F-106 to a moderate
intensity, high peak rate-of-change current pulse.
The current was injected at the nose of the aircraft
and allowed to leave from a preformed exit channel
on the vertical stabilizer.
The current waveform
was a sine squared leading edge of one microsecond
rise time to a constant amplitude of 50 kA with a
peak rate-of-change of about 75 kA/uS. Although the
Interaction between the aircraft and the lightning
strike Is expected to be nonlinear for such a high
current, It Is of interest to investigate the linear
responses as upper limits of the expected response.*.
The calculated responses are shown In Figure 8. The
response amplitudes are typical of amplitudes which
have been measured on the F-106.
However, the
duration of the F-106 measurements Is typically
shorter than the calculation Indicating that most of
the
measurements
were
associated
with lower
intensity currents which had a relatively high peak
T
rate-of-change.
he technique has been used to
Investigate the response of four additional aircraft
of varying shapes and sizes Including a double- and
half-size F-106, a "straight winged" F-106, and a C130. As expected, the responses were largest for
the smaller aircraft.
The D-dot responses scaled
roughly with the surface area of the aircraft, and
the B-dot responses scaled with the linear size.
The transfer function technique has also been
used to investigate the effect of varying the
characteristics of the
lightning channel which
supplies current to the aircraft.
Two different
channel radii (1 cm and 10 cm) and three different
resistances per unit length (1 ohm/m, 10 ohm/m, 50

is determined from the Fourier transforms of the
current source and the response waveforms.
T(u) - R(iu)/I(u)

(2)

Here T(u) is the transfer function in the frequency
domain, R(w) is the
Fourier transform of the
calculated response waveform,
and I(u) is the
Fourier transform of the current source waveform.
Because the model
is
linear, T(iii) is source
independent; that is, changing I will change R in
such a way as to keep T the same. Note that there
can be as many transfer functions as there are
separate responses on the aircraft.
If there are N
sensors on the aircraft, there will be N different
transfer functions for a single current source.
To determine the current source necessary to
produce a given
measured response, R (<D), the
measured
response
waveform
must
be
Fourier
transformed.
Then the transfer function for the
particular sensor is used to calculate the Fourier
transform of the current source necessary to produce
the measured response.
IU) - R U)/T(<a)
IS

(3)

The current is then transformed into the time
domain. It can then be used in the linear model as
a check, to make sure the measured response is
reproduced. It should be noted that the current
source, I(u), in equation (3) is not necessarily the
same as the current injected on the aircraft in the
lightning strike.
The
current
source is a
mathematical artifice used to drive the lightning
channel.
The aircraft attached to the lightning
channel establishes the actual injected lightning
current for a given current source.
The current
source can be thought of as a normalized current,
because it would represent the lightning current if
the aircraft were replaced by a continuation of the
lightning channel.
The transfer function technique is useful in
modeling interactions where multiple simultaneous
sensor responses have been recorded; several current
sources can be derived, one for each of the multiple
responses.
In principle, if the model geometry
chosen is correct, all of the current sources should
be the same.
This is virtually never the case,
however, for the following reasons.
The channel
geometry may be incorrect.
Attachment points are
usually determined by direct observation of the
strike, or examination of pit marks after a flight.
If this information is unavailable, ratios of sensor
response amplitudes can be used to give a crude idea
of attachment locations.
In addition to the
uncertainty of attachment locations, the presence of
multiple channels and the timing of their appearance
is often unknown.
Also, the orientations of the
attached channels are uncertain.
Even If the
channel orientation were known precisely, It would
probably be difficult to model accurately If a
significant amount of bending or tortuosity were
present. The electrical properties of the channel
are generally unknown, too, so an estimate must be
made. Another source for error In the model Is the
grlddlng of the F-106 Itself.
Because of the .5m x
1ra x ,5m cell
size,
the aircraft cannot be
represented in the
problem space to arbitrary
precision.
This results In slight differences
between the responses of the real aircraft and the
model aircraft even
If channel properties and
attachment locations are
known
exactly.
The
differences are largest in places where the grid
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ohm/m) were examined.
The intent of varying these
parameters was to determine if any change occurred
in the injected lightning current.
If there was a
change, then the channel impedance had a significant
effect on the aircraft response; if there was no
change, then the channel impedance did not matter.
The results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, which
overlay the measured nose current from Flight 81-017
with the calculated currents.
Notice that there is
virtually no difference between the currents for the
various channels.
This indicates that the channel
impedance is unimportant for the determination of
aircraft responses over this range of channel radii
and resistance per unit length.
IMPACT ON FORMULATION OF CRITERIA
Lightning hazards to aircraft are generally
thought of as being divided Into two types. The
first type, direct effects, refers to the physical
damage that can occur on an aircraft, such as
pitting,
burning,
magnetic
deformation,
and
destruction of dielectric materials such as radomes.
The second type, indirect effects, refers to the
hazards caused by electromagnetic coupling. These
hazards take the form of transient voltages and
currents Induced on antennas and cables connecting
various electronic boxes.
These transients can
cause damage or upset of flight or mission critical
electronic systems.
Because the F-106 data is
primarily useful for indirect effects, the scope of
the remainder of this discussion will be limited to
this topic.
INTERNAL
COUPLING
OF
LIGHTNING
INDUCED
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS - In order to understand the
impact of the lightning research program on the
formulation of criteria, It Is first necessary to
discuss how energy couples into electronic systems.
The overall coupling problem is usually considered
as being separated into two parts. The first part,
external coupling, refers to the generation of
surface currents and charges (or tangential magnetic
fields, H, and normal electric fields, E) by a
lightning event.
The
second part, Internal
coupling,
refers
to
the
generation
of
electromagnetic fields, currents, and voltages on
elements of the aircraft Interior.
Conceptually, it is usually thought that the
two parts can be treated separately, and that the
external coupling problem defines the sources which
then drive the Internal response.
This is a good
approximation If the Internal coupling events do not
significantly "feed back" and alter the external
coupling results. Usually this is the case except
for perhaps large apertures such as an open bomb bay
or wheel wells.
There
are
three
basic
mechanisms
for
penetration of
electromagnetic
energy Into an
aircraft interior:
apertures, exposed conductors,
and diffusion. Apertures refer to openings in the
aircraft skin, and Include
such items as the
cockpit, wheel wells, engine exhaust, seams on doors
and panels, and areas covered by dielectrics such as
kevlar or fiberglass.
Exposed conductors Include
antennas uf various kinds, pltot tubes, and perhaps
electrical or control cables In some cases. These
may be
excited
either
by lightning directly
attaching to them, or by the Induced fields from
lightning attached
elsewhere
on the aircraft.
Diffusion Is usually Important only for carbon fiber
composite (CFC) materials.
A surface current J (w)
Induces an Internal tangential electric field E' (u)
by means of the surface transfer Impedance Z' (w)
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according to

(«)

E (u) - Zt(u)Ja(u)
where
ZtU)

n(ii>)

(5)

slnh k(ui)d
and where üi is the angular frequency, d is the
material thickness, and ri(<o) and k(u) are the
Intrinsic Impedance and the propagation constant,
respectively, of tha surface material (e.g., CFC).
At late times (or, alternatively, low frequencies),
equation CO reduces to the resistive voltage drop
along the surface.
It is useful to summarize the parameters which
are important to lightning coupling through these
penetrations. In order to do so, a simple model of
an Internal or exposed cable Is employed and is
shown In Fig. 11.
The cable Is approximated by a
transmission line of characteristic Impedance Z and
having termination loads on each end of Impedances
Z. and 1
as shown.
The electromagnetic coupling
sources are approximated in this illustration as
point sources which Include a series voltage source
V and a shunt currfnt source I as shown. In the
figure,
the
transmission
line
is
Indicated
schematically by Its equivalent circuit model.
Included in Fig. 11
is
a table of the
penetrations of Interest and the lightning coupling
variable upon which the source V
or I linearly
depends. That Is to say, for example', that the
source V for an open hole aperture Is a constant
times B.'
In parenthesis is shown how the source
variable relatesto the lightning current, which in
this example is I,
It should also be pointed out that the table
does not by itself give the entire picture with
respect to what Is Important for coupling. For
example, if Z and Z_ are small or zero, and the
cable is short with respect to wavelengths In the
lightning pulse (which Is often the case), then for
aperture coupling dominated by the B field, the
current I. is proportional to B(I), because I. for
this situation is simply proportional to the time
integral of V .
Therefore, even though V Is
proportional to' i, I- ...
..,, I,., On'the
Is proportional
K. „K„. „.„..-* to

other hand. If Z. and
to I, and not I.

Z, are large, then V

relates

In addition,
because
In
some cases the
transient responses of the cable are related to I,
the total waveshape of I Is Important. This also
requires that the energy delivered to a load be
quantified, which places a requirement on the
2
action Integral , /I dt. This would be particularly Important for damage of electronics as well
as upset. Therefore, even for aperture coupling
.
.
2
I, I, D, and / I dt are all important. For
, 2
diffusion, only 1 and J I dt appear to be
Important.
There are other requirements placed on the
knowledge of
lightning
environments by system
considerations.
For example, upset of a digital
system Is determined by the amplitude of a pulse,
the pulse width, and the repetition rate of pulses.
Therefore, specifications on these parameters are
also of Interest.

used to provide for an exponential decay of a Marx
generator as opposed to the normal damped sinusoid
[25]. It is clear that there Is no consensus on the
best way to accomplish these types of tests.
The impact on testing of the new criteria for I,
D, and their temporal durations is not fully known,
but some general observations can be made. In ordar
to increase I or 6, and to lengthen their duration,
either the use of peaking capacitors with high
inductance Marx generators, or low inductance oilfilled Marx generators are needed.
A low voltage
capacitor bank can possibly also be used but the
transmission line return conductor system must be
carefully designed and be very close to the aircraft
under test [26].
The relative expense of providing
large values of these parameters Increases greatly
as the size of the test object increases. For
example, testing a vehicle the size of a large
transport aircraft at i - 2 x 10
A/s is not within
the state of the art, but this type of test can be
done on fighter size aircraft.

An example of a comparison of a calculation and
a measurement on an internal wire based on the model
of Fig. 11 is shown in Fig. 12. The wire is inside
the F-106 fuselage and is 9m long, shorted to
structure on one end, and terminated in 50 a on the
other end. The wire routes past some closed wheel
well doors whose seams in the analysis were modeled
as inductive seams because of their large gaps. The
lightning nose current I is given in Figure 7. By
inspection, it is clear that the large oscillations
dominating the current response are related to the
derivative of nose current.
This is plausible when
one considers that the wire inductance is found to
be 1.5 uH, and the L/R time constant with the 50 (1
load is only 30 ns, much shorter than the period of
oscillation (- 250 ns) of the cable current. In
this frequency regime, the current response is
limited by tne 50 Q load impedance, which is a large
impedance
compared
to
the
cable inductance.
Therefore, tne induced current (or voltage) would be
proportional to I, which is clearly the case.
It should also be pointed out that this is an
exanple of an internal wire response caused by a
lightning event of low peak current, but high I (» 2
x 10
A/s peak).
It produces an internal current
pulse having frequencies related to aircraft and
cable resonances.
It is conceivable that the
resonant frequencies could be close to that of clock
frequencies for computer systems. Therefore, the
possibility exists for
a
pulse
of this low
amplitude, by virtue of Its high frequency spectral
content, to affect computer operations.
RELATIONSHIP OF F-106 DATA TO EXISTING CRITERIA
- Previous estimates of the inflight lightning
hazard to aircraft were inferred from ground-based
measurements. The electromagnetic measurements made
on the F-106 aircraft during these strikes have
established the statistical basis for determination
of quantlles
and
"worst
case" amplitudes of
electromagnetic parameters such as current rate-ofchangÄ, and the rates-of-change of electric and
magnetic flux density.
The research results have
contributed to
basic
scientific
knowledge by
quantifying
with
these
parameters
the
electromagnetic
interaction
of
lightning with
aircraft. These date are currently being used by
the
Federal
Aviation
Administration
and the
Department of Defense in updating or replacing
previous lightning criteria and standards developed
over the years from ground-based measurements of
lightning strikes to instrumented towers. The new
lightning criteria and standards will, therefore, be
the first which reflect actual aircraft responses to
lightning measured at flight altitudes.
It .»hould be pointed cut that at^the present
time there are no specifications on D or on the
temporal durations of I or I exceeding a prescribed
value.
The
F-106
data
are being used for
determining criteria for these environments which
are presently a subject of interest In the lightning
comm>' lty.
* ;PACT ON TESTING - The testing of aircraft to
lightning Indirect effects is a subject of much
current interest in the lightning community. The
main Issues of Interest Include I, D, the temporal
durations of I and D, and the late time currents
which are important
for diffusion through CFC
structures.
Approaches which have been used to
Increase both i and D Include the use of discrete
peaking capacitors
[17-20], distributed peaking
capacitors [21],
high
voltage oll-fllled, low
inductance Marx generators [22-23], and the socalled shock excitation techniques [2<0. In order
to Increase late time currents, a crowbar switch is

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The NASA F-106 has acquired considerable data on
the rates-of-change of electromagnetic parameters on
the aircraft surface during 690 direct lightning
strikes while penetrating thunderstorms at altitudes
ranging from 15,000 to 40,000 feet. These ln-situ
measurements have provided the basis for the first
statistical
quantification
of
the
lightning
electromagnetic threat to aircraft appropriate for
determining lightning Indirect effects on aircraft.
The data are presently being used in updating
previous lightning criteria and standards developed
over the years from ground-based measurements. The
new lightning standards will, therefore, be the
first which
reflect
actual aircraft responses
measured at
flight
altitudes.
The modeling
technique developed to interpret and understand the
direct strike electromagnetic data acquired on the
F-106 provides a means to model the interaction of
the lightning channel
with
the
F-106.
The
reasonable results obtained with the model, compared
to measured responses, yield confidence that the
model may be credibly applied to other aircraft
types and used in
the prediction of Internal
coupling effects
in
the
design of lightning
protection for new aircraft.
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TABLE 1 - TOTAL DATA BASE THROUGH 1985

K

D

F

6

h

F

§

h

6

T

T

6

WL

D

WR

°WR

B

WL

B

WL

B

J

WR

VF

INT
"
RESP.

o 1982
and
prior

46

93

27

8

o 1983

166

216

17

56

o 1981

119 117 105 120 126

o 1985

27

11

3

23

56

24

15

125 105

38

10

16

34

18

39

29

91

13

37

120

150

11

11

10

11

115

118

125

173

294

o 2571
total
waveforms

358 117 155 167 228

23 221 129

15

135

16

o 128
peak
values

62

(strikes)

2

60

6

(399H13H418)

(19)

TABLE 2 - DISTRIBUTION OF PEAK BOOM CURRENT RATE-0F-CHANGE

INTERVAL

»FLIGHTS

»STRIKES

KILOAMPERE

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD

CUMULATIVE

ESTIMATE

PERCENTAGE

PER

*

MICROSECOND

[0,50)

27

125

0.8762

87.62

[50,100)

13

I 20

0.0749

95.11

[100,150)

5

21

0.0188

96.99

[150,200)

4

47

0.0135

98.31

[200,250)

3

50

0.0088

99.22

[250,300)

1

20

0.0027

99.49

[300.350)

1

3

0.0026

99.75

[350,400)

1

9

0.0025

100,0
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TABLE 3 - DISTRIBUTION OF PEAK RATE-OF-CHANGE
OF ELECTRIC FLUX DENSITY
(D-DOT SENSOR UNDER FUSELAGE 6 FEET
FORWARD OF NOSE GEAR STRUT)

NTERVAL

»FLIGHTS

«STRIKES

AMPERE

MAXIMUM LI
ESTIM

CUMULATIVE
PERCENTAGE

PER
SQUARE
METER

[0.6)

1

1

.098

9.8

C6.12)

3

5

.197

29.5

[12.18)

10

27

.314

60.9

[18,24)

4

8

.070

67.9

[2H.30)

13

47

.162

84.1

[30.36)

6

43

.048

88.9

[36,42)

9

66

.051

94.0

[42.48)

5

25

.023

96.3

11»

177

.037

100.0

[>48

•NOTE:

SIX FLIGHTS WITH 81 STRIKES HAD STRIKES EXCEEDING THE INITIAL

FULL SCALE RANGE OF A/M2! AFTER SCALE CHANGE TO 97 A/«2 THERE WAS A
FLIGHT WITH A READING OF 75 A/M2 COVERING 5 STRIKES AND A FLIGHT WITH
A READING OF 73 A/M2 COVERING 6 STRIKES AND THERE WERE 3 FLIGHTS WITH
READINGS EXCEEDING 97 A/M2 COVERING 85 STRIKES.
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INTERPRETATION OF A CLASS OF IN-FLIGHT LIGHTNINC SIGNATURES

Thomas F. Trost
Department of Electrical Engineering
United States Military Academy
West Point, New York

ABSTRACT
Data recorded on the NASA F-106B research aircraft during lightning
strikes often reveals electric-field waveforms which begin with a series of
abrupt changes and end in an exponential variation. A possible Interpretation of such events is that an Ionized channel is completed to the aircraft
during the time of the abrupt changes, and the charge on the aircraft dumps
into this channel during the time of the exponential. An analysis of
measured waveforms assuming a simple RC-clrcult model has been carried out
for one event, and the results include I - 1000 A, V ■ - 650 kV, R - 1000 ß,
an-i W - 100 J.
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INTRODUCTION
DIJRINC THE PAST few years, lightning strikes
to the NASA F-106B aircraft have yielded much new
electromagnetic
data
on
aircraft-lightning
Interactions [1]*. In this paper we discuss one
type of lightning signature which has often been
observed on the F-106B, with a time scale of a
few microseconds. We Interpret this signature as
representing a component of a lightning event in
which negative charge stored on the aircraft is
rapidly discharged into a lightning
channel
attached to the noseboom. Although this interpretation is not unique, it is consistent with the
available data
and Is quite reasonable. By
invoking a simple RC-circult model for the discharge, estimates of the values of various basic
parameters are obtained. These Include channel
resistance, aircraft charge and voltage, and
expended power and energy. Most of the lightning
strikes under discussion are from 1982, with just
a single, although Important, strike from 1984.
In 1982 two digital transient recorders were
carried on board and were switched among the four
sensors shown in Fig. 1. The sensors measured I
and I-dot, the current and the time derivative of
the current on the noseboom, D-dot, the time
derivative of electric displacement on the forward fuselage, and B-dot, the time derivative of
magnetic flux density on the aft fuselage. The
orientation of the B-dot sensor is such that the
sensor responds to
circumferential
magnetic
fields, which correspond to fore-to-aft currents.
For the strike from 1984, the availability
of new transient recorders meant that simultaneous data was recorded from all of the sensors
shown in Fig. 1 and from some additional sensors
as well. The quality of the 1984 data was further
improved because the new recorders employ 8 bits
rather than 6.
RESULTS FROM 1982 DATA
Fast Pulses In the Time-Derivative WaveformA common feature of the lightning time-derivative
waveforms Is the appearance of very fast pulses.
The pulses occur either singly or in groups, and
the average number of pulses per group for 1982
was 2.4. An example of a group of 3 pulses in a
D-dot waveform is shown in Fig. 2 (82-38-02). The
10 ns sample Interval of the transient recorders
is not short enough to provide detailed pulse
shapes. In fact, the pulses are only two or three
samples In width, and their true peak values are
probably often missed In the sampling process. In
1982, surprisingly, all of the D-dot and B-dot
pulses were of positive polarity. This corresponds
to
increasing
positive
charge (or
decreasing negative charge) at the front of the
aircraft, where the D-dot sensor is located, and
Increasing current fore-to-aft
along the aft
fuselage, where the B-dot sensor Is located. The
fact that all the pulses had the same polarity
Implies a charging mechanism attached to the
airplane. That is, an explanation for charge
motion
based solely on polarization of the
♦Numbers in brackets designate References at end
of paper.

airplane by an ambient electric field is not
satisfactory 3lnce the ambient field would not
always be oriented so as to put the same polarity
of charge on the nose.
For the pulses that occurred in groups of
two or more we have measured the time intervals
between adjacent pulses. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of these time intervals; the average value
Is 300 ns. Unfortunately, there is probably some
inaccuracy in the distribution at short times
because of the ringing of the aircraft.
The
pulses excite the electromagnetic resonances of
the aircraft, which take about 300 ns to ring
down [2]. (The period of the lowest-frequency
resonance is about 160 ns.) Thus a weak pulse
following within 300 ns of a strong one may be
obscured by the ringing.
F-106B Signature— A
typical example of
aircraft ringing is seen in Fig. 2 following the
second, and largest, pulse. An expanded plot of
this portion of the waveform is shown in Fig. 4,
labelled
"F-106."
Notice that the
ringing
consists In part of a prominent double hump
shape. This shape has also been observed in
laboratory scale-model tests [3], and one of the
waveforms from the laboratory model is shown in
Fig. 4 for comparison with the F-106 data.
From
the laboratory tests it has been found that the
double hump results from the reflection from the
rear of the aircraft of a fast current change.
That Is, the shape is produced by a current step
which is Injected at the front of the aircraft,
travels to the rear, and then partially reflects
from the trailing edge of the wings (first hump)
and then from the end of the fuselage and tail
(secund hump). This shape is a characteristic
signature of the F-106 in response to current
injection at the nose. It is clearly observed 58
times in the 1982 D-dot data.
The positive polarity of the pulse preceding
the humps means a positive change in the charge
on the nose, so that electrons must have exited
there. See Fig. 5. This is an interesting result
because it means that the nose of the aircraft
was acting as a negative tip, and it is known
from laboratory studies [4] that in a rod-plane
gap, if the rod is negative, a higher voltage
must be applied to cause sparkover than if the
rod is positive.
Aircraft Discharging— The
variation
of
electric field, E, corresponding to the D-dot
waveform in Fig. 2 has been obtained by integrating and dividing by E0. The result is shown in
Fig. 6. The fast pulses in D-dot appear as small,
abrupt Increases in electric field, while the
main feature of E is an approximately exponential
rise to 360 kV/m. This indicates that the aircraft experienced an increase in positive charge
or a decrease in negative charge, with a tine
constant of 680 ns. The location of the zero
electric-field level is not known and has been
arbitrarily located at the bottom of the plot.
Values of maximum E and time constant, T,
for several lightning strikes
which
showed
approximately exponential discharging, or charging, like that in Fig. 6 are given in Table 1.
All of these waveforms were similar to Fig. 6 in
that they contained, first, a brief slowly rising
portion, then a few rapid Increases, and finally
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a longer, quasi-exponential rise. The T values
were measured as the time required for the curves
to reach (1 - e~*) of their final value, not
Including the slow rise at the beginning. The
accuracy of the Max. E values, based on t 1/2 LSB
error in D-dot, is about ± 15%.
The strikes listed in Table 1 occurred at
rather high altitudes, 8.2 to 9.5 km, with air
temperatures ranging from -40 °C to -33 °C.
B-dot data recorded simultaneously with the
j-dot data discussed here suggests current in the
form of a pulse, although no actual current data,
I-dot or I, was recorded. However, a look at the
results of strike No. 84-17-01 from 1984 shows a
D-dot waveform similar to that here, and in
addition, thanks to the increase in the number of
data channels, it also shows I; and the I waveform is a pulse. Assuming the same type of 1
waveform here, we see that the current looks like
the derivative of the electric field, and the
picture that emerges is that of a capacitive
circuit.
We assume that the airplane is the
capacitor, that is, the airplane itself forms one
plate and a distant charged sphere forms the
other plate. Taking the airplane capacitance to
be approximately 500 pF (Appendix I) and using
T » RC,
the 680 ns time constant from Table 1
gives a resistance of 1.4 kfl for the circuit. The
370 ns time constant gives 740 ft.

of sensors on the aircraft was such that some of
the current bypassed the I sensor but all of it
went through the I-dot sensor; but the two waveforms were expected to have the same shape.
Further studies should be done to determine the
reason for this difference in shape and thus
eliminate a point of uncertainty.
Comparison of I_ and E— Integration of the
forward-fuselage D-dot signal in Fig. 9 (and
division by e0) leads to the E waveform of Fig.
10. This reveals aircraft discharging like that
discussed above for the 1982 data. However, for
84-17-01 more complete data is available. In
addition to the four sensors already described
(Fig. 1), other sensors were used as follows: I
on the tail, D-dot on the tail, D-dot under the
port wing, and B-dot under the port wing for
transverse currents. The tail I record consists
of fluctuations between 0 and 71 A during the
entire length of the transient recorder memory,
650 us. 71 A Is the first digitized level above
zero, and so the average current was
very
roughly, 35 A.
The polarity
was such that
electrons were flowing onto the airplane. We
interpret this as a weak, continuing lightningchannel current which was charging the airplane.
A large amount of corona would be expected on the
airplane extremities during this charging phase.
When the required conditions were met, a new
channel formed from the
noseboom, and
the
airplane was discharged. Of course, other, more
complicated interpretations are possible. These
would Involve such things as additional simultaneous channel attachments and charging rather
than discharging through the noseboom.
The final development of
the
noseboom
channel probably took place In step-wise fashion.
This is suggested by the structure on the leading
edge of the current
pulse in Fig. 7.
Two
consecutive sharp rises in current are seen; they
in
tne
are labeled Pi and ?2
figure. (There is
also a small rise between P} and P2-) These sharp
increases correspond to pulses in the I-dot waveform, and the pulses have been labeled with the
same notation In Fig. 11, which shows I-dot. In
fact, the two events are also revealed in forward
D-dot and E. See Figs. 9 and 10. The situation
here is an example of a group of fast pulses like
those analyzed In Fig. 3. We thus come to interpret these pulses as corresponding to the connection of a discharge channel.
Once the peak current is reached in Fig. 7,
there is a brief oscillation, which Is probably
due to aircraft ringing, and then an exponential
decay begins as the charge stored on the aircraft
pours into the new channel. The exponential
discharge is also seen in the E waveform of Fig.
10. Remember that, with this Interpretation, the
true zero of E would be at the top of the curve,
not at the bottom.
Time-integration of D-dot records from the
tall and wing sensors produces E waveforms very
similar to Fig. 10. Integration of the B-dot
records from the fuselage and wing sensors gives
results similar to Fig. 8.
RC-Clrcuit Model— A simplified equivalent
circuit for the overall scenario is shown in Fig.
12. The airplane is represented by the capacitor,
C. Charging current at the tall is supplied by

RESULTS FROM STRIKE 84-17-01
Introduction— The waveforms from the 1984
strike 84-17-01 (May 28) are similar to the 1982
aircraft-discharging waveforms already discussed,
but they represent a more complete set, originating from eight rather than two external sensors,
plus one internal sensor. Basically the event
consisted of a one kiloampere pulse at the noseboom, with a peak I-dot of 26.6 E+9 A/s (or 26.6
kA/ps).
This is not a large
current
for
lightning,
but
it
produced
a significant
transient on the internal sensor, a wire running
along the fuselage, which went off-scale at 52 V.
The signature of the current is a common one for
strikes to the F-106B, consisting of a fast rise
with some structure and a slow fall. The altitude
was 7.6 km, and the temperature was -28 °C.
Comparison of 1^ and Integrated I-dot— In
order to test the consistency of the results
obtained from the I and I-dot sensors, we have
compared the waveforms of I and integrated I-dot.
(The I-dot waveform itself is shown in Fig. 11.)
In contrast to previous results [5], the agreement is net very good. The waveforms are shown
in Figs. 7 and 8, and several differences between
them may be noted. The trailing edge of the pulse
is almost completely missing in Fig. 8. This is
due to insufficient dynamic range in the l-dot
record. More specifically, the slope on the
trailing edge in Fig. 7 varies from -8.7 E+8 A/s
toward zero and thus is always less than the
first digitized level (below zero) in the I-dot
record, -19 E+8 A/s. Other differences between
the waveforms are that the peak value In Fig. 8
is much greater, and the curve descends more
quickly following the peak than in Fig. 7. We
expected that the amplitude of Integrated I-dot
would be greater than I, because the arrangement
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the source Ic, and the channel at the noaeboom Is
represented by the
variable
resistor.
One
Imagines that the resistance of the resistor
drops from a high value In step-wise fashion,
producing the pulses Pj and ?2, and reaches a
value, R, for the discharge phase.
We have taken the beginning of the discharge
phase to be at point X in Fig. 7. The time
constant, t, for the discharge (the time to fall
to e-1) Is found from Fig. 7 to be 520 ns. With
reference to the circuit in Fig. 12, a number of
electrical parameters can now be computed. Using
T - RC, the resistance, R, is found to be 1040 SI.
The voltage across the capacitor, C, and thus the
airplane, after the channel has connected and the
discharge begins is given simply by V - - IR.
Taking I as the current at point X in Fig. 8, 665
A, gives V - - 692 kV. Here it is better to use
Fig. 8 than Fig. 7 because, as mentioned above,
some fraction of the total current by^vsed the
sensor which was used to obtain Fig. 7. »text,
the total energy, W, stored in the capacitor is
given by W - 1/2 CV2 - 120 J.
The peak power
delivered to the channel can also be found: P - IV - 4.60 E+8 W, or 460 MW. This is the power
at point X. At slightly earlier times the power
may have been higher, but we cannot calculate it
because we do not know the channel resistance.
An alternative method for calculating the
voltage
and energy
uses
the
charge,
q,
transferred from the capacitor. From Fig. 12 one
sees that the capacitor current is the difference
between the tall current (Ic) and the noseboom
current (current through R).
We have computed
the time integral of this difference to find q -298 E-6 C. To determine the charge, Q, on the
capacitor at time X, q must be added to the
charge remaining at the end of the pulse, which
is given by -CICR - - 18.2 E-6 C. Thus Q - - 316
E-6 C, and V - Q/C - - 632 kV. Then W - 1/2 CV2
- 99.9 J.
The tvo methods in the preceding paragraphs
for calculating the energy give nearly the same
results, and we conclude that W " 100 J. Note
that our calculations apply to the discharge
phase of the event; a quantitative analysis for
the channel development phase, when the resistor
in Fig. 12 is varying, has not yet been carried
out.
A small but interesting effect, which we
neglected, is the very slight drop in fc after 1.3
us in Fig. 10. This may be due to a late-time
Increase in the channel resistance, R. Another
result frc- Fig. 10 Is that the time constant for
discharge of E is less than that for I In Fig. 7.
This Indicates the approximate nature of our
understanding of this type of lightning evont;
future data should help to provide a better
understanding.
To put the values calculated above into
perspective, we have compared the electrical
discharge from the airplane to the discharge of a
typical power-supply capacitor In an electronics
package.
The results are shown in Table 2. The
peak power, P, was calculated in both cases
assuming a resistance of 1040 0. One can see from
the values that C and Q are small for the airplane, but V is large. Thus the energy stored
and the peak power delivered are large for the

airplane.
CONCLUSIONS
Characteristics
of
the Lightning— Fast
pulses, like those marked with arrows in Fig. 2,
are very prominent in the time-derivative data.
They come in bunches of two or three and are
among the fastest components ever observed in
lightning fields. They are associated with the
development of ionized channels on the noseboom,
as illustrated in Fig. 5, where negative charge
Is carried off of the airplane. The time required
for three pulses is typically in the range 100 to
700 ns. By integrating D-dot waveforms like the
one in Fig. 2, one discovers that there is an
approximately exponential variation in D, and E,
following the occurrence of the fast pulses.
This is similar to the decay of the voltage of a
capacitor as it discharges into a resistor. The
time constant is about 500 ns.
A
possible
Interpretation of the overall event is that a
channel is completed during the time of the
pulses, with some charge abruptly leaving the
aircraft, and then the bulk of the charge flows
into this channel during the time
of
the
exponential variation.
Values of various basic
electrical quantities have been calculated for
the exponential discharge phase (Tables 1 and 2),
and all values seem reasonable. In the particular
strike 84-17-01 it appears that the aircraft was
subjected to a 100 J event, shich is fairly
potent.
During the capacitive discharge phase of 8417-01 the current (and thus the magnetic field)
varied roughly as the derivative of the electric
field, as seen from Figs. 7 and 10.
This
relationship can also be written I - C dV/dt.
However at early times,
short
disturbances
propagated over Lhe aircraft, and
in
this
propagatlng-wave situation one would expect I-dot
proportional to D-dot and thus I proportional to
D. This is just what happened, and the close
similarity between I-dot and D-dot waveforms can
be seen during the pulses Pi and ?2 ln fi8s- '
and 11.
In fact, a simple charge-conservation
argument can be used to find the proportionality
constant between I-dot and D-dot. See Appendix
II.
Laboratory Simulation— If the RC-discharge
idea for strike 84-17-01 is correct, the necessary apparatus for an approximate simulation of
this event on the ground is suggested by Fig. 12:
A high-voltage power supply is connected to the
tail of the aircraft through a large resistor to
simulate the source, Ic. The aircraft is charged
to - 650 kV and then allowed to spark over at the
noseboom
to a 1000 ft resistor connected to
ground.
Characteristics of the F-106B— The doublehump signature shown ln Fig. 4 is a characteristic of a nose-mounted D-dot sensor on the F-106B
or other similar delta-wing aircraft subjected to
a fast transient Input at the nose. It Is an
example of the Influence of aircraft shape on
lightning waveforms.
As a final comment, it is Interesting that
the time-derivative data reveals Important shorttlae-scale Information— fast lightning pulses
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and aircraft resonances and reflections (double
hump)— while by merely Integrating, one gets
data which emphasize a longer-time-scale picture,
giving the overall discharge time and energy and
suggesting Che RC circuit interpretation.
APPENDIX I:
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CAPACITANCE OF THE F-106B

The capacitance between a circular disk of
radius r and a sphere at infinity is given by
c
d " "eo r. For a sphere rather than a disk,
Cs » 4*e0 r. We approximate the capacitance of
the F-106B to lie between that of a disk of
radius 5.8 m and that of a sphere of the same
radius.
We obtain Cj - 410 pF and Cs - 6A5 pF,
and thus for the airplane we take C ■ 500 pF.
APPENDIX II:

RELATION BETWEEN D-DOT ACT) I-POT

The simplest case for the propagation of an
electromagnetic disturbance is one where the
disturbance maintains the same shape as
It
travels and thus is given by f(z-vt). This would
be the situation for a wave inside a uniform,
lossless coaxial transmission line, for example.
We will assume this is approximately correct for
propagation of lightning disturbances along the
noseboom and forward fuselage of the F-106B. For
the propagation speed, v, we use c = 3.00 E-t-8
m/s.
We will let the z axis run through the noseboom and forward fuselage and take the fore-toaft lightning current and surface charge to be
approximately
symmetrically distributed about
this axis. The equation of conservation of charge
can now be written in the form
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3i/3z + 3q/3t - 0
where i is current and q is surface charge per
ur.lt length in the axial direction. If 1 is a
function of z-ct, then
3i/3z - - 1/c 3l/3t

.

Charge conservation now becomes
3q/3t - 1/c 3i/3t

.

If the fuselage is approximately circular with
radius r, then the charge per unit area is
q/(2ff r), and this Is the same as the electric
displacement, D. Thus, dividing the equation
above by 2nr, we find
D-dot « I-dot/ (2» re)

,

using the "-dot" notation employed in the body of
this paper.
In order to see how closely the actual
results follow the simple theory, we have taken
the values 5.07 A/m2 and 1.14 E+10 A/s from the
first peaks (Pi) in D-dot and I-dot for substitution into this equation. The waveforms are shown
In Figs. 9 and 11, respectively. Using r » 0.8 m,
the result Is 5.07 ■ 7.56, which is not too bad.
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Table 1.

F-106B Aircraft Discharging Parameters

Strike So.

Max. E (kV/m)

Time Constant (ns)

82-38-02 (Aug. 8)

360

680

82-38-04

120

670

82-40-04 (Aug. 9)

190

500

82-40-07

440

370

82-42-06 (Aug. 11)

160

630

82-42-09

240

600

Table 2. Comparison of Discharges, F-106B
Aircraft (84-17-01) and Typical Power-Supply Capacitor
C (yF)

V (V)

Q (uC)

W (J)

F-106B

0.0005

Capacitor

100

-632,000

-316

100

4.20 E+8

100

10,000

0.5

96.2
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LOCATIONS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSORS
ON F-106B AIRCRAFT

Fig. 1 - Sensor locations for 1982. Arrows give the directions for which the
various quantities (B-dot, D-dot, I, I-dot) are defined to be positive
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SPACING BETWEEN CONSECUTIVE PULSES
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Fig. 2 - D-dot waveform showing three fast pulses,
F-106B lightning strike No. 82-38-02
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Fig. 3 - Distribution of time spacing between
consecutive pulses
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Fig. 4 - Comparison of D-dot double hump signature of
F-106B (82-38-02) and laboratory model
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Fig. 7 - Lightning noseboom current waveform from I
sensor, strike 84-17-01. Sharp increases occur at
points P. and P., and a continuous decline follows
point X
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comparison with Figure 7 (84-17-01)
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Fig. 5 - Channel attachment to noseboom, and abrupt
loss of electrons at nose which propagates aft
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Fig. 10 - E waveform from time integral of D-dot in
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Fig. 11 - I-dot waveform used to generate Figure 8
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Fig. 12 - Equivalent circuit for aircraft charging
and discharging scenario applied to strike 84-17-01
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A THREAT-LEVEL LIGHTNING SIMULATOR

John L. Harrison, Y. G. Chen, Ed Galickl, and William Richardson
Maxwell Laboratories, Inc.
8888 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, California 92123

ABSTRACT
A threat-level lightning simulator having a low ripolt output pulse with a peak
current capability of 200 kA, and a peak rate of rise of current of 200 kA/us is now in
operation at Boeing Aircraft Corporation. The simulator is powered by a 4 MV Marx
generator which drives a load with an inductance of 8 uH. The pulse is crowbarred when
the circuit current is close to its maximum value by a laser-triggered crowbar switch.
The decay time constant of the current pulse is determined by the load resistance.
The pulser generates a reproducible output waveform over a current range of 70 kA to
200 kA, and features a low preflre rate, and reliable precision triggering of its crowbar
switch at close to the zero voltage ideal switching point. Consequently the machine
operates with a reliability of over 90 percent.
This outstanding performance is achieved despite the severe duty enforced on the
crowbar switch which carries a peak current of 300 kA, passes a charge of 40 C, and see an
action level of approximately 2 MJ/0 during each shot delivering the 200 kA rated current.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNIQUES
FOR
LIGHTNING SUSCEPTIBILITY/VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENTS
John G. Schneider, Martin D. Risley,
M. Jean Reazer, Arturo V. Serrano
Technology/Scientific Services, Inc.
J. L. Hebert, ll.t, USAF
Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL/FIESL)

Abstract
State-of-the-art techniques to assess the susceptibility/vulnerability of
aerospace vehicles, present and future, to the electromagnetic threats fron
lightning (LEMF) and electrostatic electricity discharges (ESD) are described In
this paper. These techniques are routinely used at the Atmospheric Electricity
Research Laboratory (AFWAI./FIESL) of bright Aeronautical Laboratories. The
techniques have evolved as a result of tests conducted on a wide variety of
aerospace vehicles. Included are cost-effective data acquisition, processing and
storage systems and software that have been developed for high productivity and
are based on microcomputer- controlled minicomputers capable of transient as well
as CW measurements; modular, reusable return path structures adaptable to aeropace vehicles covering wide ranges of sizes and shapes; programmable breakout
box/cable combinations that permit induced voltage and current measurements or
individual wires of aircraft cable bundles using non-contact probes; and wideband
(DC to 50 MHz) analog fiber data links that are pneumatically controlled for use
In the high electromagnetic noise environment of high-voltage and high-current
lightning simulators.
These techniques have been successfully used with test configurations
Involving simulated lightning current injection, rocket-triggered lightning
experiments, high-voltage (shock) excitation, radiated EMP, and swept (CW)
frequency-test methods. The techniques, equipment characteristics, and
procedures are presented along with known limitations.
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INTRODUCTION
r

The rapid introduction o advanced composite
materials and low level semiconductor based flight
critical control systems into present and future
aerospace vehicles has Increased the need for efficient and accurate techniques for Lightning Susceptibility/Vulnerability Assessments. While analytical
prediction of lightning protection is essential for
the effective design of future aerospace vehicles,
the geometric and parametric complexity of the
vehicles will require that the vehicle undergo
testing before final lightning qualification is
achieved. In addition, design changes and modifications to enhance the capabilities of present aircraft
will require testing to Insure that these changes
have not increased the Inherent lightning susceptibility of a previously lightning hardened aircraft.
The increased emphasis on lightning protection for
future aerospace space systems has resulted in
Military Standard MIL-STD-1757A and a new DOD Military Standard for indirect effects testing being
developed by the SAE AE4L committee, since the need
for effective and accurate lightning susceptibility/
vulnerability test is paramount. Recognizing this
need, the Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Group of
the Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Air Force Wright
Aeronautical Laboratories and the facility contractor
Technology/Scientific Services, Inc. have undertaken
an aggressive program to upgrade and enhance the
ability to perform detailed lightning susceptibility
tests on aerospace vehicles. These efforts cover the
full spectrum of these assessment tests Including:
simulated threat generation; input waveform and
induced transient data acquisition; and, data signal
processing and analysis. This paper details recent
advances in t:he state-of-the-art in each of these
areas.
GENERATION
Advances in the area of generation Include the
development of a portable 4 MV prime power source for
a new fast-rise, full/threat lightning simulator, the
development of a pseudo coaxial modular return path
system, and the development of frequency domain
testing using a Swept Frequency Continuous Wave
System to develop system transfer function.
The AEH Group has developed a Fast Rlsetlme
Generator which uses a NEMP-type peaking capacitor
coupled to a high voltage marx to provide the fast
current risetlmes that have been observed during
recent ground and in-flight lightning research
program (1,2). This generator can produce a 40 KA
0.2x20 waveform, a full order of magnitude taster
than generators routinely used for lightning simulation testa. The prime power source for this
generator was an extremely long (84 foot) movable
marx designed in the 1960's by the Lightning and
Transients Research Institute for the Air Force
Weapons Laboratory (3). A new portable 4 MV marx
generator has been designed to replace this aging
generator in a truly transportable configuration.
The generator's design is depicted In Figure 1. This
generator has the distinct advantages of portability,
operation in air and a rugged reliable triggering
system. The generator consists of 40 100 KV
capacitora arranged in eight banks of 5 capacitors
each. Each leg is Installed in a triangular structure to take advantage of the stability and ruggedness of that geometric shape. The total length of
the generator is 25 feet allowing It to be

transported on any standard 25 ft or longer flat-bed
trailer. The generator operates in air saving the
costs of oil or SF, and their associated house
keeping systems. The in-air operation results in an
increase in the inductance of the marx generator, but
this is compensated for by the use of the NEMP-type
peaking capacitor (2). The high voltage switches are
spark gaps of the simple rugged design illustrated in
Figure 2. They are numerically triggered taking
advantage of the drop in their breakdown voltage due
to a decrease in pressure when operating on the
right-hand side of the Pachen curve. The operating
range of these spark gaps for several pressures and
distances is shown In Figure 3. The simple rugged
design of the generator and its sparks gaps promises
rugged reliable operation.
Return paths have typically been built in a
unique manner for each particular aerospace vehicle
being tested and either discarded or materials
salvaged following the tests. The AEH group bar
designed a set of modular return paths which are
reusable from test to test. Figure 4 shows the
modular return paths being used on a CV-580 aircraft,
and Figure 5 shows their use with an FAA experimental
testbed. Return paths of this type have been shown
to have an inductance as low as 3/tH (4). The basic
sections of the modular return path consist of wooden
frames which measure 4 ft by 16 ft with wire screen
permanently attached over the frames. Some of the
sections have 45 degree angles on the edges which
allows them to be mated to adjoining sections to form
a coaxial type geometry. The sections are bolted
together to form a continuous return path with
compression connections between each adjacent section. Wire screen Is suitable for lightning testing
as the shortest wavelength of concern is much longer
than the spacing in the wire grid. The modular
design allows maximum flexibility for designing many
different sizes and shapes of return paths. This
approach is cost effective as it minimizes the costs
of new materials and cost of construction for producing effective return path configurations.
The third advance In lightning simulation
generation is the AEH Group ln-house development of
the ability to perform Swept Frequency Continuous
Wave testing. This frequency domain determination of
the transfer function of an aircraft is a powerful
linear system test nethod that has been demonstrated
to be an effective lightning susceptibility test
method (5,6). The data processing in the frequency
domain from one of these tests is illustrated in
Figure 6. The aerospace vehicle being tested is
subjected to various frequencies and the magnitudes
of the induced transient voltages and currents Is
measured and recorded producing a Frequency domain
transfer function which is limited in frequency by
the ranges of the measuring Instrumentation and the
ability to produce responses which demonstrate an
acceptable signal to noise ratio. Figure 6 shows a
SFCW transfer function measured on a UH-60A Black
Hawk helicopter (7) and Its response to the 2x50yu.sec
lightning waveform. This system developed by the AEH
Group has the advantages: of compactness which makes
it easily transportable; computer controlled acquisition, signal processing and graphics which speeds
data acquisition and processing; the ability to make
corrections for the characteristics of the measurement acquisition system; and the ability to combine
the transfer function with a variety of different
frequency domain threat waveforms. The AEH Group has
extended the Frequency domain analysis techniques to
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data acquired during moderate and severe simulated
lightning susceptibility tests and data acquired
during inflight lightning strikes (8).
DATA ACQUISITION
Advances in the acquisition and recording of
measured lightning simulation induced voltages and
currents transients on aircraft circuits include the
development of a microprocessor controlled data
acquisition system and the development of programmable breakout boxes.
Figure 7 show a Zenith Z-100 microprocessor
which controls the acquisition of the data being
recorded by two 2-channel transient digitizers/signal
processors. In the past, data concerning the test
being performed was logged on data sheets before and
after the simulation test was performed. Between the
test, the operator was required to set up and arm the
digitizers as well as make all data entries. With
the microprocessor controller, the computer prompts
the necessary housekeeping information such as shot
number, circuit being measured so that the operator
cannot inadvertently forget to make these necessary
entries between the tests. The computer also sets up
the digitizers and arms them prior to the next shot.
After the shot, the computer performs initial analysis on the signal and stores pertinent transient
waveform parameters such as Peak maximum and minimum
values. During lightning simulation tests on the
F-16/LANTIRN systems (9), the computer provided time
domain extrapolated values from the level at which
the systems were tested up to the full severe level
of 200 Kiloamperes. The computer then passed the
data to a printer to provide Immediate hardcopy
feedback and documentation of the tests. An illustration of the data from several shots is presented
in Figure 8. The computer controlled the storage of
the waveforms recorded on a magnetic disk and then
began the entire «erles of events over again for the
next shot.
Figure 9 shows a programmable breakout box which
is capable of current and voltage measurements on 4
separate circuits without the necessity to open the
compartment panel to gain access to change circuits.
Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of this breakout
box. With 2 breakout boxes in operation, 16 measurements can be made on 8 circuits without gaining
access to the compartment or circuits being measured.
When a change is necessary 4 more circuits can be
selected for each breakout box by simply plugging in
a programmed plug which was constructed well in
advance of the actual simulation tests. The breakout
box Is connected into the aircraft circuit using
shielded cables with standard aircraft connectors.
The cable lengths are minimized and identical gaze
wire as in the aircraft circuits are used to Insure
minimum perturbation of the circuit under test. The
breakout boxes for the F-16 test* were pneumatically
controlled to select the circuit to be measured.
Transients measured were transmitted via analog fiber
optics with a bandwidth of DC-30 MHz. The breakout
boxes have since been upgraded to 100 MHz. Current
measurements are made by a CT-1 Tektronix current
transformer while voltage measurements are differential using two capacltlv« voltage probes (Ref 9).
Transient Induced currents were measured In one
conductor of a wire pair while voltage measurements
were made differentially on H1/I.0 signal lines or In
reference to signal grounds for single ended circuits
that use chassis ground as a return. For low level

tests such as swept frequency continuous wave tests,
the excitation signal is amplified.
The combination of the microprocessor controlled
data acquisition systems and the programmable breakout boxes allows susceptibility tests to progress at
a near real time pace with the time required to
charge the simulation generator being the controlling
factor. With this combination transient current and
voltage measurements were made in over 200 separate
circuits on the F-16/LANTIRN systems in a 2 working
day period. The computer speeded up the acquisition
of large volumes of data, and reduced the human
errors that inevitably occur during long hours of
testing.
DATA ANALYSIS
The addition of micro-computers and medium sized
computers as integral parts of the lightning simulation test systems has greatly speeded up the
acquisition, processing, and reduction of the simulation data; and resulted In a significant enhancement of the ability to perform thorough extensive
post-test analysis.
The micro-processor Integration into the simulation data acquisition system provides a substantial
increase in the ability to perform timely simulation
tests. Data reduction begins even as the data is
acquired. The bookkeeping tasks or data logging is
performed on line, initial data analysis Is performed
between shots and a hard copy of initial results In
either graphic or tabular form is provided Immediately following each test. The previous methods of data
sheet logging and labeling of osclllogram photos and
baud or visual measurements of the transient
waveforms were costly in terms of time and were
subject to human error. With sufficient sample rates
the digitized waveforms allow computer processing of
the signals which Is accurate and immediate. The
magnetic storage of the digital waveform data also
allows pott test reduction of the data. The data can
be viewed and initial results obtain during the
tests. Post-test computer aided reduction processing
and analysis can be performed quickly and accurately.
Computer-aided graphics allows customizing of the
data presentation format for formal reports which
were not previously possible with osclllogram photos.
One of the most exciting advsnees in simulation
test data analysis has been the integration of
frequency domain techniques for post-test simulation
test data analysis. The time domain data acquisition
and processing digitizers have been Interfaced to the
medium sized computer system developed for the Swept
Frequency Continuous Wave System discussed earlier.
Frequency domain techniques are illustrated in Figure
11 and basically consists of:
1) The transfer of the time domain lightning
simulation test waveforms for the Input and the
Induced circuit transient voltages and currents are
transferred directly from the transient digitizers
and magnetic disk storage system directly into the
medium sized computer for frequency domain processing
and analysis.
2) The time domain waveforms are transformed
Into the frequency domain via fast fourler transform.
3) The signals are corrected for the measured
effects of the characteristics of the sensors,
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breakout boxes and fiber optics systems used during
the acquisition of the data. (Potentially, the
configuration effects of the simulator return paths
and generator which are not present during the
in-flight situation could be removed at this time,
however this procedure is in it development stages at
publication time).
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SUMMARY
The need for accurate cost-effective lightning
simulation techniques was discussed. Advances by the
ASH Group in the areas of generation, data acquisition and data analysis was presented. These Included:
The design of a cost-effective portable 4MV marx
bank for the 4£H Group's Fast Risetlme Generator and
tue development of a Swept Frequency Continuous Wave
Lightning Simulation Test System In the area of
generation.
The development computer controlled data acquisition systems and advanced programmable breakout
boxes for Induced transient voltage and currant
measurements in the area of data acquisition.
The development of micro-computer processing and
reduction systems and the Implementation of frequency
domain techniques for post simulation test data
analysis.
The advances presented in this paper overviews
techniques which greatly enhance the cbllity to
perform detailed and accurate lightning simulation
tests.
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Figure 3. Graph Showing The Operational Limits of the
200kV Spark Gap. (X)-Indicate Measurements.

Figure 1. Drawing of the Portable Fast Rise Generator.

Figure i. The Modular Return Path Set Up Around the
CV-580 Aircraft.

Figure 2. Drawing of the Spark Gap that is used in the
New Fast Rise Generator.

Figure 5. The Modular Return Path Set Up Around I he
FAA Research Test Bed.
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Figure 7. Zenith Computer Controlling Two Digitizer
Systems.

Figure 9. A Picture Snowing the Breakout
Compartment of the F-16.
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Figure 10. A Schematic Drawing of the Breakout Box Used During the
F-16/I.ANTIRN Tests.
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COMPARISON OF LOW LEVEL FREQUENCY
DOMAIN LIGHTNING SIMULATION TEST TO
PULSE MEASUREMENTS

David B. Malen
Boeing Military Airplane Company
Seattle, Wasnington

ABSTRACT
Three lightning test techniques were used tu measure induced transients on
a modified F-14A airplane. The F-I4A was modified by adding graphite/epoxy
skin panels and by installing special avionics equipment. Test tecnniques
demonstrated on tne F-14A included low current (less than 20A) swept frequency
transfer function measurements, moderate current (Zu kA) pulse tests anu nigh
current (2U0 kA) pulse tests. The results of the measurements were compared
using Fourier transformations ana linear extrapolation. Responses measured at
lower current levels and extrapolated to higner current levels were 2J percent
lower to i'i percent higher than the responses measured at hign levels.
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INTRODUCTION
PROTECTING AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS from undesiraule
effects of lightning-induced transients requires
ca.-eful
protection
design,
installation
and
verification.
Lightning simulation tests can be
used to support the protection design and to verify
the effectiveness of the protection design.
Results of tnree lightning simulation test
techniques, performed on a modified F-14A airplane,
were compared as part ot the Atmospneric Electricity
Hazards
Protection
program.
The
tests
and
evaluation showed the variations tnat resulted wnen
induced transient responses were extrapolated rrom
low drive current levels to higher drive current
levels associated with the ligntning environment.
The magnitude of these variations can inrluence tue
safety margin requirements imposed during the
lightning protection design, test and evaluation
process.
In addition, quantifying the variations
will allow selection of cost-effective tests for tne
lightning protection verification.
DISCUSSION
Tne F-I4A airplane used for tne lightning
simulation
tests was modified by
installing
graphite/epoxy SKin panels in place of aluminum
panels.
Other aluminum panels were removed to
represent nonconducting composite skin materials.
Special avionics systems were installed, including
an automatic flight control
system rrom an
air-launched cruise missile,
and an airDorne
computer and control panel linked oy a ivilL-STU-lb53B
data bus [1]*.
Three uistinct sets of simulation equipment and
techniques were used in the F-14A lightning tests to
monitor the inauced transient responses f/J. Tne
techniques and equipment were:
a.
b.
c.

Swept-frequency
transfer
function
measurements using low drive currents
(less than 2ua) and network analyzers.
Current pulse response measurements using
a moderate-level current (2a KM) pulse
generator ana transient digitizers.
Current pulse response measurements using
a hign-level current (üUü kA) pulse
generator u\a transient digitizers.

ine F-I4A was tested in the Boeing Military Airplane
Company
lightning
test
facility
in
Seattle,
Wasnington. Figure 1 snows tne arrangement of the
F-I4A ana tne lightning simulation equipment.
Current was injected into the nose buUheao of tne
F-14A and exited the airplane at the tail. Poultry
netting was used to return the current from the tail
to the nose drive point. The current injected on
tne airplane was monitored at tne nose injection
point during the transfer function tests and at the
tail exit point for tne pulse tests. Ine transient
responses from the test probes were monitored using
wide-oandwidth analog fiber optic systems. Networn
analyzers and transient digitizers were located in a
snieldeu instrumentation room.
Transfer functions were measured using
a
computer-oased swept frequency networ* analyzer

system.
The transfer functions were measured as
responses relative to the drive current at tne nose
of the F-14A, so that
H(f)
where

T:$

H(f) is the measured transfer function
R(f) is tne test point response and
1(f) is the airplane drive current.

The transfer functions were corrected to compensate
for the test probe characteristics and the reference
current variations. Tne transfer function amplitude
and phase were measured at 381 discrete frequencies
between 100 Hz and 50 MHz. Below 1 kHz tne signal
to noise ratio was generally less than lüaß. For
further
analysis,
the
transfer
function
characteristics were estimated where the response
was below the noise amplitude. The estimate was
extrapolated from the trend of the measured transfer
function amplitude and phase aoove 1 kHz.
A Fourier transform program was used to
calculate tne time response from tne measured
transfer function.
An integration algorithm was
used to allow unequally spaced frequency samples to
be used for the transformation.
The general
operation is shown by the equation
where

r(t) = F-l[H(f)I(f)j
r(t) is the test point time domain response
H(f) is the test point transfer function
1(f) is the dr;ve current spectrum and
F"'[] is tne inverse Fourier transform
operation.

A douole exponential current waveform was used for
the drive current function. The time constants of
the douole exponential equation were selected from
the corner frequencies of the moderate level pulse
generator
current
spectrum.
The
amplitude
coefficient was determined from the moderate pulse
generator output current peak amplituae. The douole
exponential spectrum is

Kf) » I«
where

1
a+ju

L.1

ß +JuJ

1(f) is the current spectrum
Io is 27.7xlQJA
a is 4.35x10V1
B is 2.bxl0*s-'
j is %A
u is the radian frequency (2nf)

This
spectrum
was
used
to
simulate
tne
moderate-level pulse generator output current for
comparing tne moderate-level pulse responses and tne
transformed transfer functions.
A fast rise time pulse generator was used to
generate the moderate level (28kA) current pulse
into tne F-14A.
The pulse generator produceo a
waveform
to
the
peak
amplitude
that
was
approximately a quarter sine wave cycle at 208 kHz
(figure 2).
The peak current was 28 kA.
The
530-KHZ ripple occurring past tne pea* was due to
the Marx generator ringing after the crowbar switcn
is closed. The 3.1-MHz ripple was due to the F-»**A

Numoers in brackets designate References at enu
of paper.
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and return wire quarter-wavelength transmission line
resonance.
The major characteristics of tne
measured moderate-level current pulses are listed in
table 1.
Current pulse tests were performed on the F-14A
with pea* amplitudes up to 20Ü kA. A high-energy
crowbarred Marx generator was used for tnese tests.
Maximum amplitude pulses from this generator
represent tne severe lightning threat defined for
the AEHP program [3j. An example of the measured
high-energy current waveform is plotted in figure
3. The significant characteristics of the measured
waveform are listed in table 1.
The measurea
waveform for the nose-to-tail current path snows
ripple at 3.4 MHz caused by the airplane ana return
wire
transmission
line
quarter-wavelength
resonance.
TABLE 1.

CURRENT PULSE CHARACTERISTICS

Peak current (kA)
Rate-of-rise (10-90X) (A/s)
Time to half value (us)
Ac-.ijn intecral (A2-s)

Moderate

High

28
3x10lü
80
3.5xl04

200
1.7X1011
40
2.5x10°

Tne responses measured during the moaerate ana hign
level
pulse
tests were compared by
simple
extrapolation.
Tne factor for extrapolating tne
28-KA pulse responses to compare with high drive
current responses was selected from tne drive
current peak amplitude or the ten to ninety percent
rate of rise.
Waveform and transfer function
inspection was used to determine which factor to use
for the extrapolation.
Tne results of four types of transient responses
are presented in this paper. Tne responses include:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Magnetic flux measured on the outside of
tne F-14A skin panels.
Voltage measured across F-14A sKin panels.
Voltage measured on individual wires that
connected to avionics equipment.
Overall current measured on cable bundles
tnat interconnected avionics equipment.

The responses shown were selected from many
measurements on the F-I4A [4J.
Tne selected
responses nad signal to noise cnaracteristics tnat
generally exceeaed lOdB and represent typical
responses for the various airplane configurations.
Tne current density at various locations on the
F-KA was determined by monitoring the rate of
change of
tne magnetic
flux
(aj/dtj.
Tne
measurements were made by measuring tne voltage on
small single-turn loops aligned parallel to the
plane of the F-14A nose-to-tail axis. Tne dj/dt
responses
measured
during
tne
moderate
ana
nigh-level pulse tests were proportional to tne time
derivative of tne drive current.
Tne transfer
function for tne field probe voltage measured at
TPl<i06 is snown in figure 4. An example ot tue
response measured at fuselage station 313, test
point TPI2U6, is snown in figure 5. Tins figure
compares
tne
response
measured
auring
the

moderate-level pulse tests plotted witn the response
from the transformed transfer function.
The two
responses are proportional to the current rate or
rise. The transfer function response peak amplitude
is 11 percent higher than the measured moderatelevel pulse response.
The oscillation in both
waveforms is caused by tne quarter-wave airplane
resonance.
The plots in figure 6 show tne measured loop
voltage versus the drive current rate of rise for
TPI206. Tne straight line shows the extrapolation
from the value measured at 28 KA. The amplitude
extrapolated from the 28-kA drive current was 18 to
23 percent lower than the amplitudes measured at the
higher drive currents.
Voltage was measured across a skin panel on the
turtle deck. The voltage probe wire was attached to
the aft fasteners on the panel. The voltage was
measured between the forward fasteners and the probe
wire at the front of the panel. The wire was routed
adjacent to the panel to minimize loop-coupling
effects. Tnis probe measured the voltage caused by
joint and panel resistance.
The transfer function in figure 7 shows tne
voltage response for the graphite/epoxy turtle deck
panel. At low frequencies, tne response increases
at 20 dB per decade. This implies that at low
frequencies the wire senses low voltage in tne panel
because
most
current
would
flow
in
the
low-resistance aluminum panels ana suDstructure.
Above 30 kHz, the amplitude for the graphite-epoxy
panel flattens out. ir.e amplitude reflects a panel
resistance of 7.9 mß for the turtle deck panel.
Figure 8 shows tne waveforms of tne structural
voltage measured across the turtle dec* panel. This
figure compares the measured moderate-level pulse
response and the response from the transformed
transfer function. Botn waveforms have very similar
characteristics, including relatively fast amplitude
decay at tne later time.
Tne amplitude oT the
transformed response was 13 percent higher than the
measured pulse response amplitude.
The plot in figure 9 shows the peak measured
amplitude versus tne drive current for tne
structural voltage measured on the turtle aeck
panel. This test showed a linear scaling response,
with amplitudes extrapolated from the 28-kA drive
current exceeding the measured amplitude for nigher
drive currents oy 9 to 17 percent.
One avionic system used in tne F-14A tests
consisted of an operational air-launcned cruise
missile automatic flight control
system Mat
included the flight control computer, sensors, and
actuators.
Ouring tne avionic transient response
tests, the inertial navigation equipment (INt).
radar altimeter (MRA), and flight control system
equipment (FCSE) components were replaced witn
transient monitoring boxes. These monitoring ooxes
contained voltage test probes, attenuators, test
point
selector
switches,
and
fioer
optic
transmitters. Tne voltage was measured on selected
wires tnat connected to tne avionic equipment.
Test point TP22Ü2 was used to monitor tne
transients on tne FCSE throttle actuator wire. Tne
configuration includes the grapnite-epoxy turtle
dec* panels and open forward avionics Days.
Tne
response was generally proportional to the time
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derivative of the drive current waveform as
indicated by the slope of the transfer function
amplitude in figure 10. Tne waveform in figure II
shows the response on this wire for the ^8-kA drive
current pulse. The figure shows the waveforms from
tne
moderate-level
pulse
measurements
and
transformed transfer function measurements.
The
peak amplitudes of the measured pulse response was 3
percent higher than the transformed response peak.
The cscillations at the airplane quarter-wavelength
resonance dominate the response, which indicates the
high-frequency coupling to the wire.
Figure 12 shows the peak voltage measured on the
FCSE test point plotted versus the drive current
rate of rise. The amplitude extrapolated from tne
28kA drive currents ranged from 27 to 32 percent
higher than the amplitude measured at higner drive
current levels for the FCSE test point TP2202.
Currents on interconnecting cable bundles were
measured
using
current
transformers.
The
instruments monitored the overall current on the
cable bundles, not individual wire currents. Figure
13 shows the current transfer function measured on
wire bundle W3 (TP2501) during 28-kA pulse tests.
This wire bundle is made up of twisted pair wires
for the avionics equipment 28V-dc power.
The
transfer function for the current snows low
amplitude below 5 kHz. For frequencies between 5
kHz And 1 MHz, tne amplitude varies aoout IBoB, with
no dominating response characteristic.
The wire
bundle current was generally proportional to the
drive current in the early pulse times. Figure 14
shows responses for tne moderate-level
pulse
measurement and the transformed transfer function.
Tne peak amplitudes are within 12 percent, and the
general waveshapes are similar.
The measured
moderate-level pulse response does not snow the
oscillations
caused
by
the
airplane
quarter-wavelength resonance effects. However, tne
measured pulse response was not compensated for
nign-frequency-bandwidth limitations on the current
probe,
whereas
tne
transfer
function
was
compensated.
Figure 15 shows the currents for TP2501 plotted
versus the airplane drive current. The amplitude
extrapolated from tne 28-kA drive current was 2o to
28 percent nigher than the amplitude measured at
higher drive currents.

measurements,
the
nigh-level
pulse
response
amplitudes ranged from 23 percent higher to 32
percent lower than the 28 kA responses extrapolated
to the higher drive currents. Tne drive current
amplitude or rate of rise were used for the scale
factor. The extrapolated responses mean variation
was 11 percent or 0.9 dB higher than the measured
response
amplitudes.
The
measurements
were
performed with 100-, 150-, and 200-kA nominal drive
levels.
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SUMMARY
Transfer function responses were multiplied by
tne drive current spectrum, transformed into time
responses using Fourier transforms,
and tnen
compared with responses measured during the 28-kA
pulse tests. For four test points the pulse test
responses were from 3 percent higher to 13 percent
lower than the transformed transfer function
responses. Tne mean pulse test amplitude was 8
percent or 0.7 dB lower than the transformed
transfer function response amplitude.
One , -ctor
affecting the quality of tne transformed responses
was tne noise floor relative to tne transfer
function response. Noise measurements were taken
for each specific test arrangement and tne results
were compared with the test point responses.
For eleven transient voltage, current, and fielu
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ABSTRACT
A survey is given of the lightning strikes from 1973 through 1985. About 80% of the
more than 315 lightning strikes reported involved the following four types of aircraft:
F-104G "Starflghter", F-t "Phantom", C-160 "Transall", and BR-1150 "Breguet Atlantic".
For these four aircraft the lightning strike rates per year and the average rates for
the whole period of 13 years will be shown. Since 1978 detailed evaluations of more than
230 incidents of lightning strike damage to aircraft are at hand. From this evaluation
a statement on the safety hazards due to lightning strikes in flight will be deduced.
The hazard to the respective aircraft at the time of the lightning strike will be assessed
with respect to each incident of damage. Then this hazard will be classified according to
four hazard severity categories, as specified: catastrophic, critical, tolerable and negligible. Finally, the lightning strike risk will be summarized and commented upon.
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into account to a large extent. The respective tasks
of the C-160 and BR-1150, on the other hand, do allow no or only little consideration of the meteorological conditions with respect to possible lightning
events. It becomes evident .that the selection of the
reference magnitude for such strike rates is quite
important, since the rates related to landings are
comparable for both C-160 and BR-1150, but not those
related to flying hours.
The lightning strike rates plotted in percent
against the flight level in Figure 4 are close together for all 4 types of aircraft. The differences
between the individual aircraft types cannot be definitely assigned to specific causes, the statistical basis still being too narrow.
But even the extremely few lightning strikes to
the BR-1150 (less than 15) fit in well. From Figure
4 it can be generalized, however, that
-irrespective of the type of aircraft, type of propulsion, mission, and geographical location of the
training aerathe flight level is an essential factor with respect
to the probability of lightning strikes.
This fact receives Increased emphasis when a
comparison is made of the flying hours accumulated
by the 4 types of aircraft over a period of 13 years
(rounding +/-10% max):
BR-1150 : C-160 : F-4 : F-104 =
1
:
4
: 7 :
9 .
These relations do not become evident at all from
Figures 3 and 4.

GENERAL SURVEY 1973-1985
This report is a continuation up to the end of 1985
of the statistical evaluation commenced in the previous report (D*. By including the years from 19831965. the statistical information previously gained
on lightning strike rates, distribution of the lightning strikes versus flight level, and attachment
points has changed only slightly.
The statistical basis became broader, more than
3^5 lightning strikes occurred as compared to 260
strikes.
Also, the statements then made on damage are
basically confirmed by the events of the following
three years. Since 1978, detailed investigations and
evaluations of more than 230 lightning strik s are
now at hand.
This statistical basis now appears to be broad
enough to deduce a statement on the safety hazards
due to lightning strikes in flight.
LIGHTNING STRIKE RATE - From 1973 to 1985 more than
345 lightning strikes were reported. Of these,
slightly more than 80% Involved the following aircraft types:
F-104 G "Starfighter"
RF-4E/F4-F "Phantom"
-Fighter/Reconnaissance Aircraft
(Mach 2+)
C-160 "Transair- Transport/Cargo Aircraft
BR-1150 "Breguet Atlantic"
- Long-Range Sea Reconnaissance Aircraft,
These 4 aircraft types are subsequently referred to
in short as F-104, F-4, C-160, and BR 1150.
For these 4 types the lightning strike rates per
year related to the respective flying hours and landings in that year are shown in the following Figures 1 and 2.
For all 4 aircraft types together it becomes
apparent that the rate of lightning strikes related
to landings is higher than that related to flying
hour.«. This means that on an average more than one
flight hour lies between two landings.
The great variation of the strike kate from one
year to the next has no discernible relation to the
number of flying hours.
Between two successive years, aside from a few
exceptions, the number of flying hours or landings
varies by ♦ 10% from the respective previous value.
The number of lightning strikes, in contrast, varies
5 to 6 times from one year to the next.
Figure 3 shows the rates averaged over a period
of 13 years for the 4 types of aircraft. The differences which become evident here are attributable to the
different mission conditions in each case; the influence of Individual years becomes less important.
The F-104 and F-4 aircraft are subject to comparable
conditions; in particular, however, training activities allow the meteorological conditions to be taken
'Numbers in parentheses designate references at the
end of the paper.

ATTACHMENT POINTS AND AIRCRAFT WITH MULTIPLE
LIGHTNING STRIKES - With respect to the F-104, F-4,
and C-1C0 aircraft more than 270 lightning strikes
were reported within the 13 years'period (1973-1985).
The evaluation of both F-104 and F-4 together
shows the following results:
- More than 160 lightning strikes. As far as attachment points were detected, these were located in
about 45% of the cases on pitot and radome,
about 22% of the cases on wings including tips and
tip tanks,
about 21% of the cases on the horizontal/vertical
tail.
- In some cases no definite attachment points were
detectable, or none of these zonej was affected.
- In 18 cases the aircrew felt electrical or mechanical shocks.
- In 9 cases the aircrew did not become aware of the
lightning strike during flight.
The results for the C-160 aircraft were as follows:
- More than i10 lightning strikes. As far as attachment points were detected, these were located in
about 42% of the cases on the radome,
about 23% of the cases on the wings,
about 16% of the cases on the horizontal/vertical
tail.
- In some cases no definite attachment points were
detectable, or none of these zones was affected.
- In 1 case the aircrew felt an electrical shock.
- In 1 case the l.ghtning strike was not noticsd by
the aircrew during flight.
In these 13 years since 1973 some aircraft were
hit several times:
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F-104

1 a/c 3 times
10 a/c 2 times each
F-4
1 a/c 3 times
9 a/c 2 times each
C-16C
1 a/c 7 times
2 a/c 5 times each
3 a/c 4 times each
6 a'c 3 times each
15 a/c 2 times each
BR-1150
2 a/c 2 times each.
Summarized in a somewhat different way:
Considering the F-104 and F-4 aircraft together,
21 a/c were hit by 44 lightning strikes, or about
2.8% of the total fleet by approximately 27.5% of the
strikes.
As to the C-160 aircraft, 27 a/c sustained 77 lightning strikes, or about 28% of the fleet approximately 69% of the strikes.
LIGHTNING STRIKE RISK
Since 1978, the reported lightning strikes have been
investigated and evaluated with respect to damage
caused by the lightning strikes on the basis of uniform criteria.
As concerns the lightning strike risk, of first
and foremost importance are the effects of a lightning
strike damage on the safety of the aircraft during
its continued flight following the strike, including
the landing. The real extent of damage, for example
Judged by the expenditure for its repair, is secondrate under aspects of flight safety as long as the
immediate loss of the aircraft due to the lightning
strike as the greatest possible damage is not to be
expected. Even minor damage the repair of which requires almost no expenditure may considerably affect
the aircraft safety if systems essential to that effect have been involved.
It is the objective to deduce a statistically
supported statement on the lightning strike risk for
certain aircraft types in case of lightning strike.
DEFINITION OF HAZARD SEVERITY CATEGORIES - The
more than 230 lightning strikes, investigation of
which is now available, constitute a sufficiently
broad and representative cross section of possible
and typical lightning strike damage on the aircraft
affected.
For the purpose of qualitative assessment of the
effects of such damage on flight safety, four hazard
severity categories were defined in accordance with
MIL-STD 882.
For the aircraft there is a hazard of
- category 1 (Catastrophic Hazard)
in the case of damage that may directly lead to a
mishap;
- category 2 (Critical Hazard)
in the case of damage Jlth less effects han in category 1, but that does not permit continuation of
flight after landing;
- category 3 (Tolerable Hazard)
in case of damage that permits continuation of
flight after landing, with certain conditions imposed, however;
- category 4 (Negligible Hazard)
in the case of damage that does not have to be re-

paired before the next periodic maintenance action.
The ability of the aircraft to safely- continue
flight after the landing was chosen as a measure for
distinction between categories 2-1. This appeared to
be more adequate for the lightning strike damage
classification and corresponds to the graduation of
"major" - "minor" - "less than minor" aircraft damage in MIL-STD 882.
SELECTION OF LIGHTNING STRIKES 1978 - 1985 - Of
the more than 230 evaluated lightning strikes in this
period of time more than 180, or about 77% of the
strikes, involved three types of aircraft, the rest
being distributed among further 13 aircraft types.
Each aircraft struck by lightning during flight,
or for which the suspicion of a lightning strike existed, was Inspected immediately after its landing
by BWB-ML for damage caused by lightning strikes.
This damage was then assessed by BWB-ML with respect to aircraft safety hazards at the moment of the
strike and to the ability of the aircraft to continue flight after the landing.
This resulted in the classification of the incidents in one of the four categories.
The following three types were affected with almost equal frequency:
F-104 about 33%,
F-4
about 28%, and
C-160 about 39%.
With respect to the remaining types, the quantity of
available data is insufficient to make a statistically significant statement. Therefore, only the above
three types will be considered.
FREQUENCY OF CATEGORIES - The F-104 type of aircraft showed the following distribution:
Category 1
about 3%
Category 2
about 12%
Category 3
about 27%
Category 4
about 58%.
The F-4 type of aircraft showed the following distribution;
Category 1
about 15%
Category 2
about 13%
Category 3
about 37%
Category 4
about 35%.
The C-160 type of aircraft showed the following distribution:
Category 1
about 6%
Category 2
about 46%
Category 3
about 28%
Category 4
about 20%.
In each case the percentages are related to the total
number of strikes to the respective aircraft type.
Summing up, the result is as follows:
Category 1
about 8%
Category 2
about 26%
Category 3
about 30%
Category 4
about 36%.
Consequently, it can be established that a total of
about 8% of the lightning strikes clearly evidenced
and investigated had influenced the aircraft safety
at the moment of strike.
RISK ASSESSMENT - Generally, a risk is composed
of the severity cf a hazard and the probability of its
occurrence.
To assess the risk associated with a lightning
strike to an aircraft, impairment of its safety when
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continuing flight, including the landing, i3 taken as
a measure for the hazard severity immediately after
the strike.
Therefore, the hazard severity categories 3 and
1 are negligible.
In case of a category 2 hazard, reduction of
safety for flight continuation and landing may not be
neglected. A safe landing is possible, but until such
landing the probability of a crash caused by the
lightning strike is considered extremely remote, or
is excluded.
In case of a category 1 hazard, an immediate
crash risk of the aircraft cannot be excluded.
Therefore, the risk assessment covers the
hazards of categories 1 and 2. Relating the frequency of occurrence of these hazards to the resp.ctive
flying hours, the rate thus obtained will be a measure for the probability of their occurrence. Now, the
rate of category 1 and 2 hazards related to flying
hours is designated as lightning strike risk.
The hazard rate of category 2 is designated as
"Critical Lightning Strike Risk" (Critical LSR), and
of category 1 as "Catastrophic Lightning Strike Risk"
(Catastrophic LSR).
The results with respect to the three aircraft
types were as follows:
Type
Critical LSR
Catastrophic LSR

lity of less than 1% is expected that more severe
lightning strikes will occur or that such unfavorable
circumstances will coincide with a lightning strike
of hazard severity category 1.
Hence, the resultant crash risk probability per
flying hour is less than 0.05...2.2/10,000,000.
This value is considered a limitation on the
safe side for the case of a crash as the greatest
possible lightning strike risk.
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F-101
0.171/10,000 FH
0.050/10,000 FH
F-1
0.161/10,000 FH
0.181/10,000 FH
C-160
1.780/10,000 FH
0.216/10,000 FH
All three
types together :
0.160/10,000 FH
0.137/10,000 FH
Generally, it can be stated that in the past
the Catastrophic LSR in flying operations amounted to
0.5 to 2.2/100,000 per one flying hour. Also, taking
into consideration the fact that within the period of
time investigated with more than 1,000,000 flying
hours no crash due to a lightning strike occurred,
the factual crash risk (greatest possible damage)
within the Catastrophic LSR remained below
1/1,000,000 per flying hour. Presently, it is not
possible to make an exact statement on the extent of
the risk. A certain estimation, however, is possible
by way of this statistically determined Catastrophic
LSR taking into consideration the following facts:
a) The design criteria of the existing lightning protection correspond to the state of knowledge of
lightning current parameters as of more than 10
years ago.
b) In all lightning strike Incidents investigated,
the aircraft involved showed no technical defect
before the strike, neither were operating limitations exceeded.
c) In all incidents investigated, a safe landing was
performed after the lightning strike.
Thus, in order to result in a crash, either a lightning strike more severe than so far experienced will
be required, or, associ&ted with the strike, further
unfavorable circumstances must occur simultaneously,
such as failure of an essential system independent of
the lightning strike, or development of an explosive
atmosphere.
In the more than 180 incidents investigated, so
far none of the cases happened. Therefore, a probabi-
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ZONING OP AIRCRAFT FOR LIGHTNING ATTACHMENT AND CURRENT TRANSFER
C.C.R. Jones
British Aerospace, Military Aircraft Division (Warton),
A.H. Hanson
Private Consultant,
G.A.M. Odam
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough.

ABSTRACT
The zoning of aircraft surfaces into regions of different susceptibility to
lightning attachment and current transport was defined many years ago on the
basis of information on natural lightning strikes to in-service vehioles.
The
work was done for fixed wing aircraft only since the lightning experience to
rotary winged aircraft was almost non-existant at that time. The observations on
lightning attachment points were done by engineers and technicians involved In
aircraft maintenance.
In this paper, the authors argue that the observations made for th>i original
zoning work may have missed some vital evidence through laok of experience and
understanding of what to look for. This assertion is based on reoent experience
of the authors in tracing attachments of natural lightning on aircraft.
Since
the original zoning work some new oonoepts have gained acceptance and understanding and these need interpretation of their effects on lightning zones.
The
zoning of helicopters, VTOL aircraft and delta winged aircraft is also discussed,
and an alternative set of zones based on incident threat rather than the lightning component at an attachment point is presented.
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ZONING CF AIRCRAFT FOP. L1GHTMKO ATTACHMENT AND CUKREHT TRANSFER
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Jones (british Aerospace hilitary Divisic.i),
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INTRODUCTION

Till;
EXISTIHC EÜU.S for dividing the surface
cf
an aircraft into the probable
lichtninß
attachment
aones (1,2,3»*)* were
condensed
i'roo a greet uany records of natural
lightnine
strikes
to
a
variety
of
aircraft,
mostly
civil (as explained in references
5
and 6).
An important feature of the recording
uetkod
was
that,
for
a
number
of
operators and aircraft types, it was as near
100i.
as
possible to preclude any bias
towards
the aore severe
events.
The
aeroPlanes involved in the survey were,
horever
cf
similar
type and the currently
popular
r
uide-bodiec
types,
del'„a-wiii< .ed craft
and
rotor
craft
were
not
weil
represented.
Another
factor
having a oearint.
upon
the
uef iriitio::
of
rules through
the
recorded
"ittachüei.tc
is
that the
icsyc.
:
rtrc
C'arriec out,
ir. jjer.errl,
by people without
specific
expertise in lichtnir.;;.
Arc burn
datiac« is easily confused with r,eoi:anicr,l or
c'ieuieal
erosion ano i..:nor arc carks
mif.ht
often
have been ciscounted as arising
frot
other causes or not observed at all.
Therefore,
a trailing ed^e aurti L.ark uicht,
for
instance,
be
assessed
to
be
a
-cne
1L
attachment
because
the
swept
attaeiHi-eist
points leading tc it were not noted.
It
is not,
therefore,
too surprising,
that experience of natural lightning strikes
to
these
types has throvn-up soue
discrepancies
in
the application of
the
zoning
rules as currently defined.
There
is a real need for sor.ni:,
rules
as
the
protection levels oesi(,r.eu into
so
iircraft
structure are chosen accorüiui;
to
the
potential threats as indicate«
by
the
1
lightning
attachment zones.
Tcctir.; .
procedures,
levels and the susceptibilities to
be
protected
against
are
also
selected
according to the toning.
It is v^-ry iuportar.t for safety of crew ano
passengers,
and
for
mission, accomplishment that the
lightning protection levels art aoocjuate.
It is
also
important that iifihtnir.,, protection is
not an unnecessary overkill for the
following reasons:
'.) minimum design end tanufaoturii»,; tests,
a) liir.ii.uii impact on other systems,
e; uinitki weicht penalty,
d) Liiui.u;. optrstin.j costs and
c) for t«i.tJmuu maintenance sr.d repair overhe.ids.
tu
Viii
oxirtiuj,
".onin;; rules
upp'.&r
nave worked tjuitc util n. practice over .any
■ t- r> t
years.
This
m:.y
be cue to
the
n
resistance
to
«.atitt.t freu iightnin..
*. uil t
intc
traditior.il structures and
i.ateri als.
I:ÜV
The
ir.creasiiii
üt or
eos-posites
is
ueuonstratn.i', ctr".ai. i.aucqutcie;..
The new
•
Numbers in t rackets uesi/',t.i,te
.t ent of püi.^j-.

et erenee!

material s oft en 1a c k the toleranc e to lightnine dam ace i nherent in aluminiurc ,
and once
the
int e,;rit y of th eir surfaces is danf-gec
due to 1 ifihtn ing,
t here is a pot ential
for
A lso, elec tronic sysrapid de terio ration.
tens miß lit ha ve ceas eo t o functio n or r.erely
have
gl itche d in pa st a ircraft w ith no repercussi ons
Elec tronics
in
on
sa fety
future s ircra ft will ha v e executi ve authority over syst ens the t ar e flight
critical.
Re-asses sment of the zon ine is ne cessary for
the foil owin;; reason s
a) to ti £hten u P thie accuracy of zoning
predicti ons b ceause of tShe greater susceptimaterials
and
tility o f i od err. str uctuires,
systeus to th e effec ts 03f lichtni;,;,
b) to ac coinmoda to s hapes not covered by
the axis tine rules,
i . e . delta wings, fcreplanes,
wide bodies and large scale,
rotor
craft et c. ,
c)
It r ci ovc cmbi^uities and difficulties in the i ty terpretation cf the rules
and
provide i,uid ance t>nd cr.aciples of their use,
and to i ndioa te the implications of a aonin;^;
assessne nt.
Thi a pap r.r describes soue of the shortcomin,;s
of
thc present
zoning
rules
and
Sujetsts some possible areas of change.
It
is
into r.ded
to provoke discussion
on
the
subject wiiic h,
it is hoped,
will lead
to
better zonin >
specifications for all
aircraft in cludi riii rotor-craft.
THE CURREMT SPECIFICATIONS

n order te desc ribe soue of the difficultie s and a ubiguiti es in the use of
existine: z oninu r ties, t h e wording and presentat i o t. u ced in ref ertr.c e 1 are reproduced here
for co nvenien ce .
"lone 1 Surf aces of the aeroplane for vhicü

ther t
is
D
hi gh
probability of
lit. htni nfc flasi: attaclitsent
init ial
(ent ry or ex it).
of the aeroplane
acres;.
Z Surf aces
there is t hi£h
whic
probabili'.;,
a
light hint flash being
swept
of
a
zon e 1
from'
point
of
initial
flas h attach neat
"7. one Z Incl udes
al 1 of the aeroplane surf ace areas o ther than those covered
In zone 3 there
by z ones 1 a nd 2
is a low pre oabi lity of an
attachLent of the dire ct lif.htninr flash.
Howe v c ;•,
z O ne
areas cay
carry
suts U.iiii
htüinß currents
by
c o r. d ucti on between two
dirt c t
attach t.ent poi t.ts.
"tone s
1
a n d 2 nay b. further
sutclvicti;
de pending on the prcintc A fi-.C D r< cior.s,
babllj ty
tlu t the f] ash will U&'.c on for
An A re^ior.
is
protra et 2d it rioc of titt
o r. e i r. which t h t ri is a 1 ow probability '.lift
the
a re will ret:: in ;. tta ohec and a E rer.io.,
is one in wl. el) there is a high
i'TOoabilit-
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that the arc will remain attached.
Some
examples of cones are:
"Zone 1A Initial attachment point with low
probability of flash hang on, such
aa a leading edge.
"Zone IB Initial attachment point with high
probability of flash hang on, auch
aa a trailing edge.
"Zone 2A A swept stroke zone with a low
probability of flash hang on, such
as wing mid-cord.
"Zone 2B A swept stroke zone with a high
probability of flash hang on, such
as a wing inboard trailing edge.
"Figure 1 shows a diagram of a conventional
aircraft where the zones have been identified.
As indicated in the figure these
zones have a finite width which is difficult
to define. The existing specifications such
as TSS Standard No 8-6 attempt to define the
width of these zones, and their definitions
are not in conflict with the present state
of knowledge and are reproduced below:
"Zone 1 These areas are:
(a)
within 0.5m of any trailing edge or
tail extremity,
(b)
within 0.5m of wing tip measured
parallel to the tip,
(c)
within 0.5m of any sharp leading
edge which is likely to form a
point of attachment for lightning
strikes,
(d)
forward
unprotected
projections
(e.g. nose, engine nacelle forward
of wing), and
(e)
any other projecting part may constitute a point of attachment.
"Zone 2 Extends 0.5m laterally to each side
of
fore and aft line
passing
through zone 1 forward projection
points of stroke attachment.
All
fuselage surfaces and surfaces of
nacelles not defined as zone 1 are
included in zone 2 unless it can be
shown, for example, that certain
nacelle
surfaces are adequately
protected by their position relative to the wing.
"Zone 3 Surfaces for which there is only an
extremely remote probability
of
direct or swept stroke.
Ignition
sources resulting from the aircraft
contacting a lightning strike are
either due to corona or streamering
or sparking or poorly bonded Joints
due to the passage of lightning
current through a cone 3 region.
This zone includes all surfaces of
the aeroplane not coming under the
definition of cones 1 and 2."
The SAE AE1L Committee report(2) definitions are very similar but without the
guidance on extents, and MIL-STD-1757A(3),
though presenting the information differently and giving more guidance on interpretation, varies little in oontent.
It incorrectly states that trailing edges aft of
zone 1A should be in zone IB but otherwise
conforms and refers to the FAA Advisory
Circular AC 20-53(1) as a source document.
This last document uses very similar wording
and presentation to reference 1.

3. INTERPRETATION OF EXISTING SPECIFICATIONS
The present zoning rules create considerable difficulties in interpretation for
specific aircraft projeot applications. For
instance, zone 1A and 1B are separately
defined yet the extents are covered together
yeilding a 0.5m band for zone 1B along a
trailing edge of a wing or tail-plane surface.
It is not clear to the authors
whether the half metre extension of zone 1
from leading edges, trailing edges and wing
tips is a genuine result of uncertainty of
leader attachment or from some other cause.
For example, in the case of the leading
edge, initial attachments observed in this
half metre band could be the result of swept
leaders.
At the trailing edge, apparent
attachment point» within the half metre zone
may in fact have been mis-interpretation of
the observed marks.
These apparent attachment marks have been found at rivet heads
and other surface discontinuities.
Such
marks have also been observed in hard-wired
laboratory experiments in areas close to
points of current input.
This is clearly
due to the very high zone 3 current densities in the area of the arc root.
Similarly, zone 1A is defined for a
wing-tip as extending within 0.5m of the
wing-tip measured parallel to the wing-tip.
The extent of a zone 2A is that it should
extend 0.5m laterally each side of a fore
and aft line passing through zone 1A forward
projection points.
This it is sometimes
interpreted to mean that the outermost 0.5m
of a wing should be in zone 1A but that an
area 0.5m wide inboard of that should be
designated as zone 2A.
It is difficult to
conceive how aerodynamio forces might aove
an aro up the wing surface at a right angle
to the direction of the air-stream.
Zone 3 is defined as surfaoes for which
there is only an extremely remote probability of direot or swept stroke attachment.
The testing requirements are then defined in
terms of zones and only zone 3 surfaces are
specifically required to be tested using
solid
current connections and conducted
currents.
However, since most zone 1 and
all zone 2 locations also have to survive
zone 3 conditions, the test techniques (e.g.
open arc or solid connection) must be chosen
with respect to the speoific hazards that
might result and not just to the zone. Further, because zone 3 implies conduction of
initial return strokes as well as subsequent
return strokes, the test waveform parameters
must be selected with due consideration for
these test parameters as well as the current
spreading and sharing that will result from
the overall geometry of the conducting structure.
Probably the most misunderstood zone
is 2B.
Apart from being described as a
swept stroke zone with a high probability of
flash hang-cn, they are more-or-leas ignored.
Especially confusing is the logic
behind the recommended application of simulated lightning current. The present specifications implies that a long hang-on of
250ms to Is must be simulated for a zone 2B
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attachment, but in most cicuastances some of
the restrikes and continuing components will
already have been spent on other surfaces,
The application of current simulation pulses
should take account of this. Specifying the
residual duration of the continuing component of a lightning flash is difficult but
some guidance is required or massive overprotection and over-testing will result.
1. OBSERVATIONS FROM NATURAL STRIKES
Another reason for considering a revision of the zoning rules arises from the
observations of results of natural lightning
strikes to aircraft inspeoted by two of the
authors.
All of the zoning definitions put the
main surface area of the vertical stabiliser
in zone 3«
However, several occurrences of
swept stroke (zone 2A) attachments to tail
fins, with zone 2B attachments to the rudder
trailing edges have been observed.
In one
case, they were clearly swept from the fuselage, while in others, the swept attachment
points formed a staight line from the fin
leading edge to the rudder trailing edge.
Similar occurrences have been recorded on
attachments to the NASA F106 lightning research aircraft(7). Consequently, the leading edge of the fin should be considered as
zone 1A with zone 2A to the rear, and the
areas adjacent to the fuselage should also
be considered as in zone 2A.
This is especially important where a fin is used to
contain fuel.
It has b«>iu round that any part of a
delta wing can be subject to swept stroke
attachments
during
natural
lightning
strikes(7).
No
forward projections or
stress raisers are required on the wing
skins to generate this condition. The experience of the NASA F106 flights indicate
that this is usually due to sweeping of the
lightning channel off the forward fuselage.
The complex air flows over the wing surfaces
probably aoeount for the fact that no part
of the surface oan safely be said to be
immune from attachment.
Two of the authors have also inspected
the results of lightning strikes to several
wide-bodied aircraft and noted attachment
points well inboard from the wing tips, in
areas which the existing zoning rules would
designate zone 3. Typically, a swept stroke
occurred across the upper surfaces of the
wing some 2.5m inboard with a zone 2B attachment at the trailing edge.
None of
thene attachments involved any forward projections that might have accounted for initial attachments.
An occurrence of this
type is predicted in the "Typical lightning
strike zones* In a paper published
in
1979(B), though the zone definitions included gave no means to establish that such
areas were in zone Zk other than by attachment point testing.
It is difficult to theorise on the
reasons for swept strokes in such areas.
The straight lines of attachment points
indicate that complex air flows sweeping the

lightning channel up the wing are not responsible.
Also, the absence of corresponding attachment points on the other surface
of the wing precludes flying into an already
existing lightning channel as the reason.
Possible reasons are:
a) that significant space charge is fed
into the volume of air around the areas on
the aircraft highly stressed by the electric
field between the oloud and ground before
the start of the lightning discharge, and
that this re-defines the high stress locations when the lightning leader approaches,
and
b) that these types of aircraft are so
large that, like very tall buildings, alternative rules are required to explain their
interaction with the lightning phenomenon.
Though it is believed by the authors
that the second is probably the more dominant factor, there is some evidence that the
first may have an effect. An observation on
an aircraft having sustained a
natural
lightning strike was that the first attachment to the nose of the aircraft was to a
diverter strip on the underside of the
radome.
The swept stroke then tracked
across the nose wheel bay door and up one
side of the fuselage, then over the wing
root fairing and along the fuselage above
the wing. The fact that the sweeping tracked over the wing indicates a downcoming
leader, as a horizontal or up-coming leader
would have been intercepted during sweeping
by the wing or engine nacelle, yet the initial attachment was to the underside of the
radome.
It is unlikely that this oould
result from local random variations in channel direction in such close proximity to a
large oonduotive structure like an aeroplane. Charge scattered into the air around
the tips of the diverter strips, may have
caused an effeotive domed extension to the
electrical shape of the airoraft structure
re-defining the highest stress locations on
the structure.
The probability that this will have an
effect on attachment has been recognised for
some time in the UK and high voltage attachment test techniques that account for it
have been devised(9).
The second postulate might find support
in the concept now applied to the protection
from lightning strikes afforded by skyscaper buildings since the observation of
strikes to the sides of the
buildings
foi marly assumed to be in tile "cone of protection". Applyirg a 25m rolling sphere(IO)
to the fuselage and wing of a large civil
aircraft might produce the zones protected
from initial attainment as shown in fig 2.
As oan be seen from the diagram, certain
areas on the wing surfaces, leading and
trailing edges and on the tail fin leading
edges oould all sustain direct
initial
attachment in agreement with the observed
evidence.
This technique has already been
proposed in connection with the anomalous
lightning attraction behaviour of a large
radome with diverter strips(ll).
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5. SWEPT LEADERS
There has been some discussion in recent years concerning the swept leader phenomenon, and the implications it has for
zoning concepts.
The possibility of a leader channel
being swept along the aircraft by virtue of
its forward speed (fig 3) has long been
considered.
It has been shown that under
some extreme circumstances an aircraft could
travel up to 12 metres in the time interval
between the leader attachment and the arrival of the first return stroke(12).
Consequently there is every reason to suspect
that the leader attachment point can also
sweep at least a few metres under suitable
conditions.
On this basis it may be argued
that the present limits set for zone 1A are
no longer applicable, and under suitable
conditions almost any part of the aircraft
could be the point ** attachment for the
first return stroke.
The inevitable question is - Should the limiting boundaries of
the zones (especially zone 1A) be
redefined?
If this were done then zone 1A would
have to be extended at least into zone 2A
and in most cases into zone 2B as. well. But
is this drastic step really necessary?
The main purpose, and certainly the
main usefullness, of the zoning concept is
to determine the levels to which various
parts of an aircraft should be protected and
tested, and providing this criterion is
still met there seems little point in far
reaching changes which may only serve to
create difficult ambiguities without contributing anything significant to flight safety
considerations.
In lightning channel modelling work by
Little(13) the calculated lightning channel
parameters changed with altitude. Later, he
considered how this could relate to the
effects on aircraft at altitude(14).
He
concluded that for a downward going leader,
when an aircraft is struck at a significant
altitude, "the (peak) current is likely to
be reduced by a factor of two to four"
whilst "the peak value of di/dt is likely to
be one or two orders of magnitude less" than
it would be at a much lower altitude.
The
action integral is a function of i .
Although the duration of the pulse also changes with altitude and tends to increase
slightly, at significant altitude the action
integral could be reduced by an order of
magnitude.
More detailed consideration of this
work suggests that both peak current and
di/dt reduce as the distance along the channel away from the meeting point of the upward and downward going leaders Increases.
The same conclusion was reached in more
recent work by Hoole and Allen(IS), for both
upward and downward going stepped leaders
(fig «).
The distance that the leader can sweep
along the aircraft will Increase with increasing altitude for a downwards going
leader, and increase with decreasing altitude for an upward going leader. Similarly,

the severity of the first return stroke (in
respect of peak current, di/dt and action
integral)
will deorease with increasing
altitude for a downward going leader, and
decrease with decreasing altitude for an
upward going leader.
Thus in a sub-sonic
aircraft, the conditions which might oause
the leader attachment to sweep into an area
at present regarded as a zone 2 area will
also ensure that the levels of peak current,
di/dt and action integral of the first return stroke will also be significantly reduced.
This may be the reason why flight
experience has not so far identified any
problems arising from leaders swept beyond
the present zone 1A extents.
In view of
this there seems little Justification for
changes in the present zoning for conventional sub-sonic aircraft. In special cases
where flight critical failure meohanisms
related to peak current or action integral
are identified in zone 2 regions it may at
first sight seem prudent to test with zone
1A conditions.
In such a case however it
will be difficult to Justify peak currents
in excess of 50kA and action integrals
greater than 0.2x10 A s, and this is less
than the severity of a test current component D which is already a requirement for
zone 2A testing.
In supersonic aircraft,
because of
their high forward speed, there oould be
some more significant sweeping of the leader
in positions along the lightning channel
where there is a less dramatic change of
current parameters.
There may, therefore,
be some Justification for a new look at the
zoning of these aircraft.
However, the
geometry of most supersonic aircraft seems
unsuitable for the zoning oonoepts that have
been developed over the years for slower
flying craft, and so, perhaps, it is right
for other reasons as well to reconsider the
zoning of these aircraft.
6. HELICOPTERS AND AIRCRAFT CAPABLE OF HOVER
The p ossibility of h over requi res a
diffe rent analysis of the zone s from that
requi red fo r craft no t capa ble o f hove r.
A
locat ion o r componen t on t he su rf ace of a
hello opter might be 1 n one zone while hoverlog yet i n another when i n hor izonta 1 motlon.
It is necessa ry to analy se the zones
for all t he modes o f fllg ht a nd al locate
final zone delineat ions a coord ing t o the
worst case zone for e ach lo oatlo n or coaponent on th e surface,
In deoid ing wh ich is
the worst case zone, the thre at se verity
shoul d be considered aa we 11 as the s usceptlbil Ity.
For dire ct eff ects damag e the
zones coul d be con sldere d In ueor easing
order of ae verity fro 1B,
1A, 2B to 2A and
final ly 3.
Addition al con aider atlons to be
taken into aocount a re: a ) tha t air stream
will not s tabilise a zone IB at tachme nt at
the e xtreme edge of a struc ture during hover
as 1 t wll 1 during horizo ntal High t, so
exten a ion o f zone IB locati ons w ill ha ve to
be c onside red to all ow for arc insta bility
movem ent
nd redirec tion o f lea der a ttachment by c orona shie lding effec ts, a nd b)
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that under surfaces of the
fuselage where
there are projections like undercarriage and
aerials,
might
still be subject to swept
stroke conditions,
but that slow
forward
flight will modify
the hang-on time and
therefore, the severity of component C to be
allowed
for.
In certain circumstances,
swept
stroke zones will have to be
considered as long hang-on zone 2B's.
Practical
experience
so far suggests
that the rotor blades form a protective
umberella over the top of the fuselage of a
helicopter.
Apart
from the
exposed
tail
boon and
tho possibility of s. 1e
flashes
from the rotof to the tail boom, the rest of
the top surfaces might be placed in zone 3*
For a fixed wing aircraft capable of
hover,
any upper surface conductive projections and
their immediate environment, and large plain
surfaces should
be considered as
zone
IB
while
the surfaces between these locations
should be defined as zone 2A.
Testing might
be the only way to define this however.
It
should be noted that these aircraft use zero
forward speed as seldom as possible owing to
the high fuel consumption,
and usually only
for take-off and landing under restricted
conditions.
This should be taken into account when assessing protection needed
for
any additional
hazards arising from
the
hover capability.
Helicopter blade tips will
generally,
by virtue of their constant motion,
be
in
zone
1A.
Where very wide blade tips
are
used
there may be a case for defining zone
2A and 2B areas as veil.
It has been found
in practice,
and in model tests,
that side
flashing can occur between points
on
the
blade root end or hub and the edge
of the
gearbox fairing.
Though neither end of the
side flash could
be a
primary lightning
channel attachment point,
the potential for
damage will be exactly the same as if
they
were primary lightning attachment points and
must be treated as such in all respects.
It
seems prudent to include these locations
in
the zoning definition to ensure proper consideration.
Figure 5 shows a
suggested
lightning
damage zoning of a helicopter in hover while
figure 6 shows the zoning suggested for the
same craft in forward flight.
These,
with
corrections to allow for sideways motion (if
that is possible) should be superimposed and
the worst case for each location used in the
final zone definition.
DEFINITION OF ZONES.
One po int aris lng out of the discu asion
in s ectlon 5 is
that,
thou 8h
a
ce rtaln
regio n on the surf ace of an a ircr aft might
under the p rese nt z onlng r ules be consl dered
as a tone 2,
it m ay see an 1 niti al
r eturn
strok alb elt of r educed
sev erit y.
These
rules
post ulat e
a conflg urat ion of
1 eader
attac hment
poi nts based u pon the phy sical
geome try o f
t he a ircraft and
th en a ssume
that the f irst ret urn str oke will alwa ys go
any
to t hese
lnit lal
attach ent
po ints
sweep lng a ctio n
1 s assum ed t o
place
t ake
only after the arr ival of the fir st
r eturn

stroke.
The zones have come to be
interpreted
as itgions where a specific type of
attachment might occur or no attachment
is
likely, despite the origins of their definition.
These origins were in the observed
severity of the pitting caused
by
natural
lightning strikes,
often with no knowledge
of
the component of
lightning that
had
caused
the
damage.
In the
treatment
of
helicopter
zones discussed in section 6
it
is
shown that there are occasions when
arc
root
damage might
occur
in areas where
lightning
channel
attachment
is
inconceivable, yet side-flashing creates the need
to protect against arc burn damage.
In the
opinion of the autnors,
the protection requirements
and simulation test
levels required
to demonstrate hardness to the effects
of lightning should
be defined
in
terms
of
the
threat
severity,
and not
simply on
the basis of initial
or
swept
attachment that can at best be inferred from
physical
position within the aircraft geometry.
A
lightning protect ion and
test
requirement assessment shoul el be made for each
individual aircraft type t aking into account
the shape of the lircraft,
flight envelope,
speed and flight modes,
The susceptibility
should be expressed
throu gh the alternative
zoning
rules below,
viz,
in terms of the
lightning
threats for all modes and
configurations.
Where speed a nd flight envelope
indioate,
from figure 1, that there will be
a
transition zone (beta) between alpha and
gamma,
then suitable prot ectlon and testing
should
be
Jevlsed
comme nsurate with
the
threat and susceptibility,
Once zones have
been apportioned,
the se t of zone
schemes
should
be
condensed
int o
the
threat or
threats against which each component must be
protected.
8. AN ALTERNATIVE ZONING SPECIFICATION
T he fol lowing wording is suggested
to
encomp ass the requirement that zone
definitions
should reflect attachment possibility
and se verity of the incident
threat.
This
should
ensur e
that the zones will guide
a
design er to provide appropriate
protection
and
t est
us lng reasonable waveforms
and
severi ties.
ALPHA ZONE:
Sur faces o f an al rcraft which
must
withst and the eff ects
e quivalent
to
the f ull thr eat severit y assoc iated with an
initi al ligh tnin g retur n strok a parameters,
but
with
t he e xpectat ion tha t
subsequent
retur n strok es w ill be swept t o other surfaces by vir tue of alrc raft mo tion relative
to th e light ning channe 1.
BETA
ZONE:
Sur faces o f an ai rcraft
which
will be subj ect to an i nitial return stroke
attac hment
as
a direc t reaul t of a
swept
leade r.
Th e
t hreat
paramet ers wi 11
be
modif led
fo r
t he dist ance of
the
leader
sweep in ace orda nee wit h flgur e D.
GAMMA ZONE:
Sur faces o f an ai rcraft
which
must
withst and the eff ects
e quivale nt
to
the
full th reat severi ty asso elated with a
subse
ligh tning r eturn stroke
paraand
an d
mete. s
in termed! ate
cont inuing
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with
the
expectation
that
current,
but
further
retur n
strokes will be
sv,ept
tc
subsequent
at tachn.ont points by virtue
of
aircraft
t:.oti on relative tc the
lightning
channel.
The whole continuing current u.a>
be
divided be tween several
swept
attachlients.
CULTA
ZONE:
Surfaces of an aircraft which
the effects equivalent
tc
Eust
withstar. d
the full thre t severity associated with
a
subsequent
li ghtning
return stroke
parateters and fur ther components of the lightning flash sir. ce there is no expectation of
lightning
cha nnel sweeping to
other
surfaces.
EPSILOK ZOSE
Surfaces of an aircraft which
must
withstan d
the effects equivalent
to
the full threa t severity associated with an
initial lightn ing return stroke puraceters,
and subsequent components of the
lightning
flash
since
there
is no
expectation
of
lightning
cha nnel sweeping tc
other
surfaces.
ÜETA
ZQ!;E:
S urfaces
of an
aircraft
for
which
the air ect attachment of a lightning
channel is ext reu:ely improbable.
>'0TE:
Since a lightning attachment to an
tic raft
it.pl ie a an entry and an exit point,
all
zones .nust be capable
of
transferring
all
components of lightning current by eonauction.
5.

APPLICATION OF TUE NEW

ZONES

upwara,
OI:E ir eludes
all
f orwa re ,
ALPi'A
and sice*,a> s
u ow n v a rd
ctrica ily
conductive
pr cjecti o n s
on
xed wi I-!.
ed rcr aft
r.ct
scr eened
by othc r
of
the
e oeponc tits
e. »v.
struotur t,
it t h e a ng 1 e b e twe en fuselhj.e and fing, or that are stall rel ative to
the ttru eture around, e.p. SBItU fin aerials
or probe s.
It also i r. clud es cxp OSiC 1 eadir.g
and
o r. large airc reft ti igilt include
edges,
fuseeertai n
expos ed surfs CoS such r, s th e
luge upp er sti i. ana ou tbor. rd sur IfCc s of the
\. Ai;£.
A lpi.a 1 ocations si.o u 1 d
be
g trier cllj
u on;'id or ed
bac
tlic
tc
extend 0.5 i.
f rot.
rtd o i. e
counted
extr et:ity.
»et c
; creuost
tail
pitot
o r oivt rter str i ps,
wing tip s,
plane ti ?■-,
engine
wi r.g i.,o u nice
1 in tips,
.act lie
lip-s Kins and fin c eri? Is a re typi^al
exu i. p 1 c s.
On
a fix eu
wi '■g
aircraft.
C i, p s b 1 e
;. o v c r
only,
Of 1.0 v c r,
an c du rirt(
fret;
ti.t re
a re i.c initial atta chuent 7. on es
which sv eeping is guar ante ed and a; 1 a 11 aeha re
e p si lo n.
:fnt
zo res
uosi gnat e u
On
hov or,
rotary
winged craft c t p a b 1 o of
and
during h over, the tips of the re tors are the
only
c oi.pone n t s
i.: o t ion
who so
..u rantees
be
t h e r e f o re,
only they car.
sweeping and ,
designat e d alp ha lone,
eu
t i. t
a i r i 1 ov
in eludes
L'ETA
ZO lit
behind a n slph t zone u
re
leulit, htning
. o1
be swept b
the
airoer
t.ig hi
vir
before
e t
the air
L.otio r,
relut
craft's
the firs t retu rn stro«
w e v er, the furseverity
e 1
s t he
thcr bae : the sweep,
nay tnose areas
of
tht ri'tun stroke
and
will
be
eri ty
where
t he
re turn str
t s
Unt c on., orients
A
between
the 1 ovtis ol
SU(.h
as
one litt».
und D iK ed be consider
airage
ehi re the
area s i.-.x ght be the fu

craft
nose alpha rone or main wing surfaces
aft of fore-planes.
CAtit:A
ZOKE
inludes areas
in
the
airflow
behind
an alpha or beta zone locatior where
a lightning channel tight be swept by virtue
of
the
aircraft's iiiOtion relative
to
the
air.
Side-slipping
anr1 complex
air
flow
over
delta wings for instance,
c:ust be accounted
for
by
0.5E
sideways
extensions
beyond
the extent of the alpha
zores
frei:,
which
sweeping
can
occur.
The
fuselage
surfaces
not already defined as alpha zone,
wing
roots and 0.5k onto the
wing
surface
measured
parallel to the fuselage would
be
defined
as
ganua
zone on
a
conventional
cruciforir. structure.
On a delta wing,
the
whole wing surface would be considered as in
grasmia zone.
Areas on the wing or
vertical
stabiliser
surfaces
behind
leading
edge
initial attachment points would be in
gamma
zone
as
would the tail plane
surfaces
if
sweeping
from
the
wings
were
considered
possible.
Aircraft
capable of hover
have
gatitia
zone
locations
on
surfaces
behind
designated
alpha zone locations.
A rotary
winged aircraft with very broad rotor
blade
tips night have narrow sections nid-chord ir.
gamma zone also.
In both cases, any conductive
projections should be considered as in
epsilon zone.
DELTA
ZOKE incluaes all trailing edges
behind
gaiytia
zone locations that
would
not
already be designated as epsilon
zone,
except
where
sweeping
could
continue
onto
other structure, fror, a wing tc a tail plane
for instance.
EFSILOK ZOIJE includes all rearwards electrically conductive projections on a fixed wing
aircraft
or all projections on an
aircraft
capable
of hover that are not screened froci
lightning attachcent by other components
of
the structure.
Trailing edges on the wing,
tail
plane
and fir; tips are typica?
exarpios.
In rormal forward flight,
no extension beyond the extreme edge need be
consiucred.
In hover,
however, the 0.5ci extent
of
an
e.lple. zone should be
considered
tu
account
for
any corona shielding or
space
charge effects.
t:01E TO ALPKA AIID EPSILOK ZONE
DEFIKI*10! i:
The
projections
refer only
tc
conductive
materials.
A
covering of insulating material
would
not normally be
sufficient
tc
r.oaif; likely attachments.
The
application
of the above
concepts
is
depicteo for a conventional aircraft in
fin
7, for a cjoita winged aircrrft in fig f, fcr
a
iixec
wirr aircraft capable of hover
ir.
fig r and for a helicopter ir. fig 10.
10.
FOR

APPLICATION
TESTING.

Cr SIMULATED CURRENT PULSES
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oraft speed and sweep distance.
APPLICATION OF SIMULATED LIGHTNING
CURRENT
(Current components A to D are in rcf 1.)

TABLE 1,

Test Zon e
A
ALPHA
BETA

X

Current Component
C
B
(note 1) (note 1)
45ms
X

X

X

45ms

X

45ms

D

(note ?)
GAMHA

X

(note 4)
DELTA
EPSILO*

X
X

X

45ma-1s
(note 5)
250ms-1s

X
X

(note 3)
ZETA

(note 6)
Note 1:

Note 2:

Note 3:

Note 4:

Note 5:

Note 6:

X

X

250ms-1s

X

(note 3) ,
Components B and C need only be
provided where the damage mechanism
involves the maintenance of a current for a significant period.
The normal ALPHA extent should be
protected and tested to the full
severity of 200kA and 2x10
A
s,
however, where the zoning analysis,
by consideration of swept leaders,
indicates a further extension or a
transition region, the severity of
the threat, and hence the protection and testing levels, should be
modified in accordance with the
data given in figure 4.
Component D need only be provided
for EPSILON or ZETA zone simulation
when the peak di/dt parameter is of
significanoe, or when more damage
would be expeoted from the fast
current
component following the
continuing ourrent, e.g. when the
continuing ourrent has created a
molten pool of metal on an aluminium component and the following
fast ourrent pulse causes the material to be splashed out of the way.
For GAMMA zone simulations the fast
current oomponent would normally
precede the continuing current as
subsequent restrikes are expected
to cause new attachment points.
The duration of the
continuing
current
pulse for EPSILON zone
simulations should be selected according to tfc* residual hang-on (up
to 1 seconu/ after the lightning
channel attachment has swept from
the initial attachment point. This
should be calculated from the minimum time for a sweep to the point
concerned taking account of the
maximum likely speed of the aircraft.
The current levels for all components for ZETA zone simulations
should be scaled to the ratio of
the test component size relative to
the whole component making appropriate allowance for inductive cur-
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rent distribution. ZETA zone tests
can be done using solid current
connections.
11. ATTACHMENT POINT LOCATION BY TESTING
High voltage attachment point tests
may, in oertain circumstances, have value in
predicting zoning, but, if some of the postulates recounted above are valid, then
there is even greater reason to ensure that
they are correctly devised and conducted.
Effects such as corona shielding and the
release of space charge into surrounding air
require that DC electric fields are allowed
co pre-exist the impulse and attachment.
The effect of scale will require the use of
large flat electrodes at consideraole distance from the object when that object is
large, and it may be necessary to do model
tests in an SF environment in order to
scale the whole discharge phenomenon
12. CONCLUSIONS
The authors have put forward some of
the objections to and omiss ions from existing rules for zoning airc raft, and described experience gained from inspecting
natural
lightning strikes to
aircraft.
Cases have been put forward to justify suggestei changes and areas whe re change is not
reoommended.
A uew set of rules for establishing zoning has bean pres ented with guidance on their application and interpretation, also their impact on slmulation current pulse application and on high voltage
attachment testing has been described. Most
importantly, the rewording has incorporated
vehicles capable of hover, such as helicopters, for the first time,
The main aims
have been to make zoning mor e accurate, less
arbitrary, less needful of interpretation
and more widely applicable.
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The Swept Leader Phenomenon.
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Change of Peak Pulse Parameters of Initial Return Strokes
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Zones on a Helicopter in Hover.
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Fig 6.

Zones on a Helioopter in Forward Flight

ALPHA ZONE
BRA ZONE
OANHA ZONE
W&H DELTA SOME
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[

) SETA zone

Fig 7.

Suggested Zones for a Fixed Hing Aircraft.
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Fig 8.

Suggested Zones for a Delta Winged Aircraft.
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ALPHA ZONE
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Fig 9.

Suggested Zones for a Fixed Wing VTOL Airoraft.

ALPHA ZONE
GAMMA ZONE
H EPSILON ZONE
Q ZETA ZONE

Fig 10.

Suggested Zones for a Helicopter.
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AIRWORTHINESS CONSIDERATIONS OF LIGHTNING STRIKE PROTECTION FOR HELICOPTER DIGITAL ENGINE CONTROLS
Richard L. Vaughn
Federal aviation Administration - Rotorcraft Standards Staff
Fort North, Texas
ABSTRACT
The advent of "microprocessor technology" is
resulting in functions in aircraft being implemented
to a greater degree by digital process control rather
than by conventional mechanical or electromechanical
means. This change often results in an avionic unit
performing a function having the possibility of
hazardous or catastrophic effects, resulting from a
failure of that system.
One such use of avionics is full authority
digital engine control (FADEC) in transport category
helicopters. These digital, processor-based controls
are being installed in many civil helicopters because
they offer many performance advantages (such as
isochronous governing) which were not possible with
conventional technology pneumatic or hydromechanioal
controls.
The use of FADEC in a Gate_ory A transport
rotorcraft, especially one operated in an IFR
environment, could result in a catastrophe to the
rotorcraft if the system is not adequately protected
from a lightning strixe encounter. A discussion of
the rationale and philosophy used for the development
of guidance material and procedures for applicants
seeking FAA approval of FADEC in transport category
rotorcraft is contained in FAA Advisory Circular
(AC) 29-2, "Certification of Transport Category
Rotorcraft," paragraph 621. This information,
incorporated into AC 29-2 on May 28, 1985, outlines
acceptable means of demonstrating compliance with
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR), Part 29,
§ $ 29.1309(a) and (h), considering protection
against the possible catastrophic effects of a
foreseeable lightning strike encounter. Advisory
Circular 29-2 provides a characterization of the
lightning environment and discusses the recommended
types of tests and analyses to be used to demonstrate
adequate protection.
These acceptable means of demonstrating
airworthiness run the ganut from full-scale,
full-level vehicle tests to a total vehicle analysis
performed without a full-scale reduced level test on
which to base or verify that analysis. In addition
to "strike" type testing, consideration is given for
the use of frequency domain analysis with low level
swept CM testing. Also, the use of a formal
certification (test) plan, with which Uie FAA
concurs, is recommended.

$ 29.1309(h), requires that: "In showing compliance
with paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section, the
effects of lightning strikes on the rotorcraft must
be considered in accordance with S 29.610."
Section 29.610 requires that the rotorcraft must be
protected against the catastrophic effects of
lightning. Since the improper operation of FADEC
could prove catastrophic to the rotorcraft, an
applicant seeking approval for FADEC is required to
demonstrate to the FAA that the installation
complies with S 29.1309(a). Section 29.1309(a)
requires that: "The equipment, systems, and
installations whose functioning is required by this
subchapter must be designed and installed to ensure
that they perform their intended functions under any
foreseeable operating condition." (The subchapter
referred to is subchapter C which covers aircraft.)
"Any foreseeable operating condition" is the
regulatory basis for considering the environmental
conditions caused by the meteorological phenomenon
of lightning strikes to the helicopter during its
operation. During the period of time before the
1970s, most helicopters operated in a visual flight
rules (VFR) environment in which there was very
little dependency on avionic equipment for the safe
operation of the aircraft. Even with the advent of
instrument flight rules (IFR) operations (due to the
fact most avionics were analog devices installed in
a mostly metal airframe), little consideration was
given to lightning strike protection of the avionics
beyond laboratory testing in accordance with the
appropriate parts of RTCA Document DO-160 or sir \JX
standards.
Experience has indicated (8) tiiat aircraft
operating under IFR conditions are subjected to the
environment of a lightning strike encounter. With
the incorporation of digital, processor-based
systems, such as FADEC, avionic systems are being
installed where improper operation could have
catastrophic effects. Because of these possible
catastrophic effects, additional consideration is
required to substantiate that FADEC's as installed
can continue to operate properly when the helicopter
is involved in a lightning strike encounter. Due to
the performance advantages of FADEC operated engines
in a transport category helicopter (13), various
airframe manufacturers have been requesting approval
of such an installation in their helicopters.
In order to discharge their responsibility to
ensure consistency in the interpretation and

INTRODUCTION
"Nunbers in parentheses designate References at end
of paper.

The U.S. airworthiness standard for transport
category rotorcraft as provided in FAR Part 29,
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application of tins U.S. airworthiness standards for
rotorcraft, the FAA Rotoi.'^raft Certification
Directorate issued a change (Nay 28, 1985) to
AC 29-2 to guide FAA certification engineers on an
acceptable method of showing compliance with
S 29.1309(a) and (h) for a FADEC installation
considering the environmental condition of a
lightning strite encounter of the helicopter, this
paper discusses the philosophy and rationale
utilized tu arrive at the recommended "acceptable
method."

to t<e the operating condition of a worst-case
lightning strike encounter by the helicopter.
It is the author's understanding that the
SAE AE4L Committee is at this time taking action to
revise the "Blue Book" to include an expanded
mathematical definition of the "component A" and an
expanded definition of the multiple strokes in a
flash.

DISCUSSION
CERTIFICATION ELAN - The use of a formal written
plan outlining the proposed certification effort was
incorporated into AC 29-2. The initial draft of the
advisory material, presented at a public meeting,
did not include a recommendation for this
certification plan; however, because saveral
commentors, from FAA and industry, recommended that
this plan be included, consideration was given.
After reviewing our experience on several
certifications, the FAA concluded that the use of a
certification plan would be very helpful to both the
applicant seeking the certification and the FAA
because the plan identifies and defines an
acceptable resolution to the critical issues early
in the certification. Additionally, the
certification plan provides both parties with a
complete outline of all the actions to be taken to
demonstrate regulatory compliance. A discussion is
contained in the advisory material of the salient
points which should generally be included in the
certification plan. A more complete discussion of
these items is given in the following paragraphs.
DEFINITION OF ENVIRONMENT - In developing the
advisory material to allow both industry and the FAA
to determine that a FADEC installed in a transport
category rotorcraft can continue proper operation in
the environment of n lightning strike encounter, the
first step is to quantify what constitutes a
worst-case strike. This quantification is required
because it is neither practical nor desirable to
determine that an installation is acceptable by
testing such an installation by exposing a
helicopter to a sufficient number of natural
lightning strike ercounters prior to certification
to convince the FAA. of its acceptability.
There has been and continues to be a great
amount of research accomplished to determine a value
of currents and voltage? reasonably representing
«ihat may be expectod to be encountered in nature.
While there is son! agreement of what the number*
ire, there is equa.ly much disagreement. Even
tfithin the FAA, thure is disagreement on the
uuinbers. In particular, "Is the fastest
instantaneous rate of rise 200 kiloamperes per
dcrosecond or 100 kiloatnperes per microsecond?"
Since there is some agreement both nationally
■MIL-STD-1757A and SAE AE4L Committee Report) and
internationally (Culham Laboratories CLM R 163 and
Aerospatiale RE AERO 702 SO) on the numbers for a
99 percencile strike, this value was chosen as a
reasonable limit. The SAE AE4L committee report of
June 20, 1978, "Blue ?ook" (3), was chosen as the
characterization ci" a worst-case strike. This
eport describes »hat can be reasonably expected

DETERMINE ZONES AND ATTACHMENT POINTS - The
det*rmination of zones and attachment points for
helicopters is more complex than fixed-wing
aircraft because the helicopter may be airborne
with little airspeed, and the large amount of
service experience which exists for fixed-wing
aircraft is not available for helicopters (9).
Rennt studies (10) indicate the assumption that
the lightning current is evenly distributed about
the aircraft during a lightning strike, which has
been used for anlysis performed for some
cylindrical aircraft, is not valid for a
helicopter. This is partially due to the unique
shape of most helicopters.
The fact that a helicopter may be airborne with
little airspeed causes a lack of swept stroke
phenomenon, particularly on the bottom of the
helicopter. There appears to be some agreement in
the industry that the main and tail rotors are
probable attachment points. In the case of FADEC,
some of the current paths through the helicopter
are tore critical than others. The FAA has
proposed research to provide guidance to
certification engineers regarding the probable
attachments of lightning to an average helicopter.
Model studies have often been used in the past to
provide data regarding attachment points. In
addition to the use of models, corona discharge,
methxl or testing of the full vehicle with drop
wands from a Marx generator has been used to
determine probable attachment points.
1STABUSHMENT OF THE LIGHTNING ENVIRONMENT Sino> not all of the "components" of the flash have
an eipial effect on FADEC, it is usually only
necessary to use "component A" type testing. The
use of component A at the attachment points of
interest allows the investigation of the airframe
resp loses to which FADEC system components are
expos led. This internal environment may then be
detei mined through the utilization of testing
and/or analysis techniques.
IULL-LEVEL, COMPLETE VEHICLE TESTING - As a
basically academic exercise, an FAA policy of
test ng a complete helicopter with a full-level
strike, while demonstrating that the engine
controls continue to function properly, is
suff .cient to prove compliance with S 29.1309.
This policy is basically academic because testing
the complete aircraft to a full level is very
difficult. Therefore, it is preferable to
determine the acceptability of the installation by
the ise of some analyt cal processes.
ANALYTICAL PROCES'jES - When using various
analytical methods to determine the aiframe system
resfonses to the full 200 kiloampere stroke, to
malu a determination of the protection adequacy,
the system component hardness of susceptibility
BUS: be known.
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It is recommended that the engine manufacturer
supply this information; however, the final
responsibility for the acceptaoility of the engine
installation rests with the applicant. This
recommendation is not meant to add a requirement to
the engine manufacturer but to propose a more
efficient method of certification, unless
full-scale, full-level testing is utilized, the
system components' tolerance levels must be
determined. If the engine manufacturer determines
the tolerance xevels of the system components, the
data are available co all airframe manufacturers who
wish to install the engine in their rotorcraft. If,
however, the airframe manufacturer must determine
the tolerance cc the fuel control system components,
then the data regarding the tolerances of the system
components became the proprietary type data of the
particular airframe manufacturer. The next airframe
manufacturer seeking approval of the installation of
the same engine in his airframe would be required to
repeat the same tests on the system components to
determine the component tolerance levels. The same
situation would be true for the next manufacturer or
STC applicant. It is easily possible that the same
series of bench tests might be required to be
repeated four or more times on the same system
components by different airframe manufacturers. The
SAE AE4L Committee Report AE4L-81-2 (4) is
recommended to determine the levels and waveforms to
be used for the testing accomplished in determining
the tolerance level of the system components. When
the computer unit is tested, it should be operating
under soft «are control. Several shots of the
waveform should be made to determine if the system
is susceptible to digital upset. If it is known
that, the processor being used has a particular
susceptibility, then it may be necessary to
synchc-nize the test shot with the particular
program execution. This procedure is not foolproof
and will not absolutely ensure that the
susceptibility derived is correct. However, in view
of the current technology, it represents a
reasonable approach.
With the system component tolerance levels
determined, an analysis must be performed to show
ehe airframe responses do not exceed the tolerance
level of the system components. The recommended
method to complete the analysis is testing the
complete vehicle system at some reduced level and
linearly extrapolating the results to a full strike
level. With this extrapolation of 50:1 at the
recommended level, it is only prudent that a factor
be added to account for the uncertainties which
exist in doing such an analysis. A value of 6 dB
was chosen as a result of discussions and
recommendations of the National Resource Specialist
for Advanced Avionics, the Transport Airplane
Certification Directorate personnel, and a study
accomplished by Chris Kendall Counsultants (1).
Approvals have been made where no full-scale vehicle
testing was accomplished to verify the airframe
analysis. The policy for such an analysis was that
it must be very rigorous and show a significant,
margin of protection. To provide guidance to the
certification engineer on what constitutes a
"significant margin," this was defined to be
approximately 25 dB above the 6 dB uncertainty
margin. Thirty-one dB is indeed a very large
margin. However, when the analysis had no
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associated full-scale airframe testing to verify
its correctness, a large margin is necessary. Even
a small error in a basic assumption made for the
analysis can result in a very significant error in
the final results. This large margin is not
intended to indicate a lack of confidence in
utilizing analysis, rather a deep concern for the
validity of the analytical results.
Note that the uncertainty or safety margin is
applied as a Junction of the analytical process and
not an adjustment to the quantification of the
atmospheric environment.
Attention to the system configuration tested is
important, because the configuration tested must
represent the system as it will actually be
configured in service. Due to the nature of the
testing, it may be necessary and desirable to
simulate some of the system components. This
simulation should be shown not to derrogate the
results of the test being performed.
Presently, there have not been any applicants
for approval of FADEC who proposed to use a
frequency domain coupling analysis and swept CW
testing to predict the airframe system response to
a lightning strike. Since this type of test and
analysis has been used successfully for the
approval of a transport category airplane, and
because it '«as recommended to the Rotorcraft
Directorate that this is a viable method to predict
airframe response, this method is specifically
mentioned in the criteria. This was done to make
the certification engineer aware that this is a
recognized method since most of the test procedures
given imply "strike" testing.
BASS/FAIL CRITERIA - Due to the complexity of
the system being tested and the fact that functions
are performed by FADEC which are not necessarily
required by the subchapter (subchapter C of 14 CFR;
"Aircraft"), pass/fail criteria are needed to
guide the certification engineer. These criteria
help to ensure that a consistent after strike
performance is required of the various FADEC's
tested. The criteria recognize the fact that the
FADEC computer may not be controlling the engine
during strokes of Ute flash. If this occurs, it is
acceptable only if no hazard is posed to the
helicopter during the time the engine is not being
controlled. Additionally, it is made quite clear
that a manual reset cannot be used to recover FADEC
from a digital upset. Some additional relief is
given to provide that some ancillary functions of
FADEC may fail during the test. If these features
fail and they are of a nature that their absence
without the crew's knowledge of this absence might
create a hazard, then the crew must be alerted to
this failure.
SYSTEM INSTALLATION CONSIDERATION - Design
techniques, such as gross overbraid shielding or
conduits, may be necessary to achieve acceptable
system hardness. When such techniques are used,
they must be verified by some type of periodic
maintenance to ensure that operation and
modification of the helicopter does not degrade the
protection provided.
The advisory circular does not specify the
exact method of making such information available.
The method to be utilized is not specified because

any of the usual maintenance information channels
(i.e., maintenance manuals, service bulletins, etc.)
are an acceptable means of accomplishing this
information exchange.
MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS - The advisory
circular recoamends that the analysis should account
for effects such as flashover and current diffusion
effects which are triggered by the extremely high
currents and fast rates of rise in the worst-case
return stroke. These phenomena may have a
significant effect on the current paths through the
helicopter and therefore an effect on the system
response of interest.
The term "alternate technology back-up fuel
control" when written into the advisory circular
assumes a mechanical reversion of some type. These
mechanical reversion systems cannot meet the
criteria of not requiring any immediate action.
However, if automatic control of the engine was
lost, the presence of the mechanical backup would
provide a greater level of safety than an
out-of-control engine. The term alternate
technology is made deliberately vague so that the
use of some other type of back-up system is not
precluded. The material included is restricted
specifically to transport category helicopters with
Category A engine isolation with an alternate
technology backup. This type of system is very
comparable to other advanced digital avionic systems
such as fly-by-wire flight controls. Because of
this fact, a caveat is included to alert the
certification engineer to the fact that the criteria
may not provide sufficient protection for a
fly-by-wire system. Since much activity exists in
both industry and FAA to determine protection
criteria for advanced digital systems, it is
expected that the material will be revised or
replaced as necessary to make it consistent with
future FAA policy.
The advisory circular material in draft form was
presented in a public meeting held in Fort Worth,
Texas, on January 11, 1985. The final information,
incorporated into AC 29-2 on May 28, 1985, was
revised from the draft by the incorporation of some
of the many fine comments which were rendered by
interested individuals.
One such comment was a request for a definition
of what constitutes "full authority" control. There
was some confusion on this point since some
manufacturers would term a control "supervisory,"
which the FAA would consider, for certification, as
full authority. The term is not rigorously defined,
but a sufficient definition in given to allow an
applicant to determine if the fuel control of
interest was considered full authority by the FAA.
CONCLUSION
The preceding discussion gives some of the
rationale used in the formulation of the criteria
included in AC 29-2. This advisory circular
provides consistent criteria for FAA certification
engineers to use in determining if FADEC in a
transport category helicopter is installed in such a
way as to ensure that the engine can continue to
operate properly when the helicopter experiences a
worst-case lightning strike encounter. Havinq this
criteria published in an advisory circular
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provides the applicant with the knowledge of what
is an acceptable method of showing compliance and
should assist his design personnel. As with any
advisory material, this approach to compliance is
"an acceptable means but not the only means" and,
thus, the applicant may use alternate approaches
that are acceptable to the FAA to demonstrate
compliance.
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SIMULATED LIGHTNING CURRENT TESTS ON A LYNX HELICOPTER
by C J Hardwick and V P Dunkley, Culhara Laboratory, UK
R H Evans, JSP Hardy and R A Hobbs, Royal Aircraft Establishment, UK

ABSTRACT
Simulated lightning tests were carried out jointly by RAE and Culham Laboratory on a Lynx helicopter,
involving the application of test current pulses up to 90kA peak.
The test current was applied by
discharging a capacitor bank into the rotor head in two alternative configurations to provide a current
path from the rotor head to either the tail or the wheels, corresponding to the most likely paths for a
lightning strike.
Extensive measurements of skin current densities on the helicopter for both
configurations were made.
Measurement of transient-induced currents in seven wiring looms showed good
linearity against amplitude of fuselage current; extrapolation to full-threat levels indicated somewhat
higher levels than those previously experienced.
Results varied considerably with current path and
earthing arrangements. Examination of the frequencies present in the loom currents showed fair correlation
with those present in the fuselage currents or corresponding to resonant peaks in the CW coupling
characteristic.
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INTRODUCTION
A PROGRAM OF SIMULATED LIGHTNING TESTS was carried
out jointly by RAE and Culham Laboratory on a Lynx
helicopter during the period October 1984 to
January 1985.
The main aim was the further
development of test techniques and In particular to
assess the extent to which facility effects with
present techniques detract from the accuracy with
which in-flight conditions are i-epresented.
A
second aim was to compare the induced currents in
cables during a low power CW test over the
frequency range 1 to 50MHz, with those observed in
the high current pulse test intended to simulate
the effects of a lightning current pulse passing
through the fuselage.
Thirdly, it was intended to
obtain information relevant to a helicopter to add
to the data previously obtained on fixed wing
aircraft such as the Jaguar (1)*.
In the pulse tests a transportable pulse
generator applied a damped sinusoidal current of
frequency about 30kHz through the helicopter
fuselage. Transient skin currents were recorded at
various parts of the fuselage and their frequency
content was determined by Fourier analysis.
The
variation of frequency content when the system was
earthed at thrcs alternative points was the main
criteria for assessing facility effects. The extent
to which the Induced cable currents varied with the
earthing arrangements, In both the pulse and CW
tests, was a further measure of facility effects.
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
Two of the most likely lightning current paths
for a helicopter are "main rotor to tall rotor" and
"main rotor to wheels".
The main rotor and tail rotor had been removed
and the "rotor to tail" simulation was achieved by
connecting the Lynx with a return conductor system
of sheet Aluminium plates to the capacitor bank.
The arrangement is shown schematically in Figure
la-c.
The helicopter was placed on a ground plane
made of sheets of Aluminium riveted together. The
ground plane was connected to the building earth.
The helicopter wheels were isolated from the ground
plane and the generator-return conductor-helicopter
system was connected to the ground plane at one of
three points, namely the "cold terminal" of the
generator, the tall, or the port under-side, also
Indicated in Figure 1•
The position of the return conductor above the
tall was determined using a 2 dimensional Inductive
current mapping program so that an approximation to
the free space current flow co-ild be obtained.
Because of the proximity of the ground plane, this
return conductor could be quite close to the
helicopter.
(For a fixed wing aircraft, a quasi
coaxial arrangement of return conductors Is used,
however, this Is difficult to realise for a
helicopter, especially for the "rotor to wheels"
attachment.)
The "rotor to wheel" simulation was obtained
by removing the toll return conductor and
connecting the starboard wheel housing to the
capacitor bank.
This arrangement Is shotm In
Figure 2.
'Numbers in brackets designate References at end of
paper.

The generator had a capacitance of 6.46MF and
could be charged to voltages from 20-80kV. The total
Inductance for both arrangements was between 4&5uH,
giving an oscillating current waveform on the
discharge of the capacitor of 27-31kHz. The maximum
current and rate of change of current was 60kA and
HkA/ps for the rotor to tail configuration and 93kA
and 20kA/u s for the rotor to wheels configuration
respectively.
The total resistance in the circuit
was about lOOmft.
METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS
MEASUREMENT OF TOTAL CURRENT, di/dt - The total
current was monitored with a small coil placed
underneath one of the return conductors near the
capacitor bank.
This coil produced a di/dt signal
which was integrated to give the total current.
The skin current measurements were made with small
coils of cross sectional area of about 10~3 m2 .
Signals from these coils were conveyed to the inner
part of the fuselage with screened twisted pair cable
taped to the fuselage body, then input to a
differential fibre optic transmitter (FOL 100).
These colls had a bandwidth of about 10MHz.
Where
possible, If apertures were available for cable anc
fibre optic transmitters (FOL 200), skin current
measurements were made with an EG & G MGL-7A dB/dt
probe of area 10"'*m2 which had a bandwidth of 1GHz.
Measurements of free field dB/dt inside the cabin
were made with an EG & C MTL-2A of area 0.01m1.
Signals were digitised in a remote screened
room.
The digltlser was a 2 channel Tektronix 7612
with 2048 samples per channel and a 200MHz maximum
sampling rate.
INDUCED CURRENTS IN CABLES
General - Induced currents were measured In
cable looms or other conductors at 7 positions in the
avlonlc system, chosen to represent a range of
degrees of exposure to electromagnetic fields, from
well-shielded to completely open (the HF aerial); the
positons are listed below:
A
Fire detection box in rear bay
B
Tail loom, rear bay
C
Standby inverter, front bay
D
Hydraulic valve
E
Main power loom (bus bar)
F
Loom near junction box, starboard door rear
pillar
G
HF aerial.
The Induced current in each loom was monitored by
linking to a Slnger-Stoddart current probe of
transfer impedance I
ohm, the output being
transmitted to the recording room by means of a fibre
optic link type FOL 200.
Since In most cases the
loom comprised a nusber of wires, It was the bulk
current that was measured; no attempt was made to
determine the distribution of current between the
Individual wires or screens.
CW frequency repoose test - Low power sinusoidal
current over a continuous frequency range of 1MHz to
50MHz was Injected at the rotor head into the
helicopter-return conductor system by means of a
Network Analyser (NWA) through a power amplifier and
ERA current probe.
The level of Injected current
(which varied with frequency when the NWA output
level was maintained constant) was monitored by a
Singer Stoddart current probe and stored in the NWA.
The monitoring probe was then transferred In turn to
each cable under test and the process repeated with
the same NWA level and frequency range.
The NWA
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plotted the ratio of cable current to rotor current.
An example is shown In Figure 3.
Both fuselage
current paths were tested, each with two earthing
configurations.
The aim of the test was to
investigate the relationship between the CW freqency
response and the transient response to the high
current pulse.
It is of Interest that some test
facilities place considerable emphasis on low power
CW testing, an inexpensive and safe method (2).
High current pulse test - By means of a current
probe the bulk Induced current was monitored,
covering the 7 cables, the 2 current paths, and the
3 earthing points. In order to check the linearity
of the coupling mechanism, measurements were made at
20, 40 and 60kV capacitor bank voltages (20 to 60kA
fuselage current approximately).
The signal from
the current probe was transmitted by the fibre optic
link to a storage oscilloscope and the display
photographed. Emphasis was placed on recording the
HF components rather than the LF corresponding to
the injected fuselage test current (about 30kHz).
Induced bulk currents rather than voltages were
measured because of the Increasing tendency in the
UK to specify and measure interference in these
terms, for EMC, NEMP and lightning purposes.
SKIN CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
LOW FREQUENCY - Measurements of the peak
amplitude of the low frequency skin currents were
made for both current paths through the helicopter.
The measurements were obtained by integrating the
signal from the colls used for measuring the di/dt.
The skin cut rent density levels are dependent on the
inductance of different current routes and were
hence independent of the earthing point.
The results are shown in Figure 4a & b for the
"rotor to tail" current path.
For a voltage of
40kV, the maximum current density is 23kA/m at the
top of the tail section.
At this point the ratio
between the current density at the top and bottom of
the tail section Is 8dB compared to a predicted
value of 4dB.
Without the ground plane, the
predicted ratio was 18dB. For comparison, the total
current of 41kA would give a uniform current density
around the circumference at this position of
16kA/m.
The "rotor to wheel" current route results are
shown in Figure 5.
The maximum value Is 21kA/m
under the rotor head on the generator (starboard)
side.
The values on the port side are smaller by
about 15dB.
HIGH FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS - Coupling to
cables can be proportional to dl/dt but the high
frequencies In the skin currents are reduced by a
factor ai , therefore the study of high frequency
effects was made on the dl/dt waveforms.
These
waveforms were Fourier analysed and the frequency
content was compared to the frequencies present In
the cable bulk current measurements.
Most of the
measurements were surface di/dt but some
measurements of free field dB/dt were made inside
the fuselage.
Rotor to tall - These results showed quite
complex spectra.
In addition to the generator helicopter system resonant frequency of 27kHz, there
were bursts of HF oscillations In the range 2-20MHz,
with a duration of about 5 Ms.
These frequencies
appeared to fall Into two categories.
The first was about 8MHz and 15MHz oscillations
which were present on the tall section of the

fuselage.
These were believed to be the
X/4
resonance and its higher harmonic associated with the
rotor to tail section/return conductor transmission
line.
The rotor-tail distance Is only 6.3m which
would Imply a frequency of 12MHz for a
X/4
resonance.
However, the Inductance in the feed
plates shown in Figure 1 was measured to be 1.7jjH and
the feed plates, about 10cm apart, will have a
capacitance of 100 pF/m2 .
This reactance ts
sufficient to lower the frequency to about 8MHz.
This frequency was little changed in value and
amplitude for the different earthing points.
The magnitudes of HF dB/dt on the tail section
were up to four times larger than the LF value due to
transmission line effects.
The second category had lower frequencies In the
range 2-5MHz and these oscillations changed
dramatically for different earthing points.
For
example, the cabin dB/dt (direction fore-aft) signal,
circumferential skin current dl/dt under the rotor,
and the dB/dt signal on the surface of the ground
plane all showed a prominent 2.5MHz resonance when
the generator was grounded.
This disappeared
completely for the other two earth configurations.
Similarly the axial skin current dl/dt on "he
underside of the fuselage/tail showed a 3.5MHz
resonance only when the tall of the helicopter has
grounded.
These effects are believed to be associated with
LC resonances due to loops formed by the ground
plane, helicopter and earth connection with stray
capacitance between the helicopter and ground plane.
A summary of the frequencies and magnitudes of
dB/dt for the "rotor to tail" configuration
measurements is shown In Table 1.
Rotor to wheels - The data show little HF
content compared to the other configuration,
presumably as we have not created any specific
transmission lines and the LF skin current In the
region of the cabin Is much larger than previously,
so the HF effects due to LC ground resonances are
less pronounced. The initial HF spikes decayed after
about ^us. Little change occurred for the different
earth points.
One exception is the axial skin
current dl/dt on the underside of the tall section,
when the tall was grounded.
As in the "rotor to
tall" situation there was a strong 3MHz resonance,
shown in Figure 6a, not present In the other
configurations as shown In Figure 6b. The effect was
more pronounced for "rotor to wheels" due to the
absence of the 8MHz resonance.
The capacitance
between the ground plane and the helicopter/return
conductor assembly was measured to be 1.48nF and the
Inductance In the tall section was estimated at 2uH
giving a predicted LC resonance of 3MHz.
Both high and low frequency measurements varied
linearly with the generator voltage to within ldB.
RESULTS OF CABLE INDUCED CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
CW FREQUENCY RESPONSE - A typical plot showing
how the ratio of Induced cable bulk current to
injected rotor head current varied with frequency In
the l-SOMHz range Is given In Figure 3.
All
measurements were of amplitudes only, no measurements
being made of phase angle.
The general trend was
upwards with Increasing frequency but levelling off
to a constant mean level.
Superimposed on the
general trend were many resonant peaks starting at
about 2MHz.
With some cables, one resonance was
dominant but In others there were a number of
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resonances of approximately equal strength spread
throughout the frequency range.
The general level varied widely between
cables, being highest for the exposed HF aerial as
would be expected, (34dB down at 1MHz for one
configuration) and lowest for cable B (94dB down
under the same conditions.) Variation between the
two current paths, respresenting the most likely
lightning current paths, was small for some cables
but large for others (for example, 20dB at 1MHz for
cable D).
Variation with earthing point is a
facility effect and should ideally be small; again
it was small for some cables but large for others
(for example, 14dB for cable D).
PEAK INDUCED CABLE TRANSIENTS - The peak
induced bulk current transients In the cables showed
good linearity against capacitor bank voltage,
indicating that the tests were performed below the
threshold of non-linear effects such as sparking.
The peak amplitude varied widely between cables; for
example, with one configuration at 40kV bank voltage
the spread was from 24A (aerial) to 0.3A (cable B).
Variation with current path and earthing point was
not as wide as in the CW tests, being a maximum
spread of lldB (cable B) and 9dB (cable D)
respectively.
For the purpose of estimating the full threat
level of induced transient currents it was assumed
that they were due to inductive coupling and
proportional to the initial rate of rise of the
applied test current.
All amplitudes were
extrapolated to 100kA/us, and the results are shown
in table 2 (the earthing arrangement which g.'ve the
maximum current was chosen for each entry In the
Table).
For the Internal cables the values are
considerably higher than those for the FBW Jaguar
which were about 3A (1), as would be expected from
the open nature of the helicopter compared with the
good shielding provided for critical systems of the
FBW Jaguar.
It may be noted that if a lightning
current takes the path rotor/wheels the Induced
cable currents are likely to be lower than for the
path rotor/tall, the ouly exception in these tests
being cable C.
WAVEFORM OF TRANSIENTS AND RELATIONSHIP TO CW
RESPONSE - The waveforms of the transient currents
were complex and showed considerable variety,
including forced oscillations at the frequencies of
the LF and HF currents flowing in the fuselage
(about 30kHz and mainly 8MHz respectively) and free
oscillations at the resonances of the loom itself,
Initiated by the applied test current regarded as a
shock excitation, and corresponding to the resonant
peaks in the CW response.
These 3 waveform types
are illustrated in Figures 7 a-c.
For the forced oscillations the amplitude
predicted from the CW response was simply the
amplitude of the corresponding oscillation In the
fuselage current multiplied by the current ratio at
that frequency In the CW response. This could not
be done directly for the LF fuselage current (about
30kHz) since the CW response was measured only down
to 1MHz, but an estimate was made assuming that at
low frequency the coupling between fuselage and
cable was pure mutual Inductance so that the
coupling was proportional to frequency and the
coupling at 30kHz was therefore determined by
proportion from that at IHHz.
On this assumption
the current ratio at low frequency may be expressed

in the form uT, where T is a coupling time-constant;
values of T deduced from the ratio at 1MHz varied
from 3.10-lzs to 3.10" s depending on cable, current
path In the fuselage and earthing point.
For the free oscillations, use was made of the
relationship that the CW respond» is also the Fourier
transform of the transient respo ise to a unit Impulse
excitation.
It was expected that there would be an
oscillation at the frequency of each of the main
peaks in the CW response and the amplitude and
damping of each were estimated by an approximate
formula relating them to the peak amplitude and
width of each resonant rise In the CW curve.
However, the actual excitation in the transient test
was the leading edge of a low frequency sinusoidal
current (30kHz) which in relation to HF may be
regarded as a ramp (linear rise). Since a unit ramp
(lA/s) is obtained from a unit impulse by integrating
twice, and this is equivalent to dividing by (j ui)2in
the frequency domain, the amplitude of the transient
at frequency f obtained from the CW response was
divided by (2nf)^ and multiplied by the initial rate
of rise of the test current to obtain the amplitude
to be expected with the actual excitation employed.
This division by u>2 meant that although the resonant
peaks In the CW response did not diminish
substantially with increasing frequency they did
become less important in the production of components
of the transient response.
Where components of the expected frequency were
actually present In the recorded transients, the
procedure described for prediction from the CW
response gave a reasonable estimate of their
amplitude, but In the complex waveforms there were
other frequencies not readily identifiable and some
of the expected frequencies were absent.
CONCLUSIONS
Simulated lightning tests were carried out on a
Lynx helicopter at severity levels of 93kA and
20kA/uS requiring factors of approximately 2 and 5 to
extrapolate full threat values of 1 and di/dt
respectively.
It was possible to measure the induced cable
currents in an interference-free manner, by the
employment of fibre optic links.
The amplitude of induced currents and akin
currents scaled linearly with capacitor bank voltage
to within ldB.
The peak Induced current transients
extrapolated to full-threat values varied from 1.5A
to 22A in the Internal cables, being considerably
higher than in the FBW Jaguar (3A) as would be
expected.
The Induced current transients exhibited a
variety of waveforms, being in general a mixture of
damped sine waves, the frequencies including those of
the LF and HF currents in the fuselage and those
corresponding to the resonances of the loom Itself,
as indicated by the resonant peaks In the CV
response. There were however, other frequencies not
accounted for and su2* of the expected frequencies
were absent.
There was fair correlation between the recorded
transients and the CW response.
Variation of the transients and the CW response
when the system was earthed at different points
Indicated the
presence of significant
facility
effects, so that more work Is needed to Improve
techniques with the aim of achieving better
simulation of ln-flight conditions.
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The skin current transients could be
understood in terms of transmission line resonances
and LC resonances between the ground plane
helicopter capacitance and loop inductance, the
latter being a facility effect.
There was fair
correlation between the skin current and cable
current transient frequency content.
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Table 1
Table of magnitude and frequency content of B at various locations of the helicopter/generator system
If the largest component >x2 the next largest one, the largest component is underlined
Js refers to the small coil used for measuring surface current density

Earthing
Point

System
Current
Coil

B In
Cabin

Js
5m top

Js
1.5m top

Js
1.5m
bottom

Js
Front
stbd

B on
ground
plate

Js
0m stbd

Bank
f MHz

2.5,8.1

2.5

8.1

8.1,17,20 8.1,12.6,17

2.5,8.1

2.5,
10-12,16

2.5,12.8,
20,36

B KT/s

33

.13

12

4-7

2-5

5

2

1-2

Tail
f MHz

7.6,9.3

7.6,9.3,
9.5

7.6

7.6,16

3.5,7.6,16

7.6,9.3

7.6,9.3,
9.8,16

B KT/S

33

.13

10

Side
f MHz

5.8,8.6
9.3

5.8,8.6.
9.5

B KT/S

27

.05

4-7

2-5

5

1.5-3

8.6

5.6,8.6,9.3
13.6,16.6

5.6,9.6
13.eTl6.6

5.6,8.6
20,36

11

2-3

2

.5-1

-

5.8,8.6
16-20,36

Table 2
Table of peak cable current transient extrapolated to a threat value of IOOkA/us

Cable
Peak
Current (A)

R/T path
R/w path
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A

B

C

D

7.5
3.3

4.2
1.5

9.7
14.1

15.6
7.0

E

KG

22.3
18.4

111
29.2

329
105
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Key to ground connections
I,
2-—
3.

Generator grounded
Tail grounded
Side grounded

a) View from side

J

-6

L

J

-4

I

0
(m)

Al ground plate

b) View from above

/

Q^
5E_

^~

/ Connection

to
building ground

e) View from front

Fig. 1 - Return conductor arrangement for "rotcr to tail" configuration

View from front

s

j*

Fig. 2 - Return conductor arrangement for "rotor to wheels" ccnfiguration
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20
Frequency

MHz

Fig. 3 - CW response for cable D, "rotor to wheels" current path, generator grounded

a) View from side

STARBOARD
1.25kA/m

-A

-2

5kA/m

10kA/m

20kA/m

20kA/m

20kA/m

l5kA/m

0
(m)

b) View from above
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a) Cable C, 20us/div, 0.18A/div, 31kHz oscillation

b) Cable F, O.lus/div, 2.8A/div, 8MHz oscillation

;x*t

c) HF aerial, 0.1ps/div, 2.8A/div,

low

18MHz oscillation

Fig. 7 - Some waveforms of induced current transients
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Prediction of skin currents flowing on a Lynx helicopter
due to a simulated lightning strike.

A.Mallik
Kimberley Communications Consultants,
Nottingham, UK.
C.Christopoulos
University of Nottingham,
Nottingham, UK.
J.M.Thomson
Royal Aircraft Establishment,Farnborough,UK.

ABSTRACT.
A 3D Transmission Line Modelling(TLM) program has been used
to model a simulated lightning strike on a Lynx helicopter.This
TLtt analysis has been used to identify the origin of the 3 principal
resonances reported in issasurements elsewhei*. It is shown that all
the 3 resonances are affected by the charging circuit,namely by the
return conductor,ground plane and capacitor bank.
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1.RAE AND CULHAM LABORATORY EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
RESULTS

Previous TLM modelling , eg aircraft responses
[63,has been using E and H field excitations.This
method of excitation is appropriate when an
electromagnetic wave is incident on the aircraft.
However in
the Lynx tests a capacitor discharge
was used to inject currents on the helicopter
structure and
the modelling was done using the
recently developed 3-D condensed TLM node with 3
capacitance and 3 inductance stubs [73.This made
it possible to model the capacitance and inductance elements in the bank and elswhere. The discharge of the capacitane bank was then
modelled
by placing an initial
charge on the transmission
line stubs modelling the
bank.

RECENTLY,SIMULATED LIGHTNING TESTS were carried out
jointly by RAE and Culham Laboratories on a Lynx
helicopter.Full details of these tests are reported
elsewhere at this conference [13. In these tests a
large capacitor bank was discharged into the rotor
head with return paths being provided at either the
tail or the wheels. The helicopter was insulated
from an
aluminium ground plate and the system was
earthed to the plate at one of 3 different points.
These points were the bank,the helicopter tail and
the underside near the port door. Thus with 2 different return paths and 3 different earthings a total
of 6 different arrangements
were studied. Skin
current tranients were measured at 8 locations using
B dot sensors. The principal resonances were found
to be:
-A low frequency 27KHz resonance associated with
the overall inductance and capacitance of the
circuit
-A high frequency 8MHz resonance believed to be
associated witn the rotor to tail length(quarter
wavelength),modified by capacitance in the horizontal feed transmission
plates
-A low frequency 2 to 5 MHz resonance believed to
be associated with stray capacitance between the
helicopter and the ground.
Figure 1 shows details of the helicopter geometry,
different current return paths and earthing variations.

3.COMPARISONS BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS AND TLM
PREDICTIONS
All results presented in this section refer
to the rotor to tail return path and bank earthed
configuration. All TLM output refers to time differenced H field components so that comparisons
with B dot experimental measurements could be made.
An important pert of the work has been to identify
the origin of the measured resonances by
varying
the geometry used in the TLM simulations.
Figure 2 shows a discretised Lynx helicopterused in the TIM computer program. Eight output
points are displayed! corresponding to those in the
RAE-Culham measurements. E and H field components
in the time domain are calculated for each cell in
t>e discretisation. The chnice of stub parameters
at
each cell also makes it possible to vary the
dimension of any slice of space in each of the 3
coordinate axes.This allows us to model separation
distances of interest without having to substantially modify the input data files. Capacitance and
inductance stubs are also available for each cell,
to model lumped components, but here we only need
to
use the capacitance stubs to model the bank
capacitance.
LOU FREQUENCY ( 27 KHZ) RESONANCE
Measurements detailed in Reference [13 clearly show a
damped LF resonance around 27 KHz This is believed
to be an LC resonance arising from the capacitance
C, and the inductance L, in the total system. Calculation shows that the inductance
modelled by the
geometry in Figure 2 is about 8.5uH instead of the
5.5uH corresponding to the 27 KHz measurements.
Table 1 shows TLM predictions of LF resonances are
inversely proportional to VT and that the measured
27 KHz resonance is indeed an overall system LC
resonance as expected.

2.COMPUTER PROGRAM USING 3-D TRANSMISSION LINE
MODELLING(TLM).
TLM is a time domain numerical technique which has
been used for solving electromagnetic fields[23,
diffusion[33,lumped networksC43,and non linear wave
propagation C53. TLM models the propagation mechanism of EM waves by filling 3-D space with a network of transmission lines.This renders the problem
discrete in both space and time since the exact
solution is, in effect , a stable time stepping
numerical routine.The advantage of ihe method lies
in the simplicity of the modelling process and the
efficiency in the use of computer resources.
The modellir;g of the geometry of an object is
achieved by placing a 3-0 im ;h over it and part of
the surrounding space volume. The
mesh is then
excited by field impulses modelling the physical
situation. Meshes at present arc restricted to
graded orthogonal Cartesian ana polar types.After
the initial excitation, iterations based on the
TLM numerical algorithm commence.Thereafter, E and
H field values at
any location in the problem
volume m«.y be obtained in the time domain. The TLM
model also provides complete information about the
magnitude of the electromagnetic field components
(at any specified frequency) around the helicopter.
Graphic packages can then be used to provide field
plots on any desired cross section
through the
helicopter.
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HIGH FREQUENCY (8 MHZ) RESONANCE A strong 8
MHz peak reported in measurements is thought to be
a quarter wavelength rotor to tail length resonance
modified by capacitance in c the horizontal feed
transmission plates. The results of the output from
TLM simulations clearly
demonstrate that
the
strengths of these 8 MHz resonances are critically
dependant on the separation distance of these feed
plates. Equivlantly it can be viewed that it is the
capacitance provided by these plates that is responsible for the strength of the resonance. A
TLM
simulation was performed where a lumped capacitance
of 400pF was introduced between the transmission
line plates using capacitance stubs. The results of
this modified a weak 8 MHz resonance to a strong 5
MHz resonance. TLM prediction of the B dot waveform
at output point 3 in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3.
OTHER HIGH FREQUENCY RESONANCES (2 TO 5 MHZ)
These resonances are most evident in output points
near tie bottom of the fuselage.Some form of LC resonance associated with loops formed
by the ground
plate and helicopter bottom is suspected. To test
this explanation the separation
distance between
the ground plate and helicopter was varied. In
addition the ground plate was completely removed.The
TLM output from these tests showed that the ground
plate critically
affects the strength of the
measured 3 MHz resonance.Removal of the ground plate
results in the complete disappearance of this resonance.In addition the output demonstrates that the
separation distant between the ground plate and
the helicopter also
effects the strength of the
resonance. TLM prediction of the B dot waveform at
output point 6
in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 4.
4.C0NCLUS:0NS
A 3-D transmission line model (TLM) with the
ability to model lumped capacitance and inductance
elements has been used to model a simulated lightning test on a Lynx helicopter. Confidence in this
TLM model has been shown by prediction of the 3
principal frequency components reported in measurements. Changes in the experimental configuration
have been studied in the TLM model to show that all
the 3 principal resonances are strongly affected
by the configuration of the ' "ility, such as the
return conductor,ground plate and capacitor bank.
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TABLE 1 - TLM predictions of LF resonance
for different values of bank
capacitance

CAPACITANCE,C

6.5uF

6.5uF

1600

400

8.5uH

8.5uH

8.5uH

880

442

22.2

856

428

21.4

6.5uF

INDUCTANCE, L
(as modelled by
TLH geometry in
Figure 2)

TLH prediction of
LF resonance(KHz)

1

(KHz)

ZTT-JLC
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Fig. 1 - Experimental setup used in Reference 1
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SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DESCRIPTION
OF STRIKES TO THE FAA CV-580 AIRCRAFT
Jean S. Reazer and Arturo V. Serrano
Technology/Scientific Services, Inc.

Abstract
Spatial and temporal descriptions of strikes to the FAA CV-580, S/N
49, during the FY84 and FY85 lightning characterisation program are
presented in this paper. The aircraft was instrumented with wideband
electromagnetic sensors and current shunts, then flown In Florida thunderstorms in 1984 and 1985 at altitudes from 2000 to 18000 feet. Waveforms
were recorded digitally at a sample rate of five nanoseconds to give ten
microsecond windows with a frequency response of 100 Megahertz. Wideband
analog data were recorded continuously.
A technique for time correlating the digital waveforms to derive
attachment points on the aircraft is discussed in detail. Current paths on
the wings and fuselage are Illustrated for several strikes and the inferred
attachment points are correlated with video recordings from the four video
cameras Installed on the aircraft.
Information from analog recordings of slow field variations on the
aircraft Is then combined with the results of the above analysis to provide
insight into the attachment process for cloud-to-ground, cloud-to-cloud and
triggered lightning strikes to aircraft.
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INTRODUCTION
During 1984, a Convair CV-580 aircraft provided
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) was
instrumented with wideband electromagnetic sensors to
measure the effects of lightning attachments. The
aircraft was flown in central Florida thunderstorms
in 1984 and 1985 at altitudes of 2,000 to 18,000
feet, coll»sting fifty strikes in approximately 100
hours of flying time.
In this paper, a technique for time correlating
the outputs of the sensors is described which allows
determination of the point where the strike attached
Co the aircraft. Measurements recorded on the wings
and fuselage are illustrated for several strii~.es and
the attachment points derived from these data are
correlated with photographs from the video cameras
installed on the aircraft.
Once the attachment point is known and the
direction of current flow on the aircraft established, the polarity of the sensor outputs can be
used to determine whether negative charge is flowing
onto the aircraft, as would be expected during a
cloud-to-ground event, or is flowing off the aircraft, Indicating an interaction of the aircraft with
a positive charge center. Negative charge flow onto
or off the aircraft is shown to be correlated with
altitude, with strikes at low altitude (2,000 to
4,000 feet) indicating negative charge flow onto the
aircraft and strikes at high altitude (14,000 to
18,000 feet) generally producing negative charge flow
off the aircraft.
HETKOD
Consider a hypothetical aircraft fuselage
Instrumented with two loop type sensors to measure
surface current. One sensor is mounted forward on
the fuselage about 15 feet ahead of the wing axis,
while the second is aft on the fuselage about 15 feet
behind the wing axis. Since the sensors are 30 feet
apart, assuming a current velocity equal to the speed
of light through the aircraft, a current pulse
applied to the nose of the aircraft will reach the
forward sensor 30 nanoseconds (ns) before it reaches
the aft sensor. With sufficient time resolution in
recording the two waveforms, it is possible to tell
whether the current pulse was applied to the nose or
to the tall.
Arsume that both -tensors have been oriented so
that negative charge flow from the nose to the tall
will produce a positive output. Conversely, then,
current flow from the tall to the nose will produce a
negative output on both sensors. Figure 1 shows four
simple scenarios in which lightning attaches to an
aircraft. In 1A, negative cloud charge is lowered to
the aircraft and there is a strike to the nose
producing negative charge flow toward the tall and
two positive waveforms as sensor outputs. In in,
negative charge Is lowered to the aircraft and there
is a strike to the tall, producing negative charge
flow toward the nose and two negative waveforms as
sensor outputs. In 1C, it is assumed that the charge
lowered to the aircraft is positive. Tn this case,
the strike to the nose results in negative charge
flow off the aircraft and negative waveforms as
sensor outputs. Finally, as in ID, negative charge
flow off the aircraft during a «trlke to the tall
produces positive sensor outputs. Thus identifying
the attachment point of the lightning event and
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recording the polarities of the resulting sensor
lutputs allows determination of whether negative
(harge was moving onto or off the aircraft during the
ft.ash.
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION
Sen 'ors
Magnetic Field Sensors
"Ihe four magnetic field sensors on the aircraft
were o" the Multi-Gap Loop (MGL) type manufactured by
EG&G, «nd designed to measure the rate-of-change
(derivative) of the magnetic field resulting from
surface currents on the skin of the aircraft. A
sensor was placed underneath each wing between the
engine nacelle and the fuselage. The remaining two
sensors were placed on top of the fuselage, one
forward of the wing and one aft of the wing. The
outputs of these sensors were split into two by power
splitters. One output was sent to a waveform
digitizer whose output was recorded on digital
9-track tape. The second output was integrated by
signal conditioning components and recorded on direct
channels of an analog recorder. The sensors were
oriented so that a positive output would occur for
negative charge flow from nose to tall, or from the
right wingtlp to the left wlngtip.
Electric Field Sensors
The electric field sensors were of the Flush
Plate Dipole (FPD) desig manufactured by EG&G. These
sensors respond to the rate of change (derivative) of
the electric field. One sensor was mounted
underneath each wlngtip, one sensor was mounted on
the forward upper fuselage ahead of the wing, and one
sensor was mounted on the left surface of the vertical stabilizer. The output of the fuselage sensor
was integrated and recorded in an FM channel of the
analog recorder. The outputs of the three other
sensors were split into two by power splitters. One
output was directed to waveform digitizers and
recorded on digital 9-track tape and the second
output was integrated by the signal conditioning
components and recorded on the analog recorder. The
wingtlp sensors, which looked down, produced a
positive output in a negative electric field. The
fuselage sensor produced a negative output in a
negative electric field since it was mounted on top
of the fuselage.
Television Cameras
Two of the cameras were of the CID type manufactured by General Electric. These cameras were
equipped with modified Nikon wide angle lenses (180
degree field of view) and were installed on the
fuselage, one viewing up and one viewing down. The
remaining two cameras were of the vldlcon type
manufactured by RCA. These two cameras were installed on the left and right side of the fuselage so
that each one viewed one wing. The camera outputs
were recorded in VHS format using RCA video recorcers.
Recording Systems and Timing
Waveform Digitizers
The waveform digitizers were Tektronix 7612D'F
with programmable plug-ins. The digitizers vere

controlled by special software developed in the
AFWAL/FIESL Research Facility by T/SS1, and a
PDP-11/35 minicomputer. The digitizers were triggered simultaneously by a common pulse from the
trigger system so that all the digital records were
time synchronized. After the waveform was digitized,
It was transferred to 9-track tape for storage under
the automatic control of the computer system. The
digitizers were operated at the fastest sampling rate
to produce a ten microsecond (us) window with 2,048
samples at five ns intervals.
Analog Recorder
The analog recorder was a Honeywell 101,
28-channel recorder. FM channels had a bandwidth of
DC to 500 kiloHertz (kHz) while direct record channels had a bandwidth of 400 Hertz (Hz) to two
megaHertz (mHz).
Trigger System and Time Synchronization
The trigger system was activated by the
un-lntegrated output of the surface current sensors.
Tt was set to detect a level change, either positive
or negative, from any of their Inputs. It would then
output a common pulse to each of the digitizers, the
system controller and the analog recorder. Time
synchronization between the analog and digital
recordings was via the trigger pulse recorded on one
analog channel. Time synchronization with the video
recording systems was accomplished by recording IRIG
B time code on each recorder.
A more detailed explanation of the aircraft
Instrumentation is provided In Reference 2.
RESULTS
Two strikes, one of each polarity, are analyzed
in detail to show how the method »as applied. The
results are then tabulated and correlated with
altitude.
Negative Charge Flow Onto the Aircraft
On 17 August 1984, the aircraft was flying at
4,000 feet when It was «truck. The video camera on
the top of the aircraft showed a strike in the
direction of the nose (Figure 2).
The integrated outputs from the four surface
current sensors are shown In Figure 3. Their polarities are consistent with either negative charge
flowing onto the: aircraft from nose to tail, or
negative charge flowing off ehe aircraft from tall to
nose. Figure 4 shows an overlay of the fuselage
sensor derivative outputs which Indicates that the
current pulse reached the forward fuselage sensor
approximately 50 ns before It reached the aft
fuselage sensor. Figure 5 is nn overlay of the
derivative outputs from the wing nensors. with one
reversed in polarity to facilitate the comparison.
As expected for a strike to the nose, current reaches
both sensors at the same time and the resulting peaks
coincide. Finally, the current peak at the electric
field sensor on the vertical stabilizer occurred 45
ns after the peak on the aft fuselage surface current
sensor, consistent with fore to aft current flow.
Consistent evidence thus exists lor an lnltljl
attachment 'oint to the nose of the aircraft, establishing that this strike resulted in negative charge
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flow onto the aircraft. This is corroborated by
positive waveforms on the electric field sensors at
the wingtlps and the negative waveform on the electric field sensor on the fuselage.
Negative Charge Flow Off the Aircraft
On 13 July 84, the aircraft was struck while
flying at 14,000 feet. The upper camera shows a
flash heading toward the tall. (See Figure 6.) The
attachment point was also confirmed by physical
Inspection after the flight. A 3/8 Inch hole was
found on top of the vertical stabilizer. Since there
was only one strike recorded during this flight, it
was evident that the damage was from this attachment.
As before, the fuselage surface current sensors
both show positive polarities, indicating negative
charge flowing onto the aircraft from nose to tail,
or negative charge flowing off the aircraft from tall
to nose (Figure 7). In this case, the Impulse
appears first on the electric field sensor on the
vertical stabilizer, arriving 24 ns later at the
surface current sensor on the aft fuselage and 16 ns
later at the sensor on the forward fuselage. The
pulse appears simultaneously on both current sensors
on the wings and, 40 ns later, appears on the electric field sensors near the wingtlps. Since the
attachment apparently was to the tall, the polarities
of the sensor outputs Indicate negative charge flow
off the aircraft.
Analysis of Results
Similar analysis were performed on nine strikes,
seven from 1984 and two from 1985. The results are
shown in Table 1, which lists the polarity of the
waveform and its time of arrival at the sensor for
the surface current (I-FF, I-AF, I-RW, I-I.W) and
wingtip electric field sensors (E-RW, E-LW) for each
strike. The table also lists the attachment point
determined from this data, whether where was video
evidence substantiating it, the altitude and the
direction of charge flow (♦ for negative charge flow
off of the aircraft, - for negative charge flow onto
the aircraft',. The final column in the table shows
the Initial 35 ms of the electric field change on the
aircraft measured at the forward upper fuselage.
A review of this table shows that all three of
the strikes at iow altitude (2,000 - 4,000 feet) had
polarities consistent with negative charge flow onto
the aircraft. Of the sir strikes at high altitude
(above 14,000 feet), five had polarities consistent
with negative charge flow off the aircraft, while
only one had a polarity consistent with negative
charge flow onto the aircraft.
The polarities of the strikes at low altitude
are consistent with the well known model of a
thunderstorm dipole and the lowering of negative
charge to ground during a negative cloud-to-ground
flash (Reference 3). Since cloud-to-ground strikes
lowering positive charge to ground are rare In most
thunderstorms (Reference 3), this result is to be
expected at low altitude. It alfo suggests that the
aircraft is actually Involved In a cloud-to-ground
event, rather than acting in some way to trigger a
strike which would not otherwise have occurred.
The preponderance of strikes indicating interaction with positive charge centers at high altitudes
1s Interesting. Tn an earlier paper, Rustan and

Moreau (Reference 1) presented data showing that many
of the high altitude strikes to the CV-580 had a
common initial electric field signature. This
signature is seen on all the high altitude strikes
which appear to be interacting with positive charge
centers. It is not seen on the one strike which
shows motion of negative charge onto the aircraft.
Rustan and Moreau postulated that this signature
Indicated that the aircraft Initiated the discharge
by means of a negative leader propagating out from
the aircraft for distances not greater than 300
meters.

Vonne«ut, B.t "Electrical Behavior of an Aircraft In a Thundeidtorm", Rep. FAA-ADS-36,
February 1985.

5.

Clifford, D.W. and Kasemir, H.H., "Triggered
Lightning", TEEF. Transactions on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, May 1982.

In earlier work, it has been suggested that an
aircraft charged to a high potential by trlboelectric
processes had a higher probability of triggering a
strike (References 4, 5). Since trlboelectric
charging generally produces a negative charge on the
aircraft and an aircraft at 14,000 - 18,000 feet is
flying at an altitude In the thunderstorm where
positive charge centers become more visible, our data
may support this suggestion.
CONCLUS,

IS

1. Although the sample Is limited, there
appears to be a correlation of aircraft altitude with
the type of charge motion on the aircraft. A strike
at low altitude generally results from interaction
with a negative charge center while a strike at high
altitude usually results from interaction with a
positive charge center.
2. The strikes at high altitude Indicating
Interaction with positive charge centers appear to
share a common Initial field change, which suggests
they are triggered strikes. This field change Is not
seen on the one high altitude strike Indicating
interaction with a negative charge center, or on the
strikes at low altitude.
3. The results presented indicate that with a
minimum of four (4) well placed surface current
sensors, enough spatial Information is available to
identify current paths resulting from lightning
attachments to the aircraft. Further, the polarity
<■: the signals from the sensors can be used to Infer
the type of charge flow.
4. If the data from each of the four sensors Is
time-correlated with sufficient resolution, the time
of arrival at each sensor can be combined with the
spatial data to Identify the entry and exit points
and whether charge Is flowing onto or off the aircraft.
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Top Camera - Lens Viewing Upward

Figure 2.

Strike to the Nose of the CV530 Aircraft
17 August 1984
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Figure 5.

Overlays of the Derivatives of the Surface Current
at the Left and Right Wing Sensors Showing the
Time Delay for an Attachment at the Nose - 17 Aug 84
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Top Camera - Lens Vieuin" Upward

FiRure 6.

Strike to the Tail of the CV530 Aircraft
13 July 1934
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Simultaneous Airborne and Ground Measurement of
low Altitude Cloud-to-Ground Lightning Strike on CV-S80 Aircraft

Jean S. Reazer
Technology/Scientific Services, Inc.
Dayton, Ohio
Richard D. Richmond
Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
AFWAL/FIESL
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Abstract

During the 1984-85 Airborne Lightning Characterization Program
conducted by the Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Group of the Air Force
Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL/FIESL), the CV-580 aircraft was
struck three times while flying at low altitude (twice in '84 and once in
'85). For the event recorded in '85, simultaneous ground measurements of
the electric and magnetic fields were also recorded.
The measured fields at the ground site are used to estimate the peak
current In the channel at the point of impact, and the current at the
aircraft altitude (600 meters above ground) is predicted. These results
are compared with the data obtained on the aircraft. The current
amplitudes, polarities, and patha as well as the predicted currents are
used to determine the portion of the cloud-to-ground lightning stroke
Intercepted by the aircraft. Similar analysis are conducted on the low
altitude events from 1984.
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INTRODUCTION
During th« sw«aers of 1984 and 1985» a CV-580
aircraft provided by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) and instrumented by the United
States Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
(AFWAL) was flown lti or near Florida thunderstoras at
altitudes of 1800 to 18000 feet (550 to 5500 meters).
The sensors and instrumentation on the aircraft
recorded the electromagnetic fields and currents
produced when the aircraft was struck by lightning.
Ground stations were set up during both summers
to monitor the fields while the aircraft was flying.
In 1985, the ground station was equipped with two
flush plate dipole electric field sensors and two
magnetic field loop sensors to monitor fields
produced by lightning within 100 kilometers (km) of
the Kennedy Space Center site.
On 29 June 1986» a direct lightning strike to
the aircraft was recorded simultaneously by the
airplane instrumentation and by the instrumentation
at the ground station. The aircraft was flying at an
altitude of 1800 feet (550 meters). The data
recorded for this event and the conclusions drawn
from that data are presented in this paper. Based
upon these conclusions, a similar discussion is
presented for two low altitude strikes recorded
during the 1984 project.

GROUND STATION - The ground station equipment
was located near the edge of a lagoon at the northern
end of Kennedy Space Center. Two flush plate
electric field antennas and a pair of crossed-loop
magnetic field sensors were mounted on the roof of
the ground station trailer. The outputs from the
sensors were electronically integrated and recorded
on an analog tape recorder.
frig-B timing signals were used to time
synchronize recordings on the aircraft and at the
ground station.
LOW LEVEL STRIKE
On 29 June 1985 at 18:49:49.6 (Z), the aircraft
instrumentation recorded a lightning attachment. The
aircraft was over the ocean near Melbourne, Florida
at an altitude of 1800 ft (550 m). The location of
the aircraft was 28:17:02 N, 79:57:07 W, placing it
about 48 nautical miles (ran) or 90 km from the ground
site. The outside air temperature was 20 degrees
Centigrade (C) and the aircraft was in clouds, rain,
and moderate turbulence.
Figure 1 shows a 164 microsec window of the
electric field recorded at the ground station at
18:49:49. This was the only event recorded within
several seconds of the time of the attachment to the
aircraft.

INSTRUMENTATION
AIRCRAFT SENSORS - A total of 27 sensors were
Installed on the aircraft, of these only those
pertinent to this discussion are described. Four
resistive current shunts and booms were mounted on
the aircraft. One was attached to each wing tip. A
third shunt was located at the tail boom and the
fourth was mounted at the top of the vertical
stabiliser. The tall boom also contained a
derivative current sensor.
Four derivative magnetic field (or surface
current) sensors were also on the aircraft. Two were
mounted on the top of the fuselsge, one fore and one
aft of the wing. The remaining two were mounted, on
the lower surface of each wing, between the fuselage
and the engine pod.
Each wing tip contained a flush plate dipole
electric field (or displacement current) sensor.
These sensors were also derivative sensors and ware
mounted on the bottom surface of the wing.
Video cameras were used to record the scene
across the top of each wing as well as above and
below the fuselage. These records were useful in
confirming aircraft attachment points.
DATA ACQUISITION - Signals from the sensors were
recorded In discrete digital windows using Tektronix
7612 waveform dlgltliers. These dlgltlters recorded
a 10 microsecond ( s) window at five (5) nanosecond
(ns) Intervals, providing an upper frequency response
greater than 50 MHs. Signal levels of either
polarity from either the current shunts or the
surfaee current sensors triggered the dlgltlters when
any signal exceeded a preset level. A detailed
description of the elrcraft Instrumentation is given
In Ref. 1.

Fig 1.

Ground Station Electric Field (18(49 29 June '85)

The polarity of the field Indicates that this flash
lowered negative charge to ground (in this case, to
sea). The measured electric field peak was nine (9)
volts/meter (V/m). Since the actual distance to the
flash is known (90 km), an estimate of the ground
level return stroke current can be calculated.
Dropping the retardation time term in equation 5 of
Ref 2, we have
l - 2nCR B

M„v

(1)

where R is the distance (In meters) from the flash
and v is the return stroke velocity. From Ref. 3, a
nominal value of 1.2x10 meters/second (m/s) Is used
tor v. Because there are essentially radiation
fields at this distance, the relationship F./B-C can
be used to rewrite Eq. 1:
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CONCLUSIONS
2itR

(2)

Sufficient information was available for the 29
June low altitude strike to the CV-580 so that a
reasonable estimate could be made of the current in
the cloud-to-ground flash. A peak current of 25 KA
was calculated for the single return stroke at the
aircraft altitude.
Sensors on the aircraft recorded approximately 3
KA of current. Although video records show a
definite attachment to the aircraft, it does not
appear that the aircraft intercepted the main return
stroke current. It is suggested that, instead, the
aircraft was Involved with one of the branch leaders
attached to the main channel.
Two low altitude strikes In 1984 both also show
sensor output polarities consistent with negative
charge flow onto the aircraft. Maximum current
levels recorded during these strikes were 3.5 KA and
1.3 KA, respectively. Although the CV-580 apparently
has been struck by cloud-to-ground flashes while
flying at lower altitude, these events do not seem to
have involved the main return stroke channel. Thus
the current levels experienced during these flashes
cannot be regarded as representative of the full
threat from a cloud-to-ground flash.

with the measured value of E-9 V/m, equation 2
provided a peak current of 33.75 klloamps (kA) at sea
level. Assuming an exponential decay of current with
height, z, of form

(3)

I(z) • I(s) exp (-z/n)

with n » 2x10 meters (m) (2), the current in the
main channel at an altitude of 550 m should be 25.6
kA.

Saturated it
4.9 > 106 V/H

Electric Field

H K
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Sie« Code

Fig 2.

Slow Electric Field - Scrip Chare (18:49 29 June '85)

Figure 2 shows the electric field recorded on
the aircraft stripchart at 18:49:49. It indicates a
short, single stroke flash which saturated the sensor
electronics and, therefore, the actual amplitude
cannot be determined. The digital data recorded at
the time of the flash is shown beginning in Figure 3,
which shows that a current of 2.8 KA flowed into the
right wing current shunt and a current of about 1.5
KA flowed out through the tail.
Expansions of these waveforms in Figure 4 show
the delay between the time when the current pulse
reached the two sensors, confirming the direction of
current flow from right wing to tail. The outputs
from two surface current sensors are shown in Figure
5. They show currents of 2100 A on the right wing
and 1100 A on the aft fuselage. The polarities of
all the sensor outputs are consistent with negative
charge flow onto the aircraft (Reference 4). The
digital data set was incomplete, so current levels
from the left wing sensors are not available for this
event. The video cameras, however, show streamers at
both wing tips.
In summary, the aircraft digital data is
consistent with negative charge movement onto the
aircraft, as would be expected during a negative
cloud-to-ground flash. Current levels apparently
ranged from 1.5 to 3 KA at the time of the
attachment.
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Comparison of Electromagnetic Measurements
on an Aircraft from Direct Lightning Attachment and
Simulated Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse

Harold D. Burket, ILt, USAF
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
AFWAL/FIESL
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433

ABSTRACT

A Federal Aviation Administration CV-580 aircraft with wideband
Instrumentation was flown in Florida thunderstorms during the summers of
1984 and 1985 to measure the aircraft response to direct lightning
attachments. Electromagnetic field and current levels were recorded
continuously with a 28-channel analog recorder having a two megahertz
bandwidth. Ten microsecond windows of digital data with five nanosecond
sample intervals were obtained and time-synchronized with the analog data.
The aircraft was then subjected to simulated nuclear electromagnetic
pulse (NEMP) tests at the Patuxent River Naval Air Test Center. Tn
addition, extrapolated responses of the aircraft to simulated NEMP were
prepared by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory. The extrapolations were
based on responses obtained from scale model tests performed by the
University of Michigan.
This paper compares electromagnetic field levels measured on the
aircraft during simulated NEMP tests with scale model extrapolations and
with responses from two direct lightning attachments.
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INTRODUCTION
During the summers of 1984 anil 1985, the U.S.
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL)
and tlie Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) conducted a lightning measurement program to expand the
limited existing data base on low altitude lightning
attachment to aircraft and to define and validate
lightning characterization models by which lightning
hazards protection for aircraft is developed. An
instrumented FAA CV-580 aircraft was flown in central
Florida thunderstorms at altitudes between 2,000 and
18,000 ft where 50 direct lightning strikes to the
aircraft were received. Analog and digital records
of electromagnetic field and current levels on the
aircraft surface were collected for each attachment.
In addition to lightning characterization and
lightning model validation, AFWAL was also interested
in determining the comparable levels of simulated
nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) radiation on the
same aircraft. To identify the commonalities and
differences in the threats of lightning and simulated
NEMP, tests were performed on the CV-580 using the
EMP simulator located at the Naval Air Test Center in
Patuxent River, MD. In addition, extrapolated
aircraft responses for a reciprocal double exponential excitation were provided by the Air Force
Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) based on small scale model
tests. This paper will compare simulated NEMP
responses with extrapolated predictions and with
measurements recorded during two lightning attachments to the aircraft.
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION

current shunt (ITB), a current rate-of-change sensor
(I-Dot TB), and a magnetic field rate-of-change
sensor (R-Dot TB). Figure 1 shows the sensor locations during the 1985 portion of the program.
However, only J. and J„ measurements are presented
for the comparisons made in this paper.
Tektronix 7612 waveform digitizers capable of
recording 2048 samples at 5 nanosecond (ns) intervals
were used to obtain 10 microsecond (jts) windows of
digital data. Twenty-eight channels of continuous
analog data with a 2 megahertz (MHz) bandwidth in the
direct channels were also recorded. The analog
records, therefore, were recorded to correlate
digital data with particular events during lightning
flashes and lacked the frequency response necessary
for measurement of high frequency simulated NEMP responses.
SCALE MODEL EXTRAPOLATIONS
Small scale model studies of the aircraft were
performed during 1985 for AFWL at the University of
Michigan Radiation Laboratory (2). A 1:74 scale
model of the CV-580 was tested to determine the
external electromagnetic response of the aircraft at
nine model test points corresponding to actual sensor
locations on the aircraft. Excitation fields were
applied in nine orientations and polarization»
corresponding to configurations commonly used in
F-106B NEMP tests performed at AFWL. Figure 2 shows
the location of the points tested on the mod>l and
Figure 3 indicates the directions of incidence and
the polarizations for which measurements were made in
determining the aircraft response for the comparisons
of this paper.

Five surface current density (J„) rate-of-change
sensors and five displacement current (J ) sensors
were mounted on the aircraft surface. The J„ sensors
were located on the top of the forward fuselage
(J-FF) and aft fuselage (J.AF), on the bottom of the
left wing (J..LW) and right wing (J RW), and on the
top left wing (J TLW). The J.TLW sensor was designed
in France and was provided by the Office Nrtlonal
d'Etudes et de Recherches Aeroapatlales (0NERA). The
other .1 sensors were modified versions of the radial
multlgap loop (MGL) ground plane B-dot Model 5
(MGL-5) sensor designed by EG4G (1). The J. outputs
were scaled to indicate the magnetic flux density
rate-of-change (dB/dt) and, when Integrated, the
magnetic flux density (B). Consequently, these
measurements are expressed in teslas/second (T/s) and
teslas (T) instead of units normally associated with
surface current density.
The five J sensors were mounted on the top of
the forward fuselage (JN?F), on the bottom of the
left wing (J LW) and right wing (.ytV) tips, on the
vertical stabilizer (.'„VS), and on the top right wing
(J TRW). The J„TRW sensor was a hollow spherical
dlpole (HSD) type sensor provided by ONFRA. The
remaining four were flush plate dlpole (FPD) sensors
designed by PO&C. The J„ outputs were scaled to
Indicate the displacement current (dD/dt) expressed
In amperes per square meter (A/m*).
Current shunts were also mounted to the left
wing (ILK) and right wing (IRW) tips. Following the
first summer of lightning acquisition flights,
additional instrumentation was mounted on the aircraft. A current shunt was placed on top of the
vertical st.'bilizer (IVS) and a boon was mounted
behind the vertical tail. The tail boom contained a
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AFWL used the aircraft response fron the scale
model tests to extrapolate responses expected for
excitations from their vertically polarised dlpole
(VFD-II) and Horizontally Polarized Dipole (HPD) EMP
simulators as well as for a reciprocal «cubic exponential Input. This was done using techniques
developed for similar extrapolations müde for an
Instrumented P-106B aircraft used by the NASA Langley
Research Center to conduct lightning research (3).
The CV-580 extrapolations were presented to AFWAL for
comparison with simulated NEMP tests
SIMULATED NEMP TESTS
The CV-580 aircraft was then subjected to
simulated NEMP tests In January 1966 at the Naval Air
Test Center In Patuxent River, MT>
The TACAM0 EMP
Simulator (TF.S) facility was used to pulse the
aircraft with the fuselage parallel and then perpendicular to i he direction of the incident electric
field. The "ES, an HPD simulator similar to the one
at AFWL, produced a 60-65 KV/m -ilectrlc field with a
7-8 ns rise time at a point corresponding to the top
of the fuselage. Figure 4 sho*s the relative positions of the aircraft and the TES pulser and Figure
5 indicates field directions for both the parallel
and perpendicular configurations.
Data recorded from J and .' sensors were
compared directly to extrapolated predictions obtained from scale model responses using a reciprocal
double exponential excitation for orientations
corresponding to both aircraft configurations used
during simulated NEMP testing. The reciprocal double
exponential extrapolations were expressed in term:: of

dR/dt and dP/dt and could be compared directlv to
actual Aircraft measurements.
COMPARISON OF EXTRAPOLATED AND MEASURED RESPONSES
Figure 6 shows a typical reciprocal double
exponential waveform used to predict aircraft responses and a representative excitation received
during simulated NEMP tests. The reciprocal double
exponential input assumed a 60 kV/m peak field
strength with a 5 ns rise time and a 250 ns decay
time to 50 percent of the peak value. Typical
simulated NEMP excitations had comparable peak
magnitudes with 7-8 ns rise and decay times.
Four sets of responses were available for
comparison from sensors mounted on the fuselage and
vertical stabilizer for configuration 1 in which the
electric field vector was parallel to the fuselage.
The J FF sensor was designed for analog recordings
only and the J„VS responses had insufficient signal-to-noise ratios. Figures 7 and 8 compare extrapolated and typical responses measured digitally for
the J.FF and J.AF sensors.
Figure 7 shows that both J FF responses have
negative polarities, as should Be expected, since the
sensor orientation was opposite that of the applied
electric field in both cases (See Figures 1,2,3, and
5). The waveforms have similar characteristics and
amplitudes except that the measured response contains
approximately 80 ns of pre-event sampling. Fast
Fourier Transforms (FFTs) of both signals Indicated
spectral components near 4.5, 6.5, and 14.5 MHz. The
6.5 MHz frequency corresponds to reflections between
the nose and tall of the aircraft. The 4.5 and 14.5
MHz components seem to correspond to resonances in
the wings and horizontal stabilizer, although the
effect of such resonances should be minimal for this
configuration. The 31.5 MHz component in the
measured response compares closely to resonances from
the tail boom.
The J.AF responses are compared In Figure 8 and
indicate similar general characteristics and amplitude« on the same order of magnitude. The extrapolated waveform has a positive polarity because the
J.AF sensor was aligned with the Incident electric
field In the scale model case (See Figures 2 and 3).
The measured simulated NEMP response has a negative
polarity becavse the sensor orientation was opposite
that of the applied excitation (See Figures 1 and 5).
The same aircraft resonances are visible in both FFTs
although the measured response appears to contain
additional frequencies between 8 and 14 MHz. Reflections between the tips of the horizontal
stabilizer fall Into this range and would likely have
a stronger effect on measurements from the J.AF
sensor.
Analogous measurements were available from two
sensors In configuration 2 where the direction of the
applied electric field was perpendicular to the
fuselage. Figure 9 shows the J LU responses which
have comparable magnitudes and similar general
characteristics. The J.LW sensor had the same
orientation with respect to the applied field In both
instances (See Figures 1,2,3, and 5) and the waveform
polarities match accordingly. The extrapolated
responses predict primary spectral components near
4.5 and 10.5 MHz corresponding approximately to
reflections between wing tips and between the wing
tips and the fuselage.

The JNLU responses are compared in Figure 10 in
which both sensors had orientations that were nearly
perpendicular to the incident electric field vector
(See Figures 1,2,3, and 5). The waveforms have
cither the same polarity and general characteristics,
excluding the first large negative pulse In the
measured response, with magnitudes differing by a
factor of two; or, the waveforms have opposite
polarities but comparable levels of magnitudes. The
two largest frequency components in both responses
correspond to the primary wing resonances seen by the
J„LW sensor. The source of the 16 MHz component In
the measured response is not immediately apparent but
corresponds approximately to the frequency of the
large negative pulse in the measured response of
Figure 10.
COMPARISON OF LIGHTNING AND SIMULATED NEMP
Two lightning attachments recorded in 1984 were
selected for comparison with the simulated NEMP test
measurements. Current propagation along the aircraft
in these strikes most closely matched the two NEMP
test configurations. A flash on 17 August 1984
attached near the front of the fuselage and approximately 67 percent of the current propagated to the
rear of the fuselage. Another strike attached to the
right wing on 5 September 1984 and most of the
current propagated to the left wing of the aircraft.
Detailed descriptions of the lightning attachments
are given by Rustan, et «1 (4).
The nose-to-tail current propagation in the 17
August attachment makes this event similar to configuration 1 of the simulated NEMP tests. Figure 11
shows the J.FF and J.AF lightning responses which can
be compared to those shown in Figures 7 and 8. The
J.FF sensor saturated and the estimated current
through the forward fuselage exceeded 2.6 kA. Due to
the saturation, sharp discontinuities and a DC
component were introduced into the FFT of the J.FF
signal. It is believed that the attachment occurred
ir. a branch of a cloud-to-ground discharge in which
negative charge was transferred to the aircraft (5).
Consequently, the direction of the current propagation is opposite that of conventional current and
accounts for the difference in polarities of the
lightning and NEMP responses. The lightning measurements saturated and the effects are reflected in the
corresponding FFTs. The J.FF signal shows an apparent oscillation 200 ns after the beginning of the
discharge. Figure 12 gives 1 s expansions of the
JNLU and J„RW measurements for this event and the
corresponding simulated NEMP responses. The
lightning measurements saturated and the effects are
reflected in the corresponding FFTs. Peak lightning
and NEMP magnitudes of this noae-ro-tail or parallel
configuration are summarized in Table 1.
Current propagated primarily from the right wing
to the left wing during the 5 September attachment
thus making this event analogous to configuration ?
of the simulated NEMP tests. Over 1.2 kA of current
were measured on the IRU sensor. Once again, it is
believed that negative charge flowed through the
aircraft in the direction oppoaite that of conventional current. Figure 13 shows the J LU and J LU
lightning responses which can be compared to the NEMP
measurements in Figures 9 and 10. The lightning
responses for the J.RU and J RW sensors are given In
Figure 14 alon* with the corresponding NEMP measurements. Peak measurements for this wlng-to-wlng or
perpendicular configuration are listed in Table 2.
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Lightning and NEHP responses both contained
frequencies corresponding to wing and fuselage
resonances in the two configurations. However,
lightning measurements often contained spectral
components below 4 MHz that were not present In
simulated NEMP. Furthermore, lightning responses
seldom indicated significant frequencies higher than
10 MHz. Peak amplitudes for simulated NFMP measurements wete 4 to 20 times higher than those of the two
lightning attachments compared.

moderate NEMP threat. The value of such extrapolations based on a single parameter, however, is
subject to debate. Although extrapolations can prove
useful when done within certain constraints, scales
used to extrapolate peak current to higher levels may
not apply for rate-of-change measurements. In fact,
large amplitude current pulses often have slower
rat88-of-rise.

DISCUSSION

Extrapolated simulated NEMP responses based on
small scale models appear reasonably accurate for the
limited number of measurements available for comparison. The responses of J. sensors mounted on the
fuselage agree more closely with scale model predictions when the Incident electric field is parallel
to the fuselage. Extrapolated and measured J_FF
responses show magnetic flux density rate-of-change
levels near 50 and 44 kT/s, respectively, on the
forward fuselage. The J AF extrapolated and measured
responses on the aft fuselage are about 50 and 57
kT/s, respectively. All J„ fuselage responses
contain spectral components near 4.5, 6.5, and 14.5
MHz corresponding to major aircraft resonances. Wing
responses are quite comparable when the applied field
is perpendicular to the fuselage. Peak extrapolated
and measured J_LW responses on the left wing are
approximately 14 and 11 kT/s, respectively. These
responses contain frequencies near 4.5 and 10.5 MHz
corresponding to primary wing resonances. Scale
model extrapolations should become more accurate as
models are improved to include additional aircraft
resonances and when effects peculiar to simulated
NEMP test methods are taken into account.

Several factors detract from the quality and
detail of the extrapolated predictions for the CV-580
responses to simulated NEMP. First of all, the scale
model used to determine the aircraft responses did
not include the extra instrumentation added to the
aircraft prior to the 1985 portion of the program.
It seems reasonable that the 15 ft tall boom, in
particular, would cause additional resonances in the
measured responses. Another factor concerns the
differences between the actually applied excitation
and the reciprocal double exponential used for the
extrapolations. The faster rise time and slower
decay tine of the reciprocal double exponential
waveform tends to elevate the magnitude of the
extrapolated predictions at the lower frequencies.
Another significant factor that may affect the
comparisons, however, relates to configuration
effects involved with the test methods used during
simulated NEMP testing. The scale model tests were
performed in an anechoic chamber to simulate flight
in free space. During NEMP tests, however, the
aircraft was on the ground. No adjustments were made
for ground effects or for variations in the applied
field that might affect the results since these data
were unavailable.
Despite the dissimilarities in fine detail and
though only a limited number of corresponding measurements was available for comparison, the extrapolated and observed responses are quite similar and
seem to possess the same general characteristics.
Predicted and measured magnitudes were very comparable and both responses indicated dominant aircraft
resonances. Additional frequencies In the measured
responses could be attributed to actual aircraft
structures in most cases.
Caution must be taken when trying to draw
conclusions based on lightning and simulated NEMP
measurements. The peak magnitudes In Tables 1 and ?
have little value unless the relative threat levels
of lightning and NEMP are taken into consideration.
Military Standard 1757 (MIL-STD-1757A) establishes
the lightning levels to which aerospace vehicles must
be protected (6). It projects a peak current amplitude of 200 kA. The tvo lightning attachments used
In this study contained peak current levels that were
two orders of magnitude lower. The applied field
during simulated HEMP tests, however, represents a
moderate NEMP threat.
If the lightning amplitudes measured In the 17
August and 5 September events were extrapolated to
the 10-20 kA peak current levels in typical return
strokes (7), the peak magnitudes would be comparable
to chose measured during simulated NEMP tests.
Extrapolation to the 200 kA full threat levet defined
in MII.-STD-1757A would make the aircraft response to
lightning one order of magnitude more severe than the
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CONCLUSION

Direct comparisons of the responses from two
lightning attachments to the aircraft and from
simulated NEMP tests indicate that both contain
frequency components corresponding to wing and
fuselage resonances. However, the lightning responses often contain frequencies below 4 MHz that
are not present In simulated NEMP and seldom Include
significant frequencies above 10 MHz. Although peak
response magnitudes for simulated NEMP are 4 to 20
times higher than that of lightning, the simulated
NEMP level tested represents a moderate NEMP threat
whereas the lightning attachments analyzed involved
the relatively low current levels of 1.2 and 2.6 kA.
Extrapolation to higher lightning current levels is
tempting but subject to certain constraints.
Simulated NEMP responses should be compared directly
to the lightning responses of higher current
attachments that represent a comparable level
lightning threat.
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1985 Senior Locations for CV-580 Aircraft. Arrows
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Fig. 6.

Reciprocal Double Exponential and Simulated NEMP Input Waveform
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Table 1

Summary of Responses for Nose-to-Tail/Parallel Configuration

Measured Peak Amplitudes
Sensor
Lightning

Simulated KEMP

JSFF

* >4.2 E 3 T/s

43.9 E 3 T/s

JSAF

2.9 E 3 T/s

57.1 E 3 T/s

JNLW

* > 8.4 A/m

2

43.1 A/m2

JNRW

* =»8.1 A/m2

38.6 A/m2

* Measurement was saturated

Table 2

Summary of Responses for Wing-to-Wing/Perpendicular Configuration

Measured Peak Amplitudes
Sensor
Lightning

Simulated NEMP

JSLW

1.1 E 3 T/s

11.0 E 3 T/s

JSRW

2.1 E 3 T/s

10.7 E 3 T/s

J„LW

8.B A/m2

109.4 A/m2

JNRW

21.7 A/m2

104.1 A/m2
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ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST MILLISECONDS OF AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING ATTACHMENT
J.P.

Moreau and J.C.

Alliot

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales,
BP 72, 92322 Chätillon Cedex, FRANCE.
Abstract
This
paper presents a characterisation of the lightning attachment to an aircraft based
on
the study of field and current
measurements made
during the first milliseconds of the
phenomenon.
The data
have been collected during
the C 580
1984 program (20 strikes), the
C 160
program (12 strikes) and
the C SAO
19H5 program (30 strikes). The parameters being
characterized are the current and the electric and magnetic field on the aircraft surface. He
shall
show how the pulse
repetition rate
of the
tens of
electromagnetic pulses we found
during this first period indicates that the aircraft sustains different physical processes.
This
phenomenology
will
be
the
one encountered
in a
laboratory experiment using a 6 MV
generator sparking over a floating 4 m cylinder. All these studies lead to some conclusions
about
lightning simulation for indirect effects on aircraft. This work has been supported by
DRET (Direction des Recherches, Etudes et Techniques).

INTRODUCTION
THREE
AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING
EXPERIMENTS
were conducted during the summers of 1984 and
1985
to
determine
the
characteristics
of
lightning strikes to a flying aircraft. Data
from 61 lightning strikes were collected and
analyzed
during
these
programs.
These
experiments were performed in the C160 french
aircraft
in 1984. and in the CV-580 research
aircraft
in
19B4
and
1985.
The
main
parameters
recorded
in
these programs were
the current flow through the aircraft and the
electromaanetic
fields
at
the
aircraft
surface
during
lightning attachment.
The
instrumentation
used in those aircrafts will
not
be described here because it was done in
i he list conference 111 I 21
This paper will provide a description of
the electromagnetic pulses during the initial
aircraft
lightning attachment
process. The
study
of
the
simultaneous
electric
and
magnetic
field during the beginning
of the
<Uscha je
showed that
the aircraft sustains
different
physical
processes
Additionally,
our analysis
provides
an
insight into the
understanding
of
the development
of
the
streamers
and
leaders
during
the
initial
channel
formation
in the aircraft lightning
d i scharq<>
This
analysis has
been compared to the
results
of an indoor experiment conducted in
december 1985 ui the EDF LEHT (Electricite de
trance. Laboratoire d'Essais a Haute Tension)
facilities
of
the
"ftenardieres".
This
experiment.
fully described in (Jl, provided
electromaqnetic and photographic data for the
phase of connection in which the plasma is of
high resistivity and during which the object
is
floating
between
impulsive streamers at

both
ends.
This
paper
will
provide
a
comparison between this laboratory experiment
and
the
actual
situation of
an aircraft
struck by lightning.
AIRBORNE LIGHTNING DATA
We
studied the
reationship between the
electric
and magnetic
field pulses measured
during the
first
10 ms
of
the
lightning
strikes in the C160 and CV-580 programs. Fig.
1
shows the overall characteristics of these
pulses for a two milliseconds interval during
one
of the
strikes in the C160 program. The
main characteristics of these pulses is that
a
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repetition rate can be found (between 10"

and
10
pulses/second) .
Fig. 1a
shows the
evolution
of
the
electric
field
pulses
separated
by some
200 p-s. Fig 1b shows the
correlated magnetic field. On these pictures
the
electric field
pulses have
a magnitude
roughly constant,
except
for
one
or
two
pulses,
or
slightly decreasing whereas the
corresponding
magnetic
field
pulses
are
increasing.
Looking at
both pictures
it is
clearly seen change
of physical process at
time
1.6. Same
constatation can
be made on
Fig. 2 around time 1.2. Fig. I represents the
evolution of the electromagnetic field on the
skin of
the
C 1h0
during a 2 ms interval
Also on
these
pictures
around time 1.6 on
fig. 1 and 1.2 on fiq. 2 there is an increase
of
the pulse
repetition rate.
On tne C 160
the
signal of
current was not available but
it
is
believed.
from the
observation
of
similar
data
of the CV-580
that the main
current
had flown since these times
We will

call this
period "preattachment" process or
"predischarge"
and call
arbitrarily the
attachment
period, the period during which a
continuing current
above
100
A is flowing
through the current
sensor.
The 10% - 90%
rise time of these pulses measured on digital
recorders
I 2)
ranged
from about
50 ns to
about
10 tAs. Table
1 shows a summary of the
rise
time measured
for these strikes. Mine
out
of the
12 strikes in the C 160 aircraft
showed
this
pattern.
The
remaining three
strikes
in the aircraft
showed one large
correlated electric £nd magnetic field for
the entire discharge.
Fig. 3 shows the overall characteristics
of the electric
field pulses induced on the
aircraft
skin during the first millisecond
prior
to the
actual attachment
in the 1985
program.
Fig. 4a shows the current signal on
the
right wing shunt. ?ig. 4b shows the fast
variations of the electric field on this wing
On these pictures it is sasy to distinguish a
preattachment period whore there are electric
field
variations between time -2 and time 4
or 5. During thi3 period the electric field
variations
marked by letters on fig. 4b are
impulsive.
these
impulses
are
not
noise
because
they are correlated with others
pulses seen on others sensors not shown here.
The
time
intervals
between
pulses
are a
little longer than in the C 160 and are about
500 M-s.
Like in the C 160 data we can notice
an increase of the pulses repetition rate
between point j and point k on fig. 4b which
corresponds
to
the
beginning
of
the
attachment.
that
is
the
apparition of
significant values of current on the wing. As
for the C 160 experiment we can conclude that
a new physical
process is in progress. Also
we can notice that
the
amplitude
of the
electric
field pulse is rcughly constant all
over
the
process
whereas
the
pulses
of
current
are
increasing.
Table 2 summarizes
the
characteristics
of
the electromagnetic
pulses somehow comparable to the C 160 data.
Table 2.
on
fig.
5
which
represents
signals
measured
on the
skin of the CV-580 during
another
right
wing
attachment
similar
constatations
can
be
made.
here
the
predischarge
activity lasts
less than 1 ms.
After
this
period.
as observed previously,
the current is impulsive
INTERPRETATION OP THE LIGHTNING DATA
Lightning data seen on the C 160 and on
the CV-580
aircraft
show that there is a
predischarge activity characterized
by an

impulsive
process. He will suggest different
interpretations of
what
may Happen to the
aircraft
before
the
main current
flows
through it
and
will
recall
a
laboratory
experiment
fully described
in (31
in which
some similarities may be found with the
actual
situation.
Three
scenarios may be
thought to achieve the connection between the
aircraft
and the discharge. We shall analyse
the
consequences
on
the
electromagnetic
fields induced on the skin of the aircraft of
these
three scenarios
and see
how well the
repetition rate of pulses observed during the
preattachment
period
and
during
the
attachment
itself
may
be
explained.
A
lightning leader has been often described as
a low resistivity channel preceeded by a zone
of
high resistivity called
streamer.
The
progression of such a system of discharge is
stepped and the
time interval between steps
is around tens of microseconds.
One of the
scenarios is the following:
the
aircraft may
initiate the
discharge by
sending leaders of
opposite polarities away
fro.Ti it. These leaders may propagate without
making any connections
with others leaders
coming from the
cloud,
this configuration
corresponds
to the scheme of fig. 6. This
configuration should induce
leader currents
on
the surface of the
aircraft of hundreds
amps
at the very beginning of the discharge.
In
this
hypothesis
the
propagation of the
merging leaders has
to be stepped as usual
and the repetition rate of this process is of
tens
of microseconds
which is roughly an
order of magnitude less than what is observed
during the predischarge period. In this case,
the
propagation of
the
lightning is
not
disturbed by the presence of the aircraft if
the
impedance of
the metallic
structure of
the aircraft is neglected. Airborne data does
not
show usually significant current before
the
attachment
and when some magnetic field
pulses
are detected
during that
period the
tima
interval between
pulses seems a little
too long for a leader process. Besides there
is
some controversy about the
value of the
electric
field
necessary
for
such
a
propagation away from the aircraft. Since
this
suggestion does not cover entierely the
actual
data.
we
shall
examine
the others
possibilities.
The
second
possibility is
that
the
aircraft
sends
streamers
and
leaders
of
positive
and negative
polarities induced by
an approaching leader issued from the cloud;
this
scenario will
lead to the connection
between
two
resistive
streamers.
This
configuration corresponds
to the scheme of
fig. 7.As in the previous suggestion a leader
current
has
to
be
observed
since
the
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beginning.
Also when
the leader coming from
the
aircraft reaches
the leader issued from
the cloud
high value
of AE'At
has to be
observed due to the voltage drop induced in
the
resistive connection.
For
the same
reasons that for the previous suggestion this
hypothesis
is not
clearly confirmed
by the
airborne
data, so we shall examine the last
possibili ty.
The
scheme of
this suggestion is given
on Fig. 8
in which a leader channel reaches
the
aircraft.
In this
configuration the
aircraft
enters
in zone
of streamers and
sends
also streamers
which are
not
yet
leaders
fig. 8a (51; when the connection is
achieved
with the
leader
issued
from the
cloud,
others
streamers
are
issued
from
another
extremity of the aircraft and become
leaders fig. 8b. Since this time, current can
flow
through
the
aircraft.
In
this
configuration
the connection is achieved
during the preattachment period by a resitive
path which may induce
high AE/At and time
intervals
between pulses related both to the
physics
of the streamer process
and to the
electrical
characteristics of the equivalent
circuit
that
is
the
resistance
of
the
connecting path and
the capacitance
of the
leader channel and
of the
aircraft. In the
last two suggestions the introduction of this
resistive
connection
will
affect
the
progression of the lightning discharge until
the
streamer zone
becomes leader:
then the
situation
is
equivalent
to
the
first
configuration.
The
laboratory experiment
described
below helps
to
understand
what
could
be
the scheme
of the connection and
what
effect
it
could
have on the measured
fields.
The set-up corresponds to fiq. 9 and
consists
of
an aluminium cylinder of 4 in
length and 0.5
m in diameter suspended by
means
of dielectic ropes inside the 12 m gap
of
the 6 MV,
450 kJ
EDF
generator.
This
generator
provides rise
time of
8Ü0 ns and
the
inductance
of
the
return
path allows
current
risetime of 200 ns with an amplitude
of 30 kA.
The
interpretation of
the
laboratory
experiment
was
greatly simplified
by
the
presence of the streak camera. The camera had
an UV capability which allowed the display of
the
streamer. By studying the data displayed
on
fig.
10
we
can
interpret
the
fields
variations
of fig. 11. The cylinder is first
connected
by resistive streamers issued from
the negative rod of the generator (point a on
fig
10) the
potential of the cylinder then
increases
(phase a on fig. 11). The value of
the
potential
gets
so
high
that
the
conditions
for the onset of streamers at the
bottom end are lmmediatly established (point

b
on fig.
10 to which corresponds the field
variation
of
point
b on fig.
11).
The
potential
of
the
cylinder
then decreases
because
of
the
voltage
drop
in the high
resistance
of the
upper gap. The extinction
of the lower streamer (see fig. 10) induces a
process
of recharging the capacitance of the
cylinder.
This
mechanism will
take
place
again,
point
c
and
point d, inducing fast
electric field variations superimposed to the
low frequency drift seen between point b and
c
on fig.
11. This process could last for a
while
as long as the streamers do not reach
the
ground.
In this
experiment
streamers
reach the ground
at
point
d. So only two
pulses are observed.
After
this period the
field on the surface of the cylinder depends
on the relative
evolution of the resitivity
of the top and bottom gaps.
The
main conclusion of this laboratory
experiment
is that
the fast
electric field
variations
observed on a floating structure
can be explained
in terms of connections to
the
source through
resistive paths and that
relaxation processes can take place (3). The
presence
of this resistance has an effect on
the
evolution of
the ratio between electric
and
the magnetic fields measured on the skin
of
the
cylinder.
Besides
it
has
also an
effect
on the development of
the discharge
itself. We believe that a similar process may
happen during the predischarge in the actual
situation of an aircraft struck by lightning.
CONCLUSION
It has been shown from experimental data
that
an aircraft
sustains
electromagnetic
field
variations prior
to the
main current
flows.
The probability of the highest 6E/iit
occurs
during that period. However the level
of
the displacement
current density induced
is
in general
compliance
with the A or D
component of MILSTD1757A. We have described a
possible
process
of
the
preattachment
involving charge and
discharge of
both the
capacitance
of
the
aircraft
and
the
capacitance
of
the
approaching channel
through
a
resistive
path.
During
the
laboratory
experiment
we
found
that
the
capacitive
effect of
the approaching leader
was
negligeable and
also that
streamers of
opposite polarities merging from the aircraft
had
no significant
effect on
the potential
and
field variations ot th» cylinder. In the
actual situation also these effects are small
although this phase is important for the rest
of
the discharge. From a simulation point of
view the importance
of the
reproduction of
right
values
of AE/At
has
been already
mentionned 161, (71 we have shown that these
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values
may
be
obtained
through
high
resistivity paths. The
affect of
the pulse
repetition rate has never been considered for
testing.
This effect
depends on the type of
circuitry which can be
upset either by an
integrating process, either
by interference
between the operational
frequency and the
lightning pulses repetition rate. The study
of
the preattachment
process shows a great
interest
because it
may answer the question
of
the influence
of the predischarge on the
main discharge.
There may be
a
relation
between the peak value of the current and how
well
the channel
has been heated. This may
lead to some
conclusions
about
aircraft
protections if the preliminary process can be
domi nated.
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Fig. 6 - Leaders merging from the aircraft
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Current Levels and Distributions on an Aircraft
During Ground Lightning Simulation Terts and
In-Flight Lightning Attachments

lLt James L. Hebert
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFVAL/FIESL)
Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
Jean S. Reazer, John G. Schneider,
Kartin D. Kisley and Arturo V. Serrano
Technology/Scientific Services, Inc. (T/SSI)
Dayton, Ohio 45431

ABSTRACT
Current levels and distributions recorded during in-flight lightning strikes on a
specially Instrumented CV-580 aircraft are compared with those resulting from ground
simulation tests vith two generators and two return path configurations. Current levels
and distributions were measured on the CV-580 aircraft equipped with wide-band acquisition
systems during thunderstorm flights over Florida in 1984 and 1985 and during ground tests
at Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio.
,
The aircraft was Instrumented with current shunts at each wing tip during 1984 and
1985 and with shunts at the tall and top of the vertical stabilizer in 1985. During both
years, the aircraft was equipped with four multigap loop magnetic field sensors, one on
each wing, one on the forward upper fuselage and one on the aft upper fuselage.
During three separate test periods, the CV-580 was subjected to extensive ground
lightning simulation tests with a four microfarad, 200 kilovolt pulse simulation capacitor
bank and a fast rlsetims generator capable of currents tip to 45 klloamperes. Two return
path configurations were used, one a flat plate design and the other coaxial.
Current levels and distributions on the aircraft during ground tests with currents
applied nose-to-tail and wing-to-wing are compared with results obtained for two lightning
attachments in flight where strikes attached to the nose and right wing respectively.
This comparison is performed first in the time domain where waveform temporal
characteristics are compared for the ground and airborne cases. The electromagnetic
interaction is then compared in the frequency domain where the spectral content is
analyzed via the use of measured transfer functions.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the initial results of an
experimental investigation of the currents measured
on a specially instrumented CV-580 lightning research
aircraft during lightning simulation tests as compared to those experienced during actual in-flight
lightning strikes.
During 1984 and 1985, a CV-580 aircraft supplied
by the Federal Aviation Administration and instrumented by the Atmospheric Electricity Hazards (AEH)
Croup of the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL/FIESL) was flown in and near active
Florida thunderstorms to measure the electromagnetic
interaction of the aircraft with lightning strikes
and to characterize the significant parameters of
lightning which contribute to this interaction.
Before and after the 1984 summer thunderstorm
flights and prior to the 1985 summer program, the
CV-580 was subjected to extensive lightning simulation tests to provide a lightning susceptibility
assessment of the aircraft, to allow lightning
measurement and acquisition system check-out, to
perform system calibration and to allow data acquisition trigger levels to be set. The CV-580 was
ground tested with two lightning simulation
generators and two return path configurations.

Because of its significance to lightning simulation and to the lightning protection of aerospace
vehicles, several lightning characterization programs
have been undertaken to characterize the natural
lightning environment and to measure its Interaction
with aircraft. The most recent include in-flight
programs with the NOAA WC-130 aircraft (2), the NASA
F-106 aircraft (3), and the FAA CV-580 aircraft
(4,5,6); and ground programs such as the rocket
triggered lightning experiments (7). Lightning
measurements made during these programs have shown
that natural lightning is a complex and variable
phenomena. While it is extremely difficult to simulate a complete natural lightning flash, it has been
accepted that most of the current and voltage characteristics of lightning can be produced separately
with pulsed power impulse generators (8); and that
the direct and indirect effects of lightning can be
simulated by the production of four of its parameters
(9). They are:
-

Recent lightning characterization programs have
had a significant impact on the validity of lightning
simulation threat waveforms which are accepted as
adequate to ensure lightning protection for aerospace
vehicles. The specially Instrumented CV-580, Its
in-flight lightning strike data and the extensive
ground simulation tests performed on this aircraft
present a unique opportunity to compare the electromagnetic interactions of simulated lightning on the
aircraft with those experienced during an in-flight
lightning strike. This paper presents general overviews of lightning simulation, the CV-580 in-flight
characterization program, and the ground simulation
tests performed on that aircraft. This is followed
by a comparison of the airborne and ground results in
the time and frequency domains.
GROUND SIMULATION
The goal of lightning simulation Is to ensure
flight safety (I). The nilitary must also ensure
mission completion in hostile electromagnetic environments including adverse weather conditions and
lightning. The adequacy or realism of a lightning
simulation test Is limited by our knowledge of the
complexities of the natural lightning environment
during attachment to the aircraft, the capacities of
the lightning simulation generating equipment, and
the configuration or facility effects of the simulation test set-ups. The introduction of advanced
composite materials and sophisticated low level
flight critical electronics has resulted in the
possibility of Increased inherent susceptibility/
vulnerability of aircraft, and hence. Increased
interest in performing more accurate lightning
simulation tests. The heart of the lightning simulation test is the waveform used to simulate the
natural lightning event, while the soul is the
ability to simulate the most significant effects of
the in-flight aircraft and lightning electromagnetic
Interaction.

The
The
The
The

current peak amplitude (Imax)
maximum current rate of change (dl/dt)
action Integral ( S i2dt)
charge transfer ($ idt)

Lightning characterization programs involving
in-flight strikes are intended, in part, to characterize a balanced threat based on the statistical
probability of combinations of these parameters.
Traditionally, during lightning simulation tests, the
roost severe of the four parameters are simulated to
attain a large safety margin, even though measurements to date have never shown these levels of each
parameter to occur within a single lightning strike.
The levels of these parameters end their significance
to the aircraft/lightning Interaction event must be
continually evaluated as they have a profound effect
on the levels of lightning protection which must he
added to an aircraft and this protection directly
affects the cost, weight and performance of the
aircraft.
Since each of the four parameters is responsible
for certain effects during the lightning simulation,
much effort has been expended to develop standardized
current waveforms for use in simulation tests. Widely accepted are the MIL-STD-1757 waveforms which were
developed and categorized by the SAE AE4L Committee
(10,11,12). Since then, further characterization
programs (2,13) have shown that some lightning
flashes, and in particular subsequent return strokes,
have much faster risetimes and efforts have been made
to build simulation generators capable of producing
these faster risetimes (14,15). An extensive effort
by the Atmospheric Electticity Hazards Protection
Advanced Development Program (AFWAL/FIEA) resulted in
the development of two waveforms to simulate the
indirect effects of lightning, one for the severe
lightning threat and one for the average moderate
lightning threat (16). The SAE AE4L committee
continues to review the standardized lightning
simulation test waveforms In light of data from
on-going lightning characterization programs (17).
While characterization programs advance the
simulation waveforms, other research has provided
break throughs in aircraft and lightning interaction
simulation and analysis. Two of the most exciting
advances have been the development of frequency
domain lightning simulation test techniques and the
extension of frequency domain analytical techniques
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to traditional time domain high level current injection lightning simulation tests.
The frequency domain lightring simulation test
incorporates the Swept Frequency Continuous Wave
(SFCW) Test (18,19) to develop a frequency domain
transfer function for the aircraft circuit being
tested by injecting a known frequency waveform and
measuring the systems response to that frequency. As
the frequency Is swept, typically from DC to 100 MHz
for lightni; « simulation, additional measurements are
made at set frequency intervals. The magnitude of
the input waveform at zero phase is divided out of
the system's frequency domain responses, producing a
transfer function of the system's response over the
entire range for which it is tested. This technique
is extended to time domain high level current injection simulation tests via the Fourier Transform.
The tine domain injected current waveforms and the
resulting measured induced transients are transformed
into the frequency domain where, by dividing the
response by the input, the transfer function of the
circuit is obtained. These transfer functions offer
a method by which:
1.
The measured data may be corrected to
compensate for the response of the transient measuring sensors and the characteristics of the fiber
optics data transmission links.
2.
Simulation configuration effects may be
identified and accounted for.
3. The circuit's Induced transient responses
nay be linearly extrapolated to determine the circuit's susceptibility to either MIL-STD-1757A waveforms, actual in-flight measured lightning strikes or
any other desired threat waveform.
"ime domain lightning simulation induced transients on aircraft contain not only the characteristics of the aircraft but also those of the measuring
or data acquisition devices. The latter may be
measured and divided out of the frequency domain
transfer function.
McCormick, ct. al. (20) has shown that a lumped
RLC generator model coupled to a transmission line
model of the aircraft and return paths can be used to
predict their first order configuration or facility
effects. When a more accurate prediction or analysis
of these effects Is needed, a boundary condition
solution to Maxwell's equations is required. These
nay be performed either in the frequency domain or In
the time domain. The AEH Group uses the three dimensional finite difference time domain code (21) for
this purpose and is presently developing the capability to perform this analysis in the frequency
domain using the General Electromagnetic Model for
the Analysis of Complex Systems (GEMACS) code (22).
Once these configuration effects are analyzed, the
differences between the in-flight and ground simulation configuration effects may be accounted for in
th«- circuit's transfer function.

simulation resting of aerospace vehicles has shown
that it is not always possible to exactly reproduce
the MTL-STD-1757 waveforms (23,24). Most of the
circuit's response is uniquely determined regardless
of the waveform used as long as the injected waveform
contains sufficient spectral content to excite the
natural modes of the vehicle (i.e. the rlsetime Is
fast enough and the fall time is slow enough). Using
the measured transient responses and input waveforms
to produce the circuit's transfer function allows the
determination of the circuit's linearly extrapolated
response to the MIL-STD-1757 or any other threat
waveform. Another advantage is that low level swept
frequency testing may be performed in a laboratory
environment where noise sources may be strictly
controlled. Operation of high current lightning
simulation generators characteristically is accompanied by an extremely noisy electromagnetic environment due to high voltage pulsed power switching
within the generator. The control of noise sources
results in an improvement in the signal-to-noise
ratio for the measured circuit transient data. In
the frequency domain tests, the noise sources are
measured and can be accounted for whereas in time
domain tests they are random sources which are
extremely difficult to control. The primary disadvantage of the low level SFCW method, as is the case
with any low level test method, is that linear extrapolation does not account for non-linear effects
which may occur during the lightning aircraft interaction. Sparking at panel edges or fasteners or
component breakdown in electronic circuits due to
transient voltages or currents cannot be accounted
for in linear extrapolation, although in some cases
they may be predictable. Because the aircraft is net
being subjected to lightning's parameters at full
threat levels, careful analysis must accompany the
extrapolation. The AEHP ADP has shown that in many,
but not all cases, linear extrapolation is conservative in that it predicts higher responses than those
which occur at the higher levels (25). In any case,
the integration of frequency domain techniques as
described above, results in a substantial enhancement
of the ability to perform lightning susceptibility/
vulnerability tests and analysis on aerospace vehicles. These frequency domain techniques are used
extensively in the comparison of the in-flight
lightning/aircraft electromagnetic interaction with
that experienced during ground simulation tests as
presented in this paper.

Extrapolation of low level SFCW and moderate
level simulation data has Its advantages and disadvantages. The primary advantage is the ability to
determine linearly the circuit's response to any
threat wave'orn by multiplying the circuit's transfer
function with the freauency spectiul content of the
threat waveform, then performing an Inverse Kontur
transform. Practical experience in the lightning
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IN-FLIGHT L1CHTNINC MEASUREMF.NTS
During 1984 and 1985, the CV-580 aircraft
suppl led by the FAA and instrumented by AFWAI./FIESL
measured and recorded the electromagnetic fields and
skin current distributions on the aircraft due to
direct lightning attachments. Lightning currents
were measured at the base of booms equipped with
current shunts installed at the wing tips in 1984 and
at the tail aiid the top of the vertical stabilizer in
1985. The shunts were oriented to produce a negative
polarity waveform when conventional current flowed
onto the aircraft. The skin current distributions on
the aircraft were measured by four EG4C Multi-pap
Loop (MGL) derivative magnetic field sensors located:
one under each wing between the engine and the
fuselage, one on the top forward fuselage and one on
the top aft fuselage. These magnetic field sensors
were oriented so that a negative output would occur
for conventional current flow from the r.ose to tail
or from the right wing tip to the left wing tip. The
electric fields present on the aircraft during the

lightning attachments were measured by three EG&G
Flush Plate Mpole (FPD) derivative electric field
sensors located: one under each wing tip and one on
the left surface of the vertical stabilizer. The
wing tip electric field sensors were oriented to
produce a positive output in a negative electric
field. Video cameras viewing both wings and wide
angle video cameras viewing the hemispheres above and
below the fuselage surfaces visually recorded the
entry and exit locations during the lightning attachments and were used to verify the lightning current
paths on the aircraft as determined by sensor
measured polarities and delay times (6).
The outputs of the sensors were recorded in the
following ways.
1. Shunts - signal split in two: one output to
~ek 7612 digitizer and onto digital 9 track cape;
other output directly to an analog recorder.
?.. Magnetic Field Sensor - signal split in two:
one to lek 761.? digitizer and onto digital 9 track
tape; other integrated by signal conditioning components *?nd recorded directly cr analog tape.
3.
Electric Field Sensors - signal split in
two: one to Tek 7612 digitizer and onto digital 9
track tape; other integrated by signal conditioning
components and recorded on analog tape.
The s?me instrumentation used to measure the
in-flight electromagnetic interaction of the CV-580
with lightning was used during the ground simulation
tests and these measurements form the basis for the
experimental comparison of the airborne and ground
electromagnetic interaction events.
GROUND UGHTNTNC SIMULATION MEASUREMENTS
The ground lightning simulation measurements
were made on the CV-580 during 1984 and 1985 using
two generators and two return path configurations.
The aircraft was tested with a four microfarad
200 KV, Pulse Simulation Unit (PS1I), capacitor bank
and flat plate return paths during early 1984. This
generator and a 40 KA, 200 nanosecond Fast F.lsetlme
Generator were used with modular coaxial return paths
in October 1984. Specific descriptions of the test
set-ups and simulation tests performed in 1984 are
detailed in a previous conference paper (24), as was
the fast rlsetimu generator (15). The modular return
paths are discussed in another paper at this conference (26). Figures 1 and 2 show the test set-ups for
two of the generator/return path configurations.
The injected current waveforms were measured by
a Pearson current transformer and recorded on magnetic disks for each shot during each of these simulation tests.
These waveforms' shapes and peak
amplitudes were varied to provide the broadest range
of measurements on the aircraft. The purposes of
these tests were: safety of flight lightning susceptibility/vulnerability assessment, lightning electromagnetic field data acquisition system check-out,
aircraft measurement system calibration and trigger
level adjustments, and the measurement of the aircraft system's responses to a wide range and variety
of simulated lightning waveforms.
The on-board
in-flight lightning measurement systems were used to
measure and record the electromagnetic Interaction of

the CV-580 to simulated lightning strikes on the
ground.
TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
The time domain skin current distributions
measured on the CV-580 during two in-flight lightning
strikes, one on 20 Aug 1984 and one on 5 Sept 1984,
are compared with those measured during the ground
simulation tests using two generators and two return
path configurations. The 20 Aug 1984 strike was
selected because temporal analysis of the polarities
and time delays in the output waveforms of the magnetic field sensors showed that the primary current
path through the aircraft was from nose-to-tail (6).
The same analysis of the current shunts and magnetic
field sensor's output waveforms showed that the
primary current path through the aircraft during the
5 September 1984 strike was wing-to-wing. As the
current paths of these two lightning strikes most
closely matched the ground simulation test configurations, they were chosen for comparison.
The four temporal characteristics necessary to
simulate the direct and Indirect effects of lightning
are compared in tables 1 and 2. Table 1 lists the
current amplitudes, risetimes, rates of rise, charge
transfer and action integral values recorded on each
of the aircraft's four muitigap loop magnetic field
sensors during the ground tests with each of the
generator/return path combinations. Table 2 presents
the same data as measured during the two airborne
strikes.
These measured parameters show that the most
severe conditions were produced by the fast rlsetime
generator with the coaxial return path. In the
nose-to-tall configuration these produced: risetimes
of.341 to 453 nanoseconds (ns), rates of rise 3.2 x
10
A/S, amplitudes of 13 kiloamperes (KA) and
action Integrals of 105 and 128 A*S on the fore and
aft skin current sensors, respectively. In the
wing-to-wlng configuration the generator was set up
to produce amplitudes of about 5 KA and risetimes of
200 ns for rates of rise of about 2.5x10
A/S and
action Integrals of 4.4 A2S.
The airborne measured data was at lower levels
which are representative of the in-flight data
obtained in the AFWAL/FIESL airborne programs to
date. Current amplitudes were 1088 A on the forward
fuselage sensor for the nose-to-teil strike and 816 A
at the right wing Hor the wing-to-wing strike. Risetimes of 104 to 305 ns on the four sensors produced a
maximum rate of rise of 4.3x10 A/S and action Integrals of less than 1 A2/S.
The CV-580 was flown for 50 hours below 20,000
ft in the vicinity of Florida thunderstorms in 1984
and collected data from ?1 lightning strikes. A
complete review of the analog records shows the
highest current pulse recorded to have a peak amplitude of 6 KA. On-going analysis of 1985 data, while
still unfinished, preliminarily shows that after 50
more flying hours and 29 more strikes, the highest
peak amplitude measured was 12 KA. In both years the
average peak current amplitudes recorded were much
lower than these values. No risetimes faster than
100 ns have been seen.
In addition to the four current parameters,
considerable information may be gleaned by comparing
the current distributions in the airborne case as
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compared to those experienced with the four generator/return path configurations. Figure 3 Illustrates
the current waveforms recorded on the aircraft by the
skin current sensors during the wing-to-wing strike,
together with the injected current as measured at the
right wing boom current shunt. Figure 4 shows similar data for the nose-tc-tail strike (no shunt data).
In each of these strikes it is shown that some of the
current redistributes onto and excites resonances on
those portion? of the aircraft which are not in the
direct path of the lightning current. This is, some
current is distributed on the wings during the noseto-tail strike and onto the fore and aft fuselage
during the wing-to-wlng strike.
The fast risetime generator with the coaxial
return path configuration was found to most accurately simulate the in-flight event in terms of the
current parameters and the current distributions
produced on the aircraft. With this return path this
generator Is capable of producing currents up to 40
KA with risetimes of 200 ns for a rate of rise of
2x10" A/S. This is more than adequate to simulate
the most severe parameters of the 50 airborne strikes
below 20,000 feet which have been measured to date.
Figures 5 and 6 show the current waveforms recorded
at the input and the responses at the four sensors
during tests with the fast risetime generator/coaxial
return paths for the wing-to-wing and nose-to-tail
configurations, respectively.
These distributions
are most representative of those experienced during
the airborne strikes.
The fast risetime generator with flat plate
return path is not capable of producing the fast
risetimes which were possible with the coaxial return
paths due to the Increased inductance of this return
path configuration. The flat plate return paths do
not produce the same current distributions on the
aircraft, but instead cause the current to flow more
directly from the entry to exit points with less
distribution on those portions of the aircraft not in
this direct path.
The pulse simulation unit was not capable of
producing fast enough risetimes to simulate the
lightning strikes in either return path configurat ion.

frequency domain by Fast Fourier transform. The
transform was corrected by dividing out the transfer
function of the measuring components leaving a more
accurate representation of the source which produced
the sensor's measured response. This corrected
Fourier transform is inversed back Into the time
domain to produce the time domain signal. All time
domain signals were corrected In this manner. An
interesting side benefit of this procedure is that
responses measured by derivative field sensors are
automatically integrated to display the source
excitation which caused the sensor's output. This is
illustrated in Figure 7 for the multlgap loop magnetic field sensors mounted on the aircraft. Figure 7a
shows the original time derivative waveform and 7b
its Fast Fourier transform as recorded during a
ground test with the fast risetime generator. Figure
7c shows the transfer function of the multlgap loop
sensor as measured using the Hewlett Packard 3577A
network analyzer. Figure 7d shows the corrected
Fourier transform which results when the original
transform is divided by the transfer function of the
sensor and Figure 7e the resulting inverse transformed time domain signal. This benefit can be
appreciated by those who have experience with the
software integration of time derivative digital
sensor data. This process eliminates common problems
with zero reference values and with Integration error
drift. The procedure is also more accurate as
software integration assumes that the sensor is a
perfect derivative sensor. The transfer function
illustrated in Figure 7c shows this is definitely not
the case as a perfect derivative sensor would produce
a transfer function which has a straight line from
zero with a slope of
times the frequency. Frequency domain processing allows the sensor's effects
to be removed whether the sensor response is perfect
or, more commonly, Is less than perfect.
The next procedure in the frequency domain
analysis was to produce the transfer function of the
aircraft at the four sensor locations for the airborne and ground cases. These were formed using the
following relationship:
TM - R(,0/SM
Where T(u} is the frequency domain transfer
function, R(io) is the corrected Fourier transform of
the multlgap loop sensor response and S(J) is the
Fourier transform of the applied source current« The
source current was the injected current for the
ground tests and the right wing boom shunt current
for the airborne wing-to-wing data. No airborne
source data was available for the strike to the nose
and preliminary attempts to use the forward fuselage's sensor data as the source reference have only
produced limited success.

FREQ'JF.NCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS ANT COMPARISON
Frequency domain techniques as described in a
paper at this conference (26) were applied to the
airborne and ground data to analyze and compare
further the adequacy of the generator/return path
combinations in simulating the airborne event in
terras of transfer functions.
The first step in the frequency domain analysis
was to remove the effects of measurement system
components from the measured data responses. The
frequency domain transfer functions of the aircraft's
derivative magnetic field sensors, the ground input
current transformer sensor and fiber optics links
were measured and recorded from DC to the component's
upper frequency limit using a Hewlett Packard 3577A
network analyzer. The network analyzer produces a
swept frequency continuous wave output and measures
the component's response. By dividing the component's output responses to the input at discrete
frequencies a r.itrisfer function for tiie component is
produced. The time domain measured ground and airborne transient vxveforms were transformed into the

This procedure is illustrated in Figure 8. The
corrected frequency domain response of the forward
fuselage sensor to the airborne wing-to-wing strike,
R(w), iü shown in the upper left hand corner. The
Fourier transform of the right wing boom current
shunt, S(-~), is shown in the upper right hand corner.
The aircraft's transfer function at the location of
the forward upper fuselage is shown in the middle
log-log plot, while the lower plots illustrate this
same transfer function in linear-linear form from 97
KHz to 1 MHz (left) and 1 MHz to 25 MHz (right).
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Figure 9 shows the aircraft transfer functions
at the locations of each of the four multigap loop
sensors during this airborne strike.
Many of the prominent peak magnitudes in these
transfer functions occur at frequencies which relate
quite closely to dimensions of the aircraft. The
spike at 4.7 KHz represents a half wavelength of
approximately 105 feet, the distance from wing tip to
wing tip. At 5 MHz or 98 feet the frequency may
correspond to the distance from the wing tip to the
tip of the vertical stabilizer, the distance from the
wing tip to the tip of the horizontal stabilizer or
from the wing tip to aircraft tall. Nine MHz (55
feet) corresponds to the distance from the wing tip
to the fuselage and 7.2 MHz (68 feet) to the distance
from the wing tip to the far engine mount. The 11-12
:ülz frequencies correspond to the distance from the
wing tip to the closer engine mount. The left wing,
right wing and aft upper fuselage transfer functions
show peaks at 1.5, 2.5 and 3.6 MHz which are too low
to correspond to direct aircraft dimensions. These
frequencies correspond well, however, to frequencies
which are multiples or combinations of aircraft
distances. For example, 2.5 MHz is 197 feet or twice
the distance from the wing tip to the tail or roughly
the combined distance of wing tip to wing tip and
nose to tail; and 3.6 MHz is 137 feet, twice the
distance from the wing tip to the far side of the
fuselage or the combination of the distance from wing
tip to tail and the distance from the wing tip to the
near engine mount. The frequency 1.5 MHz could
relate to the combination of several aircraft dimensions.
The transfer functions are particularly
interesting to the lightning protection electromagnetic analyst as they clearly show that the
interaction of lightning produces resonances which
are more complex than the those predicted simply by
wing to wing or nose to tail dimensions and may
closely correspond not only to direct aircraft
dimensions but also to combinations of these dimensions.

where one third of the current flowed out of the
tail, and Figure 12d the Fourier transform of this
signal. Figure 12e is a log-log plot of the transfer
function with the right wing boom current, Figure
12a, taken as the source, and the forward fuselage
current taken as the response. Figure 12f shows the
same linearly for 97 KHz to 25 MHz. This analysis
would tend to indicate that the resonances above 19
MHz are caused either by noise, internal coupling, or
resonances within the data acquisition coaxial wire
networks rather than by natural modes on the aircraft's exterior.

Figure 10 shows the transfer functions at the
four sensor locations for the ground test with the
fast risetime generator and the coaxial return paths
In the wing-to-wing configuration.
The overall
distribution of the transfer functions peak magnitudes corresponds well to the airborne case for the
ranges of 4 to 13 MHz, 20 MHz and at 23 to 25 MHz.
These transfer functions show additional resonances
at 16-17 MHz which were not present in the airborne
strike.

Figure 13 compares the transfer functions
obtained using the 4 microfarad 200 KV capacitor bank
in the wing-to-wing configuration. Figure 13a shows
the source waveform (upper left) and the resulting
transfer function at the left wing sensor location
(upper right) for a coaxial return path. Figure 13b
shows the same waveforms for a flat plate return
path. With the exception of the spike at 5.5 MHZ,
neither transfer function shows evidence of the pronounced, discrete frequencies seen in the airborne
data or produced by the fast risetime generator. The
slower risetimes in this configuration do not provide
sufficient high frequency content to e;.cite several
of the natural modes of the aircraft which are evident in the airborne transfer functions and ground
tests with the fast risetime generator.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The choice of lightning simulation generators and return path configurations has a pronounced
effect on the current levels and distributions experienced on the aircraft as evidenced by the transfer functions resulting from each configuration.
2. While the fast risetime generator and
coaxial return paths provide the most realistic simulation of the airborne event, they too produce their
own configuration resonances at 16-17 MHz which are
not evident In the airborne event.
3. Electromagnetic analysis with codec such as
the three dimensional finite difference code provides
a method by which the configuration effects of the
simulation set-up may be distinguished from the
natural modes of the aircraft in flight. This provides a viable means by which these effects may be
Identified and eliminated from the response data.

Figure 11 shows the same :.-ansfer functions for
the fast risetime generator with the flat plate
return paths in the wing to wing configuration.
These transfer functions have peaks at about 10 MHz
which are not found in either the airborne case or
with the coaxial return paths. In this configuration
the transfer functions do not display as many peak
magnitudes at frequencies below 10 MHz. Above 15
MHz, the flat plate return path provides a very
faithful reproduction of the airborne measured
transfer function with spikes at 19 MHz and in the
23-24 MHz range. Preliminary analysis with a three
dimensional finite difference electromagnetic code
indicates that these high frequency spikes may be
more a function of noise than of particular resonances on the exterior of the aircraft (27). Figure
l?a shows a model of the CV-580. Figure 12b shows
the source {$**), Figure 12c the predicted resonances
on the forward fuselage during a wing-to-wing-strike
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4. Frequency domain analysis of in-flight
lightning strike data, lightning simulation test data
and data derived by electromagnetic analysis provides
transfer functions by which the aircraft's interaction with several lightning threat waveforms may be
determined (i.e. the multiplication of the aircraft's
transfer function with a threat waveform's frequency
spectral content will predict the aircraft's linear
response to that waveform).
5. Resonances experienced on aircraft during
lightning strikes cannot all be associated with
simple. Individual aircraft dimensions. Particularly
Interesting are low frequency resonances which correspond to either multiples of aircraft lengths or to
combinations of aircraft lengths.
6. Cround simulation tests at 20 KA with the
fast risetime generator/coaxial return path configuration produced more severe current parameters on
the aircraft than any strike experienced during 50

lightning strikes below 20,000 feet. Over 90t of the
strikes could be simulated with 5 KA at 700 ns.
7.
Slow (high inductance) lightning generators
do not excite the aircraft modes which were present
in the transfer functions of the airborne data and in
simulation tests with the fast risetime generator.
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4 MV LIGHTNING SIMULATOR

Figure 1.

r"cV-580"

Picture Showing the Fast Risetime Generator with the
Modular Coaxial Return Paths.

Illustration of the Four Microfarad, 200 Kilovolt
Generator with Flat Plat Ret um Paths.
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Table 1
Waveform Paramters Measured on the CV580 Aircraft Surface Current
Sensors during Simulation Tests with Various Generator/Return Path
Configurations

Generator

Ground
Plane

Configuration

Fast Rise

Coaxial

Nose to Tail

Fast Rise

Fast Rise

Fast Rise

Coaxial

Sensor

Amplitude
(A)

FF
AF
LW
RW

13950
12567
1600
1300

FF
AF
LW
RW

1390
5400
4200

200
220

3255
4185

482
236

4.3x10»
1.0xl0lu

*

*

Wing to Wing

Flat Plate Nose to Tall

Flat Plat« Wing to Wing

FF
AF
LW
RW

RW
Pulse

Coaxial

Pulse

Not« to Tall

Coaxial

Pulse

Wing to Wing

Flat Plate

Pulse

Nose to Tall

Flat Plat« Wing to Wing

FF
AF
LW
RW
FF
AF
LW
RW

Rate of Rise
(A/S)

341
453

3.2xlo}°

*
*

*
*
2.6xl0j°

*
*

600

*
*

*
•

*

FF
AF
LW

Rise Tine
(NS)

*
*

.001
.002

.23
.95
4.3
4.4

.004
.0034x10,
5x10"'

7.6
8.6
.15
.07

*

210

5022
3255

358
393
N/A
197

8.3r.l0»
6.3x10*
N/A,
1.0x10

*
*

*

1162
1456

1700

* o
6.5x10°

N/A

N/A

N/A

FF
AF
LW
RW

1162

3500
1700

480

*
*

2.7x10®
4.7x10°

FF
AF
LW
RW

279
232

*
*

6240
7200

2600
3100

*

*
*

*
*

2.4xl0lu

* 9
8.2x10*
1.5xl0lu

930

128
105
.45
.29

*
*

*
336

*

Action Integral
(A2S)

.0091
.011

2.2xl0iU

*
4400
4440

N/A
280

Charge Transfer
(A S)

.26
.16
13.5
13.7

2.5x10":
3.7x10"°

.01

33.9
14.6

.008
.002

N/A
.81

.0007

.08

.006

N/A

5.4
N/A

.009
.007

6.7
4.5

N/A

*

*
*

*

*
*

*

*

*
2.0x10»
2.0x10*

*
1.4x10"'
1.9x10

* Not processable du« to
low signal-to-noise ratio

*
*

*
*
92.5
135.4

Integrated over a 10 Us window

Table 2
Waveform Paramters Measured on the CV*80 Aircraft Surface Current
Sensors during Lightning Attachments to the Nose and Right Wing

Strike
N - T

W - W

Sensor

Amplitude
(A)

Rise Time
(NS)

FF
AF
LW

1088
521
216

217

RW

240

125

FF
AF
LV
RW

279
558
544
816

*
104
350
215

187
110

Rate of Rise
(A/S)

Charge Transfer
(A S)

Action Integral
(A*S)

.0006
.0001.
4.5x10"'
7.8xl0-5

.71

*

*

4.3x10»
1.7x10*
3.4x10

.0001
.002
.0005

.02
.03
.63
.31

3.8x10»
1.9x10*
2.5x10*
1.5x10*

.15
.09

.06
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Right Wing Current Shunt

1.77B
1.H22
1.067

.711

"

.356

0
0

I

IB

p^i111111111111111 1111111)
3.89
7.79

l.ss

s.a*

s.7*

1E-6 SEC
A.

Forward Fuselage

Right W1ng

y^*

B.

Figure 3.

Injected Current Measured at the Right Wing Current Shunt (A) and Surface Current
Waveforms Recorded on the Aircraft Skin Current Sensors (B) for an Airborne
Lightning Strike to the Right Wing Boom
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Forward Fuselage

Right Ming

Left W1ng

A

<c|b>
Aft Fuselage

Figure 4.

Surface Current Waveforms Recorded on the Aircraft Skin Current Sensors for an
Airborne Lightning Strike to the Nose
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Figire 5.

Injected Current (A) and Surface Current Waveforms Recorded on the Aircraft Skin
Current Sensors (B) during Ground Testing with the Fast Rise Time Generator and
Coaxial Return Path - Current Applied Wing-to-Wing
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Injected Current (A) and Surface Current Waveforms Recorded on the Aircraft Skin
Current Sensors (B) during Ground Testing with the Fast Rise Time Generator and
Coaxial Return Path - Current Applied Nose-to-Tail
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JOINT THUNDERSTORM OPERATIONS USING THE NASA F-106B
AND FAATC/AFWAL CONVAIR 580 AIRPLANES

Bruce D. Fisher and Phi 11p W. Brown
NASA Langley Research Center
Lt. Col. Alfred J. Wunschel, Jr.
Air Force Systems Command
lit. Harold D. Burket
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Jesse S. Terry
FAA Technical Center

ABSTRACT
During the 1985 thunderstorm season, three joint thunderstorm research flights were conducted within 100
n.mi. of NASA Langley Research Center by the NASA Storm Hazards F-106B and the FAA/USAF CV-580 research
airplanes with ground-based weather radar measurements by the NASA Wallops Flight Facility. This paper
discusses the thunderstorm penetration capabilities of each airplane and the techniques used to safely place
the two airplanes into the same thunderstorm cell for collection of correlated electromagnetic data. It is
concluded that joint thunderstorm research operations of two aircraft with significantly dissimilar
thunderstorm penetration capabilities are counterproductive to both airplanes in terms of gathering
electromagnetic data while maintaining ringe safety.
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INTRODUCTION
The NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER Storm Hazards
Program and the FAA/U.S. Air Force Low Altitude
Lightning Characterization Program conducted joint
thunderstorm research operations in the vicinity of
the NASA Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia during
the 1985 thunderstorm season. The NASA Storm
Hazards Program was in the sixth season of using an
F-106B fighter-type aircraft to penetrate
thunderstorms in Oklahoma and Virginia in order to
gather direct lightning strike data at altitudes
from 5000 ft to 50 000 ft (1)*. The second
research aircraft was a Convair 580 transport-type
aircraft owned and operated by the FAA Technical
Center (FAATC) with lightning instrumentation and
research personnel provided by the Air Force Wright
Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL). The CV-580
airplane was in the second year of a program to
characterize low altitude lightning strikes to
aircraft in which penetrations of Florida
thunderstorms were made at altitudes between 2000
ft and 20 000 ft (2 and 3). The program objectives
of the joint missions were to: a) investigate
aircraft lightning strikes at low altitudes and
during different stages of storm development; b)
investigate the effect of aircraft size and shape
factor on the probability of direct strikes to
aircraft in the same environmental conditions; c)
compare the probability of direct strikes for
different altitude regions of the same storm; and,
d) measure electromagnetic waveforms of common
lightning events from two airplanes.
At the conclusion of the 1985 Florida research
season with the CV-580 airplane, one practice
flight and three joint thunderstorm flights were
made by the two airplanes 1n conjunction with
ground-based support from NASA Wallops. The NASA
F-106B airplane experienced four direct lightning
strikes and the FAATC/AFWAL CV-580 airplane
experienced two strikes during these flights.
Unfortunately, the six strikes were not correlated
with events on the other airplane. It was
concluded that joint thunderstorm research
operations of two aircraft with significantly
dissimilar thunderstorm penetration capabilities
are counterproductive to both airplanes in terms of
gathering electromagnetic data while maintaining
range safety. The purpose of this paper is to
summarize the operational procedures that were
developed for conducting coordinated thunderstorm
operations and to describe the difficulties of
implementing these procedures. The discussion
includes a comparison of airborne and ground-based
weather radar data from one penetration in which
the F-106B airplane overflew the CV-580 airplane.
TEST EQUIPMENT
F-10SB RESEARCH AIRPLANE - The NASA Storm
Hazards Program utilized a specially-instrumented
and lightning-hardened F-106B "Delta Oart" airplane
(Fig. 1) to make thunderstorm penetrations (1).
Prior to each thunderstorm season, the lightning
hardening procedures (1 and 4) were verified during
ground tests (1 and 4) at NASA Langley. The
onboard data systems included instrumentation to
record the electromagnetic waveforms from direct
lightning strikes and nearby 'ightning flashes (1
and 5), and several photographic systems for

documenting the locations of the lightning
attachments to the airplane (1, 6, and 7). The
airplane altitude, Mach number, attitude angles,
ambient temperature, and other flight conditions
were measured by the Aircraft Instrumentation
System (AIS) and an Inertial Navigation System
(INS) (8). The parameters from the AIS and INS were
telemetered in real time to receiving sites at NASA
Langley and NASA Wallops by a pair of L-band
telemetry transmitters installed on the F-106B. No
additional instrumentation, flight systems or
lightning hardening procedures were required for
the joint flight operations with the CV-580
airplane.
CV-580 RESEARCH AIRPLANE - A Convair CV-580
transport aircraft (Fig. 2) was Instrumented to
make lightning strike measurements in and near
Florida thunderstorms at altitudes below 20 000 ft
(2, 3 and 9). As was the case with the F-106B
airplane, the CV-580 airplane was lightninghardened (2), and these procedures were verified
during extensive lightning simulation tests at
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio (10). The onboard data
systems were similar to those Installed on the
F-106B, Including instrumentation for lightning
characterization (2, 3 and 11), field measurements
(2, 3 and 11), turbulence measurements, and a four
camera video monitoring system for documenting
lightning attachment patterns. For the joint
operations with the F-106B airplane, NASA Langley
loaned the FAATC the L-band telemetry hardware and
data Interface cards necessary to transmit the
CV-580 position information from its onboard
Inertial Navigation System (INS) to the NASA
Wallops Main Base Telemetry Station.
THUNOERSTORM PENETRATION CAPABILITIES OF THE
TWO AIRPLANES - The thunderstorm penetration
capabilities of the F-106B and CV-580 airplanes are
summarized 1n Table 1. The lightning hardening
provisions were taken to better insure that the
aircraft could withstand the effects of a full
threat cloud-to-ground strike with a peak current
amplitude of 200 kA (12). The g-Hmits are those
of the basic aircraft, with the limits for the
F-106B airplane being higher than those for the
CV-580 airplane, because the former was designed as
a fighter while the CV-580 airplane was designeo as
a transport. The precipitation reflectivity limits
were set by the researchers to keep the aircraft
out of thunderstorm regions 1n which there was
damaging precipitation. The NASA Storm Hazards
researchers chose a limiting value of 50 dBZ, as
values of this magnitude usually Indicated the
presence of damaging hail. The FAA and U.S. A1r
Force researchers chose a lower limiting value of
35 dBZ in order to avoid areas of moderate rain
rate, which could cause excessive erosion to the
radome on the CV-580 airplane. The penetration
speeds of 300 knots indicated airspeed (KIAS) for
the F-106B airplane and 185 KIAS for the CV-580
airplane were the best gust penetration speeds
given 1n the handbooks for each airplane. The
altitude limits for the F-106B airplane were 500050 000 ft; corresponding limits for the CV-580
airplane were 2000-20 000 ft. The upper altitude
limits for both airplanes were just below the
service ceilings of the airplanes. The lower
altitude limits were selected to insure an adequate
margin of safety considering each airplane's
respective performance.

•Numbers in parentheses designate References *t end
of paper.
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GROUND-BASED SYSTEMS AT NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT
FACILITY - Instrumentation from the Atmospheric
Sciences Research Facility at NASA Wallops (1 and
13) was used to provide guidance to the flight
crews of the two aircraft during the joint
thunderstorm penetration missions. The facility
included the following:
0 Two C-band tracking radars, which
tracked the C-band beacons mounted on
the airplanes.
0 S-band radar (SPANDAR), which monitored
the precipitation reflectivity of the
storms.
0 UHF-band radar, which obtained the
range, elevation and azimuth angle of
echoes from lightning channels.
0 Cloud-to-ground lightning mapping
system for mapping the geographical
locations of cloud-to-ground lightning
strikes.
0 Telemetry receivers for receiving the
INS position data from the CV-580
airplane and the AIS and INS data from
*k„
c men ,i._i,_kllC I - X UW a I I jJIQIICi
SPANDAR and the UHF-band radar conducted
horizontal and vertical scans of the storm cell(s)
of interest before and after each penetration.
During the actual penetration, the SPANDAR made
horizontal scans at the altitude of the CV-580
airplane to provide range safety Information, while
the UHF-band radar was "slaved" to the CV-580
airplane position via inputs from the C-band
tracking radar which was dedicated to that
airplane. Photographs of the NASA Wallops radars
are shown in Fig. 3.
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT SERVICE STATION - As was
the case for operations with the F-106B airplane
alone (1 ana 6), the primary responsibility to
launch and recall the two airplanes, select the
storms and altitudes of Interest, and provide realtime flight support and guidance to the aircrews
was carried out by the Storm Hazards project
personnel located 1n the NASA Langley Flight
Service Station. The real-time interfaces with the
NASA Wallops personnel were also the same as for
the F-106B missions (1).
The equipment installed at NASA Langley to
support the joint mission was nearly identical to
that described in (6), and included communications
systems, lightning detection systems, time
displays, and an integrated video display which
tied much of these data together. The equipment Is
listed in Table 2, which Includes a key for
locating these systems 1n F1g. 4(a), which 1s a
photograph of the NASA Langley control room. The
Integrated video display system, Table 2 and F1g.
4(b), superimposed the following data onto a single
d splay: color-coded precipitation reflectivity
factor and geopolitical maps from three National
Wfather Service (NWS) S-band weather radar sites;
cljud-to-ground lightning locations from the
NA>A/SUNY-A1bany cloud-to-ground lightning mapping
system (13); and, the ground track from the F-106B
airplane and discrete digital read-outs of several
ke> flight parameters which were telemetered to the
grcund from the airplane. A simulated example of
the Integrated display is shown in Fig. 4(b).
During joint operations with the CV-580 airplane,
the cloud-to-ground lightning locations were not
displayed, and the CV-580 airplane position from
its onboard INS was substituted. The position
update rates were 2 sec and 30 sec for the F-106B
and CV-580 airplanes, respectively. The CV-580

data were transmitted over telephone lines from the
NASA Wallops telemetry receiver site. Although
some solo F-106B flights were made without NASA
Wallops support, all joint flight operations were
made with both NASA Langley and NASA Wallops realtime support.
A map of the joint test area is shown in Fig.
5. The three NWS weather radar sites used by the
integrated video display were located at Patuxent
River, MD (NHK), Volens, VA (VQN) and Cape
Hatteras, NC (HAT). The three direction finder
sites for the cloud-to-ground lightning mapping
system were located at NASA Wallops, NASA Langley,
and Charlottesville, VA (CHO). The home base for
the CV-580 airplane was the FAA Technical Center
(FAATC) at Atlantic City Airport, NJ (ACY).
JOINT OPERATIONS PROCEDURES
A schematic showing the flight procedure used
to safely place the F-106B and CV-580 airplanes
into the same thunderstorm cell for collection of
correlated electromagnetic data is given In Fig.
6. Basically, the procedure was an asynchronous,
coordinated orbit along a radial to SPANDAR at NASA
Wallops, intending to put both aircraft in the
storm at the same time, over the same geographical
point, separated by a safe altitude margin. The
basic guidelines used were as follows:
1) Each airplane was tracked independently
at NASA Wallops by C-band tracking
radars; both ground tracks were plotted
1n real time on a plot board in the
SPANDAR control room.
2) Each airplane was tracked in real time
in the project control room at NASA
Langley on the Integrated video
display, which received INS position
data from the two airplanes via
telemetry.
3) The F-106B airplane flew at the
altltudr of the lower flash density
center (14), as determined by the UHFband radar, in hopes of triggering a
lightning strike which would be
detected by the Instrumentation onboard
the CV-580 airplane, or would actually
strike the CV-580 airplane.
4) The CV-580 airplane flew at an altitude
lower than that of the F-106B airplane,
with a minimum separation between the
two airplanes of 4000 ft. The 4000 ft
minimum altitude separation was
selected to Insure adequate separation
of the two airplanes during the
altitude excursions that would likely
be experienced 1n thunderstorms. The
minimum penetration altitude for the
CV-580 airplane was set at 2000 ft.
5) The NASA Wallops SPANDAR was used to
define "safe" zones for the CV-580
airplane, in which the peak
precipitation reflectivity values were
less than 35 dRZ. The SPANDAR data
were supplemented with the data from
the onboard X-band radar installed on
the flight deck of the CV-580 airplane.
6) The crew of the F-106B airplane avoided
thunderstorm areas where the
precipitation reflectivity values
exceeded 50 dBZ by using the data from
their onboard X-band weather radar and
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the data from the NASA Wallops SPANDAR,
even though the latter data were taken
at a lower altitude than that of the
F-106B airplane.
7) The NASA Wallops UHF-band radar was
"slaved" to the CV-580 airplane
position via inputs from the C-band
tracking radar which was tracking the
CV-580 airplane.
8) Both airplanes, SPANDAR and the control
room at NASA Langley were on the same
VHF radio frequency.
9) Holding areas on each side of the storm
and escape headings were chosen by the
pilots with concurrence by the
personnel at SPANDAR and NASA Langley
prior to each penetration.
10) Because neither aircraft had any
cockpit display of the other
airplane's position (such as radar
beacon information), ranges and
bearings from radio navigation aids,
INS fixes, and time-to-go to the
storm, were verbally passed between
the CV-580 and F-106B flight crews.
11) The F-106B airplane, because of its
speed and maneuverability, was
responsible for adjusting the relative
positions of the two airplanes.
12) From the practice mission, it was
determined that the additional
communications required to provide the
CV-580 airplane with the proper head
start to the target point in the storm
on each coordinated, synchronous
penetration interfered with the
passing of safety Information from the
ground to the airplanes. Also, it was
determined that if the orbits of the
two airplanes were asynchronous, but
on the same radial, that both
airplanes, in fact, spent a good deal
of time in the storm at the same time,
although going opposite directions at
times. Therefore, asynchronous
penetrations were used, with the
F-106B pilots minimizing the time
sptnt outside the storm, thereby
eliminating the holding patterns for
the F-1068 airplane 1n most Instances.

RESULTS OF JOINT OPERATIONS
Following the flight test operations with the
CV-5B0 airplane in Florida 1n 1985, the airplane
returned to Atlantic City, NJ to conduct joint
thunderstorm research operations with the NASA
F-1063 airplane as part of the NASA Storm Hazards
'85 Program (1). Joint missions were conducted In
three thunderstorms which occurred within 100 n.ml.
of NASA Wallops. The locations of these storms are
shown on the map in Fig. 5, along with the location
of each airplane at the time of each direct
strike. As can be seen In Flo. 5 and In Table 3,
which is a summary of the joint operati
, there
were four direct str kes to the F-1068 airplane and
two oirect strikes to the CV-580 airplane. None of
these strikes were correlated with events on the
other airplane. TSe lack of correlate:
electromagnetic data reflected the difficulty
experlencp" in coordinating the operations of the
two airplanes.
A typical example of the problems encountered

in conducting joint operations was flight 85-041
(see Fig. 5 and Table 3), in which the F-106B
airplane made 12 penetrations totalling 31.4 mins,
while the CV-580 airplane accumulated 76 mins of
"penetration" time. On only three occasions were
the two airplanes able to simultaneously cross the
same geographical point at the same time. On the
third occasion, at 21:17 GMT, both airplanes were
heading north as the F-1068 airplane overtook and
overflew the CV-580 airplane from the south.
Photographs of the ground-based weather radar
displays at NASA Langley and NASA Wallops for this
penetration are shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
respectively. The integrated video display at NASA
Langley, Fig. 7, was photographed at 21:17 GMT; the
precipitation data were transmitted from the NWS
radar at Patuxent River, MD at 21:15 GMT. The
radar was sampling the storm at an altitude of 3100
ft in the vicinity of the two airplanes (40 n.mi.
range at a tilt angle of 0.4 deg.). The airplane
ground tracks have been enhanced and the discrete
status data from the F-106B airplane have been
removed for clarity. For comparison purposes, the
airplane ground tracks have been graphically
superimposed on the SPANDAR photograph, Fig. 8,
which was taken at 21:16:24 GMT. The S»ANDAR tilt
angle was set so that the radar would sample the
storm at the nominal CV-580 penetration altitude of
14 000 ft (1.5 deg. at 120 n.mi.). Comparing Figs.
7 and 8, it can be seen that there are significant
differences in the appearances of the sans storm on
the two displays. These differences are due to the
difference 1n altitudes at which the radars were
sampling. However, both displays showed extensive
areas where the precipitation reflectivity values
exceeded 35 dBZ, the maximum permissible level for
the CV-580 airplane. These areas also were seen on
the airborne weather radar display in the CV-580
cockpit (not shown), and the pilot of that airplane
turned to the northeast to avoid those areas. This
turn caused the paths of the two airplanes to
diverge, since the F-1068 airplane was able to
proceed into areas of heavier precipitation (see
Table 3).
A photograph of the airborne weather radar
display 1n the F-106B cockpit 1s shown in Fig. 9.
This photograph was taken at 21:15:47 GMT while the
F-106B airplane was approximately 5 n.mi. away from
the leading edge of the 30 dBZ contour. The
position and heading of the F-106B airplane at the
time of this photograph are Indicated in Fig. 8. A
small area with a precipitation reflectivity value
of 50 dBZ or greater is visible in the center of
the storm cell; as the airplane penetrated further,
this area became larger, and the airplane flew
through an area of small hall. No storm areas with
precipitation reflectivity values of 50 dBZ or
greater are visible in the vicinity of the F-106B
airplane 1n Figs. 7 and 8. The differences In
storm appearance on the three radar displays are
caused by the following: differences in radar
sampling altitude; actual differences in storm
characteristics between the sampling altitudes of
the ground-based radars and the F-106B penetration
altitude; loss of detail in the two ground-based
radar displays because of the large size of the
radar sample volumes of these radars (sample
volume, in turn, is a function of radar beam width,
pulse width and range to the target); and, the
attenuation of the X-band weather radar in the
F-106B airplane. (The ground-based S-band radars SPAN0AR and the NWS radars - are not subject to
attenuation.) The true extent of the 50 dBZ core
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in the storm cell shown in Fig. 9 was masked by the
intervening rainfall between the core and the
airborne radar, with the true extent and intensity
of the core only becoming apparent as the airplane
penetrated further into the storm and approached
the core. The different appearances of the same
storm on different radars (both real and apparent)
made it difficult to provide precise guidance
information from the ground to the airplanes, and
contributed to the divergence problem in the joint
operations.
The differences in penetration capabilities of
the two airplanes were major factors in the
divergence problem. The effect of the lower
precipitation reflectivity limit for the CV-580
airplane has already been discussed. Although
turbulence was not a factor in the penetration
shown in Figs. 7-9, the difference in gust load
limits between the two airplanes (see Table 3) was
also important. For example, in Florida the CV-580
crew typically avoided the south and west sides of
afternoon thunderstorms because of the likely
occurrence of turbulence. (In Florida
thunderstorms, hail was not a frequent hazard.) On
the other hand, the F-106B personnel flew on the
south and west sides of the thunderstorms in order
to he upwind of the hail, which was frequently
present in the Virginia storms.
The final factor which complicated the conduct
of joint operations was the need to coordinate the
flight operations with normal air traffic through
the air traffic control (ATC) system. On flights
«5-041 and 85-043, the airplanes were handled in
the standard ATC fashion, with each airplane in
communication with the controller for that
•,t1tude. On these two flights, the pilots had to
communicate with each other and the personnel at
NASA Langley and NASA Wallops on the VHF radio, and
to their respective controllers on the UHF radios
in order to coordinate the optimum path for data,
flight safety and air traffic control. In one
mission, however (flight 85-042, see Fig. 5), both
research airplanes were able to transit the storm
simultaneously with frequent crossings over the
same geographical point. During this one flight,
the pilots were permitted a great deal of freedom
1n selecting altitudes and radial headings to
SPANDAR since they were operating with a single air
traffic controller in an offshore military warning
area 1n which there were no other aircraft.
Unfortunately, the storm was weak and decaying by
the time both airplanes could be cleared Into the
area, and neither airplane was struck.
In summary, the two airplanes used 1n these
joint thunderstorm operations frequently diverged
because of the following four reasons: the
differences in storm environments between the two
airplane penetration altitudes; the real and
apparent differences in the appearance of the storm
on the different radar displays; the dissimilar
penetration capabilities of the two vehicles; and,
the air traffic control coordination problem. The
divergence of the two airplanes' paths, in turn,
led to four adverse circumstances. First, the
divergence of the paths minimized the chances of
«taking common airborne measurements because of the
large distances between the two airplanes. Second,
there was a loss of ground-based range safety
coverage because the NASA Wallops radars were
trained on the airplane with the lower penetration
capabilities (the CV-580) and were not able to
survey the altitude/area being penetrated by the
F-106B airplane. This left the F-106R to make

penetrations using its own onboard X-band radar,
which was subject to attenuation. Third, since the
NASA Wallops radars were dedicated to the CV-580
airplane, there was a loss of correlated groundbased science measurements for the airborne
measurements on the F-106B airplane. Finally,
there was a potential for placing one or both
airplanes in unproductive or even dangerous
thunderstorm areas.
Operationally, the pilots felt that both
airplanes could be operated in the same storm at
the same time only when the storm's strength was
less than the lower of the two maximum
precipitation reflectivity limits. This limitation
on storm strength, coupled with the proven low
strike rates at low altitudes (1 and 9), and the
F-106B airplane's relatively limited low-altitude
station time (45 mins), resulted in a very low
probability of making common electromagnetic
measurements. Therefore, it is concluded that
coordinated thunderstorm research operations of two
airplanes with significantly dissimilar
thunderstorm penetration capabilities »re
counterproductive to both airplanes in terms of
gathering electromagnetic data while maintaining
range safety.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
During the 1985 thunderstorm season, three
joint thunderstorm flights were conducted with the
NASA F-106B and the FAA/USAF CV-580 airplanes. The
results of these flights were:
1.

The F-106B and CV-580 airplanes
experienced four and two strikes,
respectively. These strikes were not
correlated with lightning events on the
other airplane.

2.

Although operational techniques were
developed for safely placing both
airplanes 1n a thunderstorm at the same
time, it was concluded that coordinated
thunderstorm research operations of two
airplanes with significantly different
thunderstorm penetration capabilities were
counterproductive to both airplanes 1n
terms of gathering electromagnetic data
while maintaining range safety.
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Table 1 - Thunderstorm penetration capabilities of the
F-106B AND CV-580 airplanes

F-Iöfiß

Criteria

CV-5ÄÖ

Peak current, kA

200

ZOO

oust limits, g

6 to -2.4

3.24 to -1.24

Precipitation reflectivity limits, dBZ

60

35

Penetration speed, KlAS

3Ö0

185

Altitude limits, kft

5 to 50

2 to 20

Nominal low-altitude station time, min.

45

120

Table 2 - Equipment at NASA Langley for real-time
Storm Hazards flight support
Key to Figure 4

Equipment
o

Communications
- VHF radio - Conversations with both aircrews
- UHF radio - Transmissions to Air Traffic Controllers from F-106B
- Dedicated land line to Wallops - Conversations with Wallops
researchers
- Voice via telemetry - All VHF and UHF radio transmissions and
receptions onboard F-106B

_

[_i ghtni ng
"
~"~~
*
"
~
- Cloud-to-ground lightning mapping system remote display processor and
plotter - Cloud-to-ground lightning strike locations
- Stormscope - Azimuth and range to lightning discharges
- Strip chart recorder - Real-time output of onboard field mill system
via telemetry

_

__ ,

A
B
C
D

E
F
G

_____
H
I

0

J

"

~~

~~~*

~~

Greenwich Mean Time display
Elapsed time display

Satellite Imagery
"'~~—~
"
~~
- GOES satellite receiver - Visual and infrared images of mid-Atlantic
states
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Table 2 - Equipment at NASA Langley for real-time
Storm Hazards flight support, concluded

_ _______ ________

Key to Figure 4
o

F-106B Airplane Status
'
- Otite trigger lights panel - Status of OLite digitizers; transmitted
via telemetry
- Computer terminal CRT display - Airplane position, altitude,
temperature, airspeed, heading, and trigger status; raw data
transmitted via telemetry and then converted to engineering units by
ground-based microcomputer

ö

Integrated Displays ~
- Plot board - Preprinted
Control areas; airplane
superimposed during the

K
L

~~
M

"

_

_____

~"
"" ~
map with operating areas and Air Traffic
position and storm locations manually
flight

_ ____________________

N

____

_

- Color-coded precipitation reflectivity factor and geopolitical maps
via dedicated phone numbers (Patuxent River, MD; Volens, VA; Cape
Hatteras, NC) or dial-up numbers at National Weather Service radar
sites
- F-106B airplane position from onboard INS; transmitted via telemetry
- Digital displays of F-106B airplane magnetic heading, pressure
altitude, ambient temperature and fuel state (pounds remaining) from
onboard AIS; transmitted via telemetry
- Cloud-to-ground lightning locations from cloud-to-ground lightning
mapping network/or CV-580 position from onboard INS; relayed to
Langley from Wallops telemetry site
- Video cassette recorder
- VHF radio uplink of integrated display to F-106B

0
P
Q
R
S

Table 3 - Summary of joint operations
Strikes
NASA Flight
No. 35-

Oate

Location

! Penetration Time,
Nominal Altitudes,'
mins (Penetrations)
kft

M*_ CV-5AÖ MM

Cv-Mo F-löfift

CV-58Ö

040

Aug. 30

Easton, M0

2

2

32.2 (W) '

66 (a)

19

10,14

041

Sept. 9

Bay Bridge, ND

Z

0

31.4 (12) 1

76 (a)

»

14

042

Sept. 10

Dam Neck, VA

0

0

51 (a)

17,19,21

14

NOTE ■ (a)

j

' 6.0 (12)

!

'

No count of penetrations are made for the CV-580, since many passes are made on
the fringe of the storn or beneath the storm
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Fig. 1 - NASA Langley Research Center F-106B research
airplane

(a) Overview of the control room
Fig. 4 - Storm Hazards mission control room at NASA
Langley

Fig. 2 - FAATC/AFWAL CV-580 lightning research
airplane

Detail of integrated video display.
Simulated data have been superimposed
on weather radar data from Cape
Hatteras, tiC
Fig. 3 - Storm Hazards radar support at NASA Wal lops

Fig. 4 - Concluded
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1 NASA WALLOPS
I
SPANDAR
FLT 85-041
^^6^4GMTj

LfiEiJ
Fig. 5 - Map of area used for joint thunderstorm
research flights

Fig. 8 - NASA Wallops SPANDAR video display at
21:16:24 GMT, flight 85-041. Thunderstorm
outline and airplane ground tracks have
been graphically superimposed. Cross ticks
on ground tracks indicate 21:16 and 21:17
GMT. Dart indicates location and heading
of F-106B at 21:15:47 GMT

Z)
Lower flash
density center
_CV-58C ceiling (20 000 ft)
& -<3 F-106B
4000 ft minimum

C^.

'CV-580
/

/ / /

/ /

Jj/Jjl/

/

2000 ft minimum

\

777777777777777777777

Fig. 6 - Schematic of procedure used for coordinated
thunderstorm operations

F-1066

CV-580

Fig. 7 - Integrated video display at NASA Langley at
21:17 GMT, flight 85-041. Airplane ground
tracks have been enhanced

Fig. 9 - Airborne X-band radar display in F-106B
airplane at 21:15:47 GMT, flight 85-041
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LIGHTNING AND STATIC ELECTRICITY

CURRENT AM CURRENT-DERIVATIVE IN TRIGGERED LIGHTNING FLASHES - FLORIOE 1985

J. HAMELIN - C. LETEINTURIER - C. WEIDMAN
Centre .ctionäl d'Etudes des Telecommunications - LANNION - FRANCE
A. EYBERT-BERARD - L. BARRET
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Grenoble - FRANCE

Abstract : Current (I) and Current-derivative idl/dt) measurements with submicrosecond time resolution
were made on triggered lightning return-strokes at the Kennedy Space Center during the summer of 1985.
The current was measured using a coaxial shunt and the current-derivative with a wideband inductiv*
sensor. Uoth sensors were located at the base of the lightning channel and were connected through fast
analog fiber optic links to several fast transient digitizers and a magnetic tape recorder. It was thus
possible to record triggered lightning current variations over a large frequency ranae
(I : DC to
s
30 MHz ; dl/d'. : DC to 90 MHz).
The experimental set up is described in detail ; I and dl/dt measurenients are presented and
discussed in order to better characterize triggered lightning currents. Current records are comparable
with Florida 1983-34 III ; the peak-currents of the return-strokes were varying between a few kA and
50 kA and the peak current-derivatives between a few tens of kA/us < id 260 kA/us.

2. EXPERIMENT

1. INTRODUCTION
The last experimental campaign RT!.P* 35 took
place at Kennedy Space Center from June 1") 1985 to
August 20 and was initiated by NASA. About 10 A'.ieri
can and French scientific groups were participating
in this experiment.
Most of the groups were recording triggered
1". jhtnlng signals at short range (50 m), mean range
(SOü n to 5 km) ana" about 1-2 km up.

/LIGHTNING

Th» triggered lightning technique has Seen
used in l"rance since 1973 and was .modified for
Florida ex,>eriuents in 1933. Ill

(I30MHZ)

r

.

U/H

M^-^^ ^ »tnioi-

FIBER OPTICS
TRAILER

Among the main characteristics of a lightning
discharge, currents and current-dev>atives a.'e
fundamental ; they are the two para.ieters we will
discuss in this ;>aper.

DIGITIZER
90MHiBW

After a general description of Lie experiment : technical features of the sensors dni the
recording systems, the general and some steine 1
and dl/dt records will oe presented. Finally we will
discuss the data, their limits and the main
consequences.

*RTLP

(TRIGGEREO
STROKE)

SOn

[COMPUTER

g

500kHz
BW

DIGITIZER

(30MHZ)

COAXIAL
pec
SHUNT
RTJZOM

0P7T7Tr

COMPUTER

Fig. 1 A block shematic diagram of tne measuring
system

• Roc<<it triggerc-.l Lighting ^rugrj I

oi
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2.1. Current-measurement

2.3. The set up on the triggering site

Lightning current is measured through a
coaxial shunt : 10
onus ; rise time < 20 ns and
characteristic impedance 50 ohms. The signal is attenuated, then transmitted to the recording system
through 3 fiber optics (diameter 200 urn, length
100 n ; 30 MHz bandwidth). The recording system is
located inside a metallic grounded truck, SO meters
from the discharge. In this way, there are 3 measurement channels :
- DC - 1 MHz, bipolar, logarithmic, 80 dB
dynamic with 0.1 Amp. accuracy ; the signal is
recorded on a magnetic tape in FM mode (500 kHz BW)

The choice and the general set up of the
triggering site (fig. 2) 1s based on the NASA
decisions to carry out several simultaneous experiments on that site :
- current and current-derivative measurements of the triggered lightning flashes (CENG*
and CNET*)
- lightning strike object (L.S.O., instruntented metallic cylinder to simulate an aircraft
fuselage (U.S.A.F*)
- test of a metallic mesh cage (NASA)

- OC - 1 MHz, linear, 33 dS dynamic, maximum
range + 24 kA - This channel Has been used to visualize the signal on a scope with a camera.
- 30 Hz - 33 MHz, linear, 36 dB dynaiic, maximum
range + 60 kA - The signal is digitized (Le Croy
8328) with 200 MHz sampling rate, 3 bits, 64 kbytes
memory - The triggering threshold was about + 5 kA ;
the signal was delayed ay 220 ns.

Lightning Strikt Objtct*.

2.2. Current - derivative measurement
The current-derivative sensor was located at
the base of the triggered lightning and the recording
system inside a grounded netallic true': 50 meters
fron the iupact ooint of the discharge - Fig. 1 shows
a she.iatic diajran of the measuring equipnent.
The current-derivative sensor is an Inductive
current probe of which the outp'it voltage is V * M dl
cT€
A is the mutual inductance : 10"

Henries

I is the total current through aperture
The sensor rise time is 1 nanosecond and
dl/dt max is 500 kA/us. The sensor was joined to the
digitizer through a fiber optics (130 MHz). The digitizer (Tektronix 7612 - 200 MHz sampling rate) has
two channels, one for dl/dt measurement and the other
one for dC/dt measurement (an antenna was nounted on
ths roof of the grounded trailer ; see paper "Subinlcrosecond structure
by J. HAMELIN et al.
Dayton coherence"). The digitizer was triggered by
the
dl/dt
signal
(with
different
thresholds
throughout the surroer between 5 and 40 kA/us).
The oxperLaent was set up In order to obtain
four return - strjkes In a flash ; which means 4
return-strokes dl/dt signatures during 512 x 5 ns »
2.5 microseconds.
The trigger time was recorded with the
magnetic ncoriier, in synchronization with the IRM B
tliie aid tis analogical current signal ; so it has
leen poss'ile to correlate current and cjrrent- deri/ative for each dl/dt '«cord.

4.9a

Fig. 2 : triggering site
The I and dl/dt sensors were located above
tie ground plane (20 cm above ; the ground plane
was materialized by the metallic mesh cage, 4.5 m
above the ground an 3.5 m under the I.S.O. ; the
L.S.O. was either connected or disconnected (gap
0.3 m) to the rod above the sensors to which It was
attached.

•CENG : Centre d'Etudes Nuclalres de Grenoble
CNET : Centre National d'Etudes des Telecommunications
USAF : US Air Force
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3. DATA
Throughout the experimental campaign, about
30 lightning flashes were triggered ; 15 of then had
one or several return strokes for which there were I
and dl/dt data.
The maximum magnitudes were 49.4 kA and
260 kA/us (same return-stroke) ; on average, each
flash presents at least a return-stroke exceeding
20 kA and the mean value of dl/dt is 1!" kA/us
(Fig. 4-5).
The general characteristics of the discharges
are similar to those triggered during the previous
campaigns in Florida /!/, considering the current
magnitude, the electrical charge moving along the
lighting channel, the strokes number (12 maximum with
a mean = 6) and the total duration (1.15 sec maximum
with a mean ■ 561 ms).
The general data are shown in fig. 3. The
return strokes have been mentioned when the current
exceeded 2 kA.
(1) when it has been possible, the current maximun
value has been determined by the 30 Hz - 30 MHz
system marked "L" ; if not by the DC-1 MHz system
recorded with a digitizer (10 MHz sampling rate)
marked "S", and with the DC- 1 MHz system recorded
with the magnetic recorder "H" or the scope "T".
(2) the ti"ie TO corresponds to the beginning of the
current, called "continuous current" preceedlng the
return-strokes.

Numbar of raturn atrokaa
Ns87
Mian.I 1.6 kA
».«..7.3 kA

►,—i

-.

3

1

101520

!

25

t

30

,

35

1

40

r-—l.»

In fig. 3, the negative sign has been
omitted on front of current peak value. There is
only one time (8513) that there Is a positive pulse
(marked + 5)

4. FLASHES 8512 and 8518
4.1. Flash 8512 (fig. 6)
This flash was triggered on august 2 at
20 : 09 UT ; the electric field at the ground level
was - 4.3 kV/m. There were 4 return-strokes. The
first one had a peak-current of 49.4 kA.
Despite the fact that the magnitude of the
peak current was double that of what we usually
obtain In a flash in Florida (T max in a flash =
20 kA), o rrent waveform is similar to those
recorded before. /I/
Fig. 6 shows the dl/dt waveforms for the
first two return-strokes. The first one has the
largest peak dl/dt (260 kA/us) with a full width at
half maximum l£S ns. These dl/dt peaks are fairly
narrow. This triggered flash is very significant
since it provides proof that we can observe very
large current-derivatives.
4.2. Flash 8518 (fig. 7)
This flash was triggered on august 3 at
01 : 02 UT ; 1t is interesting in the fact that the
triggering conditions were quite unusual.
The electric field at the ground level
before triggering was + 2.5 kV/m ; note that 95 %
of flashes are triggered when the E field is negative (between 4 and 6 kV/m in Florida, 8 and 10
kV/m In New-Mex<co and St Privat d'Alller).
The storm activity was almost non existant
over the site. The electric field record shows a
few intra-cloud discharges (1 flash about ewer^
2 minutes with a negative electric field 1 2 kV/m). The electric field Inverted about eight
minutes before the triggering ; during this period
there was no lightning discharge at all over the
site.

45 60kA
currant Z

The current record shows a strong positive
pulse (+ 5 kA - duration 95 ms) followed by a negative pulse (-30 A) ; the channel was still Illuminated.

Fig. 4 : Peak-current histogram
Numbar of raturr, atrakas

The current passed zero. This bipolar
continuous current was followed by 4 negative
return-strokes (16.5, 11, 5 and 10 kA peakcurrents). Fig. 7 shows two dl/dt pulses recorded
during the first two return-strokes (134 and
% kA/us peak-current derivatives).

A
N.3I
Mat».II2 kA/)u
t.d..48 kA /fit

trjaar
15

10'

0

«
50
)0

*J

100

,
ISO

1
20
200

250 300
Ma« dl/dt

kAA*

Fig. 5 : Peak current-derivative histogram
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Fig. 6 : Flash 8512

6-a : logarithmic current record
6-b : current records of the first two return-strokes
6-c : cuirent-derivdtive records of the first two return-strokes
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7-a : logarithmic current record
7-b : current-derivative records of the first two return-strokes
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5. DISCUSSION

Possible reasons for these perturbations :

5.1. linrits

- the instrumentation trailer was probably
not an electromagnetic-proof shelter in such a
perturbed environment, although the measurements
entered through fiber optics

As s'iown in fig. 1, tie way the experiment
was set jp 1 aarls us to ask several questions :
1st : In order to ooserve a possible difference
in
the
current
and
current-derivative
waveforms, we have shortened the gap (between the
rod ani the L.S.O.) for part of the triggered
flashes, We cannot see any significant difference
either in the waveforms or in the magnitudes ; for
example :
■QT"

gap open = 11?.9 kA/us

IT'
dT

gap shorten = 108.7 kA/us

- the cylinder (total length with the rod :
15 m) could cause a resonant phenomenum with a 100
ns period - we can see (fig. 8 a-b) 60-70 ns oscillation periods and 30 ns on dl/dt and I records
respectively.
We
rements of
50 n (the
both show
(fig. 9).

ky

dt

2nd : Soie "anomalies" exist in parts of I
and dl/dt waveforms : oscillations in I waveforms
{fig. 8a) and existence of a double peak on the
main one of the dl/dT waveform (fig. 8b)

should note that simultaneous measuthe electric field-derivative dE/dt at
trailer mentioned above) and at 5 km,
a double peak, similar to dl/dt peak

nTus
50 m

100

HS
5km

-V-T

y^y^t

"S

2.

-1
F;g. 9 : Simultaneous record;; dE/dt at 50 ra and
5 km range fro*i triggered lightning 8504

29 Mn I- the ground plane was probably not \'°ry
effldentjone could observe arcs between meshes of
the metallic mesh cage during a flash, revealing a
bad equipotentiality.

(
|:2flQ

5.2. Current records

:

ig. 8a : I Waveform - triggered lightning 8511

Current records in 1935 arc similar to
those obtained in Tlorida in 1933 and 1984.

~Twr~i ""f9"8lT"!
r1- "«BT
j..
Number of flashes
maximum cijrrent
T max

1
1
1
1
1

19

I
1
55 kA |
1
14.8 kA |

8

1

15

I
1
30 kA | 49.4 kA I
1
13.2 kA | 20 kA |

In 1985, we noticed that the mea.: electric
field at the ground level before triggering was
lower than before :

1983-84 : T = 4.5 kV/a ; 1985 : I » 3.5 kV/m

.'$
c

ig. 8b :

"

t

1.5

"TT

M

dl/dt wavefor.) - triggered lightning 8504

This is probably due to the electric field
sensor environment : the field was likely attenuated by vegetation.
We should note the discharge which was
trigqered wit'» a low positive electric field
(♦ 2.5 kV/m) ; this leads JS to reconsider the
field threshold criterion to trigger flashes.
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Subsequent return-strokes

First Reurn-Strokes
Source
50 %

95 %

I

I

I Anderson and
I Eriksson (1930) /3/

I
I 75

9.1 kA/us 24.3 kA/us 65 kA/us

I Garbagnatl et al. /4/ | 42
I (1981)
|
I
I

3.6

"

14

"

55

50 %

95 %

5 %

"

113
33

5 %

9.9 kA/|is

39.9 kA/us

162 kA/us

7.5

33

145

"

"

"

Fig. 10 : Summary of previous lightning current-derivative measurements
5.3. Current-derivative records

5.3.2. Fu]J-width_at haU;max1mum_and
ri^e-tTme

5.3.1. ConparUori_with l^tejrature
Part of current measurements have been
carried out on the top of mountains with towers by
Berger /2/, Garbagnatl /4/ ar.d for more than ten
years, with triggered lightning /5/.
The current derivatives had been obtained
by measuring the slope of the steepest portion of
current waveforms. Values of the maximum dl/dt are
log-normally distributed. The values at the 95 %,
50 % and 5 % levels are listed in fig. 10.

A histogram of the full-width at halfmaximum (FWHM) of the dl/dt signal is shown in
fig. 11. The FWHM is 100 ns with a standard deviation 45 ns. The s.d. is quite large due to the
existence of one or two peaks on the dl/dt
waveform.
Nunbtr of rtturn itrokM
N.3I
20

In the Anderson and Eriksson (1980) and the
Garbagnatl et al. (1981) data, the maximum first
and subsequent stroke dl/dt are, for the most part,
larger than first stroke current-derivatives.

15-

to--

In any case, these dl/dt values come from
I records. The dl/dt records ( £ 3.1) are obtained
from direct measurements ; they only concern subsequent strokes (the triggered lightning process does
not make It possible for us to carry out any measurement on a common first return-stroke).
The first and main conclusion is that those
values are much larger (mean dl/dt max : 112 kA/us)
than the ones presented In fig. 10.

5

0

dl (t) „ 2rP if ct- * (t ♦ D )
(0

:

v

*
range

- v

du

:

SO

100

150

200

250

300
"»
At 50«

Fig. 11 : Full-width at half maximum histogram of
dl/dt records

We can compare these with previous estimates of dl/dt from dE/dt measurements /6/ and /7/
which give 154 kA/jis anc" 227 kA/us respectively.
These values have been obtained Dy assuming the
relation :

It

MMH.I 10 «•
S.i— 45 n<

c

return-stroke velocity)

for far field with a propagation above a good conductive ground (salt water) and assuming only one
current propagating along the lightning channel.
Our dl/dt measurements are smaller (mean
dl/dt max : 112 kA/us) than the ones estimated by
/6/ an<i PI but «wen largor than /3/ and /4/. The
correlation between dE/dt and dl/dt measurements is
dlcussed in /8/.

FWHM distribution,
distrlbi
In comparison with FWHM
fig. 12 shows the histogram of f dl rl«
rlsetime (10 %

J ÖT

- 90 '*) - The dl/dt signals have been Integrated,
thus giving us the current waveform ; F1g. 13 shows
an example ; we have considered the rlsetime
between 10 and 90 % from the break point to the
maximum
"TC « 162 ns ; the standard deviation
(69 ns) Is also quite large ; there are two
possible explanations for this : a negligeable
offsett on dl/dt signal may introduce a more
substantial difference on the integral and
although the break poi. , is usually determined
gulte precisely, Its locatlci can be at times more
ambiguous to determine.
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5.4. Correlation between current and currentderivative

Hiinbtr of riturn stroke«

4

The current-derivative Integrations have
been obtained by a trapezoidal method ; the
sampling Interval was 5 ns and the window 2.5 us.
Fig. 15 compares the maximum value of current
measurements with the Integral of the currentderivative records. We can see that there is a fair
similarity between the two values, considering that
some I measurements have been made with less accuracy ! o synbol) and that the integration method
emphazised quite substantially a negTgeable
offsett on the dl/dt values.

20..
N,3i
Mtin ,162ns
t 1.,69ns

IS
10'.

0

50

\0Ö

Tiol

^00

25Ö~~30
At IO%-90%

Fi<j. 1? : Rise time histoTsi ■ ! II/dt waveform

20 kA
i— fzf) V

10

1.5

2, M

Fig. !'• : An example ofjdl/dt signal - UbM
3P is the >reai- ,>oint.
5.3.3.
When one observes most WT ML- lerivative
waveforms (fig. flb), one can see a jlit.h between
one aid Hv3 Microseconds before the iiain peak ;
this jlltch exists also on electric field waveforms
recorded at 50 m and 5 km fron the discharge
(fig. 14). This glitch only apoears on triggered
lightning signals and it night oe due to the
attachment process between tie downwirj leader and
the leader rising upward from the ton of the wire.

Fig. 15 : Relation between I max measurements and
I max estimated fro«i dl/dt neasurements
Note the relation between I max and dl/dt
max 1n fig. 16. The dl/dt nax Increases with I max.
This Is an Important point, considering that the
mean-value of I max (11.6 kA) was not very high and
that there night be sone mich larger lightning
currents : the Saint-Privat d'Alii er Research Group
/5/ records that 10 % of triggered flashes have a
peak current greater than 29 '<A.

dt

100

>A~—.

0
1

2.

The mean-value of dl/dt max (fig. 5) 1s
112 kA/us but dl/dt max reaches 260 kA/us corresponding to a maximum cjrrent of W.4 kA. Therefore,
we can expect very large current-derivatives associated to very large lightning currents.

5km

- /yv^ig.

HS

HS

"lect-ic field-derivative i*?as.ire.iein u
50 n j-i.| 5 <m fro' tlie flash 35u4.
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6. C0HCLUSI0N

16 th Lightning Conf. on Lightning Protection,
Szeged - Hungary - July - 1981

The Rocket Triggered Lightning Program In
Florida 1935 made It possible to obtain 15 flashes
with return-strokes. Most of them were triggered in
the presence of negative electric field at the
ground level and gave a negative continuous current
followed by one or several negative return-strokes.
The current values flmax R.S * 11.6 kA) and waveforms are similar to those obtained in Florida In
1933 and 1984. /I/
Two flashes were triggered in the presence
of a positive electric field, with a low value
(+ 2.5 kV/m) ; the continuous current of one of them
began with a positive pulse (+ 5 kA), changing to a
negative polarity and was then followed by negative
strokes. Flashes have n&vnr before been triggered 1n
the presence of such a low positive electric field ;
this
highlights
the
possibility
of obcaining
lightning under the anvil with fairly large currents
(5 to 16.5 kA - flash 8518).
Considering the current-derivative mea«:urenents, it has been very Important to measure this
parameter which reveals itself as being much larger
than previous current measurements could predict.
The dl/dt mean value Is 112 kA/us with a peak of 260
kA/jis which Is almost 5 times Higher than has been
recorded in previous works /3, 4/. Son* other measurements '.•ill be necessary to eliminate or to answer
sow questions due to the set up of the experiment
Itself. But, even If the dl/dt measurements «re
lower than those predicted by /5, 7/ this dl/dt
value is still very large and this parameter 1s very
Important for the protection of electronic systems
(aircrafts, telecommunications..).

/SI SAINT-PRIVAT d'ALLIER RESEARCH GROUP
"Eight years of liqhtninq experiments at
Salnt-Privat d'Allier"
Revue GSneVale de 1'Electrlcite - n* 9 September 1982

/6/ CD. WEIDMAN
"The submlcrosecond structure of lightning
radiation fields"
PHD dissertation - University of Arizona - USA
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ELECTRICAL ONSET CONDITIONS OF UPWARD FLASHES TRIGGERED
BY THE ROCKET AND WIRE TECHNIC l '

P. Laroche
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatlales
BP 72, 02322 Chatlllon Cedex, France
A. Eybert-Berard, L. Barret
Centre d'Etudes Nuclealres de Grenoble
85 X, 38041 Grenoble Cedex, France

ABSTRACT
An experiment on flashes triggered by the rocket and wire technlc was held on the
Kennedy Space Center during the summer 85. Close electric field measurements from DC to
more than 1 MHz were performed simultaneously with a wide band (DC to 30 MHz), wide
dynamic (about 100 dB) current measurement at the lightning flash foot. The onset of an
upward triggered flash consists in positive streamers emitted from the tip of the
conductive wire and followed by an upward positive leader.
After a brief presentation of the overall experiment results, we present and dismiss
the current pulses corresponding to streamers emission and the related cloud electric
field measurements.
The behaviour of the first stages of the triggered flashes will also be discussed in
terms of the general electrical atmospheric conditions at the rocket launching time.
Simultaneous electrostatic field measurements at ground performed in different location,
emphasize the point that this parameter Is greatly Influenced by space charge near ground.

(*)

This work was supported by DRET (Direction des Recherehes,
Etudes et Techniques
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1985 Rocket Triggered Lightning Investigation
Lightning Strike Object Results
Richard D. Richmond
Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Group (AFWAL/F1ESL)
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Abstract: During the 1985 sunnier thunderstorm season, AFWAL participated
In a Rocket-Triggered Lightning program at NASA Kennedy Space Center, Fl.
Fourteen (14) triggered flashes struck the Lightning Strike Object (LSO).
The characteristics of those flashes, as measured on the LSO, are discussed
In this paper. The duration of the attachment and the number and frequency
of return strokes are also presented. The rise times .:nd amplitudes of the
magnetic fields produced on the LSO are tabulated. Finally, LSO resonance
effects are briefly discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

LSO SENSORS/FIBER OPTIC SYSTEM: Sensors for
measuring the magnetic fields and displacement
currents along the length of the LSO were mounted
near each end and at the middle of the cylinder.
These sensors were derivative sensors; loops for
magnetic field and capacltive plate for displacement
current. A derivative current sensor was at the top
of the LSO and a resistive shunt was at the bottom.
The signals from these sensors were input to fiber
optics transmitters for relay to the recording
instrumentation. Fiber optics were used to provide
isolation and noise immunity. Pneumatic (air) lines
were used to turn on Internal calibration pulses and
to select attenuator in the fiber optic transmitters.

As part of a continuing effort to characterize
the lightning threat to aerospace vehicles, the
Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Croup of the Air
Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (FIESL)
participated In a Rocket Triggered Lightning
Investigation at Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Florida
during the summer of 1985. The electromagnetic
fields produced on a Lightning Strike Object (LSO)
vhen the object was struck by lightning were
measured.
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
The RTLI experimental set up was composed of
three parts; the strike object (LSO), the sensors on
the LSO and the fiber optic system used to transfer
the sensor outputs, and data recording
Instrumentation. A brief description of each part
follows.
LIGHTNING STRIKE OBJECT (LSO): The LSO Is an
aluminum cylinder 17 meters long by one half meter lr.
diameter. The LSO was suspended from wooden poles,
using mylar lines, so that the top of the object was
approximately 22 meters above ground level. A gap of
one half muter normally Isolated the bottom of the
object from the grounded grid work and rocket launch
platforms below the LSO. Figure 1 illustrates the
experimental setup.

INSTRUMENTATION: The data recording
Instrumentation was housed in a shielded trailer
located about 50 meters from the LSO. The main
component of this instrumentation was the 10 channel
digitizer with a sampling Interval of 20 nanoseccond
and a 164 microsecond window. This digitizer
provided detailed data for the first stroke of the
triggered event. Low pass filters with a cut-off
frequency of 20 MHz were installed on the fiber
optics receivers to prevent aliasing of the digital
data. The signals were also Integrated in the fiber
optics receivers. These Integrated outputs were
Input to an analog tape recorder to provide a record
of the entire triggered event. Fiber optic
attenuators and digitizer trigger levels were
selected to Insure that a comprehensive record of a
direct stroke attachment would be made. Still, movie
and video cameras were also used to record the
events.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
GENERAL: During the 1985 experiment, ov«»r
thirty (30) flashes were triggered. However, only 14
of these flashes contained return strokes that
attached to the LSO. Table 1 Is a synopsis of those
attached flashes. Figure 2 is a histogram of the
time between successive return strokes In
multi-stroke flashes. The currents measured by a
ground shunt for these flashes are presented In
another paper at this conference. (1)

Lightning Jtrlk» Objaet

Utility *>!•• Ill

»ock.t Launch TuUi (11)

10

20

M

40

M

40

70

to

W

100

110 120

110

140

ISO

ISO

(milliseconds)
rig.I - Has Rocket Triggered Lightning Scaffold

Fig.2

1985 RTL Time between Return Strokes
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Table 1 - Synopsis of '85 PTL Flashes
'Flashes Attaching to Strike Object*

Duration *
(milliseconds)

Time
(UT)

Number of
Return Strokes

19:09:51

7

553

19:48:39

4

88

19:53:52

11

608

i9:59:40

7

37S

20:05:02

13

543

20:09:58

4

480

7 Aug

01:02:04

4

165

10 Aug

19:45:36

3

439

13 Aug

23:13:07

8

348

14 Aug

14:46:49

16

686

15:36:57

2

14

18:17:52

3

58

18:21:56

6

124

Date

r
2 Aug

ti

15 Aug

MAGNETIC FIELDS ON THE LSO: using the analog
records, the integrated magnetic fields measured by
the loop sensors were tabulated. An average
waveshape of the measured magnetic field is shown In
Figure 3. The rise-time of the leading edge based
on 1015-90% of the peak magnitude was measured and
these values are summarized in the histograms of
Figure 4, In the configuration shown in Figure 1,
the cylinder and grid can be considered a tower
system. Melander (2) shows that current rates of
rise are consistently higher at the bottom of a
tower. This would mean a correspondingly higher rate
of rise for the magnetic field at the bottom. Figure
4 shows a somewhat faster averaged rise-time measured
at the bottom of the LSO than at the higher sensors.
Although by no means conclusive, it does seem
reasonable to conclude that the mounting
configuration was partly responsible for the
variations in rise-time.

Microseconds

* Times are fro« first attachment
to last return stroke.

Fig. 3 - Magnetic Field Waveshape on LSO

For the flashes triggered in '85, there was an
initial period of continuing current along the
vaporized wire path. This current was not usually
attached to the LSO except for a few flashes where
the path was close enough to the LSO that the plasma
engulfed the object. For these flashes, the highly
ionized column of air (plasma) through which the
lightning current was flowing would be blown against
the LSO by the wind. The continuing current would
then flow along the LSO. These lower level (about
1000 Amp), slowly varying currents would not. produce
measurable signals on the LSO sensors. After the
continuing current, individual subsequent strokes
would then attach to the cylinder. For all but one
of the attached flashes, the return strokes attached
to the hemispherical top of the LSO and exited out
the bottom. The one different flash, triggered on 2
Aug. attached near the piddle of the LSO. For this
flsf.h, the return strokes followed the original
current; path until turning at nearly right angles to
attach near the middle of the ISC. At least one
flarh curing tin. '983 eroeriment exhibited a similar
90 jegree turn, but it attached to the top of the
ISO. No other triggered flash has .shown this mid
point attachner.'. .

A similar rise-time increase has been observed
in previous experiments. One of the flashes
triggered to the LSO on 5 August 1982 was a very
active flash lasting over 700 milliseconds. Shown in
Figure 5 are the magnetic field (dB/dt) waveforms
recorded on esch of the LSO sensor loops for one of
the subsequent strokes of that flssh. Although the
pesks are satu'dteed, an estimation of the rise-time
is still possible. The rise-times (from top to
bottom) are 2, 1, 0.7 microseconds respectively.
Figure 6 is s histogram of the peak magnetic
fields measured on the middle. The values listed in
Amps/meter can be converted to klloamps by
multiplying by a factor of 1.6. This factor is based
on an assumed uniform current distribution around the
circumference of the LSO. Because this sensor is
nesr the middle of the LSO, it is reasonable to
expect that the distribution would be uniform.
Direct comparison with an external sensor such as the
French shunt (I) would he necessary to verify
calculated current levels.
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Although not a direct current measurement, F.
Hubert measured the magnetic fields produced by the
triggered flashes at a distance of 180 meters (3).
By making some first order approximation, an estimate
of the currents in the flash can be calculated.
While the currents derived from the ground system and
from the LSO are not in exact agreement, they are
comparable (usually within 50Z of the peak value).
For most of the flashes measured during the 1985
program, the lightning attachment point was at the
top of the LSO, oft"n at the location of the current
probe. Such attachments would directly involve the
entire cylinder length in the lightning channel As
stated earlier, one flash (19:48:39 - 2 Aug) attached
to the middle of the LSO. For this flash, signals
obtained from sensors at the top of the LSO could
only come from reflected signals traveling from end
to end along the cylinder length. Shown in Figure 7
Is the waveform for the first stroke of this flash
obtained from the dl/dt at the top of the LSO. A 10
microsecond portion of the signal is expanded and
shown in Figure 8. As the LSO was configured for
1985, quarter and half wave resonances would be
expected at 6,25 and 12.5 MHz. The Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the waveform, Figure 9, does show
these resonances. Also visible in Figure 9 is a very
strong, conrnletely unanticipated, signal at 7 MHz.
It was initially thought that this frequency may be
associated with the scaffolding and grid system
within which the LSO was suspended. However,
subsequent laboratory tests have shown that this is
not the case. For these laboratories tests, the LSO
was mounted in a coaxial return path and injected
with pulses of up to 20 klloamps. Analysis of the
waveforms obtained still produced a very dominant
resonant type signal at 7 MHz. This was true even
when a completely different sensor, fiber optics and
transient recorder system were used to measure skin
currents on the LSO. The reason for this response
h*s not yet been determined and testing continues.
There seems to be little doubt though that this is a
real LSO-related response. One possible explanation
for this involves the internal wiring of the LSO.
The quarter-wave resonant length at 7 MHz is
approximately 10 meters. This is the length of the
metal conduit inside the LSO that houses the fiber
optics transmitter power cables. The LSO had been
assembled in the 1985 configuration for almost two
years and a certain amount of corrosion had taken
place. The capacitive plate antennas directly
connect the transmitter boxes to the outer skin of
the LSO, It is possible that the combination of
corrosion and direct coupling had created a tuned
circuit at 7 MHz.
The LSO was mounted in two configurations for
1985. The first was with a half meter gap between
the LSO and the grounded shunt. The second was with
the gap shorted. The data in Figure 4 is for all of
the return strokes measured during 1985. Separating
the data from the two configurations shows little or
no statistical difference.
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SUMMART
The data obtained from the LSO during the 1985
Rocket Triggered Lightning Program has been briefly
described. The general chancteristics - flash
duration, number of return strokes, return stroke
currents - have been discussed. The values reported
for 1985 are similar to those from previous years and
compare well with natural lightning (4).
Substantial currents have been recorded on
portions of the LSO not directly In the path of the
lightning currents. These signals could only result
from effects Induced on the LSO - probably from
reflections at the ends of the cylinder. Simple
antenna calculations are only partially successful in
predicting the frequency content of these Induced
signals. Such signals can be significant and should
be anticipated during any analysis of aerospace type
structure responses.
REFERENCES
1. J. Ranelin, "Currents and Current-derivatives
in Triggered Lightning Flashes - Florida 1985", these
proceedings.
2. B.G. Melander, "Effects of Tower
Characteristics on Lightning Arc Measurements",
Proceeding - International Aerospace Conference on
Lightning and Static Electricity, Orlando, Florida,
1984.
3. P. Hubert, B. Hubert, "Some Results of
Observations on Triggered Lightning at Kennedy Space
Center in July, August 1985", DPHG/SAP, CEN Saclay,
France, 17 Jan 1986.
4. P.. Richmond, "Rocket Triggered Lightning, A
Comparison With Natural Flashes", Proceedings International Aerospace Conference on Lightning and
Static Electricity, Orlando, Florida, 1984.
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY HAZARDS PROTECTION (AEHP) DEMONSTRATION
Rudy C. Beavin
Captain M. Patricia Hebert
THF ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY Hazards Protection
(AEHP) Advanced Development Program being conducted
hv the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
(AFWAL) is conducting AEHP demonstration investigations through contract with Boeing Military Airplane
Companv (BMAC). Appropriate AEHP schemes for the
lighter, transport/bomber, helicopter and cruise
tnissile classes of air vehicles are being demonstrated with modified F-14 ?nd All-Composite Airframe Program (ACAP) testbeds. Other Government
agencies are participating with AFVAL in support of
the AEHP program, which is being conducted to
provide design criteria to define appropriate AFHP
against the moderate ?0kA peak amplitude,
IP
5x10 A/sec maximum rate-of-rise and the severe
?00kA peak amplitude 7x10 A/sec maximum rate-ofrise attached lightning threats. To demonstrate
effective AEHP for air vehicle electrical/electronic
systems representative of mid-IOs technology, a
lightning simulator capable of providing a lightning
stroke with the parameters of the severe stroke has
been nrepared hv Maxwell Laboratories, Tnc for use
on the AEHP program. Various protection concepts
developed during the initial part of the AEHP
program will be appHed to configure the AFHP
systems required by the demonstration testbeds of
the latter nbase of the ADP. These AEHP concepts
include circuit and system shielding, terminal
protection, conducting floors and cable protection
which have been demonstrated to be effective for
establishing the protection required against Induced
electromagnetic 'EM) energy or electromagnetic
energy directly coupled to electrical/electronic
systems. In addition to the induced EM threat, AEHP
investigations have been initiated to assure appropriate protection against physical and thermal
damage to air vehicles as the result of direct
attachment of lightning flashes with composite, as
well as metrl. airframes. Full advantage will be
taken of synerglstic benefits realized between
Induced and direct AEHP protection systems. The
application of both swept frequency continuous wave
(CW) and time domain pulses (moderate and severe) to
AFHP program testbeds are discussed.

Figure I - AFHP ADP Logo
underway and planned bv various agencies to
encourage a coordinated application of federal
resources for AEHP investigations. In addition to
the agencies Identified in the AEHP logo, the
National Severe Storms Laboratory of the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA/NSSLt is also a member of the N£CG.
The first phase of the AEHP program produced
design guidelines defining balanced protection
concepts to provide confidence for all-weather
application of advanced avionlc and structural
concepts in military and civilian scenarios.
Balanced protection concepts appropriate for each of
four classes of aircraft; e.g., fighters, transnorts/bombers, helicopters and missiles, were
developed. This phase was Initiated on I Apr 87.
During Phase One of the program, the electromagnetic
environments incident on aircraft electrical/electronic systems were defined and appropriate
protection schemes established. In order to achieve
this result, the Interaction of AE environments with
modern aircraft structure(s); e.g., advanced composite materials, high resistance metals; were
determined. This permitted characterization of the
AE associated threat incident on advanced electrical/electronic elements: e.g., fly-by-wire, power—
by-wire, et al. Appropriate hardening concepts were
then evaluated experimentally to assure confident
operation t,'" flight/mission critical elements under
AE threat conditions. The hardening employed
Includes a balanced set of: system, power and
information shielding; passive/active system
protection; et al. The AEHP concepts prescribed
were also evaluated for tbelr contribution to
protection against other EM threats; e.g., FMT,
NEMP.
The second phase is utilizing testbeds
configured from modified airframes and special test
electronics to evaluate the effectiveness of the
AEHP concepts developed. Tests with a modified
F-'4A have been completed and testing with a
specially configured helicopter testbed are
scheduled to begin in July of 1986. The helicopter
testbed has been fabricated trom a tool-proof
alrframe produced during the US Armv's All-Composite
Airframe Program (ACAP) and special test electronics

INTRODUCTION
The two-phase AEHP Advancec Development Program
(ADP) en-joys the application of financial and
program resources by an assembly of military/
civilian agencies. This support is suggested on the
logo for the ADP shown as Figure 1. The Flight
Dynamics Laboratory (AFWAL/PT) provides the ADP
office for interagencv coordination and AFHP program
direction. Other federal military agencies contributing to the program include other Air Force
laboratories and the Aeronautical Systems Division,
as well as the Army, the Naval Air Systems Command
and the Defense Nuc'ear Agency. In addition, the
Federal Aviation Administration and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration arp participating in the program. BMAC is the prime contractor
'or the program. The National Interagencv Coordination Croup (NICC) for the National AEHP program
meets annually to review the work accomplished,
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This system allowed measurements from 50Hz to
100MHz. To accommodate for measurement probe
characteristic variations, a reference transfer
function measurement was performed using a standard
calibrAtion fixture prior to performing test point
trans'er function measurements. Transforms of the
transfer function for selected lightning threat
current levelp can then he produced to analytically
predict the response of points of interest to the
lightning threat selected.
Using a lightning pulse simulator, the time
domain response of points of interest can be
measured directlv. These measurements were
performed using threat current levels of 28kA, and
also values from lOOkA to 200kA. The former
simulation was performed with the BMAC 28kA
simulator while the latter simulations were done
with the ?00kA simulator developed for the AEHP
program by Maxwell Laboratories, Inc. The
functional diagram for the 28KA (moderate threat
level) pulser Is shown in Figure 3. The ?00kA
(severe threat level) pulser is shown connected to
the F-14A testhed and return circuit structure In
Figure 4,

representative of aircraft systems of the 1090s.
The effectiveness of 4EHP applied will be demonstrated/evaluated using ground-based lightning
simulation facilities. The results of initial tests
will he evaluated and appropriate pdlustments
performed on the AF.HP schemes emploved to improve
the balanced protection provided. In addition to
the demonstration of ha'anced protection effectiveness, techniques for qualification of protection and
continued assessment of the integrity of the AEHP
provided will he identified and demonstrated.
Finally, design guides for the application of AEHP
will h* provided.
The AKHP ATP invites contributions from the
aerospace technical community to improve the
effectiveness of the program and aid transition of
program results to aerospace system application.
Your constructive criticism of the AFHP program is
encouraged. Continuing interactions will improve
the quality of the AEHP program and yield a maximum
return on the program Investment.
AEHP DEMONSTRATION
To demonstrate the effectiveness of AFHP
concepts developed during the program, protection
schemes for the F-14A and ACAP based testheds were
developed. Test plans were then established for the
demonstration using appropriate atmospheric
electricity simulators. The lightning threat
simulators and the testbeds together with test
results will be discussed below.
LIGHTNING SIMULATION - The AFHP of electrical/
electronic systems on modern aircraft can he
partially assessed using a swept frequency
continuous wave (CW) signal generator and network
analyzer operating at low current levels; e.g., 20A.
This procedure will allow definition of a frequencv
domain transfer function for analytically assessing
the impact of lightning associated currents and
fields on electrical/electronic systems of Interest.
In the time domain, lightning pulse simulators mav
be employed to determine svstem response to the
lightning threat. For the AEHP program, a fullthreat (severe^ level simulator was prepared and
used. It is also possible to use other pulsers to
simulate the lightning threat at lesser intensities
and perform appropriate scaling of impacts to
considrr the full-threat level, as was done for the
AKHP program using a ?flkA pulser (moderate threat
simulation).
The swept freouencv Cty system used for the AFHP
program functional diagram is shown in Figure ?.
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Figure 3 - Moderate-Level Pulse Generator
Functional Diagram

Figure 4 - F-HA and Htgh-Level Pulse Generator
With the moderate level pulser, the AEHP
schemes are demonstrated/evaluated against the
defined moderate lightning threat: 70kA peak
amplitude with a peak rate-of-rise oc 5x10
A/S,
time-to-peak current of ?ps and fall time to 1/'
neak current of 50JJS, and a minimum action 'ntegral
4
of l.SxlO A*S. Measured "moderate lightning pulre"

Figure 2 - Swept Frequencv Transfer
Test Fquipment
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characteristics are shown in Table 1. With the
severe level pulses, the protection schemes were
demonstrated/evaluated with simulated lightning
pulses having up to a peak current amplitude o^
200k* with a peak rate-of-rise of 2x10 A/S, timeto-peak of 4.3us and fall time to 1/2 peak current
of 50us, and an at ;ion integral of 1.5x10 AaS into a
RViH load. Measured "severe lightning pulse"
characteristics are shown in Table 2. Figure 5
compares the frequency spectrum of the severe threat
simulator (solid linel with the AF.HP defined severe
threat (dashed lire).
mm«ä~*hm

imow
Ntk eurfnt fliAl
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equipment and cables evaluated are shown in Figure '
and Figure 8 with test points (TP) designated.
These equipments were located in the testbed as
shown in Figure 9. In addition to the data gathered
for the AKHP of electrical/electronic eauipment
listed above, several measurements of th# "Hfthtning
threat associated" environment were made to
characterize the aircraft testbed response to
attached lightning. Test points for testbed
characterization are shown in Figure 10. Various
test points were monitored when some or all of the
lightning theat simulation techniques listed in
Table 3 were applied to the testbed.
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Pulse Characteristics
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Figure 7 - ALCM Equipment Test Points
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For the F-14A testbed, AEHP was provided
against the defined moderate level threat shown in
Figure 6. "Tie AFH protected electrical/electronic

Figure 8 - Advanced Avionics Cable
Current Test Points
Type of Evaluation

MAXHHM HAT1 Of H«l
PtAK AHOVITUOI
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-KhA/W
- 10 kA

HAL* TtMf TO FALL

-MW

-UIIO'A'«

'la

Designation

CV transfer function measurements (20A)

C

Moderate-level pulse measurements (28kA)

V

Ml ■ 10 t »■«*» ■ M*, »I ■ »Al,»

Intermediate-level pulse
measurements (65kA and 150kA>
High-level pulse measurements HOOkAl
T»He 3
T

he testhed characterization work was nerformed for
several cases ot" panel coverings; e.g., aluminum,
Cr/Fp, open.

Figure 6 - Oefined Moderotp-Level Threat
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techniques employed to achieve this AFHP Included
cable and box shielding and/or circuit protection In
addition to cable routing away from apertures.
Tn addition to measuring Induced transients and
structural voltage drops for aircraft stations and
equipment of Interest, we also performed functional
evaluations of AFH protected equipments. Tn this
lnstsnce, the operation of the test electronics was
monitored during pulse tests to Identlfv system
upset or failure. During this portion of the
testing, the special Al.CM avlonlc suite performed an
automatic flight control sequence, while the data
bus system ran error detection sequences using the
MTI,-STD-1553* bus for data Interchange. The
avionics systems experienced no upset or damage when
suMected to their design level, the moderate-level
attached lightning threat with 20kA peak amplitude.
The results of tests with the special Al.CM avionics
is shown In Table 5. Tt is to be noted that for
threat levels UP to lOOkA, 14db over design level,
for both the nose-tail and nose-wing attachment
configurations, the operation of the test
electronics was normal.
Currant path
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Figure 9 - Equipment Locations
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Table 5 - Al.CM Avionics Functional Responses
ACAP TESTP.EI) AFHP PF-WSTRATTON

Figur« 10 - Airplane Characterization
Test Point Location*
The Induced level« of voltage/current at
"arious equipment pine end on »elected raMe hundlee
were compared with specified avionics auscepfIMHty
limits to measure AFHP effectiveness, "»"he moderatelevel lightning waveform had been used as the design
point for the AW no the measured transient
response amplitudes were compered with that threat
to determine the safefv mergln for the unit helng
eveluated: e.g., SM-20 log V /V where SM Is the
s m
safetv margin In decibels, V Is the measured pin
pi

voltage, and V

1» the specified pin voltage.

The

•snfefv marglnc experi'rced fr.r selected unite
associated with the special Al.CM avionics suite
emploved are shown 1r Table 4. Protection
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Table 4 - AI.CM Avlor.lca Safetv Margins

A tool-proof article from the Bell helicopter
ACAP presently under contract with the t'S Army has
been modified to Incorporate lightning protection
for the vehicle, which is made from Gr/Ep structure
with Kevlar sVIn panels. The avionics suite to be
used in AFHP demonstration/evaluation will include
elements from the F-14A testbed's avionics suite and
other Covernment-furnished elements. "Lightning"
testing of the ACAP is scheduled to begin in ,'ulv
10R6. The tests will Include demonstration/
evaluation of the AFHP nrovided up to threat levels
of: ?00lcA with peak rate-of-rise of 2x10

T.TOHTNTNC PTRFCT EFFECT KVäLHATTOV
In order to limit protection penalties, the
techniques for protecting and verifying the protection of aerospace vehicles fabricated from advanced
material»! against direct attachment effects of
lightning are being reviewed ro Identify technical
voids and contributions to indirect effect
protection, as discussed ,-ihove. Tt is believed that
significant synerglsm mav b^ realized from approprlat ippl cation of the A*HP against induced and
direct;
.e., physical/thermal effect».
CONC'llSTOf.
The AFHP program has established e lightning
threat for modernte and severe encounters with
lightning, established appropriate tesr technology
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A/see; and

action Integral of 7x10 A^sec.

for AEHP testing, and Identified and demonstrated
successful AEHP for various classes of atr vehicles.
The demonstration program will he continued to treat
the challenging case of the ACAP helicopter. The
need for physical/thermal protection, as well as
svnerglMD available between indirect and direct
atmospheric electricitv hazards protection schemes
will alfto he documented.
REFERENCE
AEHP program documentation from Contract
P33615-82-C-3406, Atmospheric Electricitv Hasards
Protection (AEHP) of Advanced Technology Aircraft
(Electrical/Electronic Subsystems)
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AIRCRAFT LIGHTNIKG-INDUCED
TRANSIENT TEST AND PROTECTION
COMPARISON

Mark M. Simpson
Boeing Military Airplane Company
P.O. Box 3707, M/S 33-03
Seattle, Washington 98124-2207
ABSTRACT

Ten transfer function and nine moderate-1 eve I pulse comparisons were made
between test responses and predicted responses for a modified F-14A. The
predicted responses were calculated prior to tne test using a distributed
parameter network model consisting of transmission line models and lumped
parameter networks. Tne moderate-level peak amplitude predictions selected
for these comparisons were from 1.2 to 7.4 times greater than the measured
pea« amplitudes.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper gives an overview of a distributed
parameter network model that was used to calculate
the moderate level current pulse responses of a
modified F-14A testbed. This model was developed to
support and evaluate the modified F-14A testüed
lightning protection design. This model was also
developed to evaluate the distributed parameter
network modeling technique. The F-14A was modified
by removing five forward avionics bay access panels
and
replacing
the
turtle deck
panels with
graphite-epoxy panels. Air-launched cruise missile
(ALCM) avionics and test equipment were installed in
the forward avionics bays. Moderate-level current
pulse responses of the ALCM avionics, airborne
computer, and test equipment were predicted.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The F-14A transient analysis incorporated a
distributed parameter network model with previous
test data and analysis results (1), (2), (3). Tue
PRESTO modeling programs were used to calculate the
network responses (4). PRESTO is a set of computer
programs wnich calculate tne transient response of
transmission lines and lumped parameter networks.
TRAFFIC, a PRESTO system subprogram, calculated the
frequency domain response of tne distnouted
parameter network models.
Tne TRAFFIC network models produced test point
transfer functions, witn the test point response
relative to tne total drive current on tne
airplane. TRAFFIC used a linear solution of the
networx equations.
The test
point transfer
functions were multiplied by the drive current
spectrum and tne product was Fourier transformed to
produce
the
test
point
;iulse response.
A
transmission line model wss developed to represent
the current distribution along the F-14A and return
conductors. Coupling to internal wires was modeled
with
lumped parameter networks.
Tne general
sequence of tne calculations is illustrated in
figure 1.
LIGHTNING MODEL
- The drive current on tne
airplane was mndplcd using a double exponential
current waveform. Tne waveform equation in amperes
is listed below.
I(t) = ^7.7xl03(e-l4.3xl03t-e-ü.5xlObt)

A

This waveform represents tne peak current and rate
of rise generated oy tne Boeing moderate-level pulse
generator.
AIRCRAFT CURRENT DISTRIBUTION MOOEL
- Current
distrioution along the airplane was represented with
a series of coaxial transmission line segments. Tne
dimensions of the airplane and the return conductors
were used to develop an equivalent coaxial
transmission line. Then the electrical parameters
of the coaxial transmission line were used in trie
network analysis. The transmission line model of
F-I4A and return conductors is illustrated in figure
2.
Tne PRESTO TRAFFIC program was used to calculate
the response of the transmission line current
distrioution model (4).

Each transmission line segment was represented
by an impedance block composed of distributed
resistance, inductance, and capacitance.
TRAFFIC
then
calculated
the
network
response
using
transmission line equations. A 1A current source
drove the airplane model at 425 frequencies ranging
from 100 Hz to 100 MHz.
Tne ac resistance
incorporated into the transmission line model was
set to produce a quality factor of 36, a value based
on results of previous F-16 tests (6).
Circumferential
current
variations
on
tne
airplane were determined from an F-14A model
developed by tne Syracuse Research Corporation (5).
Method-of-moment calculations performed on the F-14A
model produced the current distribution.
Tne
circumferential
current
distribution
was
incorporated into the transmission line model in
terms of a current density factor (Js).
The drive point impedance and external magnetic
fields were calculated from this airplane model.
The drive point impedance was calculated by dividing
tne voltage at the airplane nose by the current.
Magnetic fields were calculated by determining the
current density at points along the transmission
line mrdel.
INTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD MODELS
- Separate
internal magnetic field models were developed for
the forward avionics bay and for the turtle deck.
The fields inside a trough in an infinite plane were
used to model the fields inside the avionics bays
(7). A factor relating the internal magnetic field
to the external magnetic field was multiplied by the
external current density to calculate the internal
magnetic field.
The turtle rieck internal magnetic field was
modeled with measured data on an F-16 graphite-epoxy
mockup (6). This F-16 diffusion transfer function
was used because the F-16 graphite-epoxy mockup is
similar in shape to the F-14A. Craft found that
current will distribute over the surface of
graphite-epoxy structures the same as for aluminum
structures (8).
The measured diffusion transfer
iunction was a constant up to 6'» kHz, where it
started to decrease at 20 dB per decaae.
A
resistance of 0.32n in parallel with a 7.81-pF
capacitance modeled this transfer function.
Tne
transfer function of the circuit model was then
multiplied by the transmission
line excernal
magnetic field transfer function.
STRUCTURAL VOLTAGE MODELS
- The structural
voltage drop coupling moaels were developed for tne
forward avionics Day and for the turtle deck panel.
The forward avionics bay structural voltage drop was
modeled as an inductor because tne avionics oay was
open and therefore the coupling mechanisms were
inductive. The value for tne inductor was ootained
from the inductive contour lines in a slotted
cylinder determined by Burrows (9). Tne rectangular
avionics Day was mapped into the slotted cylinder.
The inductive contour value was tnen multiplied by
the length of the voltage probe and a factor to take
into account the difference in current density
between the cylinder and the F-14A.
The voltage
probe was located 0.051 m below tne top of tne
avionics bay. Tne inductive contour value was 0.04
pM/'in.
The probe length was 1.12m.
Taking into
account the difference in current density oetween
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the slotted cylinder and the F-14A, the inductance
was calculated to De O.OögH.
Tne transfer
function of the circuit model was multiplied by the
external magnetic field transfer function.
The turtle deck structural voltage drop was
modeled as loop and joint coupling.
The joint
coupling and the loop coupling were 180 degrees out
of phase. The circuit model for the loop coupling
accounted for tne diffusion through tne turtle
decK. The voltage drop probe was a wire 4.24m long
situated 0.01m above tne aircraft structure. Tne
joint coupling was modeled as a resistance in series
with an inductance. The values for tne resistance
and inductance were taken from a panel voltage
transfer function measured on a graphite-epoxy F-16
mockup (6).
CABLE COUPLING MODELS
- For cades in open
avionics bays, the coupling was modeled as the
transfer function of an inductor whose value was
obtained from the model of the open forward avionics
bay structural voltage drop. This value was tnen
multiplied by the wire length and a factor to
correct for the differences in current distribution
between the slotted cylinder and the F-14A.
The
coupling to caoles beneath the turtle deck was
determined by the turtle deck structural voltage
drop coupling.
The avionics coupling diagram is shown in figure
3. Cables W3 and Wo were multiconductor cables.
However, to simplify the modeling, the caüles were
modeled as a single twisted-pair cable of tne
predominant wire gauge. Cables W3 and Wo also nad
several branches. To simplify the model, the cable
branch effects were not included. Only common-mode
cable coupling was calculated.
The coupling sources were grouped into one
source for eacn type of coupling and placed at the
end of the cable closest to the missile radar
altimeter (HRA). Each coupling source was added
separately with the others open circuited.
The
coupling source consisted of the transfer function
or the coupling source multiplied by tne external
magnetic field transfer function.
The MRA 28V-dc
power line open-circuit voltage transfer function
for eacn coupling source was superimposed to compute
tue total transfer function for tne MKA 28V-dc power
line open-circuit voltage and the core currents on
cables W5I and Wl.
Tne aperture sources were
modeled as inductors whose values were obtained from
Burrows Mrp contours using the same metnod tnat
was used to calculate the coupling for tne forward
avionics Day structural voltage drop (9).
The
diffusion and joint source were modeled using tne
same model
that calculated the turtle deck
structural voltage drop. Tne cable impedance values
were calculated from the equation for two caDles 2
in above a ground plane. The impedance of the cable
inside the shield was calculated from the formula
fur a coaxial caole. Tne shield transfer impedance
was based on previously measured data. The shield
transfer impedance was modeled as two pigtails with
an impedance of 11.4 mn and 602 pH (1).
TEST ANO PREDICTION COMPARISON

comparisons are shown in table 1. This table was
generated from figures of the measured test
responses plotted on the predicted test responses.
Figures 4 through y are typical of those figures.
The turtle deck external magnetic field transfer
function comparison (figure 4) snows variations of
six decibels up to the second resonance.
Tne
variations after tne second resonance are within 15
decibels. Tne 15 decibel variation is the result of
the F-14A and return conductors being more lossy and
radiating more energy than predicted by the
transmission line model of the F-14A testbed. Tne
turtle deck external magnetic field comparison
(figure 5) shows peak amplitudes within 1.2 times of
each other and shows the same rates of rise. Tne
predicted response does not decay as fast as the
measured response because the lightning model used
does not model decay that fast.
The predicted
response has a slightly different shape because tne
lightning model does not model the moderate-level
pulser ringing. The missile radar altimeter 28 V-DC
power open circuit voltage transfer function
comparison (figure 6) shows variations up to 1U
decibels below the second resonance. The variations
above the second resonance are within 30 decibels.
The 30 deciDel variation is tne result of the F-14A
and return conductors being more lossy and radiating
more energy than predicted oy the transmission line
model of tne F-14A testbed.
Tne missile radar
altimeter 28 V-DC power open-circuit voltage
comparison (figure 7) shows peak amplitude witnin
4.9 times of each otner and snows the same envelope
shapes.
The oscillatory nature of tne predicted
response is the result of tne F-I4A and return
conductors being more lossy and radiating more
energy than predicted by the transmission line model
of the F-14A testDed.
The cable Wl core current transfer function
comparison (figure 8} shows variations within 40
decibels up to first resonance. Between tne first
resonance and the second resonance the variations
are within 20 decibels. Above the second resonance
the variations are within 40 decibels.
The 40
decibel variation is the result of the F-14A ana
return conductors being more lossy and radiating
more energy than predicted by tne transmission line
model of the F-14A testbed.
The cable Wl core
current comparison (figure 9) shows peak amplitudes
within 1.5 times of each other and snows the same
envelope shapes.
Tne oscillatory nature of tne
predicted response is the result of the F-14A and
return conductors being more lossy and radiating
more energy than predicted by the transmission line
model of tne F-I4A testbed.
The pretest peak amplitude predictions were from
1.2 to 7.4 times greater tnan tne measured pea*
amplitudes.
Both the pretest predicted responses
and tne measured responses decayed quicxly.
Tne
pretest peak amplitude predictions and the measured
peak amplitudes depended on th° current rate of
rise. However, tne pretest predicted responses had
a damped sinusoid riding on top of tne waveforms.
The sinusoid nad a frequency corresponding to tne
F-14A testbed quarter-wavelength resonance.

After the tests tne predictions were compared to
tne test data (3). Tne predictions and test data
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PREDICTION SUMMARY
Tue F-14A test point responses were predicted
before the lightning simulation tests. After the
tests, the F-14A test point predicted responses were
then compared to the measured responses.
The peak amplitude predictions were an average
of three times greater than the measured peak
amplitudes.
The peak amplitude predictions were
from 1.2 to 7.4 times greater than the measured peak
amplitudes. Both the predicted responses and tne
measured responses decayed quickly. Peak amplitude
of the predicted responses and the measured
responses depended on the rate of rise in th
current. However, tue predicted responses were more
oscillatory than the measured response.
The
predicted responses had a damped sinusoid rioing on
top of the waveforms. The damped sinusoid had a
period corresponding to the F-14A testbed first
resonance.
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SUBMICROSECOND STRUCTURE OF THE RADIATION FIELDS PRODUCED BY LIGHTNING
CORRELATED CURRENT DERIVATIVE (dl/dt) AND ELECTRIC FIELD DERIVATIVE (dE/dt)
EMITTED BY TRIGGERFA FLASHES

J. Hamelin, C. Leteinturier, L. Niiot, and C. Weidnan
Centre National d'Etudes des Telecommunications
Lannion, FRANCE

ABSTRACT
During the summer of 1985, an experiment on triggered lightning flashes was
conducted in Florida; several French and American Research groups were involved in the
lightning characterization.
The National Center of Telecommunications (CNET) was
particularly interested in the measurement of the lightning derivative current dl/dt, one
of the main lightning parameters in order to design efficient protections. The dl/dt
sensor, located at the base of the lightning channel, has a risetlme response of about one
nanosecond; through a 130 MHz analog fiber optic link, that sensor was connected to a
transient digitizer, giving a dl/dt value every 5 nsec.
The derivative electric field dE/dt was simultaneously measured, 50 m from the
triggered lightning discharge.
In that report, the experiment is described in detflll. We investigate the validity
of return-stroke model expressions correlating dE/dt and dl/dt and we also compare these
dE/dt measurements at 50 m to those obtained at various distances. (1, 2).

Ill

CD. WEIDMAN and F..P. KRIDER, Geophys. Res. Lett. 7(1980)

III

C. LETEINTURIER - E.P. KRIDER and J.C. WILLETT, 10th internation. Aerosp.
and Ground Confer, on Lightning and Static Electricity - Paris - June 1985.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OP THE INTERACTION BETWEEN AN ARC
AND AN ELECTRICALLY PLOATINC STRUCTURE***
by G. Labaune, J. P. Moreau, J. C. Alliot, V. Gobin
Office National d' Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiai.es,
BP 72, 92322 Chätillon Cedex, France
and B. Hutzler, G. Riquel, R. Garabedian
Electncite de France, Les Renardieres,
BP 1, 77250 Moret-sur-Loing, France

He describe an experiment allowing
and an electrically floating structure.

the study of the connection between an arc

The
high voltage
set-up is
the 6 MV generator of the EDF Research Center "Les
Renardieres". Gaps both side of the structure are about 4 m.
Data
presented
concern currents
on the
high voltage rod and at the earth,
electric and magnetic
fields at
the surface
of the structure, and voltage appearing on
various kind of lines inside the structure.
The
phenomenology of the connection is also studied by the way of an electronic
image converter.
An important part of the analysis deals with the phase of the connection during
which the plasma each side of the structure is of high resistivity ( predischarge). He show
that
during this
phase,
the
structure
is
in electric equilibrium between impulsive
positive and negative
streamers which
induce fast and strong variations of the electric
field at its surface.
An
attempt
will
be
made
to compare
laboratory results
with
m-flight
measurements
in the
case of
the
connection between an
aircraft and an atmospheric
lightning channel.

This work was supported by DRET (Direction des Recherches,

Etudes et Techniques.

INTRODUCTION
This
experimental
work is
performed
within the
framework of
the study on the
connection
of
aircraft
and
atmospheric
lightning chanels. In-flight
measurements on
an aircraft 11.
21 show up the existence of
complex
attachment
mechanisms
during
the
period
preceedmg the
passage of the return
stroke.
The
process
involves
phases
of
electric
and magnetic field pulse variations
at
the structure
surface. The difficulty of
accessing
the
parameters
defining
the
discharge
on the
outside of an aircraft in
flight
led
us
to study these
connection
mechanisms on a cylindrical laboratory model.
Previous experiments made with short arcs (3J
la
few tens
of centimeters)
have shown the
existence
of a
phase during which the high
resistivity of the plasma channels formed in
the gaps leads
to strong
variations of the
structure
potential,
hence
of the electric
field at its surface.
Nevertheless,
for
short
gaps,
the
initial
f reamers
from the electrodes are

long enough to
cross these
gaps and form a
conduction
condition
which
gives
a
preponderant
significance to the electrical
circuit.
Hence, this
configuration does not
allow study of the influence of the discharge
attachment
process on the structure electric
balance.
To remove this problem, we have set
up an experiment
which uses
air gaps which
are
several meters
long, so that the phases
during which the discharge channel propagates
can be observed. A priori, this configuration
seems to yield a nearer representation of the
electrical behavior of an aircraft from which
a leader propagates.
We have also examined the behavior of
typical lines placed in the cylinder so as to
determine
which of
the physical mechanisms
appearing durinq connection,
are
the most
dangerous to on-board equipment.
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EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE AND EXPERIMENTS RUN
The experiment« «ere
run at
the BDf" s
Renardieres
T«ijtinq Center.
Figure 1 shows
the
high
voltage
test
hall
and the
experimental set-up.
The
shock generator (1) can deliver a
maximum voltage cf 6 MV and an energy of
450 kJ.
The rise time
of the pulses can be set
from two to several hundreds of microseconds.
The test model is a cylinder made of AG5
length 4 m, dia. 0.5 m, wall thickness: 2 mm).
The
cylinder
has
four square openings
(20 x 20 cm)
which can
be
blanked with
metallic or composite material plates.
The experimental equipment consists of:
- a
Thomson
electronic
imag
converter
operating in streak mode in the visible and
ultraviolet spectra,
- a
Hadland
image
converter operating
in
streak mode and
frame mode in the visible
and ultraviolet spectra,
- a
current
measuring coaxial
shunt
(2)
located
at the
extremity of the high
voltage rod,
- a
current
measuring coaxial
shunt
(3)
placed on the ground. It is fitted with a
rod ensuring attachment with the arc,
- a capacitive divider (4) ensuring voltage
measurement at the high voltage rod.
Fitted to the cylinder are:
- two

D sensors

(5)

with

a equivalent area

of 0. 82 x 6. 10"3m2,
- one

3 sensor (6)

with a equivalent area of

1 . 5 x 10'4m2
- one
line inside the model, placed parallel
to
the
model
axiet.
The distance to the
opening can vary from 5 to 45 cm.
Line measurement impedance
is 50 £7;
the terminal impedance is interchangeable and
can vary from short circuit to open circuit.
The length of the line can also be changed.
set
of
Thf
measurements
is
I. ransmi 11 ed
via
optical
I i bars
( bandwidth
200 MHz>
l)i gi t nation
is
performed
by
H -channeis,
Tektronix 7612 D. The digitizers
storages
are
controlled
by a
and
data
Tektronic 4U41 calculator.
The
use
of
very wideband analoq
integrators
has
proved
to be difficult,
hence,
we opted for storing the signals in a
derivative form
for this
experiment,
the
values
of the
electric and magnetic fields
were
then
obtained
through
digital
integration.
The digitizer dynamic measurement
range i30 dB) is a constraint given the
very large spectral
content of
the signals
recorded. However, it proved adequate for the

tests
using fast
rise
time voltage shocks
( < 50 u.s) .
The
tests
were
run in negative
polarity with voltage shock rise time of 2
to 50 us. The choice of polarity was dictated
by
previous
experiments
performed
by the
Groupe
des Renardieres which showed that the
gap that can be crossed
by 6 MV voltage is
around 12 m (given the presence of the model)
and that typical streamer size is around 2 m.
These
values have proved to be coherent with
the analysis of the model electrical behavior
before
establishing a resistive junction in
the two gaps.
CONNECTION PHENOMENOLOGY
REVIEW
OF THE
GENERAL PHENOMENOLOGY
DISCHARGES IN LARGE AIR GAPS (41

OP

Traditionally,
a distinction
is drawn
between the positive discharges developing in
the
direction of
the
electric
field
and
negative
discharges
developing
in
the
opposite
direction.
The
phenomenology
associated
with these
two
polarities
is
fundamentally different.
POSITIVE DISCHARGES
In accordance
with
the
preceeding convention,
positive
discharges develop from positive electrode. A
leader extends out
from the
rod due to the
energy drained by the streamers at its tip.
This
type
of
streamer
is a medium in the
process of thermaliaation. It radiates in the
red
spectrum. The
streamers at
the tip are
strong electric field media where electrons
are
accelerated
in a cold gas
and make
ionizing collisions; The associated radiation
is purely ultraviolet (electronic
recombination).
The
orders
of magnitude of
the electric fields are from 0.5 to 1 kV. cm"'
in
the
region of
the
leader and 4
to
5 kV. cm
in the region of the streamers.
The
general priprrties of the discharge
(speed,
current,
etc.)
depend
on
the
elect rode-plane geometry and the shape of the
pulses,
hence, propagation can be continuous
or discontinuous.
NEGATIVE
DISCHARGES
There
are
discharges
which propagate
from negative
electrode.
Their
breakdown threshold
in a
given gap is
two to three times higher than
that
for
positive
discharges.
A
negative
discharge is always discontinuous. In certain
rising
time or
geometric configurations, a
highly complex phenomenology arises involving
negative
streamers,
spatial
stems, spatial
leaders and positive leaders
If an electrically floating metal object
is
introduced
into the
breakdown gap, the
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phenomenon
becomes even more
complicated
because discharges from the high voltage rod
the ground rod and the two ends of the object
come
into play.
This
configuration has
already been the subject of a specific study
t 41 .
Not all the phases of connection will be
treated
fully in
this paper, our purpose is
simply to determine those inducing variations
in the electric
and magnetic
fields on the
surface
of the cylinder which are likely to
created
interference on the equipment inside
it.

DESCRIPTION OF CONNECTION ON THE MODEL
Figure
2
shows
the
simultaneous
development
of
luminous
phenomena (in the
visible
and ultraviolet spectra) observed in
the two rod voltage gaps and the electric and
magnetic
fiels
on
the
surface
of
the
cyllnder.
The event chronology is as follows: when
the
voltage of
the rod becomes high enough,
negative
streamers appear
at its extremity.
Their
structure is filamentary. They carry a
pulse-)ike
current.
The
peak
value of the
pulses can reach several hundreds of amperes.
A
negative streamer-leader system propagates
in the
direction of the model. We observe
that
this
approach phase
does
not give a
significant
variation in the electric and
magnetic
fields
on
the surface
of the
structure.
In the configuration
used, the
oapaeitive effects related to the approach of
the negative streamers and the effects of the
positive
streamers from the top surface of
the cylinder are negligible
Moreover, it has
been shown that during the whole experiment,
the
capacitive
effects
(associated
to a
change
in the field geometry) are negligible
and that the measurement of the E field gives
a good picture of the cylinder potential.
When
the junction
i made with the top
surface
of t h* cylinder or with the positive
streamers
extending from it (point 1 on the
curve showing the electric field variations),
a
variation
in
the
electric
field at the
surface
of the
structure is observed, which
shows
that its potential has increased. This
variation depends on the capacitance of the
structure
and the
impedance present
in the
meal um in the top gap.
The appearance of a large electric field
in
the
bottom
gap gives
rise
to the
appearance
of negative streamers at the base
of the cylinder. They have the same morphology
as
those
observed
previously at
the high
voltage
rod •. their appearance corresponds to
point 2 on the graph of the electric field).

The current they carry across the high
impedance
of the
top gap provokes a drop in
the
potential
of
the
cylinder
and
the
extinction of the
negative streamers at its
base ( point 3).
The
extinction of the streamer leads to
the
relaxation of
the RC circuit set up by
the cylinder capacitance
and the resistance
of medium in the top gap.
Figure
3
is
a
detailed
view of this
phase which shows up systematically and which
is
one of the major causes of the variations
in the electric
field at the surface of the
structure.
The
next
period (segment
4-5
on the
electric
field graph, figure 3) appears as a
period
of extinction on the cameragram, the
electric field is stable at point 5, there is
a
sudden
reignition of
the
top gap. This
brings
complex phenomenology into play which
induces
an increase
in the surface electric
field on the structure.
The
process is
«.he same
as for phases
2-3-4:
appearance of
a negative streamer at
the
base
of
the
cylinder,
drop
in
the
electric
field
(or
cylinder
potential)
associated
with the
flow of current through
the
strong
impedance
of
the
top gap,
extinction of
the
streamer
(point
6) and
relaxation of the RC circuit between points 6
and 7.
An additional phenomenon shows up on the
cameragram,
figure 3.
It is a strong corona
effect
emanating from the edge of one of the
openings.
We will see later that these local
effects are
one
of
the
major
causes
of
interference on the line.
Afterwards, a negative downward
leader-positiveupward
leader system develops
in the bottom gap. Their junction brings us
back to the short gap configuration (3); the
cylinder
is equilibrium between the
two
resistive media, the circuit is closed.
Starting at this instant, and during the
period
as follows
(up to point C), there is
no short circuit (arc phase) in either one of
the
two gaps.As we have seen previously, the
surface
electric
field
is
a
correct
representation
of
the
potential
of
the
structure.
If one
of
the
gaps
was
in
short-cir:uir,
it
wculd
remain stable (at
high
voltage or
at ground) and if both gaps
were in short-circuit, a strong current would
flow.
This
phenomenon
has
already
been
observed in the study of short gaps and which
showed
that
the
passage
to arc could not
occur
until
after a
critical
density of
energy
is
deposited
in
the
medium,
this
threshold
can be reached first in one of the
gaps or the other;
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This property also appaars
here.
It
should be remarked
that the
passage to the
arc oo.urred in the bottom gap when cylinder
was
placed near the high voltage rod ( 1 to
2 m) .
Finally, when the medium reaches the arc
phase
xn the two gaps, the current (surface
magnetic
field)
can be established in the
circuit (point 8).

observed
in
our
experiment
where
connection at the ground is obtained very
rapidly,
e) Finally,
we
would like
to indicate the
magnitudes of ariationso f
the surface
electric and magnetic fields:
dE/dt = 10

The
p-opagation phase of
the discharge
between the
electrode and
the cylinder
does not provoke any significant variation
in the electric and magnetic fields on its
surface.
The variations only occur when a
junction has been set up by a resistive
medium in the top gap.
b) Except for the effect of the rirst contact
with the negative streamers, the strongest
variations
in the
surface electric field
are
related
to the
fact
that negative
streamers tend to propagate the discharge
towards the ground provoking the flow of a
strong current across the resistive medium
in the
top gap.
These
variations are
impulsional
as is the propagation mod« of
negative
streamers.
The
variations
in
potential
occurring on the surface of the
structure reinforce this character.
Therefore
the basic parameter driving the
variations
in the surface electric field
is the impedance of the top channel.
c)

The
variations
in the surface magnetic
field are associated to the current flow
caused
by the
negative streamers forming
the
bottom channel
(a
few hundreds of
amperes)
and the
arc current ( a few tens
of thousands of amperes in our case).

d)

Figure
4
shows
the
simultaneous
development
of the
electric and magnetic
fields at the surface of
an aircraft in
flight.
The
sequence
presented
was
recorded
before
the
passage of the arc
current
It
would seem reasonable
to
assume
that
the mechamsn causing the
field
impulsions is
the same as the one
described
in b) .
It can be observed that
over
time and
for
relatively constant
variations
in
the
magnetic
field,
variations of
the electric field become
smaller and smaller. This property can be
explained
by the
fact that the medium of
the
upper gap, which is in the process of
thermal nation,
becomes
more
and more
conductlve.
The
number
of
pulses obtained in-flight
can be large by comparison to what we have

V/m/s

dH/dt » 4. 10 9- 7. 109 A/m/s
These
values
are
fully comparable with
those recorded in flight [1, 21.

COMPARISON WITH THE DATA RECORDED IN-PLIGHT
a)

12

INTERFERENCES INDUCED ON THE INTERNAL LINES
In this
section we
will describe the
influence of the various phases of attachment
on the lines located inside the structure.
First
of
all,
let
us state that the
diffusion
time of the magnetic field through
the
testcylinder wall is around 10 M-S. This
value removes any possibility of interference
on the
lines
by this mechanism during the
period
of
development
of the observed
phenomena.
He
have already observed I 31
that the
sensitivity of internal
lines to variations
of external electric
and magnetic fields is
strongly related to their load impedance.
All
the results given further on were
obtained with only one opening unblanked.
INFLUENCE OF LINE LOAD IMPEDANCE
LINE LOADED HITH HIGH IHPEDANCE - Figure
5
shows
the
simultaneous development
of
parameters
outside
the cylinder and the
voltage on the line.
It
can be
observed
that interference
appears
on the
line
during periods of
variation
of the
external
electric field.
Figures
5d,
e,
f
show
that
when the
variations
of
the
electric and magnetic
fields
occur simultaneously on the
outer
surface,
interference on the line perfectly
follows
the derivative
of the
external
electric
field and not that of the magnetic
field.
The oscillation (8 HHz) that shows up
simultaneously after passage
of the
arc on
the
external electric
field and on the line
voltage (figure Sd. e) is effectively due to
the
outside circuit
after connection in the
two gaps.
It
has
been observed on several
records
that the oscillation that appears on
the
line
at
each sudden change
of
the
external
electric
field
represents
its
excitation. Tests run with lines of different
lengths
show
that
the
lines
act
as
quarter-wave antennas. During
these phases,
the
structure
itself
is
not
excited,
no
oscillation appears
on the
records of the
external electric field.
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LINE LOADED WITH A LOW IMPEDANCE - As
already shown (31, the lines in short circuit
orlocated
with a low impedance are sensitive
to variations of the external magnetic field
(figure 6«).
LOCAL EFFECTS
In certain cases,
a line loaded with a
high
impedance (hence
sensitive
only to
external electric field variations) undergoes
strong interference whilst the records of the
external
electric
field show no variation
(figure 7, point A) .
The image converter cameragrams
r.ystemati cally
reveal
the
simultaneous
appearance of a corona effect on the edge of
the opening left unblanked.
The
interference
on
the
line
is
generally of high amplitude whilst the lines
loaded
with low impedances are completely
insensitive to the appearance of this type of
phenomena.
It
should also be observed
that the
associated
currents
should
be
of
low
amplitude since the surface electric field is
not affected even though the upper gap medium
is in a resistive phase. The strong intensity
of
the
interference
can
therefore
be
attributed
to a strong coupling between the
discharge and the line.

TESTING, WITH COMPOS ITE MATERIAL COVERS
A
certain number of tests
were run to
determine
the
interference
induced on the
line
when the openings on the cylinder are
blanked
with
composite
material
plates
< thickness 3 mm).
It
seems
that
the
internal
lines,
whether
they
be
loaded
with high or low
impedances,
undergo interference
related to
the variations of the external magnetic field
(figure
8).
We
will
not
give
an
interpretation of their coupling mode here.
However,
the respective spectral content of
the
external
magnetic
field
and
the
interference
on the
line
(figure 8b) »hen
compared
with those
when tne opening is not
blanked, would infer that the interference is
associated with the diffusion of the magnetic
field across the composite material.
REVIEW OF IHE
'.SSERlcD VALUES

ORDERS

OF

Moreover,
the
derivatives
of
the
external
electric
and
magnetic
fields are
thoroughly
representative
of
the
records
obtained in-flight during lightning strikes
All
the results
are given for the case
where
a single
access allows penetration of
the
field,
the
other
three
openings
are
blanked with metallic plates.
CONCLUSIONS
The
study of
the
connection of an
electrically floating structure via electric
arcs
a
few meters
long has confirmed the
existence
of a strong resistive phase of the
medium during the formation of the discharge
channel.
In addition,
the greater distance
separating
the
gaps
(longer
than
the
streamers)
allowed
observation
of
the
propagation phases in the two gaps. Under our
experiment configuration, the upper discharge
propagation
phase d.d
not cause significant
interference on the surface of the structure.
Conversely,
propagation in
the
bottom gap
provoked
strong electric interference due to
the rise in the potential of the structure in
association with the flow of streamer current
across
the
gap
which is
still
highly
resistive.
It
would seem that the results obtained
are
comparable
with
those
obtained during
lightning and in-flight experiments.
From
the
standpoint
of
internal
interference,
the variations
in the surface
electric
field
provoke
the
appearance
of
relatively strong voltages
on the internal
lines
when they
are
loaded
with high
impedance.
It
was also observed that local effects
(corona effects appearing on the asperities
of
the structure)
can provoke the uame type
of strong lines of interference if they occur
in the immediate proximity of the openings.
Finally,
the
tests
run using
the
composite
materials
showed
that their used
lead
to a significant
penetration of the
magnetic field.

MAGNITUDE OF THE

The
table
hereafter
lists
the main
orders of magnitude of the outside parameters
and
the
interference
they
induce
on the
various
lines
All
these
values
were
reproduced during the
few hundred firings
made during the experiment.
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Fig. 4 - Electric and Magnetic Field records
obtained from an Aircraft struck
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8 - Tests using Composite Material Blank. Low Impedance Line

CONFIGURATIONS

DISTANCE BETWEEN
LINE AND APERTURE

EXTERNAL PERTURBATION

PEAK VALUE
ON LINE

LINES LOADED BY HIGH IMPEDANCE

Free aperture

5 cm

dE
— » 4.I013 V/m/s
at

60 V

Local effect

0

40 V

35 cm

dE
— -

5 cm

dll
— - 50.109 A/m/s
at

400.I0-3 V

35 cm

dH
J£ ' 40.10s A/m/s

50.10"3 V

Composite material

1013 V/m/s

2 V

LINES LOADED BY LOW IMPEDANCE

Free aperture

5 cm

dH
— - 55.I09 A/m/s
ut

300 V

5 cm

dH
— - 50.109 A/i»/s
at

80 V

35 cm

dH
— - 55.I09 A/.r/s
dt

6 V

Composite material

TABLE I
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CORONA FROM SIMULATED AIRCRAFT SURFACES AND THEIR
CONTRIBUTION TO THE TRIGGERED DISCHARGE
by

Shelton R W and Bicknell J A
Physics Department,
University of Manchester, Institute of Science and Technology
Manchester M60 1QD, U.K.

ABSTRACT
Evidence that aircraft may trigger an high current discharge, including the
lightning strike, has been accumulating in recent years. The results of some experiments
designed to simulate this type of breakdown suggest that a crucial part of the mechanism
involvss the interaction of postive corona streamers with the precipitation. Based on
this idea the required breakdown fields have been estimated experimentally as a function
of altitude.
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INTRODUCTION
R*

TT

Experimental work has been carried out to
evaluate the important parameters that govern the
behaviour of those high current discharges which are
triggered by and from isolated conductors in an
electrically active region; the relevant example here
is the aircraft or missile triggering discharges ranging
from local breakdown of a few amperes to the
lightning stroke itself. Although some similarities
exist between aircraft discharges and those commonly
studied using long gap rod-plane electrodes at ground
level, there are sufficient differences to justify a
rather different experimental approach; these
differences arise mainly because of the absence, in the
aircraft case, of the very highly stressed electrode
(the rod) and a second discrete electrode (the plane).
In this study, the reason for the chosen experimental
approach was dictated by that feature of the
electrostatic environment which is believed to expose
the aircraft to the greatest risk - the space charge
field

so that evenn for a large potential (V~100kV) and a
small field (E-10 Vm ) R~100m provides a value for
the ratio 2fof 10*.
Naturally, in practice, both types of charge
distribution will be present but without an adequate
space charge field it is assumed here that a breakdown
would not occur. There is the additional factor
concerning energy availability.
A space charge field induces ambipolar corona
rather than the monopolar corona resulting from only
the aircraft charge, so that positive corona, in
particular, is necessarily always present at some
aircraft surfaces. (1). The reason for believing that it
is just this corona polarity which is of key importance
was presented in detail at ICOLSE 1985 (2). In
essence, the argument depends upon the unusual
propagation characteristics of positive corona
streamers; provided the space charge ambient field
exceeds the stability field then there is no apparent
theoretical limit to the distance over which the
streamer can travel. This stability field is — A x 10J
Vm"1 at atmospheric pressure but decreases with
decreasing pressure and, therefore, increasing
altitude. The propagating streamer system then
provides the basis of a possible mechanism for making
the fimld energy, which is known to be present,
actually available to the discharge. Since most
charging processes leave the aircraft with a net
negative charge - and negative corona does not
propagate in the same way - this method of energy
release would not be available to a negatively charged
aircraft.

Briefly there appear to be two important
preconditions for electrical breakdown namely:(i)
corona production
(ii)
sufficient available energy to convert the
low current corona to a high current
discharge.
Electric charge may reside on the aircraft or
contribute to the space charge of the surrounding
medium; although both forms can lead to corona, the
energy is quite different in the two cases. An aircraft
in flight inevitably becomes charged via a variety of
possible mechanisms (e.g. p-static, engine); because
the aircraft capacitance is quite small (C 9 lOOOpF),
and assuming zero space charge, relatively little
deposited charge is required to raise the potential of
the aircraft by tens or hundreds of kV. At only a few
kV, however, corona develops which, limits the growth
in electric potential - a process encouraged by static
wicks - so that the total available energy of JCV
remains quite small; condition 0) but not (ii) holds and
high current events are precluded.

The experimental arrangement attempts to
simulate the streamer propagation and growth in a
quasi-uniform field variable in extent and magnitude
from onset to breakdown with the effect of altitude
represented by changes in gas pressure.

Should the aircraft now fly through a region
where space charge provides a significant ambient
field, independent of aircraft charge, then the
electrostatic picture is transformed as is the
magnitude of the electrostatic potential energy
although the availability of this energy is a separate
issue. The ratio Y of this energy (for a space charge
field E in a spherical volume of radius R in the vicinity
of the aircraft) to that provided by a charged aircraft
of dimension L and potential V is given approximately
by

EXPERIMENTAL
Electrode arrangement
This is shown schematically
inVig.1. The (lower) unstressed plane electrode is
0.42m in diameter and is earthed through the resistor
R j. The (upper) stressed electrode may be either
0.42m or 0.25m in diameter; the smaller electrode is
used at high fields aid/or low pressures. A lOOkV DC
power supply of negative polarity provides the variable
and quasi-uniform field in the interelectrode space;
the power supply may be decoupled from the electrode
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Fig 1
The Electrode Arrangement
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Fig 2
Typical Conduction Current Profiles
Vertical Scale: 1.75mA/dlv
Horizontal Scale: 250ns/div
p=600 torr

by the optional HV resistor Rg of 2Q.0M.ft . A third
needle electrode is located at the centre of a 2cm.
diameter hole drilled in the middle of the unstressed
electrode. One end of the needle protrudes a few mm
into the gap whilst the opposite end is earthed through
the resister Rc. In normal operation, the applied field
induces positive corona streamers from the tip of the
needle electrode from which they propagate in the
field to the cathode. Streamers are produced at a
frequency of between 1 and 10 kHz depending upon
field strength and pressure. The whole electrode
system is contained within a cylindrical GRP vessel
fitted with a throttled pump on the outlet and a gas
mixing facility on the inlet so that dynamic pressures
from 1 atmosphere down to a few torr may be
maintained. Humidity may also be varied and
monitored.

Electric Field
x 10 5Vm l
2.95
3.06
3.17

\u

....
1

i

j...

Data Acquisition
The currents ic and i j flowing in
the resistors Rc and Rd are measured simultaneously.
The conduction current i_ is a measure of the current
flowing in the streamer channel adjacent to the needle
electrode which is a consequence of the streamer
propagation; it is analagous to the current flowing
from the aircraft. The displacement current ij
depends upon the evolution of space charge in the gap
and so is a valuable aid in the interpretation of the
various events leading to breakdown. Both currents
are recorded on a Philips digital storage oscilloscope
(Type PM 3315) which has a maximum sampling rate o'
125 MHz. The digital data is stored on disc for
subsequent analysis.

1

1

i

1

1
j

7/1
// i
\i /

11/

1

i
i

RESULTS

Fig 3
Typical Displacement Currents
Vertical Scale: 1.75mA/div
Horizontal Scale: 250ns/div
p=600 torr

The time dependence of typical conduction
currents is illustrated in Tig 2 for a range of fields
increasing from streamer onset; the higher field is still
well below breakdown. Some corresponding
displacement currents are shown in Fig 3. Air pressure

was 600 torr and the electrode spacing 18.3 cm. All
the traces shown here are analogue reconstructions
from digital data. A negative going conduction
current is equivalent to an electron current into the
needle electrode and therefore removal of negative
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Charge from the gap, in this case from streamer
channels adjacent to the needle electrode. A positive
going displacement current implies a net increase in
positive space charge (or decrease in negative charge)
in the gap and, of course, the opposite polarity for a
negative going current. These current profiles may be
conveniently discussed in three stages corresponding to
three succesive events.
Stage I

The streamer transit

Stage II

The streamer arrival at the cathode

Stage III

Post arrival development

for a propagation length Ls=18.3 cm would be little
affected for larger values of L, This point is
discussed quantitatively later.'
Stage II
The arrival of the streamer at the cathode has
no discernable effect upon the conduction current for
the fields relevant to Fig 2. The displacement current,
by contrast, exhibits a charge of polarity which peaks
after a time which depends inversely on the field. The
transit time of the streamer has been estimated using
the data of Tang (3) who measured streamer velocities
in air as a function of field and pressure although his
data was obtained using only single streamer systems
rather than the repetitive systems discussed here. The
calculated transit time of the streamers correlates
reasonably well with the time to negative peak of the
displacement current
(Table 1). This negative peak implies an increase in
net negative space charge which grows with field; the
correlation with streamer arrival strongly suggests this
is caused by electron Injection at the cathode produced
by the very high local fields associated with the head
space charge. This view is supported by the absence of
a negative peak for the lowest field of Fig 3; this field
is just below the stability field so that the streamer
does not arrive at tho cathode. The injected electrons
become attached as before to form negative ions
which, because of their low mobility, should contribute
a small ion current, detectable as a conduction current
to the unstressed electrode, for a time comparable
with the ion transit time; this is indeed observed.

Stage 1
The propagation of the streamer creates a
channel linking the active head of the streamer to its
source - the needle electrode in this case. More
realistically a streamer system would be a multi-head,
multi-channel arrangement. The head of the streamer
consists of a dense positive space charge and the
channel, a weakly ionised plasma. At the stability
field, when no growth in the head charge occurs then,
because the net charge remains constant, the net
channel charge will be zero. At higher fields, when an
increase in head charge is expected, the channel will
be left with a net negative charge • equal, of course,
to the increase in the head charge. However, because
the field gives rise to an electron current along the
channel towards the source (the conduction current),
negative charge is removed leaving the channel with a
net positive charge and, therefore, a net positive
charge in the gap. This behaviour accounts for the
initial negative going conduction current and positive
going displacement current during the first 100ns or
so. Because of electron attachment, in air
predominantly to oxygen molecules to form negative
0, ♦ e

Stage III
At fields greater than those so far considered,
an additional feature appears on the conduction
current record. This is illustrated in fly 4 which shows
the conduction current» obtained ovr a narrow field
range (1.75 - 1.95 x lO^Vm'1) at a pressure of 300 torr;
the additional feature, a second peak, can be clearly
seen becoming more pronounced at the high fields.
Again using the Tang data, these second peaks
correlate with the streamer arrival at the cathode. At
only marginally higher fields a large increase in the
conduction current may be observed (Fig 5) which
occurs a finite, but variable, time following this
second peak; the delay is significantly shorter than the
electron transit time. Coincident with this increase in
conduction current is a similar raoid increase in
displacement current pointing to a large increase in
net positive charge in the gap (Fig.6). A further
sequence is shown (Fig. 7) where, for the same
experimental conditions, two events show markedly
different behaviour; the fir.t exhibiting what we may
refer to as a current regeneration, whilst the 3econd
does not. In this case the first and second conduction

► 0-

electrore produced locally by the streamer propagation
mechanism have a decreasing probability of reaching
the needle electrode as the point of production extends
into the gap. So the conduction current peaks and
decays away at a rate dependent upon the electron
attachment rate y. A similar decay is observed in the
displacement current as the initially high rate of
growth in net positive charge is moderated by the
increasing negative ion population caused by electron
attachment. Tor the large propagation lengths
anticipated in the case of airborne streamers local
Ionisation would make no contribution to the measured
conduction current at source because of local
attachment, so that the current profiles shown in Fig 2
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Fig 4
Current Profiles Showing Second Peak
Vertical Scale: 1.75mA/div
Horizontal Scale: SOOns/div
p=300 torr
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The coincidence of the second peak in the
conduction current with the streamer arrival at the
cathode - in this case some 18 cm distent from the
electrode - indicates the presence of a very fast
ionising wave generated at the cathode and travelling
along the partially ionised streamer channel. These
waves, observed by Suzuki (4) and others, increase the
local electron density either by increasing the impact
ionisation coefficient or by some other mechanism
such as that suggested by Barreto (5). The net effect
is to sustain the current In the channel which would
otherwise decay due to electron attachment • as in Fig
2. This additional current, if sufficient, may then
lead to breakdown after a delay time which, in the
present experiment, is ~250ns. The breakdown
mechanism, caused essentially by gas heating, has been
studied by Marode(6) and more recently by Bayle (7).
The gas heating causes an expansion of the neutral
species out of the channel, an Increase in E/p and
therefore the effective ionisation coefficient («-"})
leading to a runaway breakdown. Visually, the onset of
the current regeneration may be identified with the
appearance of highly luminous filamentary channels
extending well into the gap closely followed by gap
breakdown (Fig. 8).
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Fig 5
Current Regeneration
E= 1.91, 1.99 x llTVm
Vertical Scale: J.S-mA/div
Horizontal Scale: 500ns/div
pOOO torr
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Displacement Current for a Regeneration
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Horizontal Scale: 500ns/djv
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current peaks have merged - with the second peak
dominant - so that the current front appears distinctly
non-linear. The occurrence of the current
regeneration is normally associated with at least a
partial breakdown of the gap.
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Discussion
Comparisons between the behaviour of
streamers produced in the laboratory and those
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Discussion
Comparisons between the behaviour of
streamers produced in the laboratory and those
developing from aircraft surfaces must be carefully
made bearing in mind the differences in the two
experimental circumstances. Stage I might be
reasonably expected to be common for both depending,
as it does, only upon the existence of a sufficiently
large propagation field. As mentioned earlier, the
conduction current measured in the laboratory should
be similar to the current flowing from the aircraft for
a similar field and pressure.
A simple model of the streamer propagation
suggests that the conduction current i is given by
i(t) = Q(x)Vexp (-.jVt)
where Q(x) is the charge/unit length of channel
created by the streamer propagation. V is a modified
velocity vg v /(v + v ) where v and v are the
streamer and electron drift velocities respectively for
the prevailing condition and 7 the attachment
coefficient. Q(x) basically reflects the increasing
number of streamer channels resulting from streamer
branching. Representing this as a power law of form
Axn leads to a time to peak current t„ where

(a)
Visual Appearance of a Current Regeneration.
2 Regenerations can be seen here

tp = n,y
or, since v »=y and v »ve
tp-n/ir
Measurements by Sadik (8) suggest n~0.5 so that
with y in the range 1-10 MHz, tp is 500 - 50 ns.
depending upon field and pressure. Clearly for
streamer propagation lengths I_s < v t
(i.e 0.5-5.0 cm), the peak current would coincide with
the streamer arrival at the cathode as implied, for
example, by Bayle (7) but for aircraft streamers
(L. T» v t ), the current maximum is independent of
L as suggested earlier.
Stage II, the streamer arrival at the cathode,
represents an obvious difficulty in making a
comparison with aircraft streamers since no obvious
discrete cathode exists. The laboratory work
indicates principally that the streamer arrival is
accompanied by two effects namely
0)
(ii)
(b)
The breakdown
Fig 8
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the generation of a fast ionising wave
the production at the cathode of significant
electron emission.

"» i

The relative contribution of each to the subsequent
breakdown is of crucial importance here in view of the
difficulty of envisaging event (ii) for aircraft
streamers. Whilst in short gaps (1 cm) it is quite
possible that the appearance of a large negative space
charge could enhance the field and hence contribute to
the breakdown, this contribution must diminish with
increasing gap size. The electron drift velocity ve
may be approximated by

l of hnwMttait

r i

11—p~

0.713
v

e

=

10

cm/s
5.0
t.O
Iliccrlc Fiald E
-.„-J_-l

For the appropriate values of E/p this yields a drift
velocity —3 x 10° cm/s so that during the time delay
of typically 250 ns. between the streamer arrival at
the cathode and the current regeneration the space
charge would have travelled only 0.75 cm. even
without any electron attachment. For the present
observations in an 18.3 cm. gap this should be
insignificant so that effect (ii) above can be ignored.

Fig 9
The Field Dependence of the
Current Regeneration. The breakdown field
at each pressure is indicated by the arrow

By contrast if the stream er-hydrometeor
interaction is similar to the streamer-cathode
interaction, so that the precipitation particles may be
regarded as a distributed cathode, then ionising waves
are as likely to lead to a local breakdown developing
from the aircraft as from the equivalent point in a
laboratory gap. The mean free path of a streamer in a
thundercoud has been treated by Bickneli (2) and shown
to be significant.

field and therefore energy available, this limitation
may not be serious. The appearance of a current
regeneration would then represent a criterion for
estimating the lower limit of the breakdown field.
Fig. 10 shows the variation of this field with pressure represented here by altitude - based on this
proposition.

Although a more complete analysis of the data
obtained so far is required to fully justify this
conclusion, if the interpretation is valid then it should
follow that the field required to produce a current
regeneration is sufficient for the breakdown of
aircraft, streamers providing that adequate streamerhydrometeor interactions are available and the
required energy input is sufficient (9). For a given
(adequate) field and pressure not every streamer leads
to a regeneration - e.g. Fig. 7. To illustrate this point,
the percentage of regenerations is shown as a function
of the field at different pressures in Fig. 9. Also
represented are the breakdown fields for the
18.3 cm. gap pressures. Above 400 torr. breakdown
occurs as soon as a regeneration appears - the
percentage figures for fields in excess of breakdown
were obtained by decoupling the gap from the power
supply with the 200MJI series resistor and so reducing
the energy available. However, at the two lower
pressures, 200 and 300 torr, 100% regeneration levels
are attained before breakdown occurs. This difference
in behaviour is attributed to the amount of energy
available for the fields prevailing at these lower
pressures. Since the energy input is not obviously
linear then for airborne streamers with an extensive

Energy considerations lead to the conclusion
that positive streamers make an important
contribution to triggered discharges. In fair weather
conditions the production of the streamers by and from
aircraft would lead only to currents flowing from the
aircraft of a few mill! amperes because most of the
Ionisation resulting from streamer propagation occurs
at distances sufficiently large to ensure that electron
attachment remains the dominant process.
Experimental results obtained in gaps of relatively
small dimensions - although these dimensions may be
considered large enough to similarly allow attachment
to dominate - indicate that the streamer interaction
with the cathode generates fast ionising waves which
are responsible for reviving the streamer conduction
current and ultimately the thermalising of the
streamer channel leading to a high current
breakdown. The same process could arise from
streamer-hydrometeor interactions which take place
when aircraft are flying in electrically active clouds.
On this basis minimum breakdown fields for aircraft
are proposed which depend critically on pressure and
therefore altitude. Maintaining a negative charge on
the aircraft may therefore help prevent high current
discharges.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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LIGHTNING PROTECTION OP ADCOCK
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

J.L. ter Haseborg
Technical University Hanburg-Harburg, Germany
Department of Electrical Measurement Techniques
F, Wolf
C. Plath GmbH Company for Nautical Electronics
Hamburg, Germany

ABSTRACT
In opposition to receiving antennas for regular receiving systems, electronic equipment for direction-finder antennas as e.g. Adcock antennas can be destroyed not only by direct lightning strokes, but
also by induced lightning pulses which cause the response of arresters in the antenna bases. This response produces interfering pulses which may damage sensitive components in the central electronic unit
(goniometer).
A protection circuit has been developed which provides a sufficient protection against lightninginduced currents and minimum interferences concerning the incoming signals.
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INTRODUCTION
Electronic Systems which are connected to transmission lines or to antennas are endangered in a
particular manner concerning electromagnetic interferences as produced e.g. by lightning or NEMP [1]*.
In this case the exclusive application of shielding
measures for sensitive components against interfering
electromagnetic fields is not sufficient. Special
protective measures are necessary against interfering
signals-induced in transmission lines and antennaspenetrating the shield via cable entries and applying sensitive jnput circuits. Protective measures in
terms of protection circuits against surges on a line
generally have to show two characteristics:
- sufficient suppression of interfering pulses
- largely non-attenuated transmission of the
signals.
There is a basically difference between protection circuits for power supply lines and protection
circuits for communication lines [2], [3]. Normally
protection circuits for power supply lines are dimensioned for comparatively high useful currents. In
case of ccrniunication lines the transmission of signals in a specified frequency range is required.
Concerning high frequency receiving systems, protection circuits against interfering currents have to
show the following important characteristics:
- reproducible response dependent on edge steepness of the interfering pulses
- sufficient current-carrying capacity
(in case of protection semiconductors: sufficient peak pulse power dissipation)
- minimum insertion loss for incoming signals
- minimum intermodulation distortions caused by
protection components with a non-linear characteristic.
In this paper protective measures for suppressing lightning induced currents in a special antenna
system, here: Adcock antenna system, are described.
For these antenna systems intermodulation distortions
are of special interest because the incoming signals
show values of the order of microvolt up to several
hundred millivolts and in case of diodes as protective components, these values are identical with the
voltages in the curved part of the diode characteristic.
ADCOCK ANTENNA SYSTEMS, APPLIED BY LIGHTNING INDUCED
SURGES
The essential parts of an Adcock directionfinder system are the antenna system (Adcock antenna
system) and the central electronic unit (reduction
goniometer). An Adcock antenna system consists of
rod antennas which are arranged on the peripheries
of two concentric circles as shown in fig. 1 and 2.
The diameters show values of 4o m or lo m respectively. According to fig. 2 the antennas on the outer
circle are dimensioned for a frequency range between 3oo
KHz and 8 MHz and the antennas on the inner circle
for a frequency range between 8 MHz and 3o MHz.
Concerning the function of this systtm a direction finding is carried out by subtraction of the
voltages of two antennas which are arranged diametrically on the circles [4].
The rod antennas and the central electronic
unit (reduction goniometer) are interconnected by a
balanced transmission line (twinax cable). By means
* Numbers in parentheses designate References at end
of paper.
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of this twinax cable a common-mode rejection is obtained. Special baluns are installed in the antenna
bases and in the input circuits of the goniometer as
shown in figs. 3 and 4. Induced surges in the antennas, e.g. caused by lightning, may strike the spark
gaps and the gas arresters which are installed in the
antenna bases (s. fig. 3). Caused by these striking
protective devices which serve as coarse protection,
threshold pulses with comparatively steep edges
occur. These pulses-penetrating the shielding of the
goniometer via the twinax connectors - may propagate
largely non - attenuated because the complete systemconsisting of antennas, twinax cables and goniometeris dimensioned for incoming signals with frequencies
up to 3o MHz. This frequency range and the frequency
spectrum of the residual pulses - caused by the
striking arresters and spark gaps - are overlapping.
Particularly the sensitive hybrid-power dividers of
the goniometer according to fig. 4 may be damaged by
these infering pulses. Quite often these damages are
not visible but there occur irreversible variations
concerning electrical data and parameters of the hybrid-power divider3.
By means of the test facility as shown in fig. 5
the test object is applied by LEMP-simulat'5d pulses.
The test object consists of an antenna base (fig. 3)
and a goniometer (fig. 4) which are interconnected
by a twinax calbe with a length of 2o m. According to
fig. 5 the input test pulse u. (s. fig. 3) and the
currents i- at three different points Ml, M2 and M3
in the reduction goniometer (s. fig. 4) have been
measured. Figure 6 shows the test pulse u'(t) (without test object). The oscillograms of fig. 7a represent the response u.(t) caused by the striking gas
arrester, and the currents l, (t)
(t) and l2A(t)
whereby i~„ > i._
i > i-.. Theie results' clearly
illustrate that the pulses i- with a rise time of
approx. lo ns are caused by the striking gas arresters; by way of contrast fig. 7b shows the results
which have been obtained without gas arresters. The
highest interfering pulse is the input current i-„
of the hybrid power divider PD5 with an amplitude
of £-„ = 4A; in case of an input impedance of 5o Ü
an interfering input voltage of 2oo V is valid. Dependent on the lightning surge it is possible that
these interfering currents or voltages respectively
which damage the power dividers may even still be
higher.
PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR THE SENSITIVE POWER DIVIDERS
The power dividers are applied by interfering
pulses which are penetrating the shielding of the
goniometer via the twinax connectors. Special protection circuits for suppressing these pulses with
characteristics as discussed in the introduction
have been developed. Figure 8 shows the insertion of
suppressor diodes in the circuitry of the reduction
goniometer. In this case the peak pulse power dissipation of the diodes is of secondary significance because the spark gap and the ?as arrester in the antenna base are dimensioned for a comparatively high
current-carrying capacity. Figure 9 represents the
currents i^At), i^c'1' an<^ ■SH'*"' v*en aPPly-"-ni3 tne
LEMP-simulated pulse u.(t). A comparison shows that
the maximum current pulses i-., !.,„ and 1£^„ off fig>
fiq. 9
2H °
are considerably lower than tne p
pulses represented
in
fig. 7a (without protection circuits)
NON-LINEAR DISTORTIONS OF THE PROTECTION CIRCUIT
Receiving - and direction finder - antennas in
the HF-band are usually employed as wideband systems;
a wide frequency spectrum with high dynamic signal
range is to be worked on.

If non-linear devices are used in protection
circuits, there may be the danger of generating di. tortions at the antenna output. Beside the low insertion-loss, which becomes noticeable by the increase
of the system noise figure, the protection circuit
must display a transfer function eis linear as possible within the normal operating amplitude level range
of the system. Therefore, interfering distortions are
of special interest because ths inarming signal
levels show values of the order of microvolts up to
several hundred millivolts.
When two signals x.(t), x_(t) whose frequencies
u2 - w2 / 2TT
fJ ■ «^ / 2H
,
f,
are simultaneously applied to a non-linear device
whose transfer-function is of the form:
H = a +a,x + a.x + a.,x +
+ a xn
(1),
o i
i
i
n
output terms result which include all possible products, see fig. lo.
The most significant output terms are:
a, (A cos u).

t + B cos to- t),

[6] or constructed graphically - s. example fig. 13.
Another method with similar measuring equipment setup is shown in fig. 12b. There the influence of the
non-linearity effects of the protection circuit on
the subsequent receiver with given noise figure and
intercept point is measured. The associated spectrum
shows the possible reduction of receiver performance
speci fi cations.
Measurement example of the developed lightning
protection circuit.
Since the proposed protection circuit probably
has high intercept point values, it was tried to measure the reduction of the system specifications according to method fig. 12b.
The receiver used in this example had the following specifications:
noise figure 11 dB (noise factor 12.59)
3rd order intercept point + 3o dBm
The protection circuit presents an insertion loss of
0.2 dB in the worst case. The overall noise factor is
described by:

(2)

which represents the two signals,
2
2
o.5 A a0 cos 2 ui.t + o.5 Bdcos 2<D.t

F = F(Protection) + F(Receiver)-!
G( Protection)

13.19

(9)

(corresponds to 11.2 dB)

(3) and
where:

noise factor;

G = gain

0.25 a, A cos 3 w.t + o.25 a, B cos 3 a).,t (4),
i

1

j

/

The calculated or graphically constructed 3rd
order intercept point (according to fig. 13) of the
outpui spectrum in fig. 12 is:

which represent the harmonic distortion;
a. a, AB cos (w.t 1 w.t)

(5)

represent the 2nd-order-intermodulation - IM2.
2
o.75 a3 A, A- cos (2 w,t i out)
(6)
o.75 a.A, A- cos
(2 (i),t + üj.t)
2
2
1.5 a3 AB cos w.t + 1.5 a3 AB cos in.t

(7)
(8)

represents the 3rd order intermodulation IM3 and
cross-modulation of interest.
Beside the signals requested, intermodulation
terms of 2nd and 3rd order appear at the output of
the device. Since these products have different input signal to output signal ratio slopes, they will
cross at same point for a given input signal level.
Ttüs intersection is termed the intercept point fig. 11. In case of 2nd and 3rd order intermodulation
signals non-existing in the input frequency spectrum
are generated, which are received by the receiver
subsequent to the antenna. Through cross-modulation
the received modulation of a signal is superimposed
by the modulation of a stronger disturbing signal.
In case these products have already been developed in a protection circuit, there are no possible
measures to eliminate them afterwards. The intermodulation and cross-modulation values of the lightning
protection circuit must distinctly range below the
performance values of the following receiver, i.e. it
mustdisplaya distinctly higher intercept point. In
order to test the quality of a protection circuit
and compare it to the values of the subsequent receiver, a measuring equipment set-up according to fig.
12 is used. Mainly the 3rd order intermodulation is
measured. The cross-modulation can be calculated with
the knowledge of the 3rd order intercept point [5].
According to fig. 12a two isolated signal generators;
apply their outputs to the device under test; its
output is connected to a spectrun analyser. The output signal level of the fundamental frequency and the
difference to the intermodulation products are measured. The 3rd order intercept point is either calculated from these values or road from a nomngram 15],

IP3 = 3o dBm.
The protection circuit does not cause any measurable reduction of the intermodulation figures of
the system.
Ma?sur;ng directly as per measurement equipment
set-up in fig. 12 a no products could be observed with the exception of internal products of the measuring equipment itself.
Since the IP3 of the measuring equipment amounted to about 45 dBm, it must be concluded, that the
IP3 of the protection circuit is greater than 5o dBm
and the protection circuit causes no reduction of intercept figure system specifications. The developed
antenna protection circuit is of very high quality.
CONCLUSIONS
By means of these protection measures against
induced lightning surges the interfering pulses at
the inputs of the hybrid-power dividers are reduced
to values of approx. 2oo mA. Interferences in this
order of magnitude don't cause the above mentioned damages.
The research work concerning protection of antenna systems is going on. Particularly protection
circuits for Adcock antenna systems against comparatively steep interfering pulses (steepness up to lo
kV/ns) as caused e.g. by NEMP will be developed.
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Fig. 1 - Adcock antenna system
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Fig. 2 - Arrangement of the rod antennas
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Fig. 3 - Antenna base of a rod antenna

Fig. 4 - Part of circuitry of reduction goniometer
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Fig. 5 - Test facility for applying the Adcock antenna system
with lightning - simulated pulses

1 kV/Div

Fig. 6 - Test pulse u* (t)
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o)

b)

u(t)
500V/Div

500V/Div

i2A(tH
2A/Div

j

2#
2A/Div

500V/Div~

2A/Div

u,«
500V/Drv-

2A/Div

«2Hfr)-

2A/Div
Sä

Fig. 7 - Currents t2H(t), i2c(t), i2A^t'1 according to Figures A or 5 respectively
(without protection circuits in the goniometer) when applying u-, (t) :
a)
b)

with striking gas arrester
without striking gas arrester j
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in the antenna base

protection circuit

Fig. 8 - Part of circuitry of reduction goniometer with protection circuits
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2AU;) according to Figures 4 or 5 respectively
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with protection circuits in the goniometer according to Figure 8
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INPUT SIGNAL lit)

V ANTENNA
OUTPUT SIGNAL yd)

PROTECTION CIRCUIT

Transfer-function H of protection circuit
H= a0»aix*a2x2*>a3x3* ... »anx"
Input signal xlt)
xlt)= A cosw, t*B cos a2 t

OUTPUT SPECTRUM

SIGNAL I
SIGNAL 2
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1
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IH2 : 2nd order intermodulafion
IM3 : 3nd order intermodulation
HO ■' harmonic distortion

Fig. 10 - Distortion products of 2nd and 3rd order
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slope 2
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3rd order intercept point
/ /
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Fig. 11 - Device outputs showing the fundamental and 2nd and 3rd order distortion products
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Fig. 13 - Graphical construction of 3rd order intercept point
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EMI/EMP - THE CONNECTOR SOLUTION

By L. A. Krantz
Engineering Manager
EMI/Transient Suppression Connectors

Allied Corporation
Amphenol Products
Bendix Connector Operations
40-60 Delaware Street
Sidney, NY
13838

Abstract
With the advent of sophisticated electronics and severe EMI/EMP environments, it has become necessary to
solve these problems in the connector rather than inside the system to avoid using space in the equipment and
keep the effects outside the enclosure. In order to meet these requirements, Bendix Connector Operations of
Amphenol Products has been in the business of supplying EMI filter pin connectors to the Aerospace Industry
for about 20 years.
Using this technology base, BCO has developed a line of connectors which contain transient protection
devices with or without EMI filtering. This paper will discuss the existing technology base that was used to
design, manufacture and qualify the filter connectors. It will expand upon this base to show how transient
suppression devices are packaged into the same connectors and how the connectors can be built using filters or
transient protection devices alone or in parallel or series combinations. The paper will discuss the development of metal oxide Varistors into sleeves for use in connectors «nd the packaging of unipolar and bipolar
diodes onto connector pins. Some connector pins are as small as Sice 22 (0.030).
The paper will discuss the EMP testing and results. The data used to qualify the connector design will
also be presented and discussed.
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DISCUSSION
BCO (BENDIX CONNECTOR OPERATIONS) has been a
manufacturer of filter pin connectors for 20 years.
These connectors are designed to replace discrete
filter networks. They provide a compact sealed
package designed to intermate with a designated
connector series and be terminated to the internal
electronics using standard practices; see Figure 1.
The basic design has not changed over the past
years, while design modifications have improved the
product and increased manufacturing yields. The
filter devices in the connector are not removable
but encapsulated in an oven-cured epoxy syst.v. The
filter system is based on a selectively plated
barium titanate capacitor and a ferrite bead. The
capacitor is manufactured by BCO from purchased
ceramic sleeves. Each ceramic sleeve is plated to
form two isolated capacitors with the common electrode the extern« ground of the capacitor. Internal in the capacitor is a margin separating the two
hot electrodes. With a ferrite bead mounted on a
solid pin and the capacitor surrounding it, a
single-turn transformer is formed with the capacitor
solder terminated to the pin; see Figures 2 and 3.
By manufacturing the capacitors, we are able to
control the design requirements of the ceramic. The
ceramic sleeve is purchased from our suppliers to a
Procurement Specification. This document requires
that the sleeve meet certain mechanical features and
specific electrical tests. These include ID, OD,
length ana minimum wall thickness. The electrical
tests involve IR, DWV, dielectric constant and temperature coefficient. The dielectric withstanding
voltage test is performed at 1000 V to assure dielectric integrity. Because of this, our standard
plated capacitors will meet the MIL-STD-702 600-V
spike test for aircraft power supplies. By coating
the capacitor margin areas, we can significantly improve this voltage capability. Con formal coated
capacitors will meet the FCC 1500-V 10x223-us spike
voltage test for equipment that must interface on
telephone lines. The quality of coated capacitors
is verified by testing their IR at 1000 V with a 15second electrification time. The typical breakdown
voltage has been measured to be 2300 V.
By controlling the dielectric constant, the
cutoff frequency can be controlled. This has enabled a family of filter capacitors to be established to satisfy industry needs. This family
covers the frequency ranges of MF, HF, VHF and UHF.
There are at least two different levels of cutoff
frequency in each range; see Figure 4. The connector design is such that any one connector can be
assembled with a mix of filters having different
cutoff frequencies, ground pins or insulated feedthru contacts. The termination of the contacts can
be one of several popular types: solder cups, PCB,
thermocouple weld termination or UTS (universal termination system) removable crimp contact. The contact style can be either pin or socket. The contact
size can be 16, 20 or 22; see Figures 5 and 6.
The jonnector types into which these filters
can be installed covers the complete range of popular MIL types to include: MIL-C-38999, MIL-C-26482,
HlL-C-24308, MIL-C-5015, MIL-C-28840, MIL-C-83723,
MIL-C-26500, MIL-C-27599 and others; see Figure 7.
These include many series within t'iese specifications. For a number of years, there was no MIL
specification to cover filter pin connectors. BCO
created their own MIL-type specification. This
document, BSFI, was written in MIL spec format to
include qualification requirements and inspection
tests for outgoing product. When a customer

required a filter pin connector, they would write
their own procurement specification. The F-18 aircraft program required a great many filter pin connectors on all avionics equipment in order to meet
the EMI specification for the system. McDonnell Douglas wrote a procurement specification for all of
their subcontractors to use when purchasing filter
:
pin connectors. BCO participated wit
E Binghamton
and MDAC in writing this specification. BSFI was
used in the preparation of this specification. This
document included many new requirements and some
standard features. The most notable are that the
filters are to be nonremovable and terminated using a
crimp insertable contact (UTS). EMI performance was
specified over a broad temperature range. There was
a new requirement for RF current. This was 3 A at
the resonant frequency of the filter. Prior to this,
the requirement was 0.25 A. A pin bending test was
added to assure that if the mating pin were bent 90
degrees to touch the insert that the capacitor was
not damaged and that the pin material was malleable
enough to be bent without breaking.
This document was used by MDAC subcontractors.
It eventually was published as 25M24. This was used
as the basis for MIL-STD-2120. Both documents attempted to provide the using industry and the manufacturers a system of standardization. They both
address the same needs, the difference being that the
25M24 spec was set to a specific program whereas the
MIL-STD attempted to satisfy all manufacturers and
users alike. Consequently, some of the needed performance limits became too general. However, it is a
very good start in attempting to have everyone meet
the same criteria.
It was during the preparation of the MDAC specification that a series of tests was run to determine
the ability of the connector to withstand the power
supply transients of MIL-STD-702. This transient was
a 600-V pulse of about 50 microseconds long. It was
found that standard plated product would always withstand this pulse until the magnitude was increased to
1000 V. At 1000 V, it became necessary to conformally coat the margins to suppress corona, hence
flashover. Many different connectors have been
tested by various customers to the limits of 600 to
1500 V. Many of these have been specified to survive
EMP threats.
The internal design of the connector is the same
regardless of the type of MIL spec connector. A
mechanical ground system commons the ground electrode
of the filter to the connector shell. The ground
plate is a precious metal plated molding of hightemperature plastic. The ground plate contains integral fingers that surround the capacitor ground electrode. The ground plate is grounded to the connector
shell through a ground spring that the plate nests
into and has peripheral spring fingers that are
trapped between the perimeter of the plate and the
shell of the connector. The plate at the termination
end of the connector is covered with a silicone
potting seal which prevents encapsulant from entering
the ground fingers. The front of the connector is
also sealed with an oven-cured encapsulant behind a
glass-filled epoxy insert. This encapsulant is
designed to match the thermal coefficient of the
ceramic, act as a heat sink and stress isolate the
capacitor from external mechanical loads; see Figure
8. This assembly is designed and tested to the MIL
spec environments. This design meets and exceeds the
requirements of MIL-C-38999. The only exceptions
that have been taken to the applicable MIL spec are:
a. Working voltage is reduced froa 600 V to
200 V.
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b. Dielectric withstanding voltage is reduced
to 500 V from 1300 VAC rras for Size 22 contacts.
c. Temperature range is reduced to -55°C to
+125*C from -65'C to +200*C.
These change« are required because of the
temperature characteristics of the titanate capacitor. However, there are some significant product
improvements that are gained with the fixed contact
design. They are:
a. Pin bending - The pin contact can be bent
to the interface and restraightened without damage
to the ceramic capacitor inside the connector.
b. RF current - The BCO design is guaranteed
to 3 A but tested without failure to 5 A.
c. Environmental seal - Because of the epoxy
seal, all BCO connectors can meet a requirement for
immersion into 3 feet of water, unmated front and
rear, without water penetration or effect on insulation resistance at 50C V. This connector design
with FCB tails is also being used in mass termination wave reflow soldering processes. The connector
as designed can be immersed into trichloroethene at
160*F with a hot water wash and rinse with temperatures up to 250*F. With proper thermal shielding,
BCO filter connectors are being solder terminated to
PC boards in a vapor phase soldering process.
d. Increase in minimum insulation resistance
from 5 Gohms to 10 Gohras.
All of the above is based on the filter being
designed using tubular capacitors. There is another
method that is gaining in popularity. This is the
use of planar capacitor arrays. A planar capacitor
is based on the use of a disk of ceramic with a
pattern of holes in it. The pattern of holes corresponds to the pin pattern ov the connector arrangement. The array is designed so that between each
hole and the edge of the array is a discrete capacitor. Each capacitor is equal to half of the total
capacitance of the filter required for that line in
the connector; see Figures 9 and 10. The connector
is assembled with two arrays separated by a ferrite
bead of the appropriate length. When installed into
the connector, a ground ring that surrounds the
ground electrode will connect the ground of the
array to the shell of the connector. In this design, the ground plane is in the array itself and
not a separate element; see Figure 11. The pins are
soldered to the holes of the array in a vapor phase
process. At this time five arrangements are in production. Three of these are two years old and are
being made in significant volume.
Our experience has shown us that there are
certain economies in using the planar. The most
significant are:
a. Multilayer construction with the ability of
mixing different value capacitors, insulator or
grounded holes using a low dielectric constant stable ceramic that hau a low temperature coefficient.
It also has « lower decade hour aging and a lower
voltage coefficient. The ratio between the highest
and the lowest capacitor in the same array cannot
exceed 10 to 1 at present. The dielectric grade
ceramic used is X7R. By using NPO, ceramic
capacitances as low as 50 pF per hole can be
designed into the array.
b. Easier to control lot integrity of each
capacitor in the connector, IU.C? all in the array
are made from the same raw ceramic ana fired simultaneously. Because of this, they will have the
same temperature and voltage coefficient.

c. Reduced overall length of the filter because
the wafer-like construction of the filter array will
allow reductions in the length of the connector
shell. By using reduced length ferrite beads with
minimal reduction in insertion loss, a filter planar
can be packaged into a connector shell no longer Chan
the MS connector it replaces.
d. Increased strength because the array is
thicker than the wall of the tubular capacitor.
e. Higher capacitance filter does not mean
extremely high cost, as with the tubular capacitor.
Capacitance values up to 400,000 pF per hole are
being made with working voltages at 50 VDC. This
will allow a 1-uF balanced Pi filter to be packaged
into a standard length filter connector shell.
f. Higher filter efficiency because Pi imbalance between input and output capacitor can easily be
held to less than 2:1, which is the best achievable
with tubular capacitors.
g. In a properly designed filter connector,
planars can handle RF currents up to 9 A at
resonance.
h. By consideration in the initial design,
planars can handle voltage spikes up to 1500 V, as
with the tubular capacitor.
With all of the above, BCO has been able to
establish a complete EMI filter connector line that
is capable of meeting the entire MIL spec environment
with the exceptions listed previously. They provide
some significant advantages to the using industry,
they are sealed to moisture penetration, can be wave
soldered using MIL-approved soldering and cleaning
processes. They can withstand EMP and transient
pulses up to 1500 V without failure. Insertion loss
performance as a filter in a connector has been
tested out to 18 GHz and can be guaranteed to levels
of 70 dB between 1 and 18 GHz. The connector design
allows specification of crosstalk or isolation levels
of 85 dB between filter contacts and/or connector
shell.
Using this technological base, BCO has had the
capability to produce connectors that are able to
suppress transient pulses as well as EMP pulses since
1974. A report has been issued regarding the work
performed with GE, Harry Diamond Labs and BCO connectors using metal oxide varistor sleeves; HDL-TR-179-1
dated Aug 1974 on contract DAAG39-72-C-0179. This
report made several important recommendations regarding the success of the connectors containing metal
oxide varistor sleeves. The sleeves tested were supplied by GE for assembly into BCO connectors. They
were handmade for Size 16 pins and 130-V line operation. The report recommended developing smaller
sleeves, lower operating voltages and better methods
of manufacture. No further work was done on those
recommendations at that time.
In the intervening years, BCO developed a Lightning Arrestor connector that was capable of absorbing
primary lightning currents. This connector is a gas
discharge hermetic connector designed for an Army
Communications Van. It will break down at 230 V and
handle currents up to 200,000 A. There is a filter
connector designed to mate to its output and sbsorb
transients up to 2500 V for 200 ns. Because of the
use of a gas (tritium) in a sealed chamber, the
ionization requirement of the gas limited the
response time to milliseconds. This is unsuitable
for nanosecond response times required for EMP.
To satisfy the needs for EMP events, BCO deC'ened a connector using commercially available
transient response diodes; see Figure 12. This connector was designed again for an Army Communications
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Van that in this case was the satellite down link
and switching matrix for a combat telephone network.
Because of the size of the diodes, 1500 W, the connector HI designed with the diodes mounted outside
the perimeter at the contacts. A multilayer PCB was
designed to interconnect to each pin and diode. The
diodes were commoned to a ground plate that formed
the forward bulkhead of the connector. In application, the connector was mounted with a jam nut
thread to a bulkhead with mating plug connectors on
each end. A cable was mated to each end so that if
a pulse in excess of the energy rating of the diode
destroyed the diode, a new connector could be installed immediately. This connecter meets all test
requirements as verified by independent test facilities. The most significant rfdture of the design
was its ability to control overshoot during pulse
injection tests with a very fast 5000 V/ns rise time
pulse. In all EMF connector designs, control of
ground impedance is the most critical feature that
will spell success? or failure. If not controlled,
the system will see voltages that can cause failures
immediately or at some later unknown time. There
were other applications for this design, but all
were limited by the physical size of the package.
This design had the following diodes:
Stand-off voltage
+ 11 V
Leakage current
+^ 5 jik
Breakdown voltage
*_ 13.5 to 16.5 V
Maximum clamping voltage
+ 22 V @ 68 A
Wattage
1500 W
When tested with a 5000 V/ns rise time pulse:
Maximum overshoot was
45 V
Maximum current was
450 A
In 1983, contact was made again with GE regarding metal oxide Varistor sleeves for connector applications. A purchase order was signed with GE to
develop and manufacture two sleeves that would operate at 47 V and 53 V. One was to be used on a Size
20 pin and the other was for a Size 22 pin. This
effort was to develop a family of sleeves for the
full range of contact sizes and voltages from 8 to
240 V. These sleeves were designed to be interchangeable with the full line of tooled filter connector components. They were designed to replace
the capacitor and ferrite on an existing filter pin;
see Figure 13. Initial prototype sleeves were delivered in Feb. 1985. In the summer of 1985, a complete qualification of connectors containing metal
oxide sleeves was completed. The testing was to the
requirements of MIL-C-26842, Series II. Device
characteristics of leakage current, clamping voltage
at 1 mA and capacitance were measured before and
after each environment.
These tests were performed on eight (8) singlehole jam nut n.ount receptacles, Shell Size 22,
Arrangement 55P. They were divided into three test
groups. The connectors were further subdivided by
having contacts with two different voltage devices.
The voltages were 41 ana 220 V. These voltages
refer to the nominal clamping voltage at 1 mA for
the sleeve. There is now a family of devices that
covers 22, 39, 47, 200 and 240 V. Each test group
consisted of the following:
a. Group 1 - Device characterization
Clamping voltage
Leakage current
Capacitance
Insertion loss
Pulse curre.it capability
Pulse energy capability
RF Current

b.

Group 2 - Mechanical environment
Thermal shock
Random vibration
High G shock
Contact retention
Humidity
c. Group 3 - Life test
1000 h at 125*C with voltage
The criteria used to judge the components on
test were as follows:
Metal oxide Varistor type
41 V
220 V
Leakage current
<200 juA
<1200 pA
Varistor voltage at 1 mA 39/44 V
198/242 V
Capacitance at 1 MHz
3000 pF
250 pF
Clamping voltage at 10 A 80 V
400 V
Energy rating
0.1 J
0.4 J
Current rat \ng
40 A
180 A
Life test voltage
28 VDC
130 VAC
The only test where there were any problems was
the life test. This was because of high leakage during the test. As a result of this, the sleeve was
changed. The changes resulted in a varistor body
much more stable than an existing comparable device.
The powder formula was changed. The wall of the
sleeve was increased to provide much more strength.
This reduced the capacitance. The major improvement
was a dramatic decrease in the leakage current. All
of the above changes were incorporated into the 41-V
device. The 200-V devices will also be changed, but
data is not available at the time of publication.
The specification for the 47-V device is as follows:
Maximum Rating @125*C
Continuous Transient
RMS
DC
Energy Peak Current Max Leakage @ 20 V
30 V 36 V 0.5 J
250 A
5 >iA
Maximum Rating @25*C
Capacitance Varistor Voltage Clamping Voltage(8x20)
@ 1 MHz
Min
Max @ 1 mA Peak Voltage Peak Cur
1000 pF
42 V 52 V
100 V
10 A
These specifications are for a Size 22 device that
will mount on a Size 22 pin in a BOO EMP connector.
There have been a number of tests performed by
customers to verify the reliability of the varistor
and its ability to meet or comply with their particular requirements. The information which follows is a
brief summary of some of these results. As a result
of these tests, the tubular varistor connector has
been specified for three major programs. For these
programs, the varistor will be used alone or in
combination with EMI filtering. The contact sizes
will be 16, 20 and 22. These programs will be using
the following connector series: MIL-C-38999, Series
III and MIL-C-83723, Series II.
MOV F47-20, -22
Exponential Pulse
Peak
Current
V Clamp Frequency
P.esulta
25*C 0-198 A 78-111 V 8x340 ps
25 times at
max voltage of
1100 V at each
polarity—no
deteriorat ion
0-452 A 80-130 V 1x6 ps
Same as above
except max voltage was 2400 V
85*C 0-198 A 56-66 V
8x340 ps
Same as above
0-460 A 36-60 V
1x6 ps
Same as above
except one pin
pulsed 500
times
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The same series tooled for the filter connector
line can be used for EMP connectors. The EMP connector is designed exactly like the filter connector
except that the capacitor/ferrite is replaced by the
MOV sleeve. The sleeves are soldered to the pin at
each end of the hot electrode to ensure low circuit
impedance; see Figure 14. The contacts ars sealed
in the connector. All connectors will be factory
tested to ensure leakage current, capacitance and
varistor voltage are within limits. A sample test
for clamping voltage will be performed; see Figures
15 and 16.
There has been considerable concern regarding
the response time of varistors, especially to nanosecond rise time pulses. BCO has conducted considerable investigation into this area. We have been
able to determine that with the leadLess varistor
mounted into a connector, the response time is
faster than the comparable disk device currently on
the market. In fact, comparative tests have been
performed which show the effect of the leads on response time. In comparison to diodes, MOV devices
will have more capacitance, handle far more energy
(for a given device capable of being mounted on the
same size pin), inherently are bipolar and have a
higher clamping voltage. The clamping ratio for a
varistor compared to a diode will be higher. The
clamping voltage ratio is the ratio between the voltage at 1 mA and at 10 A with an 8x20 ^JS pulse. The
ratio will be about 2:1 for a varistor and 1:25 for
a diode.
Some applications cannot tolerate the clamping
ratio or high capacitance cf the varistor and need
the characteristics of the diode. In order to
satisfy these needs, an epoxy sealed bipolar chip
that is small enough to mount on a Size 22 pin was
developed. The device has been tested by our customers. It has met MIL STAR EMP criteria. The device
is designed for TTL logic networks and must tolerate
the damped exponential decaying sine pulse that
peaks at 1000 V and 10 A between the frequencies of
100 kHz and 100 MHz. The device characteristics are
as follows:
Stand-off voltagfc
+_ 8.2 V
Max clamping voltage
+ 13.5 V @ 10 A
Capacitance
500 pF
Breakdown voltage @ 1 mA
+ 10 V +J0X
Power rating
600 W
Max leakage current
2 «A
The application also requires that the diode be
packaged with a high capacitance planar Pi filter.
The filters will be of two different cut-off frequencies, 200 kHz and 2 MHz. There are four other
diode voltages, +15, -15, +28 and +45. All of these
devices are provided in the same package capable of
being mounted on a Size 22 pin. To meet a higher
energy rating would require a larger chip. This
would mean that it will require the next size pin,
Size 20. The diode itself is leadless and mounts
directly on the pin. The second lead of the diode
is terminated to a ground sleev. The geometry of
this assembly is such that it will directly replace
a filter pin in the sane pattern with diode pins or
MOV pins. They can be mounted in series or in
parallel within the pattern of the connector.
The connector is designed with a separate
ground for the diode and filter. The diode contact
is assembled separately from the connector and
tested before being assembled into the cennector.
The filter elements in this case are planar capacitors. They are not soldered to the pin but are a
solderless design with individual springs to make
contact kith the pin and electrode of the array.

The arrays are assembled into the shell individually
(this is a Pi filter which requires two capacitors
per pin) with a ferrite bead separating the arrays.
Each array has its own ground spring. Prior to encapsulation, the assembly is checked. After filling,
all contacts are tested for diode characteristics and
insertion loss. Max clamping is checked to a sampling plan.
At the time of publication, there are a group of
10 diode connectors being assembled. These will be
divided into two groups of five each. Five will be
tested by our customer and five by BCO. The customer
tests are primarily for the EMP capabilities. The
BCO tests will be to the MIL specification requirements of thermal shock, random vibration, high G
shock, humidity, durability, contact retention, fluid
immersion and whatever else relates to a satisfactory
design. These tests will be completed by June of
1986.
With the capabilities described here, BCO does
feel that the using industry has available the connector solution to EMI/BMP. A design that offers
many different alternatives to choose from; provides
a compact package solution; uses known designs that
have a field proven history; provides sufficient
design safety limits to assure that the system will
be reliable and interface to the external connector
environment without compromising performance, even
though it in itself is a complex electronic subsystem. The most important consideration is that these
connectors are cost effective when compared to the
alternatives of space, larger number of junctions and
problems of internal shielding if the EMP event is
allowed to invade the enclosure before it can be
suppressed.
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BENDIX* FILTER
ADVANTAGES
• Eliminates External Filter Circuits
• Eliminates Excessive Assembly Times Associated with External Filtering
e Increased Reliability - Fewer
Solder Junctions
• Physically Protected Filter Elements Factory Pre-tested
• Reduction of Weight and Space
e Reduced installation Cost

Figure 1

TUBULAR CAPACITOR

Figure 2

TUBULAR CONTACT ASSEMBLY
/
/
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Figure 3
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WHY A LOW PASS FILTER CONNECTOR
Typical Filter Attenuations
as a function of frequency at +25°C
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CONTACT TERMINATION
OPTIONS
• Solder Cups
• Crimp Removable
• Printed Circuit Board Termination
e Wire Wrap
• Coaxial
• Fiber Optic Hybrid
• Thermocouple
• Grounded
• Feedthrough
• Insulated
• Combinations of the Above

Figure 5

Figure 6
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MIL-C-26482(S«iMl,ll)

MIL-C-3899&(SwiMl,ll,iH)

MIL-C-5015and MiL-C-22992
Others:
• MIL-C-28840
• MIL-C-26500
• MIL-C-27599
• MIL-C-83723

Figure 7
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PLANAR CAPACITOR
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PLANAR CONTACT ASSEMBLY

Figure 10
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Figure 11
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EMP Connector

Figure 12

Figure 13
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MOV CONTACT
Solder Joint

MOV Sleeve
Ground Electrode
Solder Joint
Figure 14

Figure 15
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EFFECT OF E-FIELD MILL LOCATION ON ACCURACY OF ELECTRIC FIELD
MEASUREMENTS WITH INSTRUMENTED AIRPLANE

Vladislav Mazur
NOAA/National Severe Storms Laboratory
Norman, OK 73069
Lothar H. Ruhnke
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375
Terry Rudolph
Electromagnetic Applications, Inc.
Denver, CO 80226

Introduction

field mills to obtain the vector components of the
electric field. However, it has always been difficult to adequately calibrate these sensors to
convert the obtained readings into meaningful
interpretations of ambient field conditions.
The procedure that is widely used to determine calibration coefficients consists of flights
with known pitch and roll in predetermined electric field. The analytical estimates of the airplane form factor using a small-scale model of an
airplane 1n a parallel-plates electric field were
described by Evteev (1972).
Not much has been
said in the literature about the success or
failure of either these calibration procedures or
of the accuracy of airborne electric field measurements in general. Therefore, the credibility
of the airborne electric field data obtained near
or within thunderstorms is limited to gross
estimates of magnitudes and polarities.

An interest in vertical electric field profiles was responsible for the initiation of early
measurements from airplanes of the ambient field,
in addition to measurements made with instrumented
balloons (Rossmann, 1950, Markson, 1977).
The
influence of the airplane's self-charge on these
measurements required the use of sensors placed at
symmetrical points on the airplane. In particular
on the left ard right wings. The sum of readings
from these two sensors indicated the magnitude of
the self-charge, while their difference yielded
the external (horizontal) component of the ambient
electric field. To obtain the vertical field in
the assumed absence of a horizontal field component, the airplane was tilted at a known angle;
the absence of a horizontal field was verified in
level flight. Clark (1958), Fitzgerald (19b8) and
others used the wing tips as sensor locations
because of the high enhancement factor of local
electric fields at these points. The importance
of electric field structure in thunderstorms to
cloud physics and lightning research prompted
attempts to measure all three vector components of
the ambient electric field and the self-charge of
the airplane.
Fitzgerald (1965) and Anderson
(1966) employed additional field sensors, and
Kasemir (1951, 1964) introduced the cylindrical

Recent advances in thundercloud modeling have
increased the need for systematic measurement of
the electric field in and around thunderstorms
during different stages of their development.
Such a task can be handled only with instrumented
airplanes.
Also, from studies of lightning
hazards to aircraft, it has been determined that
most, if not all, lightning strikes to aircraft in
thunderstorms are triggered by the aircraft itself
(e.g., Mazur et al., 1984, Rustan et al., 1985).
This has put a new emphasis on the accuracy of
ambient field and self-charge measurements during
storm penetrations. Together with the electromagnetic parameters of lightning strikes to the airplane recorded on board, the parameters of the
electrical environment provide complete information needed for the interpretation of electrical
interaction between the airplane and the thundercloud. It may be assumed that triggered lightning
is associated with particular but defineable electric field environments and, when determined, the
knowledge of these environments may be used to
avoid lightning strikes to aircraft flying through
clouds of different types, as well as to provide a
reliable warning to pilots of impending lightning
strikes. It is, therefore, important to evaluate
the accuracy of airborne electric field measure-

Abstract
It is common in airborne observations to measure the ambient electric field and self-charge of
the instrumented airplane with four field mills.
In this case, the sensors' locations on the airplane are critical for accurate measurement. It
is shown that positioning sensors on or near
crossing points of the lines of the airplane's
electrical symmetry (neutrality) decreases significantly the amplification of errors in the signal
processing system that are transferred into errors
in the ambient field estimates. The calculations
are made using the computer simulated model of the
NASA F-106B research airplane placed in a uniform
electric field.
Two new calibration procedures
for the net charge on the airplane are suggested.
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the Ez-f1eld. Figures 4 and 5 show views of the
airplane in a horizontal, Ex, electric field, in
the horizontal and vertical planes.
Using the
same considerations as previously, the ideal position for the Ey mills (Ej
(Ei arid E2 in Fig. 4) would
be at points where trie lines of electrical
symmetry of the Ex and Ez-fields cross. The mill
for measuring Ex (Ey "In Fig. 4) should be
installed on the plane of horizontal symmetry to
minimize the influence of £y and Ez. To maximize
its sensitivity to Ex, trre mounting should be
somewhere in the nose or tail section. The E»mill would be mounted mos<: effectively in the aft
section of the aircraft, as indicated in Figure 5,
and pointed toward the rear.

ments. This might also include reviewing calibration algorithms. Our paper deals generally with
this subject for an airplane equipped with four
shutter type field mills. We will use as an example the NASA F-106B research airplane to illustrate several aspects of problems discussed in
detail in sections to follow.
Optimum Position
Airplane

of

E-field

Sensors

on

the

An airplane with metallic skin has influence
charges on its surface from the three components
of the ambient electric field, and an additional
self-charge resulting from triboelectricity and
engine exhaust (for a certain type of aircraft).
While we cannot measure an ambient electric field
without an airplane present, we can measure the
local fields on the level of the airplane skin in
places where the field mills are installed.
Because the intensity of the local field varies in
different parts of the airplane, our measurement
is affected by the sensor's position.
It must
also be assumed that the self-charge will contribute to the output of each field mill. A set of
four linear equations in matrix form (1) describes
the local fields for four sensors (Elf E2, E3 and
E4) as a function of three orthogonal components
of ambient field (E„, E„, E.) and the self-charge
Q.
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In order to transfer the local field values
into the sensor voltage outputs, a set of four
additional calibration coefficients (one per sensor) should be determined.
The sensitivity of
each field mill is easily estimated by independent
calibration of each mill on a flat ground in a
known electric field. Therefore, we will operate
in our analysis with only the matrix (1) consisting of coefficients a^ that reflect the airplane form factor.
Let us assume that the homogeneous part of
the ambient field is larger than the size of the
airplane. In the following examples the direction
of the E-field is considered, for the sake of simplicity, to be an orthogonal one relative to the
airplane axes. Figure 1 shows a fuselage crosssection in a horizontal E-field, E . The E-field
in the proximity of the airplane skin decreases
with the distance (up or down) from the horizontal
axis of symmetry. Therefore, the place to instali
a field mill to maximize its sensitivity to Ey is
on the horizontal plane of symmetry. In order to
make the mills for measuring Ez insensitive to the
Ey component, they should be on the vertical plane
of symmetry, where vertical components of the Ey
field lines compensate each other (see part of
Figure 1 enlarged in Figure 2), since they are of
the opposite sign. Figure 3 shows a portion of a
fuselage in the vertical, Ez, field.
As in the
previous case, the positioning of the field mill
for measuring Ey in the horizontal plane of symmetry makes it Insensitive to the horizontal component of the E,-field in close proximity to the
airplane skin, while the positioning of the field
mill for measuring the Ez component in the vertical plane of symmetry maximizes its sensitivity to

Fig.

Fig.
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Cross-section of a oylindrioal fuselage
in By-field. Eg and Es are sensors of
the
aorrßaponaing
ambient
field
components £„ and Eg.

E, -mill in E - field. E + E , = 0,
»
y
"
'j>~
y
thus, no contribution from E in E mills.

The horizontal symmetry of airplanes makes it
possible to convert the 4x4 matrix of the type
shown in (1) into a 3 x 3 matrix (2).
This is
done by positioning field mills for measurements
of the Ey-component on both sides of the fuselage
symmetrically, and the rest of the mills along the
horizontal axis of symmetry. The E-y component of
an ambient field is equal in such a case to (EjE2)/Za12.
E1+E2
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Fig.

Fig.

3

Cross section of a cylindrical fuselage
in Ez-field. K? and Bj are mills of the
corresponding ambient field components
Ey and Ez.

4 Sketch of airplane fuselage in
horizontal plane in E - field.

=

a

24
34

(2)
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To keep the field mill output unaffected by
the other orthogonal components of the ambient
electric field which we do not wish to measure,
the matrix coefficients a^ in the equation (2)
should be equal to zero for i ^ j (except for
a^).
Even in the case of ideally located sensors, the coefficients a^ resulting from the airplane charge will remain greater than zero.
In
reality, the locations for mounting field mills
are always less than ideal; and therefore, the
effect of the sensors' location on measurements
should be estimated.
We can group all potential errors into two
independent categories:
(1) errors in values of
matrix coefficients, i.e., in the link between
ambient and local field, and (2) errors in signal
processing, i.e., in the link between local field
and signal output.
One widely used method of
calculation for the matrix coefficients is the
airplane calibration in a known electric field.
Then, both the accuracy of calibrational procedure
and errors in signal processing will contribute to
the accuracy of the matrix coefficient determination. The other recently introduced method uses
the mathematical model of aircraft in a homogeneous electric field in computer simulated calculation of matrix coefficients (Figure 6). The
accuracy of this method depends upon the si« of
the grid in the model and skills with which the
details can be simulated by the model.
The new
method provides the researcher with an opportunity
to quickly evaluate the performance of field mills
at chosen locations. Signal processing errors are
affected, among others, by the accuracy of local
field mill calibration, signal-to-noise ratio.
non-linearity of amplifiers, and DC-offset.
An
additional error which might result from nonhomogeneity in the ambient field would also appear on
the signal output.
Our purpose in this paper is to evaluate the
effect of potential errors in signal processing on
the ambient field and self-charge with different
locations of the sensors on the airplane.
The
matrix coefficients in this analysis are considered to have fixed values. We will define the
matrix as being stable if the variance of field
mill outputs (Ej, E2, Ej, E4) is less or comparable with the variance of ambient field components
(Ex, Ey, Ez> Q). It is otherwise defined as being
unstable.

Sketch of vertical profile oj
airplane fuselage in E - field.
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field is comparable with those from the ambient
field. The field mills Ej and E2 are always adjusted
to work identically in pairs. Therefore, we will consider the variance of outputs of both sensors as being
related rather than Independent. The results of calculations for the electrical environment of type A are
presented in Table 1.

Table 1.

Test of matrix stability for the F-106B,
type A field condition.
Ambient field: Ex« E■ Ez» 10 kv m_1,Q=100 vc
Local field: Ej= 22317.8 v, E. » -6921.9 v,
E3= 36753.7 v, E4= 48200.5 v.

Fig.

6

Block model of F-106B airplane used in
computer
simulated calculations of
matrix coefficients.

Local
field

E,,E,,
' i

Ma
field

E..E.
6
4

E-,
J

Ex(v)

10000

10039.1

11125.2

7833.2

1

Ey(v)

10000

9012.2

10013.6

10013.6

1

Ez(v)

10000

10345.6

6163.3

12204.4

I

Q(uc)

100

98.3

110.3

80.9

I

Var E
Evaluation of the Field Mi'l Locations on the F1068
~
~ "

1.46
-1.46
0
0.15

0.08
0.08
1.52
1.03

507
507
464
276

Var E

X

E

5
Q

0.041
-0.342
-0.360
0.0014

-0.306
0.449
0
0
1.017 -0.478
-0.0028 0.004

E.
4

E,,
'

E,,
L

0.9€,,E,
i 4

E,
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E,,
i

E,, 0.9E,
J
4

0

11

22

%
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0

0

I

0

38

22

\

2
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As seen in Table 1, the variance in the value ot
one local field measurement leads to variances in
more than one component of the ambient fi»Id
and/or self-charge. This means both amplification
in the absolute value of the error, and an an
shift in the total vector of the ambient fieK
Considering the ambient field error as a vect
with three orthogonal components, the COP*"
cient <v, calculated as the ratio of the ats
value or this vector to the corresponding variance
of the local field (see Equation 5), represents
the error amplification.

(3)

The inverted matrix is:

-0.005
0.342
-0.310
0.001

W
2

Var q

E

x

x

Var Ey

The matrix equation (3) for the F-106B airplane, in terms of the local fields at the four
field mill locations (Fig. 7), has been calculated
from computer simulation studies (Rudolph and
Perala, 1985). Because of the dislocation of sensor E^ relative to the horizontal axis of the airplane, the obtained matrix is of the 4x4 type.

■4.38
•4.38
-2.47
0.89

0.9E..CL9E,,
'
'

(4)

Let us assume a signal processing error of a certain
maximum level, e.g., 10%. Using matrix equations (3)
md (4), we will calculate the ambient fie 1 values
and estimate their variance resulting from the 101
variance of local fields.
Three cases of electrical
environment are considered.
These cases closely
approximate natural conditions inside the stortr« for
(1) an arbitrary field and an average self-charge
defined as type A (Ex ■ Ey » Ez - 10 kv m"T,
Q = 100 MC),(2) a dominating self-charge in the relatively weak electric field defined as type B (Ex = Ey
• Ej • 1 k» »"', 1) « 100 uc), and (3) a dominating
component of the ambient field \nd an average selfcharge, type C (Ex ■ E ■ 10 kv iT1, Ez » 100 kv ■*»,
0 * 100 wc). The valui of self-charge 0 - 100 \C has
been choser because its contribution to the loca'

/(VarEx)2+(vaf£y)2+(varEz)2
(5)

VarE

The self-charge amplification is

VarQ
°Q ' TaTT

Results of the matrix stability test in Table 1
may be converted into the error amplification
coefficients in Table 2.
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Table 2. Error amplification coefficients
for the F-106, type A field
condition.

Local field variance
Er E2

°Q

1.0

4.0

3.1

1.2

1

1.9

For initial field conditions identified as types B
and C, the error amplification coefficients are
shown in Table 3.
Table 3.

Error amplification coefficients for
the F-106, Type 6 and C field conditions.

Fig.

?

Location of electric field mills on F106S airplane (198S eeaeon).

Local field vari ance
Fiel 1
Type
E

E

E

°E

30.0

49.1

18.7

°q

1.0

1.3

1.2

1.0

5.6

6.3

<1.0

5.0

5.5

1'E2

R

C

"I

°Q

3

4

The analysis of error amplification coefficients
in Tables 2 and 3 indicates that the matrix fur
the F-1068 field mill configuration is unstable.
The absence of symmetrical pairs for E3 and E4
mills makes ambient field components Ex and E?
especially sensitiv^ to self-charge Q.
Testing the optimum positioning of field mills
Employing the concept of electrical symmetry
and the block modeling of the F-106B, we produced
the 4 x C matrix (6) for op'imum location of four
field milts on the F-106B (s'.-e Fig. 8).
0.011
0.011
0.064
0.113

0.405
-0.405
0
0.D16

-n V3
-0.373
1.47
0.003

120
120
270
q ,25

Fig.

(6)

Tne three types of electrical environment,
described earlier as types A. B, and C, are
applied for testing the matrix stability.
The
results are presented in Table 4.
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8

Optimum location of electric field mills
on P-108B airplane. Shadowed lines are
lines of electrical symmetry.

Table 4. Error amplification coefficients for the
optimum field mill locations, Type A, B,
and C field conditions.

Deteririination of the Matrix Coefficients Due to
self-charge on the Airplane
The traditional way to determine the matrix
coefficients that result from the ambltnt field
components is still the calibration flight 1n the
known electric field.
The determination of the
matrix coefficient from the self-charge by calibration is a more complicated procedure, owing to
the difficulties of measuring the charge value in
flight.

Local field variance
Field
Type

E

h

E

1.0

2.1

2.2

l- E3

°E

4

When the charged airplane is insulated from
the ground (e.g., by teflon blocks), the airplane
and its mirror-image charge (a result of the conductive earth) make a capacitor of capacitance
C. This capacitance can be measured using available techniques. Because of nonuniformity in the
charge distribution on the airplane when in the
position described above, the outputs of field
mills cannot be used for calculation of the matrix
coefficients associated with self-charge. If the
aircraft is elevated (e.g., by a crane with electrically insulated cables) to a height sufficient
to exclude the mirror-image charge effect, this
would simulate a clear sky flying condition. The
necessary height may be calculated using the computer simulated model of the airplane.
This
height for the F-106B should be at least 10 m
above the ground (Fig. 9).
With the measured
capacitance C of the airplane (in its lifted position), the quantitative net charge Q may be
applied to the ajirplane by bringing its potential
to a value V = *
Because the ambient field is
negligible, the 'recorded outputs of the field
mills will be equal to the products of the applied
net charge Q and the corresponding matrix coefficients.
Thus, these coefficients may be
determined.

A
"Q
°E

<:

<1

<1

11.0

12.6

10.8

<i.O

<1.0

<1.0

1.7

1.9

2.8

2.4

1.2

1.2

B
"Q

"E

°Q

The analysis of ambient field and self-charge
variances for optimum field mill configuration
shows that the matrix (6) is stable in two out of
tnree types of electrical environment (types A and
C), and unstable in the case of dominant selfcharge (type B). It should be realized, however,
that with always significant input into the local
field measurements from self-charge, and without a
symmetrical pair of sensors for E3 and E4, the
matrix can never be stable under the domination of
self-charge. The comparison of the two Held mill
configurations on the F-106B, current and optimlm,
definitely proves that the accuracy of ambient
field measurements Increases considerably when the
sensor' are placed according tc the principal of
electrical symmetry.
!10 1

I

;io -

iJ

»0-

1

I

10

II

HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND (m)

9

10

The other methorl of calculating the matrix
coefficients resulting from self-charge is based
on actual records of the field mills during
descent and landing of the airplane with an
undetermined charge 0 (Anderson, personal communication).
With the assumption of a negligible
ambient field, these records will indicate some
steady values until the airplane reaches a certain

100

OS

10

II

HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND (ml

20

0

1

10

E-field mill records on the F-l?6Fi, elevated. Plateaus ir. curves rxur at the height
of 10 m above the jround, that is indicative of the flying condition uitkout the
mirror-dkca';e effejt.
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II

HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND (ml

height above the ground, where the airplane
mirror-image charge begins to affect the field
mill readings. At this time, the record of all
field mills surt changing rapidly. On airplane
touchdown, all field mills outputs drop to zero.
By charging the airplane when it is electrically
insulated from the ground, we bring the field mill
readings to values equal to those of the steady
record during the descent. With the measured capacity C on the ground, we can now calculate the
charge Q on the airplane at the time of its
descent.
Because the steady field mill values
during descent are equal to the products of Q and
the corresponding coefficients, the matrix coefficients may be determined.
The difficulty of
utilizing this technique is probably to maintain a
constant value of charge on the airplane during
its final approach to the ground.

Fitzgerald, O.F. and H.R. Byers, "Aircraft observations of convestive cloud electrification,"
in:
Recent Advances in Atmospheric Electricity, pp. 245-268, edited by L.G. Smith,
Pergamon Press, New York, 1958.

Discussion

Kasemir, H.W., "Die Feldkomponencenmuhle," Tell us,
Vol. 3, No. 4, pp. 241-247, 1951.

There are, as we have shown, significant
errors when Interpreting electric field records
from aircraft-mounted field mills.
The most
severe errors are due to poor location of field
mills on the aircraft.
The proper and optimum
location for the four sensors is at any of the six
cross points of the three electrical symmetry
lines. To utilize this for the measurement of Ey
component of the ambient electric field is fairly
easy, because of the usual left-to-r1ght symmetry
of aircraft. The other symmetry points are often
not accessible, and a compromise must be
applied.
Random errors in the field mills
readings produce an amplified error in the ambient
field and self-charge depending on matrix of form
factors. The problem 1s Increased if one attempts
to measure the ambient field in the presence of a
strong self-charge.
The uncertainty of the form factor matrix
affects the accuracy of the ambient field mostly
through the dominant matrix coefficients ay (1 »
j) for the stable matrix and through all "matrix
coefficients for the unstable matrix. This makes
the ambient field measurement less susceptible to
errors In the matrix coefficient values for the
ODtlmum location of field mills on the airplane.
The matrix coefficients can be determined with
carefully designed calibration procedures or with
computer simulation. As In our example, at least
rough values of matrix coefficients can be
obtained by computer simulation to find optimum
locations. It 1s customary and worthwhile that a
significant part of available flying time is used
for these calibrations.
The greatest problem
there is the experimental determination of the
form factors for the self-charge.
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A VWV RANDWTDTH ELEC1R0STATIC FIELD SENSOR FOR LlfXTNING RESEARCH

Klaus P. Zaepfel
KASA Langley Research Center
Mail Stop 130
Hampton, Virginia 23665

ABSTRACT
Data obtained from UHF Radar observation of direct-lightning strikes to the NASA
F-106B airplane have indicated that cost of the 690 strikes acquired during direct-strike
lightning teste were triggered by the aircraft. As an aid in understanding the triggered
lightning process, a wide bandwidth electric field measuring system was designed for the
F-106B by implementing a clamped-detection signal processing concept originated at the Air
Force Cambridge Research Lab in 1953. The detection scheme combines the signals from
complementary stator pairs clamped to zero volts at the exact moment when each stator pair
is maximally shielded by the rotor, a process that restores the dc level lost by the
charge amplifier. The new system was implemented with four shutter-type field mills
located at strategic points on the airplane. The bandwidth of the new system was
determined in the laboratory to be from dc to over 100 kHz, whereas past designs had upper
limits of 10 Hz to 100 Hz. To obtain the undisturbed electric field vector and total
aircraft charge, the airborne field mill system Is calibrated by using techniques involving results from ground and flight calibrations of the F-106B, laboratory tests of a
metallized model, and a finite-difference time-domain electromagnetic computer code.
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EXPERIMENTAL CALIBRATION OF AN AIRCRAFT VECTOR
ELECTRIC FIELD METER SYSTEM

R. V. Anderson and J. C. Bailey
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20375

ABSTRACT
Although numerous aircraft have been instrumented for the
measurement of electrostatic field, and there have been a few
instances of calibration on an absolute basis, the absolute calibration of an airborne system for the measurement of a full three
dimensional vector field has not been reported. This report outlines the problems inherent in such a calibration. The design of
field meters which are simultaneously suitable for lightning measurements and for calibration is summarized. A description of the
calibration accomplished is provided, and the inherent errors are
estimated. It is concluded that the process described is viable,
and possible improvements are suggested.
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BACKGROUND
THE MEASUREMENT OF
ELECTROSTATIC
FIELD
from aircraft is seer, to present two layers
of difficulty. First the measurement system
must be designed and installed to operate in
an aircraft environment.
In this context
the designer must address the issues of
electrical noise,
mechanical
vibration,
remote location of sensors, and adequate
dynamic range in a satisfactory manner.
If
this is accomplished, then the questions of
aircraft charge, separation of components,
determination of enhancement ratios, and
establishment of an absolute calibration
reference remain to be addressed. The process of implementing a calibrated aircraft
field meter system consists therefore of a
number of procedures which must be finished
sequentially.
In the sections to follow,
these sequential procedures are described in
the
order of their requirement, and a
summary section is provided in which the accuracy of the process is evaluated and in
which suggestions are given for further improvement of the process. Although the work
described was primarily concerned with the
CV-580 aircraft used in the Direct Strike
Program, an attempt has been made to address
the calibration problem in general terms,
with results specific to the CV-580 used to
illustrate
the
techniques
employed.
FIELD METER DESIGN
The electric field meter is a device in
which mechanical energy is modulated by the
electric field being measured.
It thus
functions as a parametric amplifier with the
pumping
frequency
determined
by
the
mechanical motion employed.
A successful
field meter was apparently first reported by
Matthias [1]* in 1926.
Subsequent developments are summarized and/or referenced in
[2|. The two principal limits on field
meter sensitivity are noise and drift in
offset potentials. Noise denotes the net
spurious
signal created by electronics,
stray couplings, mechanical imbalances, and
contact imperfections.
It is both broadband and specific to the signal frequency
depending on the generation mechanism.
As will be seen, calibration is dependent o'.i measurement of fair weather electric
fields which are often no more than 10 V/M
in magnitude; so measurement noise forms a
significant limit on system calibratibiiity.
Electronic noise is addressed by the
use of standard low-noise circuitry and
components. Shielding and grounding must be
vigorously prosecuted. Care is exercised in
the sensor head design to insure that there
*Numbers ir brackets designate References
at end of paper.

is no capacitive coupling between the stator
or the signal leads and anything except the
external field being measured. This level
of shielding is accomplished by the addition
of
a shield plate covering the stator
mounting bolts, a shield tube which is
integral with this plate through which the
output coaxial cable is led, application
of braid around the connector, the use of an
unbroken cable between the head and the
preamplifier, and the provision of a totally
enclosed
preamplifier
module.
System
grounding
is
exclusively
at the head
location, and extensive use is made of decoupling networks.
A recent study [3] concluded that 304
stainless steel was an optimum material for
field meter
construction.
The
entire
sensing system (all components exposed to
the ambient field) was consequently made of
this material.
The rotor and stator were
made of 1/8" thick stock to guarantee that
there would be adequate rigidity upon exposure to the airstream, and 1/4" electrode
spacing was maintained to reduce the effect
of Volta potentials. It is possible to increase signal to noise ratio through the use
of larger head area [4], but this option was
precluded by considerations of the available
space at the selected aircraft locations.
The completed head is shown in Fig. 1.
An available 8000 rpm synchronous motor
was selected because of its size and the
availability of accurate 400 Hz power on
the CV-580 aircraft. The two bladed design
used with a three-pole motor gives a signal
frequency of 266.7 Hz which is near the optimum value for operation in a 400 Hz
environment. Phase reference is provided by
a
magnetic rotor (416 stainless steel)
mounted on the rear extension of the motor
shaft and a permanent magnet pickup coil.
The rotor is insulated from the motor shaft
to preclude the introduction of bearing
noise; it is grounded by silver-graphite
brushes on a coin silver slip ring.
Two
additional
considerations
are
worthy of mention in this discussion. The
design should facilitate maintinance operations.
If this is not done, necessary
cleaning and repair will be deferred to the
detriment of the measurement.
The heads
were built so that rotor and stator could be
removed from the outside without the removal of the head unit.
This facilitated
clejning of the Teflon (TM) stator insulators after exposure to wet environments.
The removal of the entire head assembly was
possible with extraction of only four machine screws: so repair and/or replacement was
possible in a few minutes.
The second
consideration concerns the coaxial cable
used to carry the signal from head to the
amplifier.
In the author's experience, cables designed for RF service can introduce
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excessive microphonic voltages at audio frequencies. RC-149/U has proven to be a good
cable for minute audio frequency signals,
and its use (or that of an equivalent) is
mandatory.
The amplifier design is conventional;
so little need be said with the exception of
a few specific features which contribute
significantly to the utility of the final
product. The preamplifier,
in its fully
shielded enclosure,
is in the form of a
current to voltage converter.
This keeps
the stator element at ground potential and
reduces the effect of insulator contamination.
Its schematic is shown in Fig. 2.
The protective diodes at the input were crucial to reliable operation of the amplifier.
It is seen that there is provision for the
introduction of a DC voltage on the stator
for use in calibration. This voltage makes
an artificial
field in the head which is
useful for overall system calibration and as
will be seen later is also of value in reducing self charge fields. The remainder of
the amplifier provides a gain variation in
the ratio of 10000:1 in decade steps, low
pass filters in signal and phase reference
channels to provide sinusoidal signals to
the following stages, a half-lattice phase
shifter in the reference channel with which
to adjust the phase relationship between
channels, and a phase sensitive rectifier.
The entire amplifier is shown in Fig. 3. DC
filters at the output of the synchronous
rectifier provide time constants of 10 and
157 mS for lightning and calibration data,
respectively.
AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION
An aircraft in flight must resolve the
three components of the field vector and a
fourth independent contribution produced by
the net charge on the aircraft. Therefore,
a minimum of four field meters is needed to
define and resolve these four components.
Although it may be theoretically possible
to obtain vector component separation with
dlmoüt any random location of four electric
fiele meters on an aircraft, it is obvious
that there are locations which reatly simplify this process. "Nodal suriaces" can be
defined on which the effect of one of the
vector components of the external field
vanishes. In theory, a solution of LaPlaces
equation defines these surfaces; in practice it is better to derive an approximation
of these surfaces from considerations of
symmetry; and locate the sensors as well as
possible
on intersections of such surfaces. One symmetry which immediately suggests itself is the location of two of the
four meters symmetrically with respect to a
vertical plane through the center of the
aircraft.
In this manner, the difference of

these two meters will be solely dependent
on the horizontal field component which is
transverse to the direction of flight. The
wing tips are attractive for this location
because of the obvious' symmetry and also
because of the significant
field
augmentation at such t.n extremety. The measurement of small fair we?ther fields which,
as will be seen is needed for calibration,
is significantly aided by this augmentation.
The other two field mtters are best
located on the vertical plane of symmetry
already mentioned. Upward facing locations
were rejected upon consiceration of water
droplet impaction; so the last two meters by
default had to be installed on the center line of the belly.
Maximum component
separation was achieved by locating one of
the meters as far forward as possible (the
obvious nose location was unavailable because of the existing radar installation)
with the other one as far aft as possible.
The locations are shown in Fig. 4. A systam of coordinates attached to the aircraft
is used in the ensuing discussion and is
shown in Fig. 5. X is defined in the forward direction, Y is transverse, and Z is
the vertical axis.
It should be noted at this time that
the aircraft charge in flight was orders of
magnitude greater than previously experienced
with reciprocating engine aircraft.
This fact has independently been found to
apply to most if not all turbine engine
aircraft by several other investigators. In
the measurement of thunderstorm fields, this
large value of
charge
is
of
little
consequence; but in fair weather fields, it
forces operation of the system at a level of
sensitivity too low to enable observations
with useful accuracies.
Consequently, a
scheme of discharge wicks was implemented
which successfully reduced the net charge on
the aircraft to a value more suitable for
fair weather use.
This development
is
described in a companion paper [5]; so it
will not be described further here. As has
been mentioned, further removal of fields
produced by aircraft charge can be effected
during calibration flights through the use
of DC "bucking" voltages applied to the stator of the head.
These bucking voltages
were continuously recorded for use in data
analysis.
DERIVATION OF AIRCRAFT ENHANCEMENT FACTORS
If the external field is defined in
terms of the coordinate system given in Fig.
5, and if the four meters are denoted by P
(»Port wing), S (=Stbd wing), F (=Forwardmost belly location), and T (=Tailward belly
location), it is possible to write a system
of equations for the response of the four
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meters as:
Ep - Px Ex + Py Ey + Pz Ez + Pq Q
Es = Sx Ex + Sy Ey + Sz Ez + Sq Q
Ef = Fx Ex + Fy Ey + Fz Ez + Fq Q

Et

magnitude and in general is at the lower
limit of the measurement capability.
An aircraft roll in fair weather provides a known exposure of the aircraft Y and
Z coordinates to the vertical
external
field.
A roll through an angle of 0 has
the effect of:

Tx Ex + Ty Ey + Tz Ez + Tq Q

Ey = E sin (0)

where Q is the net aircraft charge and Px
Tq are the enhancement coefficients
(note that they are dimensionless except for
the charge coefficients). If the wing tip
locations are symmetric and if the belly
locations are on the centerline and are not
appreciably influenced by protruding objects
(such as antennas), then it is possible to
to re-write these equations in a simplified
form as:

Ez = E cos (0)
where the (vertical) external field is given by E. The result of a precision roll is
that an Ey field appears (from 0) and the Ex
field is reduced by (1 - cos 0 ). Thus
Ey - E sin (0)
where E is the (vertical) ambient field, and
therefore

Ep = Px Ex + Py Ey + Pz Ez + Pq Q
E = [Ep(0)-Es(0)]/2Py sin (0)
Es = Px Ex - Py Ey + Pz Ez + Pq Q
while the forward meter gives
Ef = Fx Ex

+ Fz Ez + Fq Q

Et - Tx Ex

+ Tz Ez

E - [Ef(O)-Ef(0)]/[Fz (1-cos (0)]
Tq Q

It has been found convenient to define,
display, and record two derived quantities:
Y » (Ep - Es)/2 - Py Ey
Q' - (Ep + Es)/2 - Px Ex + Pz Ez + Pq Q
In general, Q' will be primarily a measure
of the net charge, Q, on the aircraft, although it is somewhat contaminated by the X
and Z components of the external field.
There are ten coefficients in the set
of equations listed above. Two sets of equations exist: one for external field and one
for charge. Only the relative values of the
one are required to determine values of the
other. In each set one value must be determined on an absolute basis; and the ratios
of the others to this absolute value then
define the entire set. From the definition
of Y above, it is obvious that Py should be
the absolute term of that set. For similar
but less compelling reasons Pq was chosen
from the set of charge coefficients for the
absolute determination.
The ratios of the external field augmentation factors sire determined by maneuvers of the aircraft in the fair weather
field.
The fair weather field is probably
the best test field for calibration since it
is reasonably stable with time, it consists solely of a vertical component, and it
exhibits
considerable
horizontal
homogeneity, is has frequently been alluded,
the fair weather field is, however, small in

Equating these two expressions yields the
ratio Fz/Py. In practice, both left and
right banks are made giving a doubled data
value for greater accuracy. Similarly, th<i
ratio Tz/Py is obtained from data from the
tail meter.
Somewhat more difficult is an experimental determination of the ratios Fx/Py ind
Tx/Py. The maneuver used for this consists of a shallow climb (at an anglr; of
exactly 15 degrees) until the aircraft is
near stall followed immediately by a dive of
the same amount.
.If engine
power
is
maintained constant throughout, it is a good
supposition
that
aircraft
charge
is
invariant and, with climb/dive angle of ^:
Ex - E sin ($)
Ez - E cos (4>)
with E defined as before.
Note thai: the
cosine of 15 degrees is nearly unity; so Ez
is unchanged with negligible error. This
measurement
suffers
not only fron the
shallow angles which must be employed but
also from the vertical variation of the fair
weather fii'ld.
Consequently, care must be
exercised to insure that such variation does
not significantly affect the measurements.
The ratios Fx/Py and Tx/Py are derived
in an entirely analogous manner to that for
Fz/Py and Tz/Py. The ambient vertical field
is still determined fi-om observed differences in the wing tip meters in a precision
roll maneuver, and this is equated to the
vertical field sensed by the belly meters by
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E - [Ef(+4>)-Ef(-*)]/[2 Fx sin (0 ]

and
E - [Et(+*)-Et(-#]/[2 Tx sin (*) ]
from which Che required ratios can easily
be determined.
By far the most difficult of the coefficients to determine are the wing tip
"contamination" terms Px/Py and Pz/Py. They
appear in the equation defining Q: and
nowhere else. The method employed to determine Pz/Py was to measure the change in Q'
between a roll and the straight and level
flight attitude. This difference involves Py
and Pz. Similarly, the change in Q' between
climb and dive is related to both Px and Py
and can be used to assign a value to their
ratio. Expressions for the vertical field
in terms of changes in Q' during maneuvers
can be written as
E = [Q'(+*)-Q'(-*)]/[2 ?x sin (0]

and
E = [Q,(0)-Q'(fl)]/[Pz (1-cos (fl)]
which, again, can be equated to the value
obtained from the wing tip meters ir, a roll.
In practice, it is found that the level of noise in the raw data was so high that
most of these differences were undetectable.
A further examination of the data indicated
that this noise strongly correlated with the
recording of Q'. Therefore, derived recordings were made in which a variable fraction
of Q' was linearly mixed with the F and T
data streams. The fraction for each was varied until the apparent correlations vanished.
It was observed that this experiment could
be repeated with a precision of the order of
37.. Typical maneuver recordings with and
without this Q' removal are shown in Fig.
6.
Although Q'
is not a pure
charge
indication, its utility in data enhancement is obvious.
Another source of information on the
ratios of the augmentation coefficients is
found in the data on lightning discharges
which occur near the aircraft without actually contacting the aircraft.
Examination of the charging of the aircraft after a
typical takeoff as seen in Fig. 7 shows that
there is a charging time constant of the
order of 3 seconds.
Consequently, it is
reasonable to suppose that there can be no
significant change in net charge during the
short duration of a lightning event. If it
is reasonable that AQ"0 in such an instance,
it is theoretically possible to derive all
the external field coefficient ratios from a
sufficiently
large
number
of
distant
lightning events.
From a typical
such
recording, shown in Fig. 8, it is seen that
there is little change in Q' and that the
data values are large and well defined. The
solution of this problem in the indicated

manner requires the treatment of a large
system of non-linear algebraic equations
which
is
presently
under study.
Alternatively, it is possible to formulate an
iterative approach which should at least
test the coefficient matrix for reasonableness. This, too, is still under study.
Calibration coefficients may also be
derived with other techniques. Analytic modeling is often mentioned. It appears that
a numerical simulation in a digital computer
is a straightforward problem presenting few
substantive difficulties. Aircraft geometries are quite complex, however; so modeling
with any accuracy is a formidable task. It
has also been observed that small changes
(of the order of a few mm) in sensor mounting can produce changes in the augmentation
of as much as a factor of two. It has also
been suggested that the large quasi-stable
fields observed under thunderstorm anvils
might be useful for calibration. In two
years' effort, one, and perhaps two, anvils
have been observed which might have been
useful for calibration purposes.
The ratios of the charge coefficients
Pq/Fq and Pq/Tq can be determined in three
ways. The experimental removal of correlations between the F and T recordings and
the Q' channel provides values for these
ratios directly.
In flight changes in engine power setting effect a variation in the
aircraft charge; the resultant steps in the
data recordings also provide these ra- tios.
It is also possible to derive ratios of the
charge coefficients from observation
of
static readings (against a "zero" value) in
level flight since the high self charge
produces the only field of significance.
This last technique, while viable, suffers
from the fact that it is not a difference
technique and requires that a zero level be
determined.
The absolute coefficient for external
field, Py, must be determined by comparison
with a known field. There are several ways
in which a "known" field may be determined.
The ionospheric potential is a relatively
well-known 290 KV with a diurnal variation
which has been extensively studied for many
decades [6]. Therefore, if a vertical profile of field measurements is obtained from
ground level to the aircraft ceiling (of the
order of 6 KM), and if this profile is integrated, a potential (for 6 KM) is obtained.
A typical profile is shown in Fig. 9. Extrapolation from this height to ionospheric altitude can be done in accord with well
defined rules (such as the exponential increase of conductivity with altitude and
charge conservation) to yield an apparent
potential [7].
The ratio of this augmented
apparent potential to the true potential is
thwn Py.
Comparison with an already calibrated aircraft is possible and depends on
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the accuracy of calibration of the known
aircraft, the horizontal homogeneity of the
fair weather field being measured, and the
navigational precision of both aircraft.
The ultimate absolute calibration is of
course a comparison with field measuring
instrumentation on the ground.
Since maneuvers are impossible at altitudes of 10-20
meters, the aircraft measurements must be
made with vertical-looking meters; and it
has been observed that such data are not
reliable unless some in flight zero check
apparatus is included in the installation.
It is also theoretically possible to construct an artificial field much larger than
the ambient fair weather field and which is
sufficiently large and spatially homogeneous to allow the aircraft to fly through
it. In the absence of such a facility, its
construction was not a reasonable option at
the present time.
The absolute charge coefficient, Pq,
was experimentally determined through measurement of the field observed upon the application of a known DC voltage to the aircraft resting on electrically insulating
mats.
This ratio relates aircraft potential to field in the presence of the image
aircraft below the surface. The effect of
the image can be evaluated from examination
of data recordings taken during the landing
process. Immediately prior to touchdown,
the image effect is identical to that seen
on the insulating mats (the geometries are
identical). If the reasonable assumption is
made that the aircraft charge is invariant
during the final landing approach (the Q'
recording is observed to be constant and
there are no engine power changes), then the
ratio of charge sensitivities aloft and in
the presence of the image aircraft is equal
to the ratio of the fields measured aloft
and prior to touchdown. Charge and voltage
are
related
through
capacitance
by
Q - C V
Pv = (Epg/Vg)*(Epa/Epl)*(Ca/Cg)

craft at small heights is a circular disk
parallel to the plane. At small heights, it
is possible to use the parallel
plate
formula for capacitance with little error;
while the capacitance of the disk at infinite height is available in analytic form.
The capacitance variation with height for
the sphere and disk models is plotted in
Fig. 11 normalized to the values at infinite
height.
Both sphere and disk were assigned
a radius of 6.759 meters which gives the
same horizontal cross sectional area as the
CV-580 aircraft.
Also indicated on the
figure is the height of the CV-580 at landing. A value for the capacitance ratio of
0.54 is seen to be quite consistent with
either model and is therefore a reasonable
value.
It should be noted that a value for Pv
has been obtained, not Pq. Pq is available if an absolute aircraft capacitance is
known.
Pv, which relates self-charge field
to voltage on the aircraft, is certainly a
useful quantity; but Pq could be estimated
from the 752 pF capacitance at infinity of a
sphere of 6.759 meter radius (this estimate is probably high - the disk model gives
a value of 479 pF). So, finally the measured values are:
Epg/Vg - 2.044 (V/M)/V
Epa/Epl - 1.273
and
Ca/Cg - 0.54
so
Pv = 1.41 (V/M)/V
and
Pq - Pv/C - 1868 (V/M)/Coul (C-752)
or
Pq - 2933 (V/M)/Coul (C-479)
where a realistic value might be the mean
value of 2400 (V/M)/Coulomb. It should be
noted that the terms Pq Q and Pv V are numerically and dimensionally identical.
CALIBRATION RESULTS

where Epg is the field produced on the
ground by voltage Vg, Epa and Epl are the
field values observed aloft and at landing,
respectively, and Ca and Cg are aircraft
capacitances aloft and on the ground (or
just prior to touchdown). A typical landing data recording is shown in Fig. 10.
The capacitance ratio Ca/Cg is yet to
be determined. This is addressed by modeling. An expression for the capacitance of a
conducting sphere above an infinite conducting plan» has been derived [6].
It is
obvious that tue sphere underestimates the
true capacitance of an aircraft a.t small
heights.
Another simple model which should
overestimate the capacitance of the air-

The equations of field meter response
to external vector field and self charge
were previously given in terms of charge
coefficients Pq, Fq, and Tq.
The voltage
coefficients Pv, Fv, and Tv are equally useful and more accurately known.
These equations rewritten in terns of voltage become:
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Ep - Px Ex + Py Ey + Pz Ez + Pv V
Es = Px Ex - Py Ey + Pz Ez + Pv V
Ef - Fx Ex

+ Fz Ez + Fv V

Et

+ Tz Ez + Tv V

Tx Ex

where V is the aircraft voltage with respect to its surroundings. The measured values for the coefficients then are:
Px=2.69±1.6 Py=18.1±2 Pz=.4±.8 Pv=1.41±.07
Fx=1.16±.16

Fz=-1.87±.3 Fv=.24±.01

Tx=-.92±.15

Tz=-1.23±.4 Tv=.32±.02

Inversion of the matrix gives:
Ex = .028 Ep +.028 Es +.340 Ef -.497 Et
Ey = .028 Ep -.028 Es
Ez = .055 Ep +.055 Es -.394 Ef -.176 Et
V - .285 Ep +.285 Es -.528 Ef +1.00 Et
as the best available estimate. The charge
coefficients are probably valid to within 5%
while the uncertainties in the external
field coefficients depend strongly on their
method of derivation. All the coefficients
are dimensionless except in the bottom row
where a dimensionality of meters pertains.
Error estimates were given on the first
set of coefficients (Px, ...,Tv) which are
the directly measured values. The important
estimate, however, is the accuracy to which
an external vector field can be determined.
Since the matrix inversion process is nonlinear and involves all the values, an estimate was obtained by using a Monte-Carlo
analysis in which each parameter was allowed to deviate within its estimated error in
a random Gaussian manner. The conclusion is
that fields can be determined at least to
within 257. at this time with further improvments possible.
CONCLUSIONS
The obvious primary conclusion of this
study is that a vector field calibration is
possible and that it has successfully been
achieved. It may also be concluded that the
measurement of the vector field from an
aircraft is fraught with pitfalls which must
be avoided if success is to be expected.
Aircraft charge variations are seen to be
perhaps the single most severe source of
noise in fair weather measurement, and the
effort expended in its removal is well repaid.
There are many aspects of instrument
design which contribute to the success or
failure of the calibration effort, and many
of these have been described in some detail
along with viable solutions to problems.
It is also seen that the fair weather
field used for calibration must be stable
with time and horizontally homogeneous. The
requisite aircraft maneuvers must be execu-

ed with precision or the calibration results
will be vitiated.
Enough cannot be said
about the necessity of truly fair weather
for a calibration program. Even the existence of small "fair weather" clouds in the
vicinity of the flight path can wreak havoc
with the results. Finally it must be noted
that these results could be materially improved with additional calibration flights
both because better weather could be selected and because of the additional data
base then available.
It is a pleasure to
acknowledge the invaluable contribution made
by Jesse Terry and the other pilots of the
FAA
Technical
Center.
Without
their
willingness to perform unseemly acts with
accuracy and good grace, this calibration
would have been impossible.
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Fig. 1 - Photograph of complete electric field meter head showing
element spacing, shielding, and insulators
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Fig. 5 - Cartesian coordinate system attached to aircraft
CALIBRATION FLIGHT
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Fig. 6 - Data chart showing the effect of bank and dive maneuvers and
the eftectiveness of Q' removal in enhancing data readability
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LIGHTNING RETURN STROKE CURRENT COMPUTATION
P.R.P. Hoole and J.E. Allen
Department of Engineering Science
Parks Road
Oxford
U.K.

ABSTRACT
The paper briefly reviews the lightning return stroke models
currently in use and highlights some weaknesses of these models in
relation to basic principles of physics and observed characteristics
of the return stroke. The solution of diffusion equation for a
distributed line is given. Then a simple distributed LCR model of the
return stroke, with all the elements calculated from known data is given.
The return stroke currents along the channel are calculated and it's
implications to current measurements and applications of the model are
discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND - We may classify the work
done on the modelling of lightning return stroke into
two broad categories. The first category includes
is where some of the parameters determining the
parameters determining the height and time
variation f the current (e.g. rise time, peak variation of 'ne current (e.g. rise time, [eak current
rate of decay with height, etc) is specified.D-8*3
The first model was due to Bruce and Golde. In its
most recent form, attempts have been made to include
the finite return to stroke velocity and height
variations the latter being determined by measured
electric fields at gound. However, to give agreement with fields it was found necessary to postulate
two current measurements. These are (i) a peak
pulse followed by 2 "corona current"; such double
peaks are not observed in subsequent return strokes.
In first return strokes they might appear due to time
delay in the charge from branches being lowered to
ground, (ii) a continuing current of 3100A. Leader
and continuing currents are generally of the order of
300A. Sometimes large leader currents (e.g. 3kA)
are observed for positive leaders.
In the second category, we consider the modeling work which seeks to determine the characteristics
of the return stroke channel, and from that to
determine the return stroke currents.[[9-1 ij A lumped
LCR circuit model g gives an expression identical to
that of the Bruce Golde Model for current. Distributed LCR model in its most complex forms were used
by Little Li OJ and Strawe et alCI 1J. Although in
detail their models appear to differ - neither one of
them examined the validity of the transmission line
model; and both had problems in obtaining real
wavetronts for currents at earth end. Little's model
[10] has had a CR elements in the first segment and
Strawe et al have used a very large channel resistance. Strawe et alClüdo not give the values of L
and Celements used; Little used 2pH/m for inductance.
In order to obtain a return stroke velocity less
than the velocity of light, large capacitance per
unit length were prescribed. The large capacitance
values have no physical basis, since they were
obtained either with a 15Ki plane electrode
representing the cloud, or a 100m sphere (cloud)
with potential at 15km height arbitarilly set at
15mV. A large capacitance, except at the earth end
of the channel, is unreasonable.
Here we report part of the work which tackled
two questions in relation to the return stroke
modeling (i) Does the transmission line model of
the lightning return stroks have a physical basis?
The solution of Maxwell's equations was sought for a
cylindrical conductor (radius and conductivity
specified) suddenly connected to an earthed electrode i.e. the propagation properties of the fourier
components of the wave, and in particular the
velocity of components in the range of 0 - 100kHz.
(ii) to develop a transmission line model which has
a reasonable foundation on the cloud - return stroke
channel - earth electrode system. It is this second
part we shall descrioe below.

1.2 THF PROBLEM - In Fig.1 the lightning return
stroke problem to be modelled is shown. The cloud
charge centre active üuring a single leader and
return stroke flash is approximately a 500-1000m
sphere.fli\ The leader channel itself 1« a highly
conducting channel, with a temperature of about
20,000°K which is also the average temperature
measured for the return stroke £|3.14J. Given the
difficulties in making lightning spectrosropic
measurements, these values are in good agreement
with measurements made on long laboratory sparks■
fl5-17|. The leader radius is probably of the order
of a few millimetres (the visible region in a 15m
spark); though the region surrounding the main
current carrying region may undergo some excitation
and ionization due to random motion of electrons in
the channel and emitted photons. No avalanche
process takes place. A centimetre or so long,
rapidly vanishing wisps which appear at leader edges
have been observed - these may sometimes develop in
to branches in first strokes.DO!» When the leadsr
makes contact with the ground, a return stroke is
initiated, which discharges the leader channel.
Sometimes in the first stroke, before the return
stroke proper is observed, the current at groun-1 may
gradually be seen to increaseCl9J- since this
initial current exists for about 5-10/^is, it nust be
due to the upward discharge (connecting leader),
which is being gradually ionized to become a good
conductor like the main leader, so that the
connecting leader too will be able to carry the
large return stroke current. It is not observed
for subsequent strokes, where the connection is made
at ground. The radius of the return stroke is in
the range of 0.3-2 cm, again in good agreement with
the 1-2 cm radius measured for the 15 m spark- It
should, however, be pointed out that in the
laboratory spark the return stroke only exists for
about 10-50ns, a fraction of the current wavefront
only is determined by the channel.
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2. RETURN STROKE MODEL
2.1 THE CR M0ÜEL - First we Illustrate the weakness
in solving only for the diffusion equation of a
transmission line. The equation is given by

O _ RC «V - 0
Si1

(1)

Jt

where V is the potential and R, C are per unit
resistance and capacitance elements. The solution
of (1) is given by the error function [20]
V(Z. t) - Vo [1

erf (RC)J 8 ) ]

(2)

where Vo is the 'jrth potential impressed on the
line at cloyU potential, and Z is the distance.
It is reasonable LO ignore the 1.5MV volt drop
(5V(cm) from cloud to leader tip for a 3km, channel.
The current is determined from
i(Z,t)

Vo JcR1 ekp

(JCR

Jt

a)'

(3)

The solution of (3) is given in Fig. 2 for R » 17JVm
and C » ICpF/m. Note that the mistake made in
previous works has been to assume a wavefront, where
the current is increasing towards infinity.
2.2 THE LCR MODEL
The capacitance and industance are determined from
the idealization indicated in Fig. 3. The
capacitance is determined from a charge simulation
method, without the cloud electrode. The capacitance
of the cloud is set equal to the capacitance of an
'isolated' sphere, given by C » 4K-or, where r is the
cloud radius. Inductance is determined for an
'isolated' wire, since the presence of the perfectly
conducting earth is to present an image carrying
current in the same direction as the source. Enexgy
dissipated in the earth is accounted for, by
determining the earth resistance at the point of
contact through which all the current flows into the
earth. For open ground, assuming a spherical contact
point with the radius of the channel, we have the
earth resistance,[2jj, R'_«j-/KD, where J is the
resistivity of the earth and D is the diameter of the
channel. When a flask to a grounded object is
considered, the resistance of the object as well as
it's earth resistance must be accounted for. The
channel conductivity, assuming local thermodynamic
equilibrium, for a 20,000°k channel is given by
Spitzer's,L"22j formula as 4242 .cr1"1-'.
The transmission line equations

«V

-Ri

m
6t

(4)

«_i - -qv
58

(5)

?t

are numerically solved by using the finite
difference,C23i approximations
[L +Rit] V (z, t + »O - iRit - L] V (z, t - &t)
[
2 ]
I Z
]
♦ 2 [LAg2 - it2 ] V (z, t)
~t& [
~C~ ]

4 mm (Fig. 5). The return stroke current waveform
at ground is in good agreement with generally
observed waveforms. Furthermore photographic
measurements show that currents do not significantly
decay as the stroke traverses the channel for
downward negative strokes. The earth resistance of
the upward flash is taken to be 1000, the earth
resistance for a.2 cm diameter conducted burred 1 m
into a 10 CV m
conductivity soil. The earth
resistance was found to influence the initial rate
of rise of currents and time to half peak at ground
level (an important limitation of current
measurements) though, as would be expected, the
current-time characteristics along the channel were
mainly determined by the electrical parameters of
the channel. The rate of rise of currents near the
cloud for an upward flash, is much higher than that
for a downward flash. The former type of flash is
observed for clouds very close to the earth, and
measurement of ground currents have been made £241.
Longer channel lengths and lower channel resistances
for an upward flash give rise to oscillatory
waveforms, as observed in triggered lightning. For
both upward and downward flashes, the peak current
rate of rise of current, impulse charge and actioa
integral decrease as the return stroke traverses thn
channel. The model also permits the simulation o
intracloud discharges, as well as flashes where ar.
upward discharge rises to meet the downward leader the latter may occur in the first stroke and in
intracloud flashes. The possibility of a foreign
body (e.g. an aircraft) with a low resistance
(1 mQ/m) lying along a small part of the flash (100m)
above the ground was also investigated. It was
found current rate of rise underwent no significant
change for a smooth return stroke waveform
(subsequent strokes, as Fig. 4); but if there were
any oscillations inherent to the waveform without
the external conductor these oscillations were
sharpened (higher rate of rise) with the highly
conducting material. These sharpened peaks were
confined to the external body, and not noticeably
reflected on the other portions. This cbservation
might imply a more careful study of the first return
stroke to be necessary, as well a» seeking a better
understanding of channel properties in triggered
lightning.

+ At2 [V(Z ♦ AB, t) ♦ V (x -Az, t)] (6)
C&[
]
N
In (Z, t) - Io ♦ 5:.(V(x, t ♦ At) - V(z, t -At) (7)

n
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where Io is the leader current.
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the system.
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Currents for a CR Line; illustrating the error of previous models
c - 10pF/m; R - 17Sl/m.
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4(a)

Return Stroke Currents for a downward negative flash
RE - ISOOfi. R channel - 0.8Q. C, - 25pF/m. C^-.4.6pF/M. C Cloud - 0.18|»F
L • 3.1uH/m
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Fig. 4(b). Electric Potential* for currents in 4(a).
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Fig. 5(a) Return Stroke currents fot in upward positive discharge.
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LIGHTNING RETURN-STROKE TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL*
Louis Baker
Mission Research Corporation
1720 Randolph Road, S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

ABSTRACT
MRC, in collaboration with the Langmulr Lightning Laboratory at NMIMT and the Air Force
Weapons Laboratory, has made simultaneous observation of a return stroke's current, radiated
fields, and optical emission. Comparison of the first two of these data has revealed that,
near ground level, the return stroke velocity Is nearly that of the speed of light, that 1s, much
slower than the average return stroke velocity. The faster velocity 1s explained according to a
model developed by C. Baum as due to a diminished corona near the ground. A fully nonlinear
transmission-line model, accounting for channel resistivity and the effects of corona. Is
presented.
•This work was supported by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory under contract F29601-82-C-0Q27.
tAir Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, NM.
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INTRODUCTION
ANALYTIC MODELS OF LIGHTNING are still rather
rudimentary. The velocities of leaders and return
strokes, the current waveform, the nature of the
stepping phenomena, etc. are not explainable from
first principles.
It has been suggested (Ref. 1)
that the return stroke is the simplest of the
lightning phenomena and it would appear to be most
profitable to analyze and understand this piece of
the lightning puzzle first.
Mission Research Corporation, in collaboration
with the Langmuir Lightning Laboratory at the New
Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology at Soccoro,
New Mexico and the Air Force Weapons Laboratory,
Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, has been active in a program to understand and model lightning phenomena. As
part of this program, an effort was undertaken to
observe a (triggered) return stroke to a tower,
simultaneously measuring the current, the radiated
electric and magnetic fields, and the optical emissions of a portion of the channel. The optical emission measurements will be discussed in another paper
presented at this meeting. Here the analysis of the
radiated fields and the current measurements will be
discussed. The results must be tentative, as they are
based on a single event. Nonetheless, they apparantly
give an unprecendented result:
the return stroke
velocity near the ground is close to the speed of
light.
Return strokes measured optically have a
typical velocity of one-third the velocity of light
with one-half the velocity of light being the largest
observed. These facts suggest that the return stroke
current front decelerates as it rises.
This observation can be explained on the basis of
a theory of the lightning channel developed by C.
Baum of AFWL, one of our collaborators (1).
The
velocity of the current wave 1s determined by the
extent of the corona envelope about the conducting
lightninr channel.
Near the ground, the coronal
envelope will diminish in intensity die to the ground
boundary condition on the electric fields and the
smaller time during which charge is Introduced by the
leader channel. In Reference 1 an analytic model was
developed which can, in principle, explain the observations. This model cannot include either a resistive lightning channel or non-uniform channels and
still be soluable analytically. For this reason, a
numerical model has been developed.
That model is
described below.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
A segment of the transmission line is shown in
Figure 1.
The series resistance per unit length R
represents the the finite resistance of the channel.
The joule heating of the lightning channel results in
the observed optical emission of the channel during
the passage of the stroke current. This resistance
is computed using the channel model (Ref. 13) mentioned above. The model computes the properties of
two zones: an ir.ne , conductive plasma core and a
surrounding shell which has been shocked into a
higher density and temperature than the ambient air.
The shock wave defines the boundary between this
shell and the ambient. This model differs from the
one-zone iiodels (Refs. 9, 14) which assume the shock
wave does not separate from the edge of the hot channel . Such models overestimate the channel radius and
consequently underestimate the resistance per unit
length of the channel. The two-zone model in additions incorporates improved treatments of the air
equation of state, radiative losses, and the shock
propagation.

The inductance L and capacitance C per unit
length of the channel are standard, and require an
assumed "return current radius". This corresponds in
other models to a choice of wave velocity
v - 1//(LC), or equivalently characteristic impedance
/(L/C). For the present model we take this radius as
a fixed parameter.
Little (Ref. 4) went to some
effort to compute effective values for L and C using
electrostatic theory, but it is not clear that this
resulted in a significantly improved model. An estimate of this radius can be made using antenna theory
(Ref. 14). One finds that the effective characteristic Impedance, and hence this radius and L and C, 1s
a function of frequency.
For a chosen "dominant"
frequency, one can choose an appropriate return current radius. This 1s discussed below. At present,
then, following Baum (Ref. 14), we have

,-7

L » 2 * 10'

*"^rreturn/rchannel
C - 2 . E/*n (rreturn/rcorona)
R « determined by channel radius, temperature
model
The corona parameters are C and G, a capacitance
and conductance per unit length. The former measures
the ability of the corona to store charge; the latter
estimates the conductivity of the weakly ionized
coronal volume, and limits the rate at which charge
may be drawn out of the corona. These are related
simply to the corona's radius; the conductivity of
the corona is not predicted by theory at present, and
in simulations to date we have ignored this term,
setting G to a very small value. The coronal radius
is calculated, following Baum (Ref. 10), with the
simple approximation that it is equal to that radius
at which the radial electric field equals the static
breakdown stress of 3 MV/m. This radius 1s calculated by a Newton-Raphson Iteration at each point
along the transmission line, given the channel voltage and radius. Thus
C -2.c/«n (rcorona/rchannel)
G ■ 0
and rcorona Is determined from the solution to
V/E

tn

corona

^r return'rcorona'

where V is the line voltage and E is the static
breakdown field of 3 MV/m. The equations are then
Ü
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The boundary conditions are fixed impedances at
cloud and ground terminations.
The initial conditions tre zero current flow everywhere and voltage
initialized to an initial value along the line, down
to an "initiation point" above the ground (typically,
two zones) below which the voltage decreases linearly
to zero. This smooth decrease was found to prevent
initial transients in the numerical solution.
We
have used a ground impedance of 100 u and a cloud
termination of an effectively infinite amount. These
may easily be varied, of course, to account for
better models of attachment and initiation, to study
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the role of surge impedance of towers, etc. on stroke
evolution, or to model possible cloud breakdown phenomena.
The finite-difference equations are similar to
those of Gardner (Ref. 4), which are similar to those
of Rlchtrayer and Norton (Ref. 15). We have generalized the algorithm to allow fully implicit instead of
time-centered Implicit calculations, for increased
stability. We found that this was desirable if the
resistance per unit length R were small or zero.

between first and subsequent return strokes. Figures
27-6 and 27-7 of Anderson and Sakshaug (Ref. 16)
(based on work of Kronlnger (Ref. 17) and Berger
(Ref. 18)) show current waveshapes for first and
subsequent return strokes. The first return strokes
are more like Figure 4, the subsequent strokes more
like Figure 6. See also References 19-21 for both
current and radiation zone electric field plots.

MODEL RESULTS FOR A TYPICAL INITIAL STATE

RESULTS OF COMPUTER MODELING OF FIELDS FROM THE
CURRENT STROKE - The companion paper by Gardner et.
al. 1n this meeting describes the experiment at the
Langmuir Lightning Laboratory in full. Briefly, a
rocket-triggered lightning strike attaches to a 20-m
tower.
B-Dot and D-Dot sensors are located
approximately 40-m away.
The Lite Mike experiments provided data from
B-Dot and D-Dot sensors located at Kiva 1, in addition to the Lite Mike and current sensor data. It
was felt that it would be of interest to analyze
these data records. While a great deal of data from
these sensors have been reported in Lightning Phenomenology Note 3 and Lightning Phenomenology Note 11,
a detailed analysis of these data does not seem to
have been performed for any cases yet. We hope that
the results presented here stimulate the application
of sophisticated models to the treasury of data from
the Kivas. One novel discovery, that of a higher
initial return stroke velocity than previously
observed, has been made. It is necessary to confirm
this result with additional observed cases. The confirming data may already exist, and merely awaits
detailed analysis.
The strike of record 85220 will be analyzed.
It appears to be rather typical of strikes. There
are two strikes for 85222; these posses anomalously
low current amplitudes of about 2000 Amperes, maximum. Furthermore, the B-Dot and O-Dot records have
not been made available for analysis.
The measured current of strike 85220 is shown
in Figure 9. The polarity 1s positive vertical current (i.e., the lowering of negative charge or the
rise of positive charge), which is the most common
form for rocket-triggered lightning. This current
was modeled for computational purposes as a double
exponential waveform, shown in Figure 9. The fall
time 1s not important as the results are most sensitive to the rise time.
The results of this paper differ somewhat from
Price and Pierce (Ref. 2); because of their desire
for an analytic solution, they used initial conditions which resulted in the current waveform having
an Infinite derivative at the leading edge. This Is
unphysical and neglects the finite Impedance at the
ground, which would impose an finite L/R time scale
on current rise.
Figures 7 and 8 show the radiated power, and
therefore give some measure of the optical brightness, of selected points along the channel.
Videotape observations show that the stroke was
approximately vertical within the vicinity of the
stinger, with an inclination in of approximately 15
degrees to the vertief, off towards the southeast.
Ue will consider a vertical channel, and treat the
inclination of the channel through an approximation.
The vertical component of the current will be used to
compute the vertical electric displacement and the
azimuthal magnetic induction at the location of the
sensors, and the distance will not be measured from
the vertical line but from the displaced channel
location, taken to be in the EW plane.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF B-OOT SIGNALS

A vertical channel 1.5 km high was used.
We
studied in detail cases with initial radii of 0.001
and 0.01 m (1 ram and 1 cm), but experimented as well
with channels of varying radius (0.001 m at ground
level increasing linearly to 0.01 m at cloud height,
simulating the fact that the older portions of the
channel had more time to expand). Twenty-five zones
in the vertical, each 60 m, were used. The initial
coronal radius was found to be approximately 44 cm
for this configuration. Figures 2-8 plot results for
the two uniform diameter cases for variables of diagnostic interest, including currents, radiated power
("brightness") and the vertical electric field at 50
km distance. This was calculated in the radiation
zone (following Ref. 5, neglecting retardation) and
is shown in Figure 3. Note the decrease in signal at
early times well before signal reflection at cloud
height (-8 ps).
This is due to the increase in
time scale, which is clearly seen in Figure 2b. The
front spreads as it advances, due to the finite
resistance.
Similar behavior was noted by Strawe
(Ref. 9), who did not calculate radiated fields and
did not model the corona. It is clear that any tendency of the corona to cause the front to steepen is
more than overcome by the finite channel resistance,
for the parameters employed. The sharp drop in signal from 7 to 9 us Is due to the wavefront reflection
from the top of the channel, resulting in a change of
propagation direction and a consequent change of signal sign. The computer plots show a "ringing" of the
channel (small amplitude, high frequency "noise").
This may be shown by varying the time step and length
increment to be due to the discretization of the
transmission line equations. This does not mean that
they are completely unphysical, however, since a real
lightning channel 1s not a uniform vertical channel.
Its branches would act as "lumped* discrete capacitors loading the main channel, and such ringing (as
seen in observations) might have an origin similar in
physical basis as the "fuzz" on the computer plots
for radiated signal.
Figure 4 shows the radiated signal for a calculation in which runnel ■ °«01 ■ U <*) initially.
Such a channel has, initially a faster rise and
greater peak vertical radiated E field. This quickly
decays, however, down to a field typical of the smaller channel. The larger channel diameter case night
be more similar to a subsequent return stroke and the
smaller diameter channel case to a first return
stroke.
However, the channel conditions in both
cases differ by more than merely the channel radius.
The subsequent returns strokes would appear from
observations to charge up to a lower voltage before
the current wave is launched, since the typical currents are lower. The faster rise typically observed
is in accord with the probability that the channel is
less resistive, due to larger diameter and possibly
higher initial temperature and hence ionization and
conductivity.
The differences between these two
simulations is analagous to observed differences
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The basic method is that of Unan, Mclain, and
Krider (Ref. 22), who consider an idea] (lossless)
transmission line with the current waveform propagating upward without modification. The ground 1s
assumed to be perfectly conducting, producing Ideal
image currents in the ground plane. Because of the
conducting wire grid in the area of the stinger, this
should be an excellent approximation. The ground is
not perfectly flat or uniform, with the sensors at
Kiva 1 approximately 4 m below Kiva 2. The sensors
will be assumed to be 40 m from the channel base.
The stinger height is 20 m. To take full account of
the physics of stroke Initiation, one would have to
consider not one wave travelling upward from the
ground (and Its Image), but one wave starting upward
from the initiation point, and another starting downward from this point.
These waves would have
images. In addition, the downward wave would be
reflected from the ground, giving rise to an upward
wave. To a good approximation, these added complications may be Ignored after the transit of the wave
back to the initiation point, I.e. after a time 2H/c,
where H 1s somewhat greater than 20 m. This time is
roughly 130 nanoseconds. We will make this approximation, which is justified a posteriori by the agreement of the observations and computational results.
The wave is assumed to propagate at a velocity V.
The azimuthal magnetic induction B Is the sum
of two terms, an Induction term and a radiation term,
the former having an Inverse square dependence upon
distance from the radiating element, and the lattar
an inverse dependence jpon distance. This results
in the radiation term dominating at very large distances. At the very close distances of interest
here, the terms are of comparable magnitude. At wry
early times, the terms are both positive with the
radiation term dominating due to the rapidity of the
field changes. After 400 ns in the case computed and
displayed in Figures 10-13, the Induction term Is
larger than the radiation term. At late times (after
1.7 microseconds for the V • .9 c wave velocity case
considered here) the radiation term becomes negative,
but it typically remains an order of magnitude smaller than the induction term. The full expression for
B is
H
- R/V)dz

%(»

°
+

H
!o ( sine ai(i. t - R/v)
2t i cR
at

dz

{J)

where 8 is the angle between the channel and the radius between the radiating element and the observation
point on the ground plane. Thus, each term is positive and decreases rapidly as we go up the channel,
both because of the factors or R and the factor of
sin{8).
The electric field 1s more complicated, having
a static term, an induction term and a radiation
term:

2ien

Ez (0. t)

jt - 3 sine)
R3

.
\

i(z, T - R/V) drdz

+

J

(2 - 3 sine)

1

CK

o

H
f

,
sin^e

i(z> t

.

R/V)dr(k

ai(z, t - R/V),,.

-1(2)
The static term is due to the effective dipole
moment formed by the moving current
pulse and it
image, which results in a 1/P3 dependence. This
term does not vanish at large *imes due to the finite
charge transported by the stroxe. All the terms contributing to the electric field and electric displacement have much stronger dependences upon channel
height, due either to a factor of sin'O instead zof
sin 1n the radiation term or3 factors of 2-3 s1n 8
in the other terms, and the R dependence of static
field term. Note that the static and induction field
terms are of indefinite sign. Lower levels of the
channel have values of sine « D/R close to one,
giving a negative contribution. Higher portions of
the channel have small values of the sine term,
giving
a positive contribution. The factor (2-3
sin2e) does not vanish with height as the factors
of sin in the terms for B, so the induction term
might be more significant than the corresponding
term in the equation for B. The crossover occurs at
a height of 1.414 D, where D 1s the distance of the
observer from the channel base. In our case this
height Is a mere 60 m or so. It Is seen from the
downward nature of D and E for upward current that
the portions of the channel below this height dominate in their contributions in the measured signal.
However, the static term is found to dominate the
other terms except at very early times, at which all
play a role. Initially, all terms are negative, with
the radiation term dominant due to the large time
derivatives. Soon the static term dominates, on the
same tlmescale as the induction term in the magnetic
Induction dominated the radiation term. Both the
Induction and radiation terms change sign, the former
at 1 microsecond and the latter at 1.4 microseconds
in the case of Figures 19-22. The static term is
about one order of magnitude larger than the Induction field which in turn is one order of Magnitude
larger than the radiation term. Obviously, these
relationships will change If the observer is located
further from the the channel or if the current pulse
differs.
For computational purposes, the radiation terms
were integrated by replacing the time derivative of
the current with the derivative of current with respect to height. Thus the second integral in the
expression for B becomes
"CV

Js1n3 dl
~R
which may be integrated by parts to yielc
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M

ov

2*c

i + v

(O

2

2

+ z )

I'

_d
dz

(sine)
dz
R

(4)

The radiation ten» in the equation for the electric
field is similar except that sin2e replaces sine.
With thesjiiüUlution sine = D/R and
R - /(D? + zz) we may calculate the derivative in
the integral, which is -2z/(D2 + zz) for the
expression above.
The static field term is calculated by defining
a variable q(z) as the time integral of the current
at any height. As the observer is stationary, this
suffices because the retardation to any point on the
channel does not change.
In the transmission-line model the principal
free parameter (once the waveform of the current
pulse, which is completely free, is specified), is
the wave velocity. Good ag-:;<?ment was found for the
model used with a wave velocity of V = .9c, where c
is the speed of light. We present the results for
this assumed wave velocity as follows:
Figure 10
compares observational and computed electric displacement D; Figure 11 compares D-Oot; Figure 12 compares magnetic induction B, and Figure 13 B-Oot.
Note that the sensor for D-Dot causes a sign change
between the computed and observed results for these
quantities.
Figure 14 gives results for computed fields
with an assumed wave velocity of c/3.
It will be
seen that the peaks in the derivative signals are
delayed and reduced in magnitude, resulting in poorer
agreement with observations.
INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - The wave
velocity which best matches observations is higher
than typically reported for return strokes.
Uman
(Ref. 23) gives c/3 as a typical values and c/2 as a
typical upper limit to reported velocities.
The
explanation most likely 1s that near the ground the
velocities are higher than average.
The wave is
traveling in the most recently formed portion of the
channel, which is probably still highly conductive
and which has not dispersed to any degree. As the
wave progresses, it encounters channel segments which
have cooled and undergone attachment, recombination
and some hydrodynamic dispersal due to turbulence,
etc.
The corona envelope which would store the
charge around the channel is probably of greater diameter as well as more resistive due to attachment.
This would account for the reduced wave speed (Refs.
24, 25).
The high wave velocity is also of great interest as it results in a correspondingly larger value
of radiated fields for a given current than for low
wave velocity.
This is of importance in comparing
the I of return strokes inferred by different methods
(e.g., remote and tower measurements) Reference 35.
In the present work, it has been adequate to
assume constant wave speed and wave shape to obtain
reasonable agreement with observation.
Residual
errors might be explained due to the imperfect ground
plane (neither flat nor perfectly conducting) and the
non-ideal channel geometry (not perfectly vertical).
Because, as noted above, the very lowest portions of
the channel are dominating the signal, it is quite
possible that the wave has moved beyond this region
of importance before it has changed significantly in
profile or velocity. As this region of significance
is roughly the lowest 60 m of the channel, 20 m of
which is contributed by the stinger, this should not
be surprising.
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The details of wave initiation, which would
influence the first 10 ns or so of the signal, do not
seem to be important in contributing to the observed
fields.
EXPERIMENTAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS - Based
on the results above, we would conclude the
following:
(1) Near field values (B and D) can be
adequately explained with simple models.
(2) Wave velocities near the ground appear to
approach the speed of light.
As this is significantly higher than reported wave velocities in the
literature for return strokes; this suggests that the
wave slows as it rises. It is quite plausible that
the wave changes profile as well as It rises. This
can be computed self-consistently (Ref. 25). Such a
computaton is not necessary for explaining the fields
at a sensor 40 m from the stinger, as only heights of
order 60 m or below contribute significantly to the
fields here.
We would recommend for future investigations
the following:
(1) Analyses similar to that performed here
for B-Dot an D-Dot data as contained in Lightning
Phenomenology Note 11 for selected strikes.
This
would give insight into stroke initiation behavior.
Such a series of analyses would confirm or refute the
high initial wave velocities discovered in this work,
and would thereby contribute new facts to the understanding of the lightning return stroke.
(2) More sophisticated analysis using the
transmission-line model of Reference 10. This would
verify the hypothesis of the slowing of the wave with
increasing channel height.
Most importantly, it
would enable us to build a model in which the wave
shape is not arbitrary but determined by the physics
of the lightning channel.
(3) Locating other sensors at greater distances from Klva 2 to obtain information on thewave
character at greater heights. This would beuseful
only if better Information on channel geometrywere
available as well. This information might 1n part be
obtained by locating sensors at differentazimuths
from the stinger, but probably would require more
videotape locations.
CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER THEORETICAL
WORK
On the basis of transmission line models, it has
generally been assumed that the time dependence of
the current along a lightning channel at any point
was the same as the time dependence of the vertical
electric field in the radiation zone (e.g. Eq. 20 in
Ref. 5, which holds until the current pulse reaches
the top of the channel).
This has lead to the
general use of a "double exponential current pulse",
i.e. a current of the form I(t) » i(exp(-At) exp(-Bt)). This would seem to conflict with direct
current measurements by Berger (Ref. 16). The model
presented here resolves such problems by demonstrating that a resistive channel accounts for a double exponential radiated signal from a current monotonically increasing at any point in the channel
at corresponding (retarded) times.
The resistance
used was not imposed ad hoc but followed from the
channel radius and temperature, which were calculated
accounting for hydrodynamic expansion, radiative
losses, joule heating, etc. the model discussed here
offers, for the first time, the possibility of
predicting the form of I(t) instead of imposing it.

There are nonetheless a number of unsatisfying
features of the model which suggest directions for
future research. As discussed in Reference 11, the
model for the corona is crude and its agreement with
experiments is questionable. We would argue a more
complete, time-dependent model for corona evolution is
desirable.
The only ad hoc parameter in the model is the
"return current radius" rreturn. Tnis determines L
and C and through them the wave speed and surge impedance of the channel. Antenna theory (Ref. 22) tells
us that the impedance is a function of
frequency:
Z = /H7Cl = 60 [*n(X/2 ir a) + 0.116 + Ci(bH)
- sin bH/bH]

(5)

where H is the channel height, a the channel radius,
wavelength A = c/v with c the speed of light and \> the
frequency, b = 2*/x is the wavenumber, and Ci(x) is
the Fresnel cosine integral. To a good approximation,
L = 2 x 10-7 in(2h/a) where h is the smallest of:
H, x/4it, d/2 where d is a coaxial outer return radius
which for a lightning stroke may be taken as many tens
of kilometers and consequently neglected. For the
highest frequencies, which for a 2 km high channel
means above 24 kHz or for time scales shorter than 42
us, rreturn is effectively X/4». This implies that
the lightning channel antenna would be dispersive,
with the higher frequencies propagating more slowly
along the channel, as compared to a conventional
transmission line. One could transform the transmission line equations into frequency domain, with I and
V functions of frequency rather than time. The broad
bandwidth required (from time scales of nanoseconds to
milliseconds) would suggest that uniform intervals in
frequency space would be prohibitively expensive.
However, the use of nonuniform spacing would mean thatk
the fast Fourier transform could not be used. If a
transform to time domain is only done once, at the
"end" of the problem, this might not be prohibitive.
We would have to forgo studying the evolution of the
channel hydrodynamically, however, in order to do
this.
The wave velocity is (Ref. 1):
/1/L

•a?

(?)

(6)

wnere c Is a function of Q due to the dependence of
coronal radius on local charge density. This results
in v « c for negligible corona and decreased velocity
with an initial corona.
The transmission-line equations do not allow a
quiescent initial state I = 0 for a line with v, Q,
and c varying with height. Consequently, the lightning channel within the "striking distance" of the
tower ground must be in a transient state, relaxing
toward as uniform equilibrium, when contact with the
tower first occurs. We have not had the resources to
model this complicated situation.
A more satisfying but more complicated solution is
to use a fully two-dimensional (cylindrically symmetric) field solver. Such codes have been developed
for plasma simulation purposes. Their adoption to the
lightning channel therefore appears feasible. Such
codes would require significantly more computer
resources than the one-dimensional transmission line
model.
Such an expenditure might be necessary,
however, if a significant advance is to be made. We
are developing a formulation which allows mutual
interaction of all the elements of the channel, and
hope to be able to apply it soon.
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Fig. 1 - An element in the transmission line model
for the lightning channel.
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Fig. 2 - Results for simulation of return stroke on
lightning channel.
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A SIMPLE RETURN STROKE CURRENT MODEL FOR PREDICTING
LIGHTNING-GENERATED ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

T. A. Seliga, W. J. White, and K. A. Ostrander
Aviation Safety Systems ProJect/3M
6530 Singletree Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43229-1119

ABSTRACT
In order to evaluate the system response of lightning detection and location finding
instrumentation, a simplified model of the return stroke is used to predict lightninggenerated electromagnetic field waveforms. The waveforms may then be simulated in the
laboratory for testing Instrumentation. The model consists of a vertical line charge
which, prior to the return stroke discharge, is generated as a product of the downwardmoving stepped leader process. The latter establishes an equivalent line charge density
between cloud and ground. The return stroke is assumed to lower all of this line charge
to ground via a continuous current traveling wave, initiated at ground level. The length
and intensity of this wave very with time in accordance with selected parameters of the
classical double exponential form of the discharge current. The continuous current
condition follows directly from the assumption of conservation of charge along the channel
and effectively results In a recharging of the channel after completion of the return
stroke discharge. Several properties of the return stroke electromagnetic waveforms,
obtained from the model, are given to demonstrate the response to various current forms
given in the literature.
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A FIBER-OPTIC ELECTRIC FIELD SENSOR FOR LIGHTNING RESEARCH

B.N. Nelson, C. Menzel, and T.G. DiGiuseppe
Geo-Centers, Incorporated, Boston, Massachusetts
ABSTRACT
A fiber-optic electric field sensor based on the transverse electro-optic
effect is described. The sensor is completely dielectric in composition and
can monitor both electric field strength2 and direction. The sensor has a
linear sensing range of approximately 1 x 10 to 1 x 10'V/m and an AC measurement
bandwidth capability which approaches 1 GHz. In addition, the sensor is immune
to the effects of electromagnetic interference. The effect of electro-optic
crystal geometry on fiber-optic sensor measurement range and measurement
bandwidth is discussed. Sensor test data generated with both DC and AC applied
electric fields are presented?

* This sensor was developed under U.S. Air Force Small Business Innovative
Research Contract No. F3361E-85-C-3417, Air Force Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories (AFWAL/FIESL), Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433.
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INTRODUCTION
THERE EXISTS A NEED to provide electric field sensors
which can directly neasure both electric field strength
and direction for lightning research measurement applications. A sensor for lightning research should have
a linear sensing range between 1 x 10? V/m and 3 x 10^
V/m and an AC measurement bandwidth capability which
approaches 10 MHz. A sensor for this application should
not perturb the electric field to be measured, and
should have the capability of measuring electric field
strength, direction, and AC characteristics. In addition, the sensor output signals should not be compromised by the effects of electromagnetic interference
(EMI).
Presently D-sensors are utilized in lightning research measurement applications. These sensors are capacitive in nature and do not measure the electric field
directly but, instead, measure the time derivative of
the electric field displacement. Hence, the output of
these sensors has to be integrated to determine the
applied electric field. These sensors are fabricated
with metallic components which cause a distortion of
the electric field to be measured. These sensors cannot
be easily utilized for making electric field directional measurements at a single test location. These
sensors require, in many measurement applications,
electrical to optical converters to prevent the collected data from being compromised by the effects of
EMI.
Fiber-optic and optical electric field and voltage
sensors have been designed, which are based on the
electro-optic effect with a variety of electro-optic
crystals [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]. For the design of an electric field sensor for lightning research, Bi ^ (Ge0a)3
(BGO) has proven to be an ideal crystal choice based
on its optical, electrical, mechanical, and chemical
properties [1].
THEORY
The electro-optic effect can be utilized in a
fiber-optic sensor to detect electric field strength.
Fig. 1 shows a schematic layout of the components and
their orientation for a fiber-optic electric field
sensor.
When an electric field is applied to the
crystal in the x direction, the index of refraction Increases along that direction, while the index of
refraction along the y direction remains constant. A
beamof light polarized along the x direction propagates
at a slower speed than a beam of light which is polarized
along the y direction. Consequently, the x axis is
known as the .low axis and the y axis is known as the
fast axis. If light Is initially polarized at t/4 with
respect to these axes, then a phase shift will occur
between the components of light that lie along each of
these axes. This phase shift is proportional to the
applied electric field strength and the crystal length,
and is referred to as electric field induced birefringence.
With the sensor configuration shown in Fig. 1, a
change in the electric field induced birefringence
causes a change of the optical transmission, which results in a changed light intensity incident on the
optical detector. For this configuration, the output
intensity for then/4 and the -n/4 analyzer irientatlons
is given by:

where

I7./4 * !0 s'"2 <r<E) -*/«>
I.w/4 * 'o s1n? <r,E> +"/4>

input optical intensity
Io
P(E) * electric field induced birefrinqence

(1)
(?)

Consider a B60 crystal cut into a rectangular parallelepiped with edqes parallel to the <001>, <110>, and
<I10> crystal directions. Fig. 2 shows the orientation
of the fast and slow axes for electric fields applied
along the <001> and the <110> crystal directions. These
axes are oriented at ir /4 with respect to each other,
allowing the use of a single electro-optic crystal to
detect electric field strength in two orthogonal
directions. The crystal and polarization optics orientation to accomplish this Is shown schematically in Fig.
3. By incorporating two electro-optic crystals mounted
orthogonally, as shown in Fig. 4, a three axes electric
field sensor is created.
The induced birefringence of BGO electro-optic
crystal as a function of the applied electric field is
given by:
(E) = (2irn§ r41 LE)/X
(3)
for electric fields applied alonq <110>
and:
(E) = (irn^ r41 LE)/X
(4)
for electric fields applied along <001>
where:
X = the wavelength of the optical source
n0 = crystal index of refraction « 2.07
r
41 * electro-optic coefficient ■ 1.03 x 10-12 m/v
L
* crystal lenqth (parallel to <I10>)
E
= the applied electric field strength
Eauations (3) and (4) show that the electric field
induced birefringence, and therefore sensor sensitivity, Is dependent on crystal length.
The electro-optic effect is 1n principle very fast.
It can be assumed that the AC measurement bandwidth capability of the sensor is limited by the transit time of
light propagating through the crystal. This is given by:
t « L n0/c
where:
t
I
n0
c

time of transit
crystal length
crystal index of refraction
speed of light

Equation (5) shows that the AC measurement bandwidth
capability is dependent on crystal lenqth.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The electric field directional sensitivity exhibited in BGO electro-optic crystal is shown in ciqs.
5 and 6. F1g. 5 shows the sensor to be sensitive only
to applied electric fields 1n the <110> crystal
direction. In Fig. 6, the sensor is shown to be sensitive only to applied electric fields in the <001> crystal direction. The sensor 1s made sensitive to either
of these two appl ted electric field directions by orienting the polarization optics at t/4 with respect to the
induced fast and slow axes in the crystal.
Fig. 7 shows the effect of crystal length on the
linear sensinq range and sensitivity of a fiber-optic
electric field sensor. The lonqer crystals exhibit a
larger induced birefringence for a given applied electric fle'd. For lightning research applications, both
the 10 mm and 20 mm crystals should afford linear sensina
ranges between 1 x 10? v/m and 3 x 106 V/m.
To test the utility of an electro-optic crystal as
a sensing element for lightning research, a transformer
driven spark gap was utilized. The high voltaqe pulse
generated from this device is shown 1n Fig. 8. The
applied voltaqe ramp peaks at a voltaqe of aoproximately
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2.5 x 104 V in approximately 1.2 ps.
This ramp is
followed by exponentially damped ringing, which has a
period of approximately 100 ns. This voltage was applied to parallel plate capacitors with a 1 cm plate
spacing, producing a peak applied electric field of 2.5
x 10*> V/m. The sensor response for three different
crystal lengths is shown in Fig. 9. As expected, the
20-mm crystal exhibited the best signal-to-roise ratio
of the three crystals. These data indicate that both
the 10-mm or 20-mm crystals would be excellent crystal
choices for a fiber-optic electric field sensor for
lightning research applications.
Crystal lengths of
10 mm or 20 mri are suitable for the development of a
completely dielectric three axes electric field sensor
system with a sensing head which has a 2-inch cube form
factor.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A fiber-optic electric field sensor based on the
transverse electro-optic effect in BGO electro-optic
crystals is an excellent electric field sensor for
lightning research measurement applications.2 This sensor has a linear sensing range between 1 x 10 V/m and 3
x 106 V/m and an AC measurement bandwidth capability
which can approach 1 GHz. This sensor is entirely dielectric in composition, which results in minimal
perturbation to the electric field to be measured. The
sensor system can be configured such that electric field
directional measurements can be made with a sensing
head which has a 2-inefi cube form factor. The sensor
output is also a direct measure of the applied electric
field, which eliminates the need for sensor output
signal integration. In addition, as an optical sensor,
the sensor output is intrinsically immune to the effects
of EMI. These properties make a fiber-optic sensor

based on the transverse electro-optic effect in BGO
crystals superior to other sensors for liqhtning
research measurement applications.
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Fig. 1 - Orientation of optical components for a fiber-optic electric field sensor
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Fig. 2 - Orientation of fast and slow axes in BGO crystal for electric fields
applied along the <001> and the <110> crystal directions
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<110>
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<110>

A AXIS SENSITIVE TO E<110> ONLY
B AXIS SENSITIVE TO E<001 > ONLY
Fig. 3 - Two optical axes in one crystal. By incorporating two optical axes (A and B) and
polarizing axes as shown in a single crystal,
independent sensors with orthogonal directional sensitivities are realized

Fig. 4 - Crystal orientations for a three axes electric field sensor utilizing BGO electrooptic crystal (X direction is redundant)
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A UCHTNINC DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

B. M. Stevens, Jr. and T. A. Sellga
Aviation Safety Systems Project/3M
6530 Singletree Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43229-1119

ABSTRACT
The design, development, and implementation of a combined airborne data acquisition
system and a ground based triangulation system - Intended for use in gathering lightning
strike data - is presented. The acquired data will be used in the characterization of
lightning strokes, correlating to the test aircraft. Airborne data gathered will consist
of a vertical electrical field signal, and ant, y, and z axis magnetic field signal (with
respect to the aircraft). Each strike waveform will be accompanied by the exact time, and
the aircraft position and heading so that correlation to the ground based triangulation
data is possible. The acquisition system la relatively unique in that It is comprised
largely of readily available, off the shelf sub-systems. A ruggedized IBM PC compatible
computer, equipped with a 20 Megabyte ruggedized hard disk, a 60 Megabyte streaming tape
drive, and commercially available memory boards (2 Megabytes per board) make up the
majority of the system, requiring only the design of the individual analog to digital
conversion channels and the high speed acquisition controller. This Integration of
standard sub-systems results in a considerable time and cost savings In the development of
the system.
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MODEL OF LIGHTNING FLASHES TRIGGERED FROM TPE GROUND

Heinz U. Kasemlr
Colorado Scientific Research Corp.
1604 S. County Rd. 15
Berthoud, CO 80513

ABSTRACT
The model is based on the electrostatic lightning theory discussed at previous
conferences on lightning and static electricity and on experimental results of a series of
triggered flashes at Kennedy Space Center 1984 and 1985.
The purpose of this Investigation Is to interrelate as many physical parameters of
the triggered lightning as possible and to arrive at a consistent model) which can be used
to access the danger of lightning discharges triggered Inadvertently from launch towers,
radiotransmlsslon towers or other high buildings or constructions.
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ELECTRON FLUID MODEL SIMULATIONS OF LIGHTNING RETURN STROKES

Z.-I. Kawasaki

*

and S. Israelsson

Institute of High Voltage Research, Uppsala University
Husbyborg, S-75S 90 Uppsala, Sweden

ABSTRACT
Numerical simulations of lightning return strokes are carried out with
the electron fluid model to understand both return stroke velocities and the
dispersive characteristics of lightning return strokes. The two-step LaxWendroff method is applied to the simultaneous non-linear differential equations to simulate one dimensional return strol-es. Using a measuring system of
luminous components, optical signals emitted from return stroke channels have
been observed during the triggered lightning experiments in Japan. It has been
found that the mean value of return stroke velocities is almost one third of
velocity of light in free space, which seems to be faster than both the drift
velocity and the thermal velocity of electrons in the return stroke channels.
Therefore, to understand such a high velocity one should consider the ionized
potential wave. The simulation results of potential waves show that the tip
velocity can progress almost one third of velocity of light. Moreover, the results also show the dispersive characteristics of the potential waves. It is
concluded that the electron fluid model is useful to simulate the lightning return strokes.

*

On leave from Research Institute of Atmcspheri.es, Nagoya Univeroii.), Toyokawa,
Aichi 442. Japan
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IN THE PRESENT PAPER ONE DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS of lightning return strokes are carried
out using the electron fluid model. The two-step LaxWendroff method it applied to simulate return strokes
in one component gas.
The processes of lightning return stroke can be
described by a set of fluid equations for electron
fluid together with Maxwell's equations for the fields
[I]. It is assumed that since the electron fluid motions progress rapidly both the atoms and ions remain
static, spatially uniform, and unheated far downstream from the wave-front.
In recent years, there has been a renewal of interest in the return stroke velocity measurements
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7] which can be attributed to the
need for not only understanding lightning physics but
also a technical sense as well such as protection of
facilities from lightning discharge. On the other
hand, there are several papers on the characteristics
of luminous signals, those are emitted from the lightning return stroke channels [8, 9 and 10]. It is considered that the application of microphysics of breakdown based on Plasma physics should be necessary to
understand the above mentioned experimental results.
That means, recent ow»£rvsd results of return stroke
velocity is almost one third of light velocity in
free space, which seems to be much faster than both
the drift velocity and the thermal velocity of electrons in the return stroke channels. Moreover, Jordan
and Uman reported the dispersive characteristics of
luminous signals [8]. It is considered that the electron fluid model is suitable to simulate the lightning return strokes.
Jurenka and Barreto applied the theory of electron waves to discuss the dart leader [11]. They derived the analytical solutions and obtained the theoretically expected velocity. It seems that they obtained the agreement with the previous observed results, and they concluded that the electron fluid
theory can be used to predict, for example, the
structure of the dart leader, its current, and the
variations of the luminosity. Nevertheless, as indicated in the preliminary report by one of the
authors [12], electron fluid model is also suitable
for the simulation of the lightning return stroke.
In the present paper, the electron fluid equations together with Maxwell's equation are computed
numerically and the theoretical return stroke velocity is estimated. The dispersive characteristics is
also simulated.

After Albright and Tidman [l], the return stroke
can be represented by the following electron fluid
equations together with Maxwell's equations.

3£
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where neo is the initial downstrean electron density,
*i is the initial upstream electric field vector, end
ui - - e Ei/m V
Y - (| To+V.)/(| To+V.)

It should be noted that the subscript 0 denotes limiting values, downstream, and the subscript 1 upstream limit. Then the following equation are derived.
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where ne and n£ are the electron and ion densities, S
is the source term, E is the electric field, u is the
electron drift velocity, v is the momentum transfer
collision frequency, T is the electron temperature,
and Vi is the ionization potential of the neutral gas.
Though this model is developed for the streamer progression, it is assumed that the return stroke are
also well simulated with this model. In other works,
considering the situation just before a final jump of
a return stroke, the local electric field between the
tip of a leader channel and the ground is quite strong
and the return stroke is considered to be the development of the potential difference froai the ground to
the cloud.
As indicated by Albright and Tidiian [1], the
ionizing potential wave, represented by eqs. (1)-(5),
travels so rapidly that ions and neutrals do not have
time to be heated before the wave-front has passed on.
Since the only energy loss mechanism for electron is
ionization, the locally intense electric field is the
source of energy for ionization of neutrals and heating electrons.
Eqs. (1)-(5) are the simultaneous nonlinear differential equations and it is impossible to obtain
the analytical solutions. Moreover, even if the numerical calculation scheme is applied, it is not so
easy to obtain the numerical result due to the numerous machine time and so on. Thus it is concluded that
the some assumptions are needed to simplify the equations. Since the electron drift velocity is small compared with its thermal velocity, it is reasonable to
neglect the higher order term of the drift velocity,
u. Still more in order to carry out the numerical
simulation, it is convenient to scale the equations
by the following dimensionless variables following
Albright and Tidman faithfully.
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The Eqs. (6)-(9) can be solved as an initial value
problem by using the two-stop Lax-Wendroff scheme.
Actually, the initial condition can be determined, if
the final situation of a lightning stroke is considered very carefully. Nevertheless, another difficulty
for carrying out the numerical simulations is remained, that is, what is the reasonable source generation term, S? It is considered that the more reliable measurements related to the change generation
mechanism is needed in order to obtain the physically
meaningful numerical results.
The assumption of constant temperature can eliminate the charge generation term S and the numerical
simulation of the return stroke can be easily carried
out. In Figure 1 we show the simulation results, of
the potential wave as the return stroke for the initial channel temperature of 20 000°K and 40 000°K and
the channels consisted of only nitrogen gas for which
the ionization threshold is about 17ev. For the initial condition, the electric field intensity at the
tip of the potential wave is assumed to be 5 * 105V/m.
We can recognize the dispersive characteristics of
potential wave as the return stroke.
We can find that the initial potential difference
which corresponds to the left most curve in Figure 1
is propagated with deformations to the direction indicated by the arrow. Moreover the higher the temperature of the return stroke channel, the more deformation of the potential is caused and the higher
"the tip velocity" becomes. The theoretical "tip velocities" of these simulations simulations are respectively 1.3* lO'm/sec. and 1.5* 10*m/sec. It should be
noted that these theoretical values are very close to
the values obtained with measured luminous signals
during triggered lightning experiments [12]. It is
obvious that the theoretical values depend on initial
conditions, such as the electric field intensity and
channel temperature etc. Further numerical results
for Eqs. (6)-(9) will be presented at the conference.

4. V.P. Idone and R.E. Orville, "Lightning return stroke velocities in the Thunderstorm Research
International Program (TRIP)." J. Geophys. Res., 87,
4903-4915. 1982.
5. T. Nakano., T. Takeuti., Z.-I. Kawasaki and
N. Takagi, "Leader and return stroke velocity measurements in lightning from a tall chimney." J.
Meteorology. Soc. Japan, 61, 339-345. 1983.
6. V.P. Idone., R.E. Orville., P. Hubert., L.
Barret and A. Eybert-Berard, "Correlated observations
of three triggered lightning flashes." J. Geophys.
Res., 89, 1385-1394. 1984.
7. Z.-I. Kawasaki., M. Nakano., N. Takagi., T.
Takeuti and T. Nakai, "Tip velocity of subsequent return strokes in triggered lightnings." Submitted to
J. Geophys. Res., 1986.
8. D.M. Jordan and M.A. Uman, "Variation in
light intensity with height and time from subsequent
lightning return stroke." J. Geophys. Res., 88, 65556562. 1983.
9. Y. Kito., K. Horii., Y. Higashiyama and K.
Nakamura, "Optical aspect of winter lightning discharges triggered by the rocket-wire." Technique in
Hokuriku District of Japan. J. Geophys. Res., 90,
614/-6157. 1985.
10. V.P. Idone and R.E. Orville, "Correlated
peak relative light intensity and peak current in
triggered lightning subsequent return strokes." J.
Geophys. Res., 90, 6159-6164. 1985.
H.H. Jurenka and E. Barreto, "Electron waves
in the electrical breakdown of gases, with application to the dart leader in lightning." J. Geophys.
Res., 90- 6219-6224. 1985.
12. Z.-I. Kawasaki., M. Nakano., T. Takeuti and
T. Nakai, "Group velocity of lightning return stroke
currents." In proceedings 10th International Aerospace and Ground Conference on Lightnings and Static
Electricity, Paris, June 10-13 (1985).

CONCLUSION
In the present paper, the lightning return stroke
was simulated numerically with the electron fluid
equations together with Maxwell's equations. The twostep Lax-Wendroff scheme was applied and the theoretical return stroke velocity was estimated. The
theoretically expected return stroke velocity was
very close to the experimentally observed results.
The dispersive characteristics were also simulated.
It was concluded that the electron fluid model is useful to simulate the lightning return strode.
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SIMULATION OF RETURN STROKE
FOR NEGATIVE CLOUD TO GROUND
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Figure 1. Simulation results of the potential wave as the return stroke. The arrows in the figure indicate the
directions to which the potential wave are propagated. The simulation results show the dispersive characteristics of the potential wave. The temperatures of return stroke channel are (a) 20 000°K and (b) 40 000°K, respectively.
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CALCULATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS FROM THE LICHTNING
RETURN STROKE USING THE CHARGE SIMULATION METHOD

P.R.P. Hoole
Wolfson College, Oxford 0X2 6UD, U.K.
S.R.H. Hoole
Dept. of Electr. and Comp. Eng.
Drexel University
Philadelphia, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
The authors have previously reported the use of finite element method to calculate
the magnetic fields radiated from the leader and return strokes. The finite element
method offers a compact, utter friendly and highly efficient computer package which may be
used for many electrical, mechanical and civil engineering problems. When the user does
not possess an interactive, micro-computer system there is a need for a simple (I.e.
easily programmable) field calculation procedure using the integral formulation. The
Integral formulation methods currently used involve intractatle mathematics and are
limited to straight, vertical conductors. Furthermore, these methods are highly inaccurate for electric field calculations, because the charges deposited along the leader
channel are Ignored. In this paper the authors propose a simple, semi-analytical method
for determining electric and magnetic fields radiated from the transient current surge
associated with the return stroke; point and line elements are used to simulate the
lightning phenomenon. Electric and magnetic fields are calculated for (1) the transmission line model (2) tortuous lightning channel (3) a straight, vertical lightning
channel with a branch. We also report for the first time a comparison between the
electromagnetic field radiated from a straight lightning channel and a channel with a
complex geometry.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF GEMACS FOR
LIGHTNING INTERACTIONS ANALYSIS

Dr Edgar L. Coffey
Advanced Electromagnetics
Albuquerque, New Mlxico

lLt James L. Hebert
Air force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL/FIESL)
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

ABSTRACT
A powerful U.S. Air Force resource "The General Electromagnetic Model for the
Analysis of Complex Systems (GEMACS)" has been Implemented for the analysis of lightning's
Interaction with aircraft. This user-friendly and well-documented computer code
Incorporates the Method of Moments (MOM), and Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (CTD) and
a MOM/GTD hybrid solution technique. This code was selected for the prediction analysis
In the U.S. Air Force's Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Protection Advanced Development
Program to provide the skin current distributions on an advanced composite helicopter
testbed.
GEMACS contains geometrical, physics, and mathematical techniques necessary to model
the exterior of a complex airframe at lightning frequencies. The structure is divided
into a number of wire mesh or patch elements (or both). Surface conductivity is added in
via skin effect conductivity or lumped loads. Surface currents are obtained via the
solution of simultaneous equations or by a banded matrix Iterative method. Roth near and
far fields may be computed from the surface currents.
While the present version of GEMACS Is limited to exterior problems, a newer version
of GEMACS is scheduled for release in early 1986. It will Include all the capability of
the present version plus the ability to calculate lightning coupling to cavities due to
the penetration of lightning energy through arbitrarily shaped apertures and the coupling
of those cavity fields onto thin wires within the cavity.
The paper will present predictions of lightning coupling to aircraft using GEMACS.
Emphasis will be on ease ot use, including generation of structure geometry, selection and
set-up of physics, and computation of surface currents. Examples will Include free-field
and direct attachment coupling and perfectly conducting versus finite conducting
airframes.
The broad applicability of GEMACS to a number of electromagnetic problems allows the
Integration of the analysis of many EH effects Into a unified geometrical, physics,
computation*.], and management plan. Though the emphasis of the paper is on lightning
coupling predictions, the paper will also endeavor to illustrate how much efficiency and
effectiveness can be gained by using the same GEMACS lightning model for other EM
Predictions as well.
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INTRODUCTION
Several recent developments have resulted in an
Increased Interest In the computer aided electromagnetic (EM) analysis of the electromagnetic Interaction of lightning with aircraft. The rapid introduction of advanced composite materials and sophisticated lov level flight and mission critical electronic circuits into aerospace vehicles has raised
concerrs that these may Increase the vehicle's
Inherent susceptibility/vulnerability to lightning
electromagnetlcally induced damage or upset. Data
from the recent NOAA/AFWAI. WC-130 0,2), NASA F-106
(3), and FAA/AFWAL CV-580 (4) in-flight lightning
characterization programs have shown the lightning
threat environment to have significant spectral
content In the aircraft resonant regions 2-20 MHz
(5). The lightning protection requirements levied by
the U.S. Air Force are becoming better defined and
organized with the introduction of MIL-STD-XXXX,
"Lightning Protection of Aerospace Vehicles and
Hardware", currently under review by the U.S. Air
Force under advisement of the SAE AE4L Committee
(6,7). The requirements for lightning protection and
protection from other electromagnetic threats such as
^EMP and for electromagnetic compatibility combined
with those for lighter aircraft possessing enhanced
capabilities presents a formidable task for the
electromagnetic analysts and aircraft designers.
Balanced protection for all EM threats must be
provided with the minimum of additional weight and
costs. These and other similar developments emphasize the necessity for accurate computer-aided
electromagnetic interaction analytical tools for the
protection design of tomorrow's aerospace vehicles.
To simplify the complicated analysis of the
aircraft and lightning electromagnetic Interaction
event, the interaction is often conceptually divided
into the sub-problems or processes of external
Interaction and internal interaction (8,9,10,11).
The external interaction analyzes aircraft's interaction with the lightning channel whereas, the
internal interaction analyzes the coupling, propagation, and penetration of the energy into the
Internal system circuits. It is well recognized that
theoretically these processes are not independent
especially when apertures are electrically large with
respect to the wavelength of the EM threat (8,9);
however, when the mutual coupling between the processes Is weak (i.e., the internal components do not
greatly affect the external charge and current
distributions), the analysis is greatly simplified hy
decoupling the external and Internal Interaction
processes.
A large number of electromagnetic codes have
been developed to assist in the analysis of external
Interaction of electromagnetic threats with aircraft
iiping this "weak coupling" assumption. Bevensee et.
»1. presented a thorough review of those which ere
used to model EMP interaction and coupling (12), and
Friksen, Rudolph, Persia, and Corbln have presented a
similarly thorough review of those codes which are
applicable to the lightning/aircraft Interaction
event (13,14).
The Air Force's Atmospheric Electricity Hazards
Protection Advanced Pevelopment Program (15,16)
reviewed many ot these codes in their search for an
electromagnetic code suitable for aerospace vehicle
llp.htnlng protection analysis and design. They, like
Reveuspe et al. (12), found that; although a large
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number of computer codes exist which are applicable
to lightning and EMP interaction and coupling, the
problems which the codes could address were too
specific: Moreover, certain codes were better suited
at solving one particular EM problem and poorly
suited to solve any others. Also, most people did
not have all of these codes at their disposal nor do
they have the facilities or resources to maintain a
large number of codes. These factors led to their
selection to have the RADC GEMACS code modified and
implemented for lightning Interaction analysis.
GEMACS is a centrally maintained general purpose
EM code applicable to A wide class of EMP problems.
This paper discusses the GEMACS code and its modification and implementation for lightning interactions analysis.
GEMACS
The General Electromagnetic Model for the
Analysis of Complex Systems (GEMACS) electromagnetic
code is discussed in detail in two publications by
K.R. Slarkiewicz (17, 18). What follows Is a general
overview of those aspects of the code which make it
particularly attractive for the analysis of the
lightning/aircraft electromagnetic interaction.
Resident within the single GEMACS code are three
widely used and fairly general physics formulations
which: give the code broad applicability to a number
of electromagnetic problems; and allow the integration of the analysis of many EM effects into a
unified geometrical, physics, computational, and
management plan. These physics formulations include:
(1) the method of moments (MOM) (lov frequency model)
which applies to analysis of an aerospace vehicle's
interaction with EM phenomena whose wavelength Is
large compared to the vehicle, or at most a little
smaller than the wavelength which corresponds to the
vehicle resonant region; (2) the geometrical theory
of diffraction (GTD) (high frequency model) which
applies to the analysis of aerospace vehicle's
interaction with EM phenomena whose wavelength is
small compared to the vehicle; (3) and a hybrid
MOM/GTD formulation which allows MOM analysis of
small structures (e.g. Antennas, POEs, etc.) located
on aerospace vehicles which are electrically large.
These formulations have allowed wide application of
the GEMACS code to electromagnetic problems dealing
with: EMP, EMC, ECM, ECCM, radar cross section,
.lamming susceptibility, antenna performance, EM
radiation and scattering, and most recently to the
analysis of the lightning/aircraft interaction. The
MOM technique is the one best suited for lightning.
GEMACS is a user friendly, well documented
computer code. GEMACS requires that the electromagnetic Interaction analyst grid the aircraft into a
number of wire mesh or patch elements (or both) for
low frequency (MOM) modelling and into a cylinder and
plate structure for the high frequency (GTD) model.
While this ray be formidable task the reader is
reminded that: (1) this data mev already be available
from a CAD/CAM data base, and (2) this same geometrical representation of the aerospace vehicle can he
used to solve a number of EM related problems.
Surface conductivities are entered either as skin
effect conductivity or as lumped loads. The analyst
then chooses the physics and mathematical techniques
he/she desires to be utilized to solve the problem at
hand. Surface currents on the aerospace vehicle are
obtained from a MOM physics formulation via the

solution of simultaneous equations or by a banded
matrix iterative methods. Once the analyst has
chosen the type of output he desired (whether skin
currents for external interaction problem or scattered electromagnetic near or far fields), he/she
runs the program. From that point on, the physics
and mathematics are transparent to the user. These
procedures allow the griddlng of the problem by
personnel with little or no electromagnetic background and frees the analyst to consider the more
detailed aspects of the electromagnetic problem. For
those who desire a more detailed knowledge of the
code or those who wish to apply the code to uses not
already tried and proven, the code is accompanied by
readily available detailed documentation. These
include a user's manual (19), .MI engineering manual
(20), and a four volume set of code documentation
designed to satisfy the most demanding code mechanic
(21).
Other hallmarks of the CEMACS code are: its
ability to run on a number of computer systems; its
central management; and, its ready availability. All
coding in GEMACS is In FORTRAN (ANSI Standard 1977)
and it utilizes no non-ANSI standard utilities or
functions, no overlaying, no graphics packages or
other such options which could restrict the transfer
of the computer program from one main frame computer
to another. The code is currently is use on several
VAX, CYBER, CRAY, IBM and HONEYWELL computers. The
Rome Air Development Center (RADC/RBCT) and specifically K.R. Siarkiewicz is the central agency for the
distribution, debugging, and information dissemination for the GEMACS code. The use of a single agency
for these purposes provides a certain amount of
confidence that the latest and best data regarding
GEMACS are available quickly and accurately (18).
The FORTRAN source code for GEMACS is readily available at no cost from K.R. Siarkiewicz at RAPC/RBCT
who may be contacted at 315-330-2465 (18).
IMPLEMENTATION FOR LIGHTNING INTERACTION ANALYSIS
The Air Force's AEHP ADP had the GEMACS code
modified to run on the Aeronautical System Division's
CDC 845 computer and Implemented for analyzing the
electromagnetic interaction of lightning with an
advanced all composite helicopter. This modification
and implementation and analysis was performed by The
BDM Corporation (under ASD/PMRNA contract
F33615-83-C-3000). What follows la a summary of the
results from this effort as reported in the final BDM
Corporation report on this GEMACS modification,
implementation, and analysis (22).

resulting current distribution was essentially the
static current distribution. At still lower frequencies, the radius of each segment, which was
chosen to be 1/2
the length, becomes very small in
relation to the wavelength resulting in numerical
errors. The model presented was valid for the range
of 0.5 MHz to 5 MHz, the range for which the preliminary analysis was performed. Composite models of the
helicopter were easily formed by loading or changing
the conductivity of each segment in the helicopter
model. During this effort, the conductivities
considered were all metal and all composite (with ^
conductivities of 100 mhos/m and 1000 mhos/m).
During this effort two lightning channel models
were discussed. One was actually implemented while
the other was offered as an alternative lightning
source model. The implemented source was modelled as
a long thin conductor attached to the helicopter as
Illustrated in Figure 2. The stated reason for the
selection of this source was that it models the two
coupling phenomena: (1) field coupling due to the
lightning channel in the atmosphere and (2) current
coupling at the attachment/exit point of the helicopter. The length of both the entry and exit channels
were approximately 20 times the length of the helicopter. Lightning currents were excited into the far
ends of the lightning channel model by delta-gap
voltage sources.
An alternative channel model was presented which
although not fully tested in this effort would serve
ns a starting point for adding a current source to
GEMACS without modification to the code. In this
method, illustrated for the nth segment in Figure 3,
a current source is added to CEMACS by finding
equivalent delta-gap voltages for each segment
connected to a current driven node (source segments).
These delta-gap voltages are converted to an incident
electric field at the center of each source segment.
GEMACS then using MOM solves for the current in the
segment and the resulting scattered fields based upon
its interaction matrix. The Z
term is for the nth
segment, and the Z . term is a current dependent
voltage source in mntuil terms. If one node of this
segment is driven by a current source, it requires
that an incident electric field be determined for
that segment. This is Illustrated in Figure 4.

Thr GEMACS code (Version 3 dated July 1985) was
obtained from RADC along with a gridded Blackhawk
helicopter model and several test case routines. The
code was installed after minor modifications of
computer specific routines on the AST» CDC. 845 computer. The exact modifications required arc detailed In
the above mentioned report as well as detailed
procedures on how to run the program on the CM'. The
code vas then used In a preliminary analysis of an
all composite, ACAP, helicopter.
Figure 1 presents « graphic representation of
the simple wire model of the helicopter which was
developed for this analysis. This model is applicable from about 0.5 MHr to 10 MHz and each segment is
less than the required shortest wavelength divided by
10. At low frequencies (below I MHz) the entire
helicopter is sualler than a wavelength and the
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A more general case would be a current source
exciting several segments at a node. The current in
each segment 1s found by a current divider based on
the admittance of the segments being driven. This 1s
illustrated in Figures 5 and ft. Delta-gap voltage
sources and the incident electric field at the center
of each tern IK determined by the segment's Interaction matrix term Z.., the current to be injected
J., and mutual terms Z. as
V

i" Ji 7n h *l7a >i Jj

(delt

-!g»p)

und
E

l *

J

1

Z

li

(incident field)

Once these delta-gap voltage sources are found
for each driven segment, the current distribution is
found on the helicopter by inputting voltage sources
Into the input deck of CEMACS.
An example of the input deck for a long wire run
on the helicopter for a metal aircraft and a composite helicopter (with a conductivity of 100 mhos/m and

continually evolving code which is being enhanced to
solve other EM problems including the external to
internal interaction through apertures.

1000 mhos/ra) for 10 frequencies, 0.5 MHz apart,
beginning at 0,5 MHz is presented in Figure 7. An
example of the results for one run at 2.0 MHz is
presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 1.

Simple Wire Model of the ACAP Helicopter (Segments Numbered).

Figure 2.

Tliln Wire Model of Lightning Channel
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Equivalent Circuit Model of the nth Segment.
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Figure 4.

Current Source Circuit Representation, nth
Segment Driven by Current Source, J .
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Figure 5.

Current Source Driving a Node Connected to m Segments.
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Figure 6.

Current Flow Diagram. (Flow determined by input
admittance of each segment.)

NFIL-23
TIHE«1000
FRO-0.5
SETI MM
GHOT-HELI
LOOP 1*10
SEGS-1,248
ZGEN GMOT»HELI.ZHAT«ZHELI
BZH»BAND(ZHELI), BNDM"*8
L3Z*LUD(BZH)
VIN»VSRC(HELI),V»1.I0.I

L6Z*I«VIN-ZHELI*I, MXIT-Si CNVG-PRFi VALUE"10
PURGE ZHELI|BZH,LBZ
PRINT I
ZLDS»ZLXiGMOT«HELI.COND«100.0,SE6S"l-*8
ZGEN GMDT«HELIiZHAT»ZHELIiZLOS"ZLl
BZH-BANOCZHELI), BNDW-48
L3Z"LU0(6ZH)
L2Z»I»VIN-ZMELI*It MXIT«3t CNVG-PRE, VALUE-10
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PRINT I
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PRINT I
FRO«FRQ*0.5
LABEL 1

EMD
Figure 7.

Example of an Input Deck for the ACAP Preliminary
Analysis.
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Figure 8. .Current Distributions (Source attached at end of
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LIGHTNING CURRENT REDISTRIBUTION

W. P. Green
Science and Engineering Associates, Inc.
701 Dexter Ave. N.
Seattle, Washington 98103

ABSTRACT
The distribution of current throughout an aircraft receiving a direct strike is an
important factor in lightning protection design. This problem was analyzed by Fisher and
Burrows for metallic structures of constant cross-section. Their approach was to segment
the structure into longitudinal strips, compute the corresponding self and mutual inductances, and obtain the current division among the strips by solving the resulting impedance
natrix equation relating the currents to the voltage drop along the'structure. This is a
two-dimensional magnetostatic approximation which yields good results for magnetic fields
external to a conducting surface.
With the advent of graphlte-epoxy materials in aircraft structures, it became necessary to predict the distribution of currents among electrically-connected conductors
having dissimilar conductivities. In addition, since the conductivity of graphlte-epoxy
is much lower than aluminum, It was also necessary to compute Internal magnetic fields.
This was done by adding resistive terms to the impedance matrix, corresponding to the
sheet resistance of the material. The method of dividing the structure into strips and
computing the impedance matrix will be referred to as the circuit analysis approach to
current distribution. An alternative approach is to pose the problem as an electromagnetic boundary-value problem and use the method-of-moments to compute current distributions. This technique will be referred to as the fields analysis approach.
A computer code, REDIST, has been devised to compute the electromagnetic fields
external and internal to a tvo-dlmenslonal structure composed of electrically-connected
thin strips of arbitrary conductivity and thickness. The assumptions fundamental to the
analytical approach are:
a.

The structure may be locally approximated as two-dimensional.

b.

Current flow is directed along the axis of the structure.

c. The cross-section of the structure Is electrically small across the frequency
range of interest.
The REDIST code has been verified by comparison with a variety of geometries amenable
to independent analytical treatment by conforraal transforms. Selected results obtained in
the course of this verification are presented, along with application to representative
aircraft structure consisting in whole or part of graphlte-epoxy.
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COMPARISON OF ABSORPTION AND
RADIATION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN
A TIME-DOMAIN THREE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE-DIFFERENCE CODE

Captain Clifford F. Williford
ILt Randy Jost
Air Force Institute of Technology
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
ILt Janes L. Hebert
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

ABSTRACT
A broad class of time-domain three-dimensional finite-difference
codes have been developed to Investigate EMP interactions with aerospace
vehicles. Recently three versions of these codes have been used exten- '
sively to provide effective time domain predictions of skin current
distributions due to an aerospace vehicle's interaction with nearby and
direct lightning strikes. These Include T3DFD, G3DXL, and a modified
version of the Ryme's T3DFD code. Two common sets of boundary conditions used with these types of codes are absorption and radiation
boundary conditions. Basic research was performed on a modified version
of the Ryme's T3DFD code to compare the use of these two types of
boundary conditions and to validate the use of these types of codes by
comparison with actual airborne lighting strike data. The comparison of
the radiation and absorption boundary conditions was performed for a
nose to tr.il strike en an F-16 Fighting Falcon with the resulting skin
current distributions and electromagnetic fields monitored at ten
locations on the aircraft. Predicted electromagnetic fields and skin
current distributions are compared with those experienced by a CV-S80
lightning research aircraft during an actual wing to wing lighting
strike. The results, advantages, and disadvantages of the use each type
boundary condition is discussed. The results of the predicted and
measured comparison on the CV-580 yield additional validation that these
types of codes may be reasonably applied to predict the skin current
distributions during an aircraft/lightning interaction.
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project consisted of a comparison of predicted and
measured skin current distributions.

INTRODUCTION
Several research efforts in the recent past show
considerable promise In developing the analytical
tools necessary for a theoretical determination or
prediction of lightning's electromagnetic interaction
with aircraft. One of the most promising developments has been the application and validation of
time-domain three dimensional finite-difference codes
for the analysis and predictions of lightning's
electromagnetic interactions with aircraft.
This development is particularly Important
because of two general trends. First, the rapid
introduction of advanced composite materials and
sophisticated low level flight and mission critical
electronics into aerospace vehicles has raised
concerns that these may increase the vehicle's
inherent susceptibility/vulnerability to lightning
induced damage or upset. And secondly, weight limitations on future vehicles require that optimized
balanced electromagnetic protection be incorporated
Into these vehicles. The technology needs posed by
these developments has been well recognized and
advances In aircraft lightning protection analysis
have been made in several key areas.
The lightning electromagnetic threat has been
better characterized by tha recent NOAA/AFWAL WC-130
(1), FAA/AFWAL CV-580 (2), and NASA F-106 (3) lightning characterization programs. While the threat has
been better characterized, other research efforts
have resulted in considerable advances In the ability
to analytically predict the electromagnetic interactions of lightning with aerospace vehicles.
A highlight of this research has been the
successful application of tima-domaip three-dimensional finite difference electromagnetic codes to thj
EMP/alrcraft and lightning/aircraft interactions
analysis. F. Pitts, G. Finelll, R. Perala, and T.
Rudolph recently completed research which used the
Time-domain 3-Dimenslonal Finite Difference code,
T3DFD, to model the interaction of the lightning
channel with the F-106 (3). They found that "the
reasonable results obtained with the model compared
to measured responses yield confidence that the model
may be credibly applied to other aircraft types and
used in the prediction of internal coupling effects
in the design of lightning protection for new aircraft." Another significant research effort by K.
Kunz and H. Hudson resulted in the validation of a
similar code, the Generalized 3-Dltnensional expandable Lawrence Llvermore National Laboratory Code,
C3DXL3, for predicting Internal coupling responses.
(4). (5) They found that " In that many internal
nodes of the test object modes of the test object (a
0.2 m cylinder, 1 m long) were predicted with excellent frequency agreement and typically good amplitude
agreement, the time domain finite-difference technique should be considered an experimentally validated tool for interior response predictions of Idealized Interior coupling geometries when employed
with the proper resources and necessary care In
specifying the Inputs and outputs." Recognizing the
promise of this straight forward solution to
Maxwell's curl equations and the electromagnetic
coupling problem, the Atmospheric Electricity Hazards
Group (AFVAL/FIESL) began a cooperative effort with
the Air Force Institute of Technology to evaluate
this type of code for performing in-houar research on
lightning/aircraft Interactions.
This paper overview«; the results of two projects
using a modified version of the Ryme's T3PFD code.
One project investigated the use of two types of
boundary conditions with the code.
The second

CODE DESCRIPTION
The modified Ryme's version of T3DFD which was
employed during this research is a descendant of
THREDE developed by Holland (6) which is based on the
finite difference methodology developed by Yee (7).
The version of the code initially used in this study
was one written by M. D. Rymes (8) and modified by
Hebert and Sanchez-Castro (9) for tra analysis of
lightning's interaction with a FAA CV-580 lightning
research aircraft. This code was delivered with
artificial absorption boundary conditions which are
discussed later in this paper. The code was modified
by Williford (10) to include radiation boundary
conditions similar to those developed by Merewether
(11).
Time-domain three-dimensional finite-difference
codes predict the electromagnetlcally induced currents and charges on a modeled vehicle by producing a
finite difference approximation to the solution of
Maxwell's differential curl equations in a bounded
problem space. The problem space utilized in each of
the efforts described in this paper was a mesh of
dimension 27 x 27 x 27. The vehicle and the lightning channel are modeled into the problem space (ie.
by setting the tangential electromagnetic fields to
zero in and on all metal aircraft). Models of the
F-16 and the CV-580 in cartesian coordinate problem
space are depicted in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.
Yee recently concluded work which describes how this
type algorithm can be expanded to any coordinate
system including Irregular and non-orthogonal grids
(12, 13). The differential form of Maxwell's equations equates time varying fields such as the electric field to the spatial derivatives of the complement field such as the magnetic field. By taking a
finite difference of the time derivative the code
allows the fields to propagate In time. In order for
spatial derivatives to be formed a decentralizing
mesh must be incorporated. This is illustrated in
Figure 3. This figure shows that the fields are not
located at the point in space (1, j, k) which acts as
their Index. It is this fact vhich provides quite a
challenge and at time confusion to the individual who
Is modeling the vehicle Into the problem space.
Hebert goes to great lengths to dlsspell much of this
confusion in Reference 9.
The simplest lightning channel model which can
be used in this code is to impose the boundary
condition that the magnetic field closest to the
channel Is given by
H = I/2jr
Tt should be pointed out that It is not a
difficult Task to model the lightning channel in
terms of non-linear physical processes as the finite
difference approximations of differential equations
are readily incorporated Into this type of code. The
simple source waveforms used for the F-16 and CV-580
efforts are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. The F-16 source waveform has a 100 nanosecond rlsetlme with a fall of 20.4 microseconds to
the 502 point. The CV-580 source IF Identical to the
nctial lightning current neasured during an in-flight
lightning strike by a boom mounted current shunt
located at the aircraft's right wing. This measured
waveform is presented in Figure 6.
The computer code solves Maxwell's time dependent curl equations, which in turn solve the boundary
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condition? for the object in a "natural way" (14).
The code progresses through the problem space in time
steps using the algorithm developed by Yce (7).
Since sn infinite problem space cannot be defined due
to computer memory limitations, difficulties arise
when the propagating wave reaches the problem space
boundary. These boundaries cause reflections unless
the fields at these locations are modified to model
the ideal analytical situation of free space.
Additional algorithms are necessary to handle the
fields at these boundaries.
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Yee originally started with "hard" lattice
truncation (another way of expressing the fields'
outer boundary condition) (7). Hard lattice truncation is defined as forcing the outside boundary of
the problem space to be a perfect conductor leading
the term "tin can" boundary conditions (9). This is
accomplished by forcing the tangential electric
fields to be zero along the outer boundary.
The tvo boundary conditions investigated during
the F-16 analysis are "soft" lattice truncation
methods referred to as absorption boundary conditions
and radiation boundary conditions. The absorption
boundary condition is accomplished by assign finite
conductivities to the cells of the problem space
which are near the outer boundaries. As fields
propagate through this region they are essentially
chipped away or absorbed a small amount at a time.
(15) The second set of "soft" boundary conditions
investigated with the F-16 analysis was radiation
boundary conditions.
As developed by Merewether
(11), these boundary conditions prevent reflections
at the problem space outer boundaries by observing
that the fields far from the modeled vehicle behave
as:
H - K(e.»

f(t-r/c)

where K is dependent on the location on the
outer boundary, f describes the retarded time behavior of fields propagating at the speed of light, and
r Is a large distance from the center of the problem
space.
This relationship allows the parabolic
extrapolation of fields near the boundary to the
outer boundary. This algorithm simulates free spaceby setting the fields on the outer boundary as
closely as practical to those which would be present
were the outer boundaries at infinity.
COMPARISON OF ABSORPTION AND RADIATION BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
Ten sensor locations were selected on the F-16
as illustrated in Figure 7. The F-16 was modelled
into two versions of the modified Ryme's code. The
code sources and modelling were identical with the
exception of the manner in which the problem space
boundary conditions were handled.
Tn one version
absorption boundary conditions (ARC) were implemented; in the other version radiation boundary (RRC)
conditions were used.
Figures 8 through 12 show overlapping plots of
the magnetic and electric fields at various sensor
locations on the F-16. The general appearance of the
time domain responses from each version of the code
dramatically Illustrates the following:
a) In the majority of the cases the waveforms
follow the same general shapes.

b) The absorption boundary conditions introduce
resonances which are not present in the radiation
boundary condition responses. This is due to considerable reflection* at the outer boundary which
generate artificial modes between the vehicle and the
outer boundaries within the problem space.
c) In each and every case, the RBC curves arc
smoother and settle to a steady state type response
much quicker than the ABC version.
d) The magnitudes of the ABC version are lower
but this is partly due to the fact "hat the source
had to propagate through the absorbing outer cells on
the way to the object.
In terms of computer resources the difference is
also dramatic in that the radiation boundary condition version of the code requires it substantial
increase in the memory size and a 21% increase in
central processor unit time on the CD* computers used
during this effort.
AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS COMPARED TO C0D11 PREDICTIONS
The CV-580 lightning research aircraft was
gridded into the RBC version of the code. This
aircraft has spent the last two summers (1984 and
-1985) flying in Florioa thunderstorms where it was
struck repeatedly by lightning. A lightning strike
from 5 September 1984 was selected fir the code
prediction comparison with lightning because photographic evidence from the on-board VCR cameras
indicated that the aircraft was struck on the right
wing boom and that at least part of the exit current
flowed out the left wing boom (a wing to wing configuration).
Initial time domain analysis indicated
that at least part of the exit current flowed out the
tail of the aircraft.
With the assumptions that the aircraft was
struck by a channel from directly overhead on the
right wing and that 1/3 of the current exited the
aircraft*8 tail and 2/3 exited the left wing the
code's sources were gridded in using a perfectly
conducting lightning channel and imposing on the
right wing the same current waveform which was
measured at the right wing tip boom. This particular
strike Is discussed in detail in several papers at
this conference.
In one paper by J. Reader the
spatial and time characteristics of measured current
waveforms are discussed (16); in another paper by
Hebert, et. al. the skin current distributions are
compared to those which resulted during ground
lightning simulation tests on this aircraft (17).
The CV-580 occupied the 27 x 27 x 27 grid
problem space and was run with time steps of approximately one nanosecond. The interaction was calculated for three microseconds (3000 time steps). Figures
13 and 14 show a comparison of the predicted and
measured current distributions on the aircraft. In
Figure 13, the measurements correspond to the currents at the left wing skin current sensor near the
fuselage and on the bottom.
Figure 14 show the
currents on the upper forward fuselage. They seem to
differ by a scale factor.
Figure 15 shows the
forward fuselage with a scale factor of 2.7 times the
predicted values. No scale factor was applied to
Figure 13 and it Is readily apparent that these would
correspond quite closely were the predicted values
multiplied by a factor of 0.8.
For an object as large and as geometrically
complex as the CV-580, the measured and the predicted
waveforms correspond amazingly well considering that
the channel was modelled as a perfect conductor and
the airborne data was scaled to produce the airborne
measured response. The forward fuselage has more DC
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which may have tesulted frou the assumption that 1/3
of the current exited the ta'l when in reality most
probably exited the left wit.^. These waveforms
should add confidence that the time-domain threedimensional finite-difference codes can provide
accurate and reasonable predicted results by which
lightning's islectromagnetic interaction r,iy be
analyzed in order to develop lightning protection.

5. K. S. Kunz, H. C. Hudson, and J. K. Rreakall, "A
Shielding Effectiveness Characterization for Highly
Resonant Structures Applicable to System Design,"
IEEE Transactions on EMC, Vol EMC-28, No 1, February
1986.
6. R. Holland, "THREDK: A Free Field EMP Coupling
and Scattering Code," IEEE Transactions on Nuclear
Science, Vol NS-24, December 1977.

PROGRESS ON THE MODIFIED T3DFD CODES
The only drawback with these codes is that until
recently only small problem spaces and two dimensional problems could be performed on computers smaller
than a VAX.
The advent of more powerful minicomputers may allow problem spaces as large as 30 x
30 x 30 to be run on smaller less expensive computers. This would relieve some of these type codes'
biggest disadvantage: the cost of running the program
in terms of CPU time and money. With mini-computers
these techniques should find wide application in the
lightning protection area.
SUMMARY
Time domain three dimensional finite difference
codes are being applied to a wider spectrum of
lightning protection analysis and predictions problems. The code is being validated for an increasing
number of applications. This paper has discussed the
use of two sets of boundary conditions with these
codes. The radiation boundary conditions produce a
smoother waveform with resonances which correspond
more closely to natural resonances while the absorption boundary conditions produce modes which correspond to length between the aircraft and the outer
boundaries of the problem space.
Both boundary
conditions produce the same low frequency wa«refr-ns
or general response waveform shape.
It Is more
costly to use the radiation boundary conditions
although they do produce the most reasonable results.
The radiation boundary condition version of the code
was used to predict lightning' interaction with a
CV-580 aircraft producing predicted results which
reasonably agreed with those measured during an
actual airborne lightning strike.
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Ftßure 1.

Figure 2.

F-16 Aircraft nodelled in a Thrae Dimensional Cartesian Coordinate
Problem Space with Sources Illustrated.

A r'AA CV-5Ö0 Aircraft nodel?.ed in a Three Dimensional Cartesian
Problem Space with Sources Illustrated.
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Actual Current Measured on the Right Wing
Boom of the CV-580 during a Lightning Strike
on 5 September 1984.
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Location of the 10 Test Points on the F-16 where the
comparison of the fields were made.
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Comparison of H-Fields at
Sensor Six, Vertical
Stabilizer.
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Figure 12. Comparison of E-Fields at
Sensor Nine, Middle Top
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A COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED VALUES OF THE
OPTICAL POWER RADIATED BY A LIGHTNING CHANNEL
A. H. Paxton, R. L. Gardner, and Louis Baker
Mission Research Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico
William Rison
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro, New Mexico
C.E. Baum
Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT
A computer calculation of the time-dependent brightness of a lightning channel is compared to a measured curve. The computer code includes:
a one-dimensional finite-difference hydrodynamics algorithm; Joule
heating; a tabular equation of state for air; and a multigroup radiative
transport treatment. The radiative transport was calculated in the diffusion approximation, and one of the frequency groups corresponded to the
0.41 to 1.24 u wavelength range, slightly larger than the range of
sensitivity of the photodetector. The measured values of the current as a
function of time were input to the code and the light radiated by the
channel as a function of time was calculated.
The calculated values of the emitted power are compared with the
radiance of a lightning channel that was measured at South Baldy Peak near
the Langmuir Laboratory of the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology. The light output from a short length of a lightning channel was
measured at the same time that the current Into the ground was recorded.
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THE VISIBLE LIGHT EMITTED by a lightning channel
is a useful indicator of the detailed physical processes taking place during the discharge, because it
is easily detected and its time dependence is not
seriously distorted by propagation.
Moreover, the
lightning stroke can be imaged and the time dependence of the light emitted by any segment of the channel length can be determined. Several authors have
recorded the light emitted by lightning strokes into
a broad frequency range corresponding approximately
to the visible portion of the spectrum1"1*.
The
incident light from the entire lengths of the lightning channels was recorded. None of these measurements, however, precisely determined the current and
the brightness as functions of time for the same
lightning stroke.
A numerical simulation of the optical power radiated by a lightning channel into the spectral range
of sensitivity of the detector used in Reference 4
has been performed .
The current was specified to
have a rise time of 5 x 10~6 sec and a peak value
of 20 kA. The optical power was calculated using a
one-dimensional hydrodynamics code, in cylindrical
coordinates, that included a multigroup radiative
transport algorithm. The radiated power was consistent with the measured values of References 1 through
4 but, due to uncertainties of experimental values, a
precise comparison was not possible .
During the summer of 1985, simultaneous measurements were made of the time dependence of the emitted
light and the current corresponding to each of three
triggered lightning strokes .
One of the strokes
(stroke 85220) had a current with a short (1 us) rise
time to its peak value.
The lightning, which was
triggered by a rocket, struck an aluminum mast that
extended 20 m above the ground.
A collimator in
front of the photodetector limited the field of view
to a section of channel about 12 m long, centered 18
m above the top of the mast.
The geometry of the
light measurement is shown in Figure 1. The time
dependence of tne emitted light and the current were
obtained with a resolution of 10 ns.
The light emission by a lightning channel was
calculated numerically using a one-dimensional magnetohydrodynamics code in cylindrical coordinates,
CHARTB. CHARTB was developed at the Sandia National
Laboratories.
It includes a multigroup radiative
transport algorithm in the diffusion approximation.
The opacity table used in the radiative transport
calculation was generated by taking Rosseland means
of the data described in Reference 8.
CHARTB
includes a tabular equation of state for air, and a
fully consistent calculation of the current profile
in the channel (incorporating magnetic diffusion and
advection) is performed. The lightning calculation
was begun with a channel with an initial temperature
of 1 eV and a 1 mm radius. The time dependence of
the current was specified as an input to the
calculation, and the optical emission per unit
channel length, convolved with the calibration curve
of the detector, was calculated.
To convolve the
spectrum of the emission with the detector response,
the radiated light was assumed to have a Planrk
distribution at the temperature of the radiating
cell, within the group that contained the detector
response curve.
This group covered the 0.41 to
1.24 u wavelength interval.
The current was specified as a double exponential
of the form

I = I0 lexp(-t/tf) - exp(-t/tr)J

The rise time was tr = 0.24 ws; the decay time was
tf = 25 us; and the value assigned to I0 was
I0 = 17 kA.
The measured current and its functional form used in the calculation are plotted in
Figure 2. The current data became very noisy at 14.5
ps, probably because of problems with the power supply for the data recorders. Our assumed functional
form fits the data very well for times under 7 us.
Then the measured current becomes constant for times
up to 14 us while the functional form decreases by an
additional 3 kA.
The measured and calculated optical emission in
the 0.4 to 1.1 micron wavelength range for stroke
85220 are plotted in Figure 3. The light emitted by
the 12 m segment of the lightning channel was
measured simultaneously by two photodetectors. The
data shown in Figure 3 were recorded by only the
first photodetector. Values measured by the second
detector were similar to those shown in Figure 3 but
were about 10% lower. The second detector gave larger values than the first for the brightness of one
lightning stroke (not presented here), and the shapes
of the curves from both detectors are similar and
appear to agree to within about 10% for all three
strokes from which data were obtained.
The calculated optical emission curve in Figure 3
has a shape that is similar to the measured curve,
but its peak value is a factor of 2.5 too high. The
calculated value is still a factor of 2.2 above the
measured curve at a time of 7us.
The calculated
curve continues to approach the measured curve as the
time increases form 7 ys, but the significance is
unclear because the assumed current is decreasing
with respect to the measured current in this range.
The initial channel diameter used in the calculation
may have been narrower than the actual initial conducting region. This would have caused the calculated emission to be too high.
Another possible
explanation is that electrical currents which were
not sufficiently large to trigger the date recorders
may have heated the channel prior to the main
stroke. This would have decreased the gas density in
the channel, causing a lower optical emission than
would otherwise have occurred.
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Fig. 2 - Measured current of lightning stroke 85220
and the function that was assumed to be the current
in calculating the optical emission.
The smooth
curve is the assumed current.
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Fig. 3 - Optical power emitted per unit channel length derived from a measurement with an EG&G "Lite Mike"
detector (lower curve), and calculated optical power emitted per unit length, convolved with the detector
sensitivity (upper curve).
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SPECTRUM ANALYSES OF POSITIVE GROUND STROKES DURING WINTER IN JAPAN

Z.-I. Kawasaki
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Institute of High Voltage Research, Uppsala University
Husbyborg, S-755 90 Uppsala, Sweden
T. Takeuti and M. Nakano
Research Institute of Atmospheric, Nagoya University
Toyokawa, Aichi 442, Japan

ABSTRACT
Spectra of electric field changes due to the positive ground first
strokes during the winter period in Japan are estimated in order to understand positive lightning in more detail. The spectra show the two striking
characteristics; a peak in the neighbourhood of 16 kHz and an anomalous
slope in the frequency range from 0.8 to 10 kHz. The former is related to
the bipolar oscillation and the latter to the height of the vertical lightning channel. Moreover, it can be also related to the bipolar oscillations.

On leave from Research Institute of Atmospherics, Nagoya University,
Toyokawa, Aichi 442, Japan
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INTRODUCTION
SPECTRUM ANALYSES OF ELECTRIC FIELD CHANGES due
to lightning return strokes have been discussed by
several investigators [1, 2, 3 and 4]*. In addition,
many papers treat the effect of propagation distance
on the spectra [2, 4 and 5]. The effect of the tortuosity on the return stroke channels [6] and the theory of the frequency spectra of lightning currents [7,
8 and 9] have also been studied. Moreover, Preta et
al. [4] recently presented spectra of the electric
field changes measured with a wide band system from
1 kHz to 1.5 MHz, during the Thunderstorm Research
International Program (TRIP) and the experimental
characterization of the frequency spectra of both the
first and the subsequent stroke electric fields over
a distance range from 1 to 200 km was discussed. All
these papers treated the electric field changes due
to the negative ground strokes during summer.
The positive ground stroke during winter was
discovered by one of the authors during the anomalous
winter thunderstorms of the Hokuriku Coast in Japan
[10 and 11]. Now the research on the positive ground
strokes has become one of the major topics in the
field of lightning research [12, 13 and 14]. However,
the spectra of the electric field changes due to the
positive ground strokes are not presented. Concerning
the positive cloud to ground strokes, some interesting characteristics have been found such as the bipolar oscillating phenomena of electric field changes
[15 and 16] and the relative long durations of continuous currents [10 and 11].
It follows that it is interesting to compare the
spectra of positive ground strokes during winter
thunderstorms with the spectra of negative ones during summer in order to understand positive lightnings
in more detail. The following procedures are adopted
in this paper:
Initially, the observed data are classified into
three groups corresponding to the propagation distances and then, the spectra of these data are estimated using the maximum entropy method (MEM) [17],
The effect of both the bipolar oscillations and the
propagation diotances are discussed quantitatively.
The spectra of the field changes due to the normal
summer ground strokes are also obtained and both results are compared. Finally, an interpretation with
some numerical results calculated by the Lin-UmanStandler's model [18] are presented.
EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS
The electric field changes were recorded during
the four winters from 1979 through 1982 at different
locations in the Hokuriku area in Japan as shown in
Figure 1. The measuring system ha? already been described in detail [10 and 16], In order to make the
cause and effect between source and observed data be
clear, the analysed data in the present paper are
restricted to the following conditions.
• to be a first cloud to ground stroke
• to be a natural lightning
• to know the distance to the striking point
From the several data, 17 first cloud to ground
strokes can be selected and they are recorded on magnetic tape with the measurement system which frequency range is from 160 Hz to 1 MHz [16].
Some typical examples of the 17 electric field
changes are shown in Figure 2. The distances from the
striking point to the observation site for these examples are respectively, 3, 8 and 20 km fron the top
to the bottom. Concerning these examples, the abrupt
Numbers in brackets designate References at end of
paper.

changes followed by relative slow changes can be recognized and some uf these abrupt changes are bipolar
oscillations as is the case of Takagi and Takeuti
[16]. These wave forms resemble the current shapes of
I.in-Uman-Standler's model [18 and 19] and it is assumed that their model is useful to understand the
observed data. It should be noted that the other 14
electric field changes are almost the same. If the
attentions are paid on the part of relative slow
changes, Lin et al. named this part the ramp part
[20], on finds that the 17 strokes can be classified
into three groups, viz. (1) close lightnings (in the
range 0 to 5 km); (2) intermediate lightnings (in the
range 5 to 10 km); (3) far lightnings (in the range 10
to 30 km) although according to the ordinary classification, all of them should belong to the close lightning groups [21]. The result of the classification of
these data is summarized in the legend for Figure 2.
In the present paper, wave forms are digitized
every 2.4 us with a 12 bits signal analyser [SMR2100
IWATSU] and processed with the computer [ACOS Model
650 NEC]. It is considered that a duration of a electric field change due to a return stroke corresponds
to a pericd from the beginning to the abrupt change
through the peak of the ramp part. The Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) is applied to 29 sampling points and
the spectra are determined.
The record length must, therefore, be extended
to become 1028.8 ys following the same procedure as
that of Serhan et al. [2], The MEM technique provides
an extrapolation of the time domain data to longer
times and the frequency domain data in lower frequencies. The analyses presented here are valid at least
in the frequency range from 0.8 to 200 kHz. It should
be noted that these results have been compared with
spectra determined by using the standard Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) on simultaneous records with the window von Han and it was concluded that the both results do not differ from each other.
RESULTS
In Figure 3, typical examples of the spectra of
the first positive ground strokes during the winter
are shown. In this figure, according to the special
classifications of the present paper (a), (b) and (c)
are for the close lightnings, the i.itcrmediate lightnings and the far lightnings, respectively. In order
to examine the procedure of the present paper, the
spectra of the first negative ground strokes during
summer, those are observed at Ohtu as shown in Figure
1, are estimated and shown in Figure 4. It should be
noted that all of them are normalized to the spectral
intensity at 0.8 kHz. It is considered that the relative spectral intensity has a physical meaning in the
distance range discussed in this paper, since the absolute spectra depends on the amplitudes of the return
stroke currents strongly and it is not so easy to
know the exacc amplitudes of them. If one compares
the spectra of positive strokes with those of the
negative strokes, one can easily find that the former
have some maximum values in the neighbourhood of 16
kHz, and in the slopes of the former in the frequency
range 0.8 to 10 kHz. The spectra vary remarkably in
the frequency range below 10 kHz (hereafter the term
VLF region is used), depending on the propagation distances. Nevertheless, the spectra of the negative
strokes have similar trends as those of previous presented results [2 and 4]. It should be noted that the
procedure of this paper is reliable. The discussions
are therefore restricted to the above mentioned anomalous characteristics of the positive ground strokes.
THE FREQUENCY COMPONENTS OF THE BIPOLAR OSCILLATIONS — The bipolar oscillating electric field changes
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are often observed in the positive lightnings during
winter [15]. Takagi and Takeuti [16] have tried to explain these phenomena using the reflection of a the
return stroke current. Though it seems to be difficult to understand the physical meaning of the reflection current in the natural return stroke channel, it
is expected that the spectra have peak values at the
frequency corresponding to those of the bipolar oscillating. It can be considered the maxima in the neighbourhood of 16 kHz are due to bipolar oscillations.
Nine electric field changes of the 17 have the characteristics of bipolar oscillations and the average of
the fundamental frequency component estimated with
spectral intensities is 16.4 kHz and its standard deviation is 2.2 kHz. Moreover, such kind of maxima including higher order components of frequency exist in
the frequency range between 14 kHz to 30 kHz. It can
be assumed that these frequencies are related to the
velocity of the return stroke and the height of the
vertical channel. It should be noted that one cannot
recognize such maxima of the spectra of the negative
strokes during summer as shown in Figure 4.
THE EFFECT OF THE PROPAGATION DISTANCE - Except
the maxima due to the bipolar oscillations, the spectra of positive strokes have anormal tendency of falling of in the frequency range over 10 kHz. These are
coincident with the results of Preta et al. [4] and
the spectra of the negative strokes during summer have
also the same characteristics. The feature of the
spectra of the positive st.okes in VLF region is however quite different from that of the negative strokes.
One can hardly recognize the effect of the propagation distance in the spectra of negative strokes. Concerning the spectra of the positive strokes, the
slopes in the VLF region tend to become less steep
proportionally to the propagation distances. This is
quite opposite in characteristic to the normal sense.
With the same measurement system and the same process
of analysis, one cannot find such a characteristic in
the spectra of negative strokes. The higher frequency
components of electric fields should be attenuated
more than the lower components due to the conductivity of the ground which means that normally the
slopes should become steep proportionally to the
propagation distances. It is considered that the characteristic mentioned above must be an intrinsic characteristic of the positive strokes during winter.
Figure 5 shows the spectral ratios of 8 kHz against
0.8 kHz in order to indicate the effect of the propagation distances. It can be found that the variation
cf the slope for the positive strokes spectra is 16
dB per 10 km with the least square error method.
DISCUSSION
Up to now, many numeri al models for the return
stroke current have been proposed and the Lin-UmanStandler's model seems to be the most suitable among
all of them the reason being that their model can explain many observed results without contradictions.
In this section, the Lin-Uman-Standlei's current model is applied to obtain some interpretations of the
characteristics of the positive ground strokes. Concerning parameters, which are included in this model,
we faithfully follow Master et. al. [19). In the LinUman-Standler's model, the lightning current is composed of a breakdown pulse current, a corona current
and a uniform current [18]. Starting with the discussion of the anomalous spectra in the VLF region, if
one compares the observed electric field changes shown
in Figure 2 with the current shape of the Lin-UmanStandler's model, one can easily come to the conclusion that the abrupt changes of the electric field are
mainly due to the breakdown pulse, whether thty are

bipolar oscillating or not. Moreover, the relative
slow change which follows the abrupt change, so-called
the ramp part, is assumed to be mainly caused by the
uniform current as indicated by Lin et al. [18] and
the uniform current, I , is given by the following
equation:
■2ireo

V* (H2 +D2)3

dE(Dt)

H

dt

(1)

where eo is the permittivity of the free space and E,
H and D are the vertical electric field to the ground,
the height of vertical channel and the distance to
the striking point, respectively.
As both the rise time and the velocity of the
breakdown pulse are very fast, it can be assumed that
the main component of the abrupt change must be the
radiation component and that the first peak value must
be decreased inversely proportional to the distance.
Actually, the numerical results for every 5 km, given
in Table 1 and calculated with the Lin-Uman-Standler's
model, show that they are almost inversely proportional to the distance. It should be noted that these
values are normalized to the amplitude at 5 km and
that absolute values hardly depend on the height of
vertical channel, H.
On the other hand, it is obvious that the slope
of the ramp part depends on both the height of the
vertical channel and the propagation distance. In
Table 1 the numerical results of slopes of the ramp
part calculated with Equation (1) are shown for every
5 km, where the height of vertical channel is treated
as a parameter. They are also normalized to the value
at 5 km. Table 1 shows that shorter the height of the
vertical channel is, the more the distance affects the
slope the ramp part. The spectra in the VLF region,
are determined by the relative relation between the
peak amplitude of the first abrupt change and the
slope of the ramp part. It can, therefore, be assumed
that the difference of the characteristic of spectra
in the VLF region between the positive strokes during
winter and the negative strokes during summer must be
caused by the difference of the effective height of
the vertical channel. Indeed, if one checks the ratios
of the peak value of the abrupt change versus the
slope of the ramp part, one can recognize that the
case of the channel height of 2.5 km can explain the
anomalous spectra of the positive strokes during winter. That is, the ratios at 5 km and 15 km are respectively 1.0 and 0.13 and these values are coincident
with the "16 dB per 10 km". Unfortunately, the observations which are discussed in this paper, were carried out with a single station method, and therefore
the height of charge center cannot be estimated.
Nevertheless, one can find almost the same analyses
results given by Brook et al. [11] (for example storm
M and Q). 2.5 km is not improbable for the height of
the vertical channel. On the other hand one can find
that some of the strokes in their paper have higher
charge center than 2.5 km (for example storm FandH).
Even in such a case, and if the return stroke channel
has some branches, there is some possibility that the
effective channel may become rather short. In any
case the further observation will be needed before
definite conclusions can be presented.
In the following, the discussion on the bipolar
oscillations is presented. Takagi and Takeuti [16]
have already presented the paper in order to explain
these phenomena with the current reflection model at
the cloud base. However, the physical meaning of the
current reflection is not clear for the lightning return stroke. As indicated above, there is some possibility that the height of the vertical channel of
the positive strokes during winter is not so high.
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Moreover, Takeuti et al. [10] have indicated. Figure
8 of their paper, that some of the flashes during
winter have horizontal branches at rather low altitude. Weidman and Krider [22] have indicated unipolar
oscillation* due to branches. There is a possibility
that both the shortness of height of the vertical
channel and the horizontal branch can cause the bipolar oscillations.
In Figure 6, the ratio of the peak amplitude of
vertical electric fields radiated by a horizontal dipole to those radiated by a vertical dipole versus
propagation distance are shown. Those are computed
theoretically using Norton's formulas [23] and the
Fourier Transform [24]. The altitudes of the dipole
are 1 and 3 km. One can find that if the altitude of
the dipole is low, the horizontal dipole does not contribute to the vertical electric fields so much. In
other words, as is the case of the winter thunderstorm in Japan, one can neglect the horizontal branch
of the return stroke channel, when one discusses the
vertical electric fields. That means that if the effective channel height is low, only the vertical component of the electric current can be contribute to
the vertical electric field. The direction of the
horizontal branch has no meaning and only the distance
to the striking point must be considered. The observation results show that the critical distance of the
bipolar oscillations is 10 km and, if the calculation
is carried out for this distance and the channel
height 2.5 km the numerical results show the 20 kriz
bipolar oscillation. The physical meaning of this result is that so-called radiation zone become rather
closer to the striking point, due to the shortness of
the height of vertical channel. It should be noted
that if the calculation is executed for more than the
height of 5 km of the vertical channel, only the unipolar oscillation, have obtained. Concerning this
case the static fie'd is large enough and it never
becomes bipolar oscillations.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper spectra of electric field changes
due to the positive first ground strokes were estimated with the maximum entropy method and the following conclusions were obtained.
• The average fundamental component of bipolar oscillations, which are often observed during positive
ground strokes, is 16 kHz.
• Frequency spectra fall of roughly as 1/f for frequency between 10 kHz through 100 kHz. This shows
the same tendency as of previous results and there
is no contradiction.
• Anomalous frequency spectra for the frequency range
from 0.8 to 10 kHz of positive strokes is recognized and this may be caused by the efft tive
shorter height of vertical channel. That means that
some of the effective height of vertical channel of
positive strokes during winter may be shorter than
that in summer. Moreover, it could be related to
the bipolar oscillations.
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Table 1. Theoretically estimated values of the initial peak amplitudes of the electric field charges and the
gradients of the ramp part. Those are normalized to the value at 5 km. If the height of the vertical channel
is enough high the relative gradient of the ramp part does not charge so rapidly in the range of 30 km.

distance

normalized
peak value of
abrupt change

gradient of ramp part
the height of vertical channel
7.5 km
5.0 km
2.5 km

5 km

1.00

1.00

10 km

0.62

0.37(0.60)

0.25(0.40)

0.16(0.26)

15 km

0.38

0.16(0.42)

0.09(0.24)

0.05(0.13)

20 km

0.25

0.08(0.32N

0.04(0.16)

0.01(0.04)

1.00

1.00
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Figure 1. The observation sites frcm 19,9 to 1983.

Figure 2. Typical wave forms of the electric field changes due -o
the first cloud to ground strokes. The distances are, from the
top to the bottom, 3, 8 and 20 km, respectively. Observed 17
strokes are classified into three groups, (a) close lightning 6
strokes, (b) intermediate lightning 3 strokes, and (c) far lightning 8 strokes.
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ELECTROSTATIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS IN A FOAM FILLED
C-130 FUEL TANK DURING FUEL SLOSHINC

Adam R. Blgelow, Capt, USAF
M. Patricia Hebert, Capt, USAF
Pagop Jibilian, 2Lt, USAF
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433
Jean S. Reazer
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ABSTRACT
An electric field sensor Integration package has been improved for
measuring the electric field inside a fuel tank during fuel sloshing. Five
flush plate dipole sensors were mounted to a U.S. Air Force C-130 external
fuel tank to determine the electrostatic charging characteristics of the
explosion suppressant foam contained in the tank during sloshing. The
outputs of the sensors were Integrated electronically using a modernized
version of the Bright, et al Integration package (Ref 1). The external
fuel tank was secured to a hydraulically activated platform designed
specifically for this test effort. The platform was capable of tilting up
to 30" of pitch at rates up to 30°/second. The tank was tested with two
separate foam configurations: the operational configuration of nonconductive foam and a second configuration which contained an experimental
conductive foam. Electric fields as high as 136 kllovolts/meter were
recorded during slosh tests with the nonconductlve foam at a 600 gallon
fuel level (total capacity 1350 gallons). No measurable fields were
recorded with the conductive foam Installed in the tank. Two electrostatic
discharges and ignitions occurred during testing of the nonconductlve foam
while no discharges or Ignitions occurred during testing of the conductive
foam.
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INTRODUCTION

Tank and Slosh Platform

U.S. Air Force C-130 aircraft have been experiencing Vires in explosion suppressant foam filled
fuel tanks since the introduction of nonconductive
polyether blue fo»m in 1977. The foam provides
explosion protection to the fuel tank in the event of
an ignition in the ullage due to either a ballistic
penetration or an electrical discharge such as
lightning. When an ignition occurs, the foam suppresses the expansion of the flame front, thereby
keeping the amount of overpressure in the fuel tank
within a range the tank can withstand. The problem
with the foam is that it is nonconductive in nature
and can therefore build up a static charge as fuel
sloshes through it. When the charge level is sufficient and the proper conditions exist, an electrostatic discharge can occur. If the electrostatic
discharge is in the form of a spark discharge and
occurs in the ullage of the fuel tank, the fuel
vapors may ignite. Obviously, this is s very undesirable situation.

Figure 1 shows the tank and support fixture
setup used through out the experiment. A Lockheed
external fuel tank was securely mounted to the slosh
platform, which was designed to produce pitch rates
up to 30" per second(s) through pitch angles of 30°.
Two hydraulic cylinders pushed the rear of the
platform upwards as it pivoted about a central axle.
As the front end of the platform traveled downward,
it contacted a deceleration switch which stopped the
motion of the platform. The cylinders could then be
actuated to return the platform to the horizontal
position. A calibrated deflection potentiometer was
attached to the platform to record the angular
displacement of the test rig. When the output of the
deflection pot was plotted as a function of time, the
pitch rate could also be determined.

Fuel slosh tests were performed to determine the
electrostatic charging characteristics of fuel and
explosion suppressant foam in external fuel tanks of
C-130 aircraft. A number of parameters were vatied
throughout the experiment including the fuel level
inside the tank, the type of foam in the tank, how
fast the fuel was sloshed (pitch rate), and how far
the tank was tipped (pitch angle). A Lockheed
designed external fuel tank was used throughout the
tests. Two different types of foam kits were used in
the fuel tank, an operational foam kit containing
both type IV blue and type II yellow foam and an
experimental kit made of a conductive safety foam,
CSF-204. This foam is the coarse pore blue foam with
a coating to improve its conductivity. It is dyed
beige to distinguish it from the blue foam. Tt has
been suggested that the beige foam (because of its
higher conductivity) should replace the blue/yellow
foam in order to relieve the electrostatic charging/
discharging problem. This paper discusses the
difference in the measured charge build up as a
result of using the two different foam kits.
Although the fuel level was varied during testing
(fuel level was either 300, 600, or 900 gallons),
only the 600 gallons test results are presented. The
effects of pitch rate and pitch angle are not discussed either.

The pitch angle was varied by replacing the
extension bars (see Figure 1). With a longer set of
extension bars, the distance to the deceleration
switch was decreased, thus limiting the range of
motion of the platform. A shorter set of extension
bars allowed for more motion. The pitch rate was
changed by adjusting the hydraulic pressure.
The tank itself was 25 ft long and 45 inches In
diameter. Internal bulkheads divided it into nose,
center, and tail sections (see Figure 2). For the
series of tests in the operational configuration, the
nose and tail sections contained blue foam while the
center section contained yellow. For the conductive
foam test, all three sections contained beige foam.
Total capacity of the external fuel tank was 1350
gallons.
Bulkhead

Tail
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Figure 2.

Lockheed External Fuel Tank, Surge Box,
and Defueling Lines

Instrumentation
SET IT
1.

Electric Field Meters

Electric field meters with no moving parts
were constructed by AFWAL/FIESL using a design
developed by Bright, et al at the University of
Southampton (Kef 1). A plate mounted flush with the
inner surface of the tank is maintained at ground
potential by a circuit which detects the plate
potential and supplies the charge needed to keep it
near ground. The charge flows through a capacitor
whose output voltage is monitored to measure the
total charge supplied.
Using Gauss's Law, the electric field, E, on
the front of the sensor Inside the tank is related to
the charge, 0, induced on the sensor by
Q " AEOEUE

Figure 1. C-130 External

rank On Slosh 1'latform
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(1)

Where A is the area of the probe, e0 is the
permittivity of free space and ew is the dielectric
constant of the vapor. The voltage, V0, across the
capacitor, C, is given by:
V0 - Q/C

4.

A deflection potentiometer manufactured by
Celesco Inc. was used to measure the pitch rat« and
angle. It has a resolution of 0.001 inch and frequency response of up to 60 hertz. The output was
recorded on the Linseis strip chart recorder simultaneously with the electric field data to provide time
correlation between pitch, pitch rate, and the
measured electric field.

(2)

and the field, therefore, Is:
E =.

V C
2— V/meter

Deflection Potentiometer

(3)

^oS
This type of field meter was selected over the
rotating vane type because it was rugged, small in
size, and, most important, had no moving parts which
might produce a spark and possible fuel ignition.

Fuel
The fuel used throughout the experiment was JP-4
without antistatic additives (ASA). This fuel was
chosen because of its extremely low conductivity (10
conductivity units (CU)), and its high volatility
(flash pt » -13°F). Many of the C-130 foam fires
have occurred when the aircraft fuel tanks contain a
mixture of JP-4 with ASA and JP-5 or Jet A-l without
ASA. If the mixture contains largely JP-5 or Jet
A-l, then the mixture has essentially the same
electrostatic properties as JP-4 without ASA. This
is why no ASA was used with the JP-4. The fuel was
chilled so that its temperature during testing was
between 20° and 40°F. This temperature range
provided optimum potential for ignition (Ref 2,3).

Five of these sensors were installed in the
tank. One was Installed at the aft end of the tank
in an orientation that would detect horizontal
fields. The other four were installed so as to
detect vertical fields, with one in the front section, two in the center section and one in the aft
section. Figure 3 shows where the sensors were
positioned on the Lockheed tank. Dielectric caps
were placed on four of the five sensors (all but
sensor D) to prevent fuel from splashing on them.
The outputs from the electric field meters were
recorded on a six channel TXP 2065 Linseis strip
chart recorder running at 50 centimeters/minute (1.2
seconds/centimeter). The frequency response of this
system is from DC to 3 Hz.
2.

Safety

Thermocouples

Six chromel/alumel type K thermocouples,
manufactured by Omega Engineering Tnc., with a
temperature range of -50° to 1250*C were installed in
the tank. One was positioned in the lowest part of
each of the three sections to record fuel temperatures and one was positioned near the top of each
section to record ullage temperatures. All of the
thermocouples were bonded to the tank by attaching a
grounding wire to prevent any possibility of a static
discharge. The thermocouple gauge outputs were fed
into an T.ED display.

Art VII \>J

Figure 3.
3.

Placement of Electric Field Sensors

Radio Receivers

Three AM radio receivers tuned to a frequency
of 540 kilohertz (kHz) were Installed in the tank in
fuel-proof containers, one in each section. A fourth
radio was mounted outside of the tank to provide a
reference showing baseline noise due to hydraulic
system switching, etc. Outputs from the radios were
recorded on FM channels of a Bell and Howell 3700E
recorder.

Because of the inherent danger of working with
aviation fuel and the possibility of an ignition, the
tests were performed inside an explosion proof
facility - Range 3 of the AFWAL Aircraft
Survivability Research Facility. During sloshing,
test personnel were located in a separate blockhouse
which housed the slosh platform control equipment and
data acquisition equipment. Grounding straps were
attached to the fuel tank and refueling nozzle during
fueling and defuellng in order to prevent any electrical discharges.
TEST METHOD
A test matrix was developed to allow determination of the effects of five variables: type of tank,
type of foam, quantity of fuel, pitch angle and pitch
frequency. (This report covers only the results for
the Lockheed Tank.) The Lockheed tank with the
blue/yellow foam combination was Installed on the
slosh test fixture for the first series of tests.
Baseline noise measurements from the electric field
meters and AM radios were determined by recording
their outputs as the empty tank was tipped several
times. Three hundred gallons of chilled JP-4 fuel
were then metered into the tank and preliminary tip
tests were conducted to ensure the correct pitch
frequency and angle. After completion of fueling and
preliminary tip testing, the tank was left undisturbed for ten minutes to allow time for fuel relaxation. The standardized test sequence was as
follows:
1) Record pre-test thermocouple readings.
2) Adjust electric field meters.
3) Tip the tank two and one half times, allov
tank to remain down for 30 seconds, then return tank
to level attitude.
4) Record post-test thermocouple readings.
5) Verify recording of electric field meter,
llowmeter, and radio outputs.
6) Verify pitch rate and angle from deflection
potentiometer output.
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Tills sequence was repeated three times at ten
minute intervals for each fuel level (300, 600, and
900 gallons). Temperatures in the fuel and ullage
were monitored closely to ensure that fuel temperatures stayed vlthin range. When necessary, fuel was
removed, chilled, and returned to the tank to keep
temperatures nominally between 20" and 40°F.
Pitch angles of 10°, 20° and 30° were used.
Pitch frequencies were 10°/s and 20°/s for the 10°
pitch angles and 10°/s, 20°/s and 30°/s for the 20°
and 30° pitch angles.

Figure 5 shows the horizontal electric field
measured in the tail section for the same tests as
shown in Figure 4. The top trace is the horizontal
electric field for the nonconductive foam configuration, the middle trace is the horizontal electric
field for the conductive foam configuration, and the
bottom trace is the deflection pot output. The
nonconductive foam kit produced an initial peak
electric field of 136 KV/m. The conductive foam kit
produced no measurable electric fields as indicated
by the middle trace in Figure 5.

After completion of the blue/yellow foam combination test series, the blue/yellow foam was
replaced by the beige foam. The same test sequence
was followed during beige foam testing. Pitch angles
and frequencies used were 10° at 10°/s and 20°/s and
30° at 10°/s, 20°/s and 30°/s. The measurements
at the 20° pitch angle were eliminated due to time
constraints. Also, the over-the-wing filler neck and
the fuel cage surrounding the SPR valve were removed
before this series of tests to allow for direct fuel
impingement on the beige foam.

The two conductive foam traces reveal that no
electric fields were measurable. Similar results
were found for all sensors regardless of the pitch
angle, pitch rate, or fuel level.

RESULTS
General
The results presented in this section are for
data acquired from testing a C-130 External Fuel Tank
manufactured by Lockheed. The electric field data is
nresented to compare the results of testing the
blue/yellow foam configuration (nonconductive) versus
the beige foam configuration (conductive). Data on
one of the electrostatic discharges which produced an
ignition is also presented. All results reported in
this section are for fuel levels of 600 gallons.
Rlectric Field Data
The outputs from two electric, field sensors are
used to demonstrate the difference in the charge
build-up between the nonconductive and conductive
foam kits. One sensor, C in Figure 3, measured the
vertical component of the electric field in the
center section, while ser.sor F measured the horizontal component of the electric field in the tail
section of the tank.
Figure 4 shows the vertical electric field
measured in the center section. The top trace in from
the nonconductive blue/yellow foam test and the
niddle trace is representative of the conductive
beige foam tests. The bottom trace is the output
from the deflection potentiometer. All traces are
from tests performed at a 600 gallon fuel level, 30°
pitch angle, and a 10°/s pitch rate. The deflection
pot shows the tank tipping downward to an angle of
30°, returning to the horizontal position, tipping
downward, returning to horizontal, then tipping once
more. Tt also provides time correlation between the
measured electric field and the angular displacement
of the tank.
A comparison of the two electric field traces In
Figure 4 reveals the charging characteristics of tht
two different foam configurations. For this parMcul.ar test, the nonconductive foam kit produced an
initial peak electric field of 6.6 KV/m, measured
when the tank had tipped to its full deflection. The
conductive foam kit produced no measurable Piectric
field.

Discharge and Ignition
The following is presented to compare electric
field data from a normal test with data from a test
during which an electrostatic discharge produced an
ignition. Figure 6 compares two vertical electric
fields measured in the center section of the fuel
tank. The top trace shows the usual type of output
from this sensor and is the same trace shown in
Figure 4(top). The parameters during this test were
a pitch angle of 30°, a pitch rate of 10°/s, a fuel
level of 600 gallons, and nonconductive foam. The
middle trace in Figure 6, which shows an electrostatic discharge, Is a recording of the vertical
electric field during the test subsequent to the one
shown in the top trace. The pitch angle, pitch rate,
and fuel level remained the same. The bottom trace
is the output from the deflection potentiometer.
An electrostatic discharge manifests Itself by a
sudden collapse of the electric field. This can be
seen in the middle trace in Figure 6 just past the 19
second mark. The tank had gone through two complete
slosh cycles and had just begun its third tip when
the discharge occurred. Four of the five electric
field sensors mounted on the tank detected the
discharge.
The horizontal electric field sensor in the tail
section of the tank did not register a sudden collapse of the electric field. Figure 7 shows the
horizontal fields measured in the tail section that
correspond to the vertical fields in Figure 6. The
top trace in Figure 7 shows the horizontal field for
a normal test, the middle trace shows the horizontal
field for a test which produced an electrostatic
discharge, and the bottom trace is output from the
deflection pot. As can be seen from Figure 7, the
trace for the test with a discharge Is essentially
Identical to the trace for a test without a
discharge.
There are two possible reasons why the horizontal electric field sensor in the tail section did not
detect the discharge. A bulkhead separated the tail
and center sections and may have shielded the horizontal field sensor from the discharge. It is also
possible- that the discharge occurred in the vertical
plane or direction. Since the horizontal electricfield sensor can only detect fields in the horizontal
plane, it would not detect a discharge In the vertical plane.

QUQU0WgMNtth.V?AhwVta^^

on its electrostatic qualities, it would be a favorable candidate to replace nonconductive explosion
suppression foam.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATW S
Both conductive and nonconductivc explosion
supprt88i.cn foam kits were tested for electrostatic
charging characteristics during fuel slofhing In a
C-130 Lockheed external fuel tank. It was found that
the conductive foam kit (CSF-204) produced no measurable electric fields and no static discharges. The
nonconductive foam kit (Type II yellow and Type IV
blue) produced electric fields as high as 136 KV/n as
well as two electrostatic discharges and fuel vapor
ignitions. The CSF-204 beige foam decreased the
charge build-up by over two orders of magnitude. The
conductive foam, because of its enhanced electrical
conductivity properties, is far superior to the
nonconductive blue/yellow foam for minimizing fuel
tank electrostatic discharges and resultant ignitions. If the CSF-204 beige foam meets all of the
basic requirements for conductive foam (i.e. lifetime, water solubility, corrosion, etc.), then based
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MINIMUM IGNITION LEVELS
OF

AIRCRAFT FUEL CONSITUENTS
TO
LIGHTNING RELATED IGNITION SOURCES

K. E. Crouch
Lightning Technologies» Inc.

ABSTRACT
Lightning strike related hazards to aircraft fuel systems have been responsible for many of the catastrophic aircraft incidents to date. To develop meaningful methods of evaluating fuel system protection designs, an understanding of the
basic ignition process is required. Three basic ignition sources were investigated
to establish conditions leading to the minimum ignition of mixtures of fuel vapors
and air.
A 200 microjoule spark was found to have an ignition probability of 0.01 to
0.1%. Sparks of 600 to 700 microjoules represent a 50% ignition probability. Hot
spots of 1cm2 required temperatures of greater than 800°C to ignite. Corona, glow
discharge, was found incapable of ignition until the discharge transltioned into
an arc.
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INTRODUCTION
THE NEED FOR TEST PROCEDURES to evaluate the
lightning protection design of aircraft fuel systems
has long been recognized. The Naval Air Development
Center (NADC), with the support of the Air Force
Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL/FIESL), contracted Lightning Technologies, Inc. and Lightning
Transients Research Institute to develop, document
and verify such a set of test procedures'. The objective of the effort is. specification which can be used
to verify the performance of a fuel system lightning
protection design. It will include both engineering
design and qualification test procedures and will establish a means for determining if a protection design
provides a margin of safety against lightning related
fuel vapor ignition hazards in conventional, advanced
composite or any new technolgoy design.
The first phase of the effort was a review of the
present state of the art and established practice. In
that effort, a plan for developing the required techniques and detection criteria was established. Lightning Technologies, Inc. reviewed and investigated fuel/
air test techniques while Lightning and Transient
Research Institute concentrated on optical techniques
The second phase of the effort, investigated and
quantified minimum ignition source levels. That
effort, which is reported here, was carried out by
Lightning Technologies, Inc.
The 200 microjoule spark ignition threshold established by Lewis and Von Elbe (Ref. 1) during their
work for the Bureau of Mines in the 1950's has long
been Applied as the criteria for evaluating the results of simulated lightning tests on aircraft fuel
systems. This criteria has been Interpreted in MILSTD-1757 (Ref. 2) and FAA AC20-53 (Ref. 3) to be the
absence of visible light on an ASA 3000 speed film
exposed through an F4.7 lens or, in cases where the
detection of light is not practical, the non-ignition
of a 1.2 stoichlmetric mixture of air and propane.
The fact that these two criteria, photography and
fuel mixture ignition, are not equivalent has been
widely recognized, but better alternatives have not
been available.
A study of Lewis and Von Elbe's work revealed
that they were attempting to determine the lowest
spark energy level which would ignite a fuel air mixture and did not address the problem of establishing
an ignition source criteria. A reviaw of the literature (Ref. 4) reveals that no studies have been carried out which would establish and/or document a
criteria which can be used to evaluate the results of
simulated lightning tests of aircraft fuel system
designs.
Formulation of a criteria which can be used to
evaluate lightning test results requires an understanding of the potential ignition sources and the
ignition process. Four sources have been identified;
sparks, the electrical breakdown of a gaseous fuel/
air mixture between two electrodes; corona, the continuous electrical discharge from an electrode into a
gaseous fuel/air mixture, hot spot, the evaluation of
a small material surface in contact with a fuel/air
mixture to a relatively high temperature; and arcs,
the in.iecti.on of hot or burning particles and plasma
into a gaseous fuel/air mixture.
Each of these potential ignition sources, opera-
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ting in different ways and over different time frames,
transfer heat from the source to the fuel air mixture.
At some critical time-temperature point, the heat
transferred to the fuel and oxygen molecules promotes
a self-sustaining reaction which quickly spreads
throughout the volume of concern as a flame front.
This rapid combustion creates an over-pressure condition or explosion.
The amount of heat or energy deposited into the
mixture by a short duration source, a spark or an arc,
is more easily determined than energy from a long
duration source, hot spot or corona. For the short
duration source, the energy needed for ignition will
all be deposited at once while for the other sources,
heat loss will occur during the process. For the
longer duration process, the rate of energy added
must reach a level such that the difference betveen
energy input and energy loss will achieve a temperature there the reaction becomes self-sustaining.
These modes of energy injection suggest that the ignition source duration will affect the ignition behavior. The importance of this observation lies in
predicting the role of statistics in the description
of the source behavior. Transient processes normally
have wider statistical variations in their behavior
than do steady state processes.
Experiments were designed and conducted to quantify and gain an understanding of mechanisms involved
in the ignition sources. This paper describes these
experiments and the results.
TEST PROCEDURES
Tests were conducted by Introducing the ignition
source at various levels into a test chamber containing a specific fuel/air mixture. The test chamber,
shown in Figure 1, was loaded using partial pressure
techniques. The chamber was evacuated to levels below 0.3 mmHg and refilled with appropriate pressures
oT oxygen, nitrogen and fuel. Liquid fuels, pentane
and .IP-A, were vaporized by boiling at low pressures.
Pressure measurements were made using a mercury manometer. The chamber was fabricated by welding steel
flanges on a 12 inch diameter steam pipe. Observation and electrical connections into the chamber were
made through a one inch thick polycarbonate plate on
one end. A blow out vent was installed on the other
end of the chamber. Originally it was intended that
the explosion would be contained but the high temperatures associated with a confined burn would have
destroyed the plastic components in the chamber. All
tests were vented as shown in Figure 2.
Safety considerations were foremost in the design and operation of the test system. Venting the
explosions introduces a flame and precuations were
taken to insure that no flammable materials wen. exposed. All tubing to the chamber also contained explosive mixtures, including those leading to the mercury manometer. Valves and flame arresters were installed on all lines to prevent flames in the tubing.
In addition to all other measures, the operator
worked behind a 1 inch thick sheet of polycarbonate
as shown in Figure 3, to protect him from any flying
objects.

MINIMUM ENERGY SPARK IGNITION TESTINC
A simple spark gap, show In Figure 4 was used
for the experiments. Aluminum electrodes, 3.2 mm dia,
and spaced 2 mm apart were used. The assumption was
made, following the work of Lewis and Von Elbe, that
all capacitive stored energy would be dissipated in
the spark. Energy levels were changed by varying the
system capacitance. Short heavy leads were used to
connect the capacitors to the gap. Isolation resistors of 50x10' ohms were used to isolate the gap and
capacitors from the charging power supply ana to control the voltage rate-of-rise at the gap. Ihe gap
voltage was monitored with an electrostatic volt
meter. Two 5x10 ohm resistors were used to isolate
the electrostatic meter from the gap.
In air, the 2mm gap had a breakdown of 7950
volts t 2%. However, when it was operated in the
fuel/air mixtures, the breakdown levels varied considerably. The breakdown level ranged bet teen 8 and llkV
and indicated a tendency to condition with repeated
breakdowns. To eliminate any conditioning effects,
the electrodes were polished and cleaned after every
test. Only ignitions occurring during the first spark
were counted and alx mixtures were ignited by raising
the charge voltage and allowing the gap to spark at
higher voltages. The data point was not used if the
mixture could not be ignited.
The variation in gap sparking level complicated
the analysis of the data since over the 8 to 11 kV
range, the energy at a given capacitance value almost
doubles. The resulting data represented a continuum
of points of energies. A computer program was used
to sari: and calculate the probability of ignitions
over specific energy ranges. Table 1 shows a typical
summary of energy versus ignition probability. Figure
5 shows a typical plot of ignition energy versus probability of ignition. Due to the random energy levels
obtained during testing, the number of data points in
each of the energy levels varied greatly and wasn't
known until the analysis was completed. Consequently,
all data points to be plotted do not have equal weight;
To account for the possible variance in data points
obtained from small data bases, the point was plotted
as a line representing a change of plus or minus one
Ignition.
A total of 21 plots were aade. In some cases,
the data plots gave no indication of any trend, pee
Figure 6, so the line was plotted through the center
of the data using an average slope determined from
other plots.
From these plots, a tabulation of ignition probability versus energy was determined, as shown in
Table 2. From this plot several conclusions can be
drawn. First, 200 uj ignitions are quite rare, between 1 in 1000 and 1 in 10,000, Pentanc indicates a
slightly lover ignition energy than propane but it
.should be noted that three times as many propane data
points were taken, so the pentane data has a much
lower confidence factor. This is illustrated by the
fact that the 1.4 pentane data is not consistent with
the 1.3 and 1.5 levels. At this point it can not be
determined which is correct and therefore the true
ignition level is probably an average of these numbers.
Second, increased oxygen (and fuel) concentrations radically reduce the ignition level, about 5:1.
Since the ignition levels of JP--4 are even higher than

those of propane and pentane, it may be that 200 uj
is too low 3 number to be practical and levels of
500 nj (1 to 10%) should be considered.
If the 200 p.T criteria is retained, oxygen enriched mixtures must be used in fuel air testing.
MINIMUM HOT SPOT IGNITION TESTS
Hot spot testing was patterned after experiments
conducted by Demetri & White (Ref. 5) who reported
temperatures approaching 1000°C were required to ignite fuel air mixtures. Figure 7 is a photograph of
the hot spot test fixture. Figure 8 is a schematic
diagram of the electrical circuit. Two_strips of 304
stainless steel, 1 cm wide and 7.6 x 10 2mm thick,
were mounted in the fixture, giving a thickness of
0.152 mm. The length of the foils exposed to the
atmosphere was 1.6 cm. Approximately 3 mm of foil on
either side of the fixture was cooled by the presence
of the clamps.
The pulse circuit and dc power supply heated the
foil quickly to predetermined temperature and held it.
The circuit was shut off by the operator at the end of
about one second. The foil temperature was monitored
using a GE L14C1 NPN Planner Silicon phototransistor.
The monitoring circuit, shown in Figure 9 was positioned 8.5 cm from the foil. Its output was calibrated by comparing its output to the reading of a
type S Platinum vs Platinum 103! Rhodium thermocouple.
The thermocouple, 0.76 mm diameter, was sandwiched
between the two foils and insulated electrically with
mica. The calibration process was very critical and
had to he performed in a confined area as air currents
caused by the hot foil could cause significant errors.
Keeping the thermocouple in contact with the foil also
presented problems since the foil expands and moves as
it heats. The phototransistor was found to be very
accurate and responsive over the 700 to 1000°C range.
Since the stainless steel surface texture and
color change from its original state whan heated, the
foil emmissitivlty changes affecting the radiation.
New foils had to be conditioned by heating to 950 t
5°C for one minute prior to using them. After conditioning, very little variation in calibration between foils was noted.
At high temperatures, 10008C, the foils are very
fragile and tend to break quite easily. The fixture
was designed to give slight spring tension to hold the
foil straight as it expanded. However, too much tension would tear the foil when it was hot. Anytime a
foil tears or breaks while carrying current, sparking
results whicli will immediately ignlre the chamber.
If the foil broke during a test, no data was taken
because it had to be assumed that sparking had oc curred.
Since the re is no reason to presume that the hot
foil would affect the chamber atmosphere, consecutive
tests were conducted with the same mixture until ignition occurred. The fan was left running for the
entire test duration.
Tests were conducted at 100°C intervals, starting at 700°C and Increasing to ignition or 1100°C
(the system upper limit). If a mixture did not ignite at 1100'C It was spark ignited to verify its
flammabillty. Three tries at each temperature level
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were applied.
The pltototransistor output was recorded on a Tektronix 7633 storage oscilloscope. Typical test recordings are shown in Figure 10.
Table 3 presents a summary of the hot spot ignition test results. All ignitions occurred at the
900° C test level. No ignitions occurred at the 800°C
level. The ignition was not sensitive to stoichiometric mixture or oxygen content. Tests outside or
near the flammability limits were not conducted. The
insensitivity to oxygen content or stoichiometric level
reflects the steady-state aspect of the ignition process and any time-statical relationships present are
un detectable.
Present hot spot detection techniques are based
on the AIT (auto ignition temperature) of JP-4 and
JP-5 which are 245 C and 238°C respectively. Hot spot
temperature of 235°C (455°F) or higher are generally
considered ignition hazards. The present data and
that generated by Demetri & White indicate that
temperatures of up to 800°C should be safe which is
three times that presently used.
It is interesting to note that propane, pentane
and JP-4 all ignite at the same temperatue even though
their AIT's are quite different. Propane has an AIT
of 495 to 505°C while pentane is reported to be between 285 and 290°C.
Figure 11 shows oscillograms of several typical
ignitions. In most tests, the ignition occurs on
the temperature rise and no delay is observed.
Some of the few delays observed are shown in the
figure, and even these delays were only about
300ras. Figure 12 shows photographs of the hot spot
at several of the test levels used. At 500°C, the
light emitted can just barely be detected in a darkened room but at 700 and 900°C, the hot spot can
easily be detected in a well lighted room. Light
detected by a camera does not appear to be a likely
method of detecting hot spot ignition sources.
CORONA IGNITION iT.STS
Corona is defined as a continuous, glow discharge
breakdown of air. It is characterized by a low level
current (microamperes), bluish luminosity and is usually associated with a sharp point.
The test fixture used is shown in Figure 13.
The electrical circuit schematic is shown in Figure
14. Views of the test fixture in the chamber are
shown in Figure 15.
Tests were conducted using two electrodes, a
needle point (approximately 0.13 mm radius) and a
blunt point (approximately 3.2 ma). The gap between
the electrode and the ground plane was 2.0 cm. Both
electrode positive and negative with respect to the
plate were tested. The voltage was raised to a predetermined current level, typically lOOviA, held for
one minute. The current would then be raised to the
next level, HOuA, and held for another one minute,
This procedure was continued until ignition occurred.
The negative corona currents were supplied to the
fixture through a 3 megohm resistor by a Hipotronics
100 series hipot tester. The current was measured on
the panel meter. The meter was checked using a precision (1%) resistor arid a digitial voltmeter.
Positive polarity currents were supplied from a
Plastics Capacitors 50 kV dc power pack and a variac.
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The currents were monitored on the precision resistor and the digital voltmeter.
Aircraft changing mechanisms, i.e. ice and dust
particles, almost always leave the aircraft with an
excess negative charge. Consequently, the only time
positiv.» corona will exist is during a lightning flash,
either attaching to the aircraft or charge centers
in the near vicinity. During a flash attachment, a
negative leader approaching the vehicle or a positive
leader forming from the vehicle, positive corona can
exist, but the duration will be short. Positive
corona induced by nearby charge centers in clouds
can exist for much longer times.
Since negative corona is the most prevalent and
positive dc corona may not exist, most testing has
concentrated on negative corona. In the interest of
completeness, both were conducted during this program.
During the testing positive ignitions occurred
at levels of 100 and 12QPA. Negative ignitions occurred between 250 and 34>T(.iA. During the positive
tests, it was obvious that the fixture was sparking
over since at levels below lOOpA, streamers were
forming as shown in Figure 16. With fuel absent,
the fixture sparked at the same levels indicating
that the ignitions were resulting from sparks.
Negative ignitions were due to the same phenomina, but it was not nearly as obvious. With fuel
removed, negative levels of 400 to 500JJA would not
cause fixture spark over and no evidence streamering
could be seen. Initially, it was believed that the
ignitions were corona induced. However, with rich
fuel/air mixtures, non-flammable, in the chamber,
fixture sparkovers occurred at the same range of
current levels. Increasing the gap length increased
the voltage level required to attain a given current
level but fixture sparkover still occurred at the
same corona current level for both positive and negative polarity.
Both positive and negative corona sources are
visible to the eye and the camera at levels significantly below the ignition level.
The levels required for ignition are also well
above the threshold for interference with HF radio
equipment on the aircraft.
Glow discharges-Saint Elmo's Fire- cannot transfer sufficient heat to the fuel/air mixture to initiate an ignition. This agrees with Barreto (Ref. 6)
who found that corona could not ignite a fuel/air
mixture. The discharge must transition from the glow
mode to the arc mode before ignition can take place.
This happens at 100 to 120PA electrode positive, and
250 to 350,.iA electrode negative.
Examples of negative corona are shown in Figures
17 and 18. As can be seen in the Figures, the corona is visible to the eye and the camera at levels
well below the onset of streamering and arc formation.
CONCLUSIONS
A 200 raicrojoule ignition appears to occur between 0.012 and 0.1% of the time. This may imply
that a 200pJ criteria is too severe. A 0.01% ignition level coupled with 200kA strike (0.2%) and a _
favorable mixture (0.1%) will lead to a risk of 10 8

to 10~\

If the 200iiJ criteria is retained, it must be
detected by oxygen enriched fuel air mixtures.
Hot spot temperatures in -excess of 800°C appear
to be required to ignite flammable fuel/air mixtures.
Light emitted by the hot spot prior to reading the
ignition level makes photography a poor candidate for
detecting hot spot ignition hazards.
The present temperature limits 235°C (455°F)
based on AIT (SIT) data appear to be very low and
must be reconsidered.
Corona glow discharges, cannot ignite fuel/air
mixtures unless they can transition into an arc
(heavy streamer) mode. It appears unlikely that
metallic components contained within a dielectric
fuel tank will be able to streamer.
REFERENCES
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of Explosive Gas Mixtures by Electric Sparks", Third
Symposium on Combustion & Flame & Explosion Phenomena,
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dated May 1984.
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Fig. 1 - Explosion test chamber used for ignition tests

Fig. 2 -Test chamher venting an ignition during spark tests
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Fig. 3 - Minimum ignition test area
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- Spark ignition test fixture

Fig. 7 - Hot spot test fixture installed in the chamber
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Fig. 8 -Hot spot test circuit schematic

Fig. 9 - Hot spot fixture and temperature
monitoring circuit
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0.2s/div

800" C
0.2V/div
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QO0°C
lV/div
0.2s/div

ig. 10 - Typical hot spot renperature oscillograms
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Fig. 13 - Corona test fixture
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Fig. 14 - Corona test circuit schematic diagram
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I

Sharp Electrode

Blunt Electrode

Fig. 15 - Corona test configuration

Fig. 16 - Positive corona, nonignition level showing streamer forraatic
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200 u A

100 U A

300 jA

Fig. 17 - Typical corona test levels
- Pointed electrodes
Negative polarity

lOOuA

200 u A

300 uA

Fig. 18 - Typical corona nest levels1
- Blunt electrode
Negative polarity
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Table 1 - Summary of Spark Energy Ignition Data
Energy
Interval
(JoulesxlO-*)

Plotted
at
(JoulesxlO-6)

Ignitions
ln(J)

No.
Tests

Range

13

7

Propane 1 0 Stole. , 20% Oxygen
600-700

650

-7.34

700-800

750

-7.20

0

7

13

800-900

850

-7.07

18

17

6

0

900-1000

950

-6.96

18

11

8

1000-1100

1050

-6.86

59

17

6

1100-1200

1150

-6.77

100

7

13

12 oo-non

1250

-6.68

100

5

17

1300-1400

1350

-6.61

100

18

5

1400 1500

1450

-6.54

94

18

5

1500-1600

1550

-6.47

100

11

8

500-700

600

-7.42

0

7

13

700-900

800

-7.13

12

24

4
3

900-1100

1000

-6.91

43

28

1100-1300

1200

-6.73

100

12

8

1300-1500

1400

-6.57

97

36

3

1500-1700

1600

--6.44

100

12

8

Propane 1 1 Stole. , 20% Oxygen
600-700

650

-7.34

0

6

14

700-800

750

-7.20

14

28

3

800-900

850

-7.07

38

34

3

900-1000

950

-6.96

87

30

3

1000-1100

1050

-6.86

83

18

5

1100-1200

1150

-6.77

100

2

33
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Table 2 - Summary of Spark Ignition Probabilities
Fuel
Mixture

0.01%
uJ

0.1%
uJ

1%
uJ

10%
uJ

50%
uJ

810

1020

Propane - 20% Oxygen
1.0

520

585

675

1.1

515

565

625

725

865

1.2

440

485

550

645

710

1.3

335

385

450

560

730

1.4

440

515

625

810

1110

Pentane -20% Oxygen
1.3

185

230

295

420

645

1.4

320

370

430

530

690

1.5

170

210

270

390

610

1.6

275

335

425

595

885

Propane - 30% Oxygen
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

70
45
40
50
65

80
55
50
60
85

100
70
70
80
105

130

185

100

155

100

160

110

165

150

230

Pentane - 302 Oxygen
1.3

50

60

70

95

130

1.4

35

55

70

100

145

1.5

45

55

70

100

150

1.6

75

85

100

125

165

JP-4 - 20% Oxygen
2.5%

895

1000

1140

1360

1700

3.0%

630

705

805

965

1210

3.5%

715

725

910

1090

1360
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Table 3 - Summary of Hot Spot Ignition Data
Stoichiometric
Mixture

1

2

3

4

Temperature
5

"c
6

7

8

9

10

20% Oxygen - Propane Fuel
1.1

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

1.2

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

1.3

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

30% Oxygen - Propane Fuel
1.1

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

1.2

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

1.3

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

20% Oxygen - Pentane Fuel
1.3

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

1.4

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

1.5

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

1.3

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

1.4

900

900

900

900

900

1.5

900

900

900

900

30% Oxygen - Pentane Fuel
900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

20% Oxygen - JP-4
2.5%

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

3.0%

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

3.5%

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

900
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IMPROVED ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE
WICKS FOR AIRCRAFT

R. V. Anderson and J. C. Bailey
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20375

ABSTRACT
The history of static discharge wicks used for
the control of precipitation static is briefly reviewed. The need for reduction in aircraft potential
in orcer to measure the small fair weather electric
fields which must be used to calibrate the effects of
aircraft geometry is presented. Preliminary tests of
the use of fine metallic wires as auxilliary dischargers are presented as a prelude to a systematic evaluation conducted in 1985. Results of the 1985 tests
aie presented in which dependencies of aircraft potential were observed for number of wicks, length, and
diameter. Theoretical studies of corona discharge are
reviewed, and their applicability to the aircraft discharge problem is discussed. It is concluded that a
significant reduction in aircraft potential can be
obtained by applying metallic wicks either in addition
to the standard existing dischargers or in their place.
No information is available on whether the metal wires
have any effect on radio noise. It is concluded that
further strudy of this phenomenon might be valuable.
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BACKGROUND
ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE WICKS were developed as part of the Precipitation Static
Project in the late 1940's as a means to reduce the deleterious effects of the large
aircraft potentials encountered in precipitation on communications [1],[2]*. Before
long, their use became mandatory. In a companion paper [3], the large aircraft charges
associated with turbine engines is mentioned as a problem in electric field meter calibration. This phenomenon was first discovered in 1956 in connection with tests of an
experimental instrumentation system aboard a
Navy jet fighter [4]. The fighter was placed
on insulating chocks, variable high voltage
was applied to the aircraft, and instrument
tests were conducted at normal engine power
settings. It was found that even in the absence of any applied voltage, radio communication between observers aboard the aircraft
and those on the ground was difficult to impossible with the engines in operation. In
order to continue the test schedule, a quick
fix remedy was required. This was achieved
by taping lengths of fine copper wire to the
trailing edges of the wings to serve as corona points with a low (voltage) threshold.
Upon completion of the test sequence, there
was no further investigation of this observed phenomenon.
In 1984, the FAA CV-580 research aircraft was instrumented for lightning strike
research. The NRL static electric field
measurement system was a part of this effort
to record lightning characteristics, and a
calibration of the effect of aircraft geometry was required. The high self-charge values encountered defeated initial attempts
at calibration; so the 1956 experience was
recalled as a possible approach to a solution of this problem. During the summer of
1984, two 0.003" diameter stainless steel
wires were attached to each wing on a flight
from Patrick AFB to Cape Canaveral AFS for
refueling. It was observed that the charge
on the aircraft was reduced by a factor between two and three with this simple addition
to the standard wick system. Subsequently,
in the autumn of that year, there was an opportunity for calibration flights at the FAA
Technical Center. Since a reduction significantly greater than one third was required,
and since only one brief opportunity would
be available for the attempt, the principle
of overkill was adopted. A total of some
400 wicks of the s«s» stair.!»« wire each
about 20 cm long were attiched to the trailing edges of ailerons, flaps, and horizontal
stabilizer with pressure sensitive tape. The
aircraft charge was reduced sufficiently so
* Numbers in brackets refer to References at
end of paper.

that fair weather fields could be measured,
but no quantitative data was obtained.
EXPERIMENT
The 1985 lightning campaign provided an
opportunity to investigate the discharge
wick phenomenon in more detail. A systematic variation in wick parameters was determined in which the number, length, location,
and diameter of the wicks would be tested
for their influence on aircraft charge. The
wicks were still composed of stainless steel
wire which was chosen for its strength, durability, and electrical conductivity; The
only location used was the trailing edge of
the ailerons, and attachment was made with 2
inch wide fabric based pressure sensitive
tape. The wick location is shown schematically in Fig. 1, and a photograph of a typical wick configuration as seen in flight is
shown in Fig. 2.
An attempt was made to test some wick
configuration on every flight whether it was
a lightning encounter flight or merely a refueling mission. Both takeoffs and landings
provided useful data since a zero value for
aircraft potential was obtained with wheel
contact with the ground. Data from the four
electric field meters was recorded continuously on a six channel strip chart recorder
and also on a multi-channel FM analog tape
recorder. Potential differences between the
in-flight condition and zero (on the ground)
were derived and, the effect of the electric
imago was eliminated (see [3] for an analysis of image effects). It was impossible to
obtain data on some flights because of bad
weather or instrument malfunctions, but good
recordings were made on most of the flights.
The calibration of the field meter system
relates measured fields at the meter sensors
to the voltage on the aircraft with respect
to its surroundings. This calibration used
flight data, ground measurements, and model
calculations to relate observable field values to the aircraft potential. Calibration
details are provided in [3]; so they are not
repeated here.
RESULTS
It was possible to obtain at least 28
observations of aircraft potential during
1985. Wick lengths between 10 inches (25 cm)
and 24 inches (61 cm) were tested, diameters
from 0.003" (0.076 mm) to 0.020" (0.51 mm)
were used, and the number of wicks varied,
from none to 28 per wing.
The f ir* t of the
parameters to be tested was number ot wick«.
On three successive flights in June, 1985,
the number per wing was 0, 2, and 4 wlt'u ?11
of the same length (10"). The aircraft potential with no wicks added was 118 KV; while
the potentials with 2 and 4 wicks were 65 KV
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and 27 KV, respectively. Immediately after
these tests, the effect of length was evaluated by comparing the measurements with no
added wicks and two 10" wicks with two wicks
per wing of a 24" length. This last configuration produced an aircraft potential of
27 KV also. Apparently the effects of number and length are quite comparable for such
small numbers.
Later in the summer, a similar test was
made of the effect of wick diameter. A configuration of ten wicks per wing of length
10 was implemented successively with three
wick diameters: 0.003", 0.010", and 0.020".
The aircraft potentials observed with these
three configurations are shown in Fig. 3. It
is seen that the decrease in potential is an
inverse function of wire diameter. The data
is probably too sketchy to allow any further
conclusion to be drawn.
Several other analyses were attempted
on this body of data a few of which are worthy of note. Fig. 4 shows the aircraft potential as a function of the number of wicks
per wing without consideration of the length
or diameter of the wicks. A better display
is seen in Fig. 5 in which the potential is
plotted versus number of wicks at a constant
length of 10" and D-.003. The effect of increasing number, while still obvious, is not
as strong as seen with two and four wicks of
the same length. An attempt to include all
of the meaningful parameters in one presentation is shown in Fig. 6 where the aircraft
potential is plotted as a function of the
ratio NL/D where N is the number (per wing),
L is the wick length, and D the wick diameter. A definite relationship is seen to exist which suggests the possibility that an
empirical equation might be viable for use
in wick system design.
THEORY
There have been numerous laboratory and
theoretical analyses of the behavior of a
corona point. In particular, Ette [5] presents both measurements and a model in which
he considers the effect of the space charge
cloud around the point on tie effectiveness
additional points. He rather convincingly
concludes that it is possible for the addition of points to add to the discharge current or even for the discharge current to be
diminished by the added points. Chapman [6]
builds on the analysis of Ette by defining
an effective charge sphere whose radius determines the point spacing at which added
discharge points add to the total discharge
current. His radius is proportional to the
length ot the corona probe and to the electric field, and it is inversely proportional
to the wind velocity over the points. Note
that since all of the data in this study was
taken on takeoffs and landings, the approp-

riate speed is
stall speed.

very

nearly

the aircraft's

CONCLUSIONS
It is seen that it is readily possible
to reduce an aircraft's potential by a factor of ten. Reduction by a significantly
greater factor might be significantly more
difficult because of the apparently asymptotic nature of the results. Extant theoretical studies have been shown to be consistent with the observed results. No attempt
was made to assess whether there were any
effects on radio noise by the use of metallic wicks although satisfactory communications were maintained during storm penetrations with the steel wicks in place. It is
concluded that fine metal discharge wicks
can significantly reduce the potential of
turbine engine aircraft and that the pnenomenon, while qualitatively understood, is not
perfectly known and might be a profitable
area for further study.
REFERENCES
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6. S. Chapman, "The Magnitude of Corona Point Discharge Current , J. Atm. Sei.,
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Fig. 1 - Aircraft outline, showing location of discharge wicks

Trfn- " P{loto8raph of aircraft in flight showing wicks on
trailing edge of aileron
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SPATIAL Ai,7> TEMPORAL CHARACTERIZATION

A. Bondiou, I. Taudiere, and P. Richard
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherche» Aerospatlales
BP 72, 92322 Chatlllon Cedex, France

ABSTRACT
Wide band measurements show up that the VHF-UHF emission associated with natural
lightning Is mainly Impulsive; these pulses of very fast rise time (five nanoseconds)
being either isolated or repeated at a rate of several tens of pulses per microsecond.
A physical analysis of this radiation, based upon different laboratory studies of the
breakdown mechanisms in air, showed that it can be associated with a transient arc phenomenon Involved In the streamer leader transition.
The validation of the models describing this breakdown mechanisms and associated
electromagnetic radiation Implies a precise knowledge of some fundamental parameters such
as the absolute levels of VHF-UHF radiation, the location of emissive sources and their
propagation velocity, the shape and repetition frequency of pulses, the polarization of
electromagnetic signal.
For this purpose, ONERA operated, during the "Landes Fronts 84" campaign, several
Instruments:
- a three dimensional location system, which consists in a 300 MHz, one microsecond
resolution, lnterferometrlc Imaging system;
- a spectrum analyser system working at 60 and 300 MHz with dual bandwidth, giving
Informations on the aubmlcrosecond structure of the signal (temporal coherence) during the
whole flash duration;
- a polarization analyser working at 300 MHz with dual bandwidth measurements on each
of the three polarizations of analysis.
Results are correlated with E-fleld measurements and radar measurements, and provide
elements for breakdown mechanisms and discharge propagation analysis.

(*)

This work was supported by DRET (Direction des Recherche*, Etudes et Techniques).
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SOME REMARKS ON LIGHTNING CHARACTERISTICS
NEAR THE GROUND.

Y. Nagai
Sagani Institute of Technology, Fujisawa 251, Japan
and
Y. Edano, T. Miyazaki, S. Kokubu, Y. Nishida and S. Kawamata
Faculty of Engineering, Utsunomiya University, Utsunonlya 321, Japan

ABSTRACT
Characteristics of the negative downward stroke near the ground are
discussed based on the photographic observations of lightnings and lightning
conditions designated from the field survey of the striking points.
The results show that the lightning is strongly influenced by a gust of wind
near the ground and that the striking points of the subsequent stroke have been
observed to shift from the previous one in a multiple stroke flash.
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A LIGHTNING STROKE has been said to strike usually
a highest point above the ground, e.g., the highest
structure in a town, the highest tree in a forest and
so forth.
This is true in case of lightnings started with an upward stroke, but it is not true in case
of those with a downward stroke, because one can find
some struck points by lightnings on a side structure
or ground work of he steel high tower.
We also experience the elei ric power stop due to the shielding
failure of the overhead grounded wire.
Hitherto, the authors have tried to take photographs of many lightning flashes in order to locate
the struck points of them and to investigate how the
lightning is influenced from the surface condition
above ground or the structures on the ground.
In this paper, we would like to describe all of the
results mentioned above.
OBSERVATION SITE AND APPARATUS
Observations have been performed mainly in
Tochigi Prefecture, which locates about 100 km north
ox Tokyo and is one of the most frequent thunderstorm
area in Japan.
Tochigi is surrounded by mountain
areas of ASHIO, NIKKO and NASU in western to northern,
while it opens to plain areas in southern and eastern
parts.
Most of the lightning activities start in
north-western mountain areas and the active thunderstorm crosses over the Tochigi Prefecture to cease
in plain area.
Therefore, we have advantages to
observe thunderstorm from their occurrence to disappearance.
In order to investigate the lightning characteristics near the ground, two stations, Utsunomiya and
Nikko, are selected, because the geographical features at each station is quite different from each
other, i.e., the former locates in the center of the
plain area and the latter is on the boundary.
Utsunomiya station—Apparatus used in the present
observation includes some still cameras and two
moving-film cameras.
Each of the moving-film camera
is an improved version of oscillographic camera with
35 mm film which makes record continuously for sufficiently long time.
The recording speed is changeable with 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 mm/sec.
Errors
involved in the speed of film are less than 2 X, including the power source variations.
Most of the
speed employed is of 20 mm/sec.
A still camera is
mounted on a common metal base with the moving-film
one for viewing the same fiele.
We also used a 9.375 GHz Plane Position Indication (PPI) weather radar system which could locate
the thunderstorm area in Toe1 igi Prefectrue.
Nikko station—This station locates about 30 km
north-west from Utsunomiya, and is in the course of
thunderstorm called "NTRKO-RAI", the thunderstorm
grown in Nikko mountain area.
As is Inscribed above,
the station locates on the boundary between plain and
mountain areas and, therefore, has the variety of the
ground-surface configuration.
Hence, it is convenient to investigate how the lightning is influenced
from the configuration of the ground.
In this station, we used mainly a VTR-camera to take photograph
of lightning discharges.
In both stations, the distance to a lightning
was estimated by measuring the thunder delay time
and by using the triangulation method.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Based upon the lightning observations on Mount
San Salvatore, Berger [1]* classified the lightning
stroke into four kinds: (1) negative downward stroke,
(2) positive downward stroke, (3) positive upward
stroke and (4) negative upward stroke.
On the other
hand, in our observations only the first type of
lightnings have been observed, i.e., almost all of
the lightning flashes have the downward branchin;,
with negative charges.
Therefore, we restrict our
discussions to the negative downward stroke only,
hereafter.
The downward stroke initiates from the cloud
base and progresses toward the ground with stepping
processes.
Its behaviour may depend on the characteristics of the leader head and, also, on the distribution of the electric field in front of it.
The leader stroke may travel down nearly uniformly
in the Initial stage and, approaching the ground, it
is influenced from the field distribution which is
deformed from the grounded objects such as strucutres,
trees and, In some cases, the geographical features,
and in the final stage the leader determines the
striking point of itself.
Hence, It is important
to estimate how high the grounded objects affect on
the field distortion.
INFLUENCE OF THE GROUNDED OBJECTS—Generally, it is
very difficult to solve analytically the distribution
of the electric field using the Laplace or Poisson
equation after taking account the boundary conditions.
However, if we restrict ourselves to two-dimensional case, we can use tue comformal mapping
mehtod to calculate the distribution of the electric
field.
In Fig. 1 is shown the electric field distributions obtained from the sim-ilacion on the building
with a lightning rod.
This figure shows that the
field distribution far from the object becomes uniform and parallel to the terrain and that the height
which affects on the field distortion is within
several times of that of object.
On the other hand, there exist many positive
and negative ions in the atmosphere including many
electrons.
As a result, it is suspected that the
charged particles make the sheath region around the
grounded objects to decrease the electric field in
the atmosphere by the shielding effect.
The region
in which shielding effect extends can be estimated
by calculating the Debye shielding distance which is
defined as
J
D - (e0 k T / n0 e2)a/2

(1)

where e Is the electron charge, ng is the density,
T is the tar.r -rature, eg is the dielectric constant,
and k is the Boltzmann constant [2].
Under the
assumption that the atmosphere is composed of electrons and singly ionizeH uitrogen ions, the Debye
shielding distance r IS estimated as the order of
10 - 100 m with n0 % 10? m-3, and kT \ 0.1 eV.
It is Interesting to note that these values coincident nearly with the values of striking distances
defined by Golde [3J.
From the above results, it
becomes clear that the dotmwatd stroke is not affected from the grounded objects until it reaches the
height which is several times as high as the grounded
* Numbers in brackets designate References at and of
paper.

objects.
These results nay be applied to the case of
horizontal displacement from a vertical structure or
from a steep mountain side.
The typical example of
this case is shown in Fig. 2, which shows that
a lightning strikes the tree on the flatland not in
the mountainous district.
CHANNEL SPLITTING AND DISPLACING OF STRUCK POINTS—
It is important and interesting phenomena of the
splitting of the discharge channel and the displacing of the struck points of lightning for realizing
the protection against the lightning.
According to
photographs taken by a still camera, there are some
cases where a lightning channel splits into two or
more channels and each of them seems to strike the
ground simultaneously.
However, by comparing the
photographs taken by the still camera with that by
the moving-film one it becomes clear that these
phenomena can be classified into two categories:
(1) single stroke flash splits into two or more channels on its travelling down to the ground and each
tip of the forked channels reaches simultaneously to
the ground, and (2) in the multiple-stroke flash the
time interval between adjacent strokes is relatively
long (e.g., 7 to 100 msec according to Kitagawa et
al [A]).
For convenience, we call the former as
"slmultaneous-bi-stroke flash" and the latter as
"multi-strike-point flash" [5].
Simultaneous-bi-stroke flash—A typical example of
the simultaneous-bi-stroke flash is shown in Fig. 3.
In this picture, two discharge channels, A and B, are
shown.
By comparing the photograph taken by the
still camera with that by the moving-film camera, it
is seen that each channel is composed of a single
stroke flash, channel A is formed 74.5 msec ahead of
channel B, and channel A is the simultaneous-bistroke ilash.
The distance from the observation
site to the striking point of the lightning is estimated as 12.6 km from the thunder delay time, and
the height of the channel splitting point is estimated as 206 m from terrain.
An another example of this type is shown In
Fig. 4, which shows a single stroke flash and, hence,
simultaneous-bi-stroke flash.
The distance to the
striking point and the height of the splitting point
of the channel are estimated as 7.8 km and 41 m,
respectively.
From two examples, it should be noted that the
height of tit« splitting point of the discharge channel is relatively low.
Multi-strike--»pint flash—A typical example of the
multi-strike-point flash is shown in Fig. 5.
The
distance to the lightning is estimated as 13 km and
the height which seems to be the channel splitting
point in the still photograph is estimated as 4S0 m,
as determined from the still photograph and the triangulation method.
The photograph taken by the
moving-film camera shows that the time interval between the first and subsequent stroke is estimated
as 87.4 msec, which should be compared with that
obtained by Kitagawa et al '4],
Schonland et al (6]
and Kitagawa et al [4] Indicate that this phenomenon
is caused by the decrease of the conductivity in the
discharge channel because of long time interval between adjacent strokes.
However, we should stress
here that it is caused by the gust or wind shear
just above the ground.
If the wind blows uniformly over a relatively
vide space, the ribbon type lightning can be seen.
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On the other hand, when the leader followed by the
subsequent stroke travels down along the path built
by the previous stroke and meets the gust of wind,
the leader tip of the subsequent stroke is blown off
from the previously formed channel.
As a result,
the struck points of the subsequent strokes could be
displaced along the direction of the wind.
An example of the damage of the distribution
lines caused by this phenomenon is shown in Fig. 6,
in which five power lines under the grounded wire
were melted down by the power current.
Here, the
lightning flashes caused the breakdown of the power
line insulation during the multiple stroke flash.
In this figure, we can see that the power lines are
struck from the side, not from the top of the
structure.
It seems to be caused by the shift of
the discharge channel from a wind shear.
The relation of the accumulated frequency versus
the height of the channel splitting is shown in
Fig. 7, including the simultan*''»s-bi-ströke and the
multi-strike-point flashes.
<s height which corresponds to the 50 % value is auout 300 m.
It is
interesting to note that the most of simultaneous»
bl-stroke flashes occur below this value, while the
most of multi-strike-point flashes set in above that
value except one point.
CONCLUSION
From the above discussions, it is concluded
that (1) the presence of a simultaneous-bi-stroke
flash is confirmed, and also that (2) the lightning
is strongly influenced by the gust or wind shear
above the ground, i.e., the discharge channel of
lightning shifts oy a wind and the struck points of
the subsequent strokes displace along with the
direction of the wind in a multiple-stroke flash.
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Fig. 1—Electric field (equi-potential) distribution
near the building with a lightning rod.

Fig. 2—Downward flash which is not affected from the
grounded objects.
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Fig. 3—Simultaneous-bi-stroke flash, (a) Photograph
on still film, (b) Photograph on moving-film.

( a )

I h )

1
Fig. 4—Simultaneous-bi-stroke flash, (a) Photograph
on still film, (b) Photograph on moving-film.
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INTRACLOUD DISCHARGES STUDIED FROM THE SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTROSTATIC
FIELD CHANGES, THUNDER AND RADIATION FIELDS FROM OVERHEAD TROPICAL THUNDERSTORMS

P. Pradeep Kumar and J. Rai
Department of Physics» University of Roorkee,
Roorkee - 247667,India

ABSTRACT

Simultaneous measurements of electrostatic field change, thunder and radiation fields
vere carried out for overhead tropical thunderstorms at Roorkee during the summer of 1984.
The records were analysed in detail to study the finer aspects of intracloud discharges .
The observation strongly suggests the initiation of the intracloud discharge in a stepwise
manner followed by recoil streamers. The above observations therefore support the potential
gradient wave mechanism of intracloud discharges.
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INTRODUCTION
The mechanism of intracloud discharges is
still of question of dispute due to the lack
of observational evidence. Although extensiv
measurements of electric field changes due
to intracloud discharges have been done by
many workers from different parts of the
world, their interpretation varied most probably because of the observations being made
in different latitudes. As more than 90/. of
the intracloud discharges occuring over
Roorkee are intracloud discharges measurements of electrostatic field changes,thunder
and radiation fields were carried out to
examine the mechanism of intracloud discharges.

portions (i) initial (ii) active and (iii)
final. It was observed that not all the
flashes produced all the three portions,but
if the interflash time interval was large
all the three portions were normally present.

n
V/M

TYPE

n

IV

~^T
TIME

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
For measuring the electrostatic field
changes a plate antenna was employed as a
sensor the output of which was recorded on a
chart recorder. For obtaining the distance
to the discharge and the channel length thunder was also recorded simultaneously on a
tape recorder. The radiation fields were
received by a ELF-VLF receiver and the signals were stored on a tape recorder. Later
these signals were fed to the oscilloscope
and were photographed by a high speed camera.
The complete experimental set up has been
described in detail by Pradeep and Rai [lj.

V/M

TIME

Fig.l - Types of observed electrostatic
field changes

■K-5 SECONDS

+

L

OBSERVATIONS
The observations revealed that the
observed field changes can be classified
into four different catogarles as shown in
Fig.l. Within the field reversal distance
about 40/. were of type I, 20% were of
type II both giving negative field changes
18/. were of type III, 10*/. were of type IV
producing positive field change and the rest
12/. were complex in nature. So it can be
concluded that in most of the case for near
distances the electrostatic field change
during intracloud discharge was negative.
The radiation field records of intracloud discharges showed that in general an
intraclou'4 flash can be divided into three

TIME

Fig.2 - Electrostatic and radiation fields
of an intracloud discharge. Total
duration of flash 400 millisecond.
Field change is positive.
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DISCUSSION

30 SECONDS

-/>—

^

TIME

Fin.! - Electrostatic an-t radiation fields
of an intracloud discharge. Total
duration of flash 700 millisecond.
c
ield change is co-nplex.
The initial portion is characterised by
rapid pulsations of the order of micros?cands
and lasting for a duration of 100 to 200
millisecond. The active stage comprised of
large amplitude bursts, bipolar in nature
with the pulse interval of the order of millisecond. The final stage comprises of small
a-ipliturfe bursts spaced at intervals rangirta from 10 to 60 milliseconds. The quiescent times observed between the initial and
active stane ranoed from 10 to 120 milliseconds, and that from active to final ranged from 10 to BO milliseconds. The electrostatic anH ra^Htion fields of two typical
intraclou.-' dj scheme are shown in Figures 2
and ?.

Theoretically it has been shown [2,5J
that in an intracloud discharge the raising
of negative charge from the lower N-region
gives a positive field change on the ground
and the lowering of positive charge from
the upper P-region gives a negative field
within field reversal distance. Our records
show that about 60/. of the field change
within the field reversal distance was negative, so in light of the theoretical calculations [2,5j it can be suggested that an
intracloud discharge is initiated by the
raising of negative charge from the bottom
of the cloud followed by the lowering of
positive charge from the top of the cloud.
The initial portion of the radiation field
strongly suggests that the raising of negative charge from the bottom of the cloud is
in a stepwise manner. The active portion
confirms the existence of recoil streamers
(K-changes) bringing positive charge downwords in the pre ionized channel. The final
portion suggests the pcsibility of the existence of dart like streamers which quenches
the remaining charge. It is therefore suggested that the mechanism of intracloud discharge is very much similar in nature to
that of cloud to ground discharges. The
mechanism of intracloud discharges can therefore be explained in terms of the potential
gradient wave proposed by Loeb [4j and
Winn [5j.
MECHANISM
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a) Pilot leader
1. Electron avalance from the lower positive
pocket charge p centre to N centre possibility of corona discharge.
2. Electrons that are accelerated disperse
sideways - ions are created, +ve ions
move to the N centre while -ve ions to
the P centre.
b) Stepping

1. Asymmetry of charges at the ionized and
unionized boundary creates potential
gradient wave which propagation upwards.

2. Sequence of potential gradient wave
propagate forgeing their way to the P
centre in stepwise manner.

2. Ogawa T., Brook M., 'The mechanism of
intracloud lightning discharge' .J.Geophys.
Res., 69, 5141-5160, 1964.

c) R»coil Streamer

S. Khastagir S.R., Sana S.K., 'On intracloud
discharges and their accompanying electric
field changes'. J. Atmos. Phys., 84,
115-126, 1972.

1. Initial discharge reaches P region there is an increase in potential as a
result ambient air breaks down.
2. Downward propagating wave starts forgeing
its way in the pre ionized channel without
stepping (K-change).

4. Loeb L.B., 'Ionizing waves of potential
gradient'. Science, 148, 1471, 1965.

8. Sequence of events takes place and the
flash vanishes.

5. Winn W.P., 'A laboratory analog of the
dart leader and return stroke of lightning, J. Geophys. Res., 70, 8265» 1965.
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